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"This bVtle was won by aggressive application of techriques and principles commonly taught in
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that a lesson to be learned is that these techniques and principles are basically sound and wil
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1.
Purpose. This pasuphlut presents a digest of the substantive
comments of observers and commanders in operations and exercises
emphasizing lessons learned and correlating those where appropriate to
pertinent references in current training publications.
2.-__GenerAtý Many lessons learned are being derived from operations in Vietnam, th. --EhTriani
Repub&i-z:. major field exercises, and
other pertinent sources.
These cite actions both correctly and incorrectly
taken. The majority of the lessons are already clearly stated in current
doctrine and techniques.
Where they are not, they usually involve refineSments peculiar to a particular area or situation. This suggests that most
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e.
Inm prove interest and enthusiastic participation of individuals in training by cf,.rence to operations and actions that have actually
occurred.
4.
Application. Commanding generals. ZI armies and
USAJFKCENSPWAR will insure that the contents of thia pamphlet are
disseminated to each battalion, separate company and letachment within
their Army area with the least practicable delay. In urut trainirg programs, emphasis will be given to the close correlation of the contentof this pamphlet with doctrine and techniques as stated in current field
manuals to insure achieve-nent of the objectives stated in paragraph 3
above.
5.
Frequency of publication and numbering system.
This is the
first issue of a quarterly series. Each subsequent publication will bear

the same basic number, however consecutive sub-numbers will be assigned to each new issue.
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Appendix II
Training in Theater

Incident /Obs e rvati on.
"Training in defensive and security measures is constantly stressed
with a practice alert held weekly. 'On-the-job' training is conducted
daily, and personnel spend a minimum of one hour each aay improving
defensive positions. Training also covers familiarization training in
individual weapons. "

J

References:
Chapter 3, FM 7-10, "Rifle Company, Infant- y and Airborne
Battle Groups. "
Paragraph 48, FM 31-30, "Jungle Operations."
Paragraph 159 through 167, FM 100-5, 'Field Service RegulationsOperations."
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Appendix Ill
Joint Operations and Procedures for Airmobile Operations

Incide nt/Obst rvation.

S

"Quality control and consiste.ncy in coordination between US
Army Aviation and US Air Force elements in the conduct of airmobile
operations is a major problem area. Although there are notable exceptions, experience in the unit indicates that USAF Forward Air Controllers do not, in leneral. understand the requirement for close, continuous
and coordinated fires in -ind immediately adjacent to the landing zone during airmobile or erations ;uch as a- landed assailts and troop extractions.
This lack of understanding -.:.A appreciation for the requirements of successful heliborne operations has been demonstrated many iimes by illchosen fighter bomber ordnance loads, air strikes terminated much too
soon, and close air support fires placed much too far from friendly troop
positions and helicopter landing zones to be effective in neutralizing possible sources of enemy ground fire. These discrepancies continue to
occur despite repeated efforts on the part of the Army Aviation plannerto bring the Aii Force fighter bombers in to close wing tip to rotor tip
supporting d" 3ta-ices. Coordination of US Army Aviation and US Air
Force elements to bring Air Force high performance air support fires
to within one hundred (100) meters of the landing zone is mandatory to
insure the future of heliborne operations in the face of the expanding
efficiency of Vict Cong anti-helicopter tactics. The armed helicopter,
while suitable for troop ship escort in lightly held areas, is entirely
inadequate when pitted against organized fortifications and determined
enemy resistance."

Lesson Learned
"The entire future of helicopter assault operations is hinged upon
effective close combat air support by US Air Force elements. To attain
this closely coordinated effort, the following criteria must be met:
"a.

The US Air Fcrce Forward Air Controller (FAC) and the US
Army Aviation element Operations Planning Officer must be cross trained
and jointly instructed in the conduct of both the USAF and US Army portions of an airmobile operation as integral parts of one continuous dpertion, rather than as separate but related components of a single combat
operation.

-M

8
"b. The FAG mnust be a member of the planning team from inception to execution of the operation. He must be responsive to the requirements of the Army Aviation Element Operations Planning Officer.
"c. The FAG must be czpable of selecting the most effective ordnance loads in adequate quantity, and must have the authority to insure
that fighter bombers are fitted with the selected loads.
"d. The FAG must be capable of establishing personal liaison
with the fighter bomber pilots prior to the mission in order to adequately
brief them in the detail required to offer reasonable assurance of successful mission accomplishment. On target orientations are unsatisfactory almost without exception, since they do not allow for the fine
distinction of one hundred (100) meters distance which is so critical to
the success of the operation. An alternate or complementary solution
might lie ii having the FAG lead the strike in a fighter bomber himself,
thus actually striking required targets in precisely the manner he wishes
subsequent sorties to execute their strikes.
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Appendix IV
Enemy Tactics

1.

Incident/Observation.

"A stidy uf VC methods over the years has shown that incidents have in the main followed a set pattern, which consist of one slow
action and four fast .,ctions. The five point order of attack can be set
out as follows:
Slow and m_.ticulous attack preparations and rehearsals
Fast closing in with the enemy and attack
Fast and determined destruction of enemy resistance
Fast mopping-up of the battle area (arms, priscners,
casualties)
Fast withdrawal to base areas."

Lesson Learned

-4r

"The VC has ample time to seek for and study weaknesses in our
methods. Set patterns of movement or operation will prove suicidal.
Like a bank robber, the VC thoroughly cases his intended victim before
execution of his plan. So as to beat the VC at his own game, plans and
actions must be highly flexible, original in adaptation and avoid any
tendency to follow any form of rigid pattern."

Reference:
Subparagraph 37a and b, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations.'
2.

Incident/Observation.

"Pers,',nnel An vehicles which carry automatic bipods were
receiving concentrations of sniper fire and thus suffering a disproportionate casualty rate."
Lesson Learned
"Bipods were removed from vehicles while on offensive -'perations
pto
revent easy identification of automatic weapons.
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3.

"Infantry troops entc red VC village in support of Vieta.
nanivsc offi ials from the Officu, of the Privince Chief. Approximately
200 civilian-, were assembled and told by the Vietnamese that their vilThey were
lage was to be destroyed and they were to abandon the area.
giver. 72 hours to move to designated areas.
leave,

As the troops turned to

an officer was wounded by a hand grenade obviously thrown by a

civilian in the crowd. "

b.
"Infantry troops suffered losses in initial weeks of contact with VC from sniper fire directed from tree houses. "

Lesson Learned
"Constant state of alert must be maintained by individual soldiers."

References:
Paragraph 25, 26, and 27, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations,
Subparagraph 44b(5), FM 31-30, "Jungle Operations."
4.

Incident/Observation(s).

a.
"Patrol walked into an ambush consisting of 2 machine
guns and one platoon of riflemen deployed along each side of a stream bed.
Good observation and quick individual reaction threw the ambush force
into confusion and inflicted casualties. "

-.4

"A VC ambush set off a land mine against our troops and
b.
then engaged them with small arms fire. Although wounded and dazed
by the mine explosion, the squad leader, a sergeant, led his squad forward and by aggressive fire and maneuver forced the VC to flee."
"Experience has indicated that most patrol encounters
c.
Often reaction tim.
with the enemy are sudden surprise engagements.
by the patrol point has been too slow to score kills. The VC is thoroughly
trained to quickly jump into the brush when encountered..

2

"

I11

Lesson Learned
a.
"When caught in ambush situation, losses are minimized by
q,iick individual reaction and immediate concentration of fire and maneuver or. ambush positions, e.g. , a frontal attack behind a heavy volume
of fire by elements in the killhng zone and flanking movement by leading
Immediate action drills, on foot and from vehicles,
or trailing elements.
need to be practiced, perfected and known by all troops. Use should be
made of smoke grenades to cover initial deployment. "

F

b.
"The VC is likely to afford only a fleeting target when he
shows himself. Training must emphasize the need to attain a high standard of marksmanship with first shot hits and practice is needed on jungle
type ranges with surprise targets for reflex conditioning."

USCONARC Comment

I

Whenever practicable, mortar and artillery fire should be brought
down on enemy escape routes until they can be sealed off by ground
forces.

References:

j

Paragraph 66 and i09, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Paragraph 58 and 59, FM 31-30, "Jungle Operations."

j

5.

Incident/Observation.

"Enemy tactics are increasingly designed to exploit US troops,
This is done by ofLering bait, i.e. , exposure at a
efforts to kill VC.
distance, sniper fire, and open smoke fires, etc, in an effort to draw
patrols into ambush, cross fires or booby trapped areas."

References.:
Subparagraph le, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations.
Paragraph 300, FM 100-5, "Field Service Regulations-Operations,"
as amended.
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6.

Incident/Obs e,-vation(,).

a.
"The VC gucrrilla has prepared mortar firing positions
which do not require use of base plate. This is accomplished by digging
cylindrical angled hole in the ground with a rock or wooden block in the
bottom to absorb impact. This hole is so angled as to require no aiming
of tube for pre-selected targets. In this manner several quick rounds
can be fired into our installations and the guerrilla can flee leaving the
camouflaged buried tube behind for use again."
b.
"The majority of the activity one night centered around
a position where the artillery task force received mortar fire and several probing attacks. Quick reaction by all forces answered these attacks with small arms, mortar, artillery and 90mnm fires and the Viet
Cong was forced to withdraw. The tail fins of the incoming mortars
identified the round as 81mm U. S. mortars made in 1955. The shell
craters were closely examined, three of them indicated that the rounds
were coming from 725 to 730 mils. Artillery and mortar fires were
delivered along this i4ne up to the maximum range of the 81mm mortar.
The enemy stopped firing."

Lesson Learned
"Any unit coming under enemy mortar fire must report immediately
the sound bearing to the enemy's firing position. Every effo, t must
be made to collate these reports and r -act with co:mterfire in the quickest
possible time in order to catch the VC before he flees his firing position.
The minimum requirement is to know the direction shells/bombs are
coming from, type of weapon (if possible) and location of target area."

USCONARC Comment
Harassing patrols should be dispatched to follow-up the counter
bombardment whenever practicable.

References:
Paragraph 86, FM 6-20-2, "Field Artillery Techniques," as
amended.
Appendix III, FM 6-121, "Field Artillery Target Acquisition."

J"
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7.

Incident /Obs e rvation.
"A company came under heavy enemy small arms and mortar

fire during the process of being landed by helicopter. Prompt deployment
and concentrated fire into the forest surrounding the landing area secured
landing zone for additional incoming helicopters."

Lesson Learned
"Units must be ready to engage enemy immediately upon landing
by helicopter with all types of weapons available."

References:

*

Paragraph 180, FM 7-11, "Rifle Company, Infantry, Aixborne
Infantry and Mechanized Infantry."
Subparagraph 135b, FM 7-15, '"Infantry, Airborne Infantry, and
Mechanized Infantry, Rifle Platoons and Squads."
See also paragraph 4, appendix V, this Pamphlet.
8.

Incident/Observation.

"The VC will launch attacks against the helicopter landing
zone when the main body of our troops have been lifted out, and only a
small rear guard remains in position."

"Lesson Learned
"Artillery forward observers should always be among the last
personnel to leave the landing zone in order to direct pre-arranged
arti..le y fire plotted for close-in protection."

Reference:
Paragraph 67,

"

"9.

FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."

Incident /Obs ervation(s).

a.
"The Viet Cong make an almost fanatic and usually successful effort to evacuate their own dead and wounded from battlefield
particularly at night.

In U1
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b.
"VC units conducting night attacks often break off attack
and stop firing zbruptl)
if our troops also stop firing, enemy will use
iull to recover dead, wounded and weapons from the battlefield."

Lesson Learned
"Mobt Vietnamese practice a form of ancestor worship. Many
believe that if a dead body is not buried near the bodies of its ancestors,
the spirit belonging to that body will wander for all eternity and cannot
return for family festivals. This belief accounts in great measure for
the fanaticism displayed in battlefield recovery of bodies. Following
encounters with the VC, involving many casualties, fresh graves will
vrovii an :..di.•dtion of the source of the VC involved if they managed
to remove their dead. Frustrating removal of the dead will lower VC
morale. Units must continue to harass battlefield and likely routes of
withdrawal with fire to obtain maximum enemy casualties as he attempts
to police battlefield.
-

10.

Incident/Obs e rvation.

"A 50 caliber automatic anti-aircraft weapon was discovered
by an aviation platoon. The platoon coordinated an effective attack on
the enemy position by VNAF fighter bombers which destroyed the position. This incident clearly stressed the need for fast and effective communication to all supporting units."

AI
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Appendix V
Basic Tactics

1.

*

-

Frierdly Forces

Incident/Observation.

"Emphasis has been placed on offensive tactics to the point
that we may have overlooked the fact that sometimes a d,'fensive posture
must be assumed. Although offensive action is essential for the capture
of objectives, disruption of enemy activities and inflicting the maximum
number of casualties on enemy formations, the principles of defense
must not be ignored.
Hard fought gains can be completely lost if effective defense measures are not taken during reorganization phases."

Lesson Learned
"Small unit commanders must quickly learn to appreciate the use
of defensive terrain and the proper employment of supporting weapons
in the defense."

References:

Paragraph 48-51, FM 31-30, "Jungle Operations."
Chapter III, FM 7-10, "Rifle Company, Infantry and Airborne
Battle Groups."
Pa-agraph 159-167, FM 100-5. "Field Service Regulations-

Ope rations.
2.

"

Incident/Obs e rvation(s).

"a. Small units are having the most success in coming to grips
with the VC as forces larger than a platoon normally force VC into hiding.
Noise discipline and fire discipline are better in small units."
"b. Too often ambushes are well planned and positioned only
to completely fail due to one single mistake by either a soldier or the
commander. Some of the most common mistakes are:
"a.

Ar,

Failure of noise discipline (coughing, talking,
ing around, clattering canteen, etc).

.4

4..

S/%.

,

shift-

16
"b.

Ambush iprung too soon alertire VC.

"c.

Failure to pursue by fire when VC jump ir~t

"d.

Faillire to quickly exploit and search area fr

-,inder-

brush.
ca*i-

alti-s and dead.
"e.

Failure to provide for illuminatior' in connectvin with
sweep after ambush."

Lessons Learned

a.

"The squad has a better chance to move undetected ,nto an

ambush site than does a larger unit.

b.
"Planning and rositioning is only the first step in conducting a
successful ambush. Discipline must be maintained, the plan of attack
understood thoroughly and the proper equipment and appropriate supporting arms made available."

References:
Chapter 16, Section VI. FM 21-75, "Combat Training of the Individual Soldier and Patrolling."
Paragraph 159-166, FM 7-10, "Rifle Company. Infantry and Airborne Battle Groups."
Paragraph 56-61, FM 31-30, "Jungle Operations."
3.

4

Incident/Observation.

"During an airborne assault deep in war zcne, a cavalry troop
was assigned the mission of providing a flank screen for an iniantry operation. The cavalry troop made a swift, but thorough search of their assigned area and discovered four VC cache points containing approximately
ZO0 tons of rice and quantities of cigarettes, tea, milk, corn, bailey.and
tobacco."
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4.

Iin. idelnt '0brt-,.r

ati,.

"A .o-npany wax giver its m~ssion only minutes before takeoff. The mi a ion invo-frd tlying into a Landing Z-ne to enLage a VC
forte, and called for pre -planned fire support. This mnss~on was suc cessf••ty accomplihthd deap-te the fait the VC kept up a high volrtne ;f
small arms and mortar fire.
Full ute was mide of suppr.-ssive fires
by the gro'und troops to assist incoming helithpters.
At a gtven 4sinal
all M79 gunners laid a high angle barrage into the wooded areas surrounding the lan,!i-g zone.
The rapid course of events necessitated concise
use of the radio for passing orders."

Lesson Learned
"The war in Vietnam demands flexibility in planning and execution.
Units must be ready to engage in operations on short notice, and remain
flexible for last minute instructions and changes.
Radio transmissiotis
must be short and to the point. Unless the message will affect the operations keep off the air. Unorthodox and original lose of weapons will
often pay dividends."

References:
Subparagraph 38d and paragraph 117. YM 24-18. "Field Radio
Technique s. "
Paragraph 180. FM 7-11, "Rifle Company. Infantry. Airborne
Infantry. and Mechanized Infantry."
See also paragraph 7, appendix V. this pamphlet.
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Paragraph 5Z.
6.

1nid

Ide-It ifil at, r% wbl htAn

FM 31-16.

t !Oshre

NO~

,ij

at ri-'

loi

"C',sntergue-rralla Operati-ns.-

ati1n.

.'mmanrer obaoprved: 'Anther thing I feel strongly a£bit
"A
It is almost imp,)ssible
out here is stoppir" your Lnits 'ust bef're dark.
to manouver anything in the pungle at night.

Lesson Learned
"Whenever possible. operations should be timen to allow trot ps
sufficient da-hlight to dig in and establisri night positions.

USCONARC Comment
In cases where an operation (annc4 be broke,, off. other units
should assist by helping to prepare psvitions fc r tb- fighting urtit to fall
back to within the area of their own pusxtior•s.

Refe-renc e:

Subparagrap? 37d.

i

FM 31-30,

""tingle Operations."

I 8-lM.
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7.

Incident /Obs ervation.

"Support battalion troops could be used effectively in the combat zone to perform specialized missions which are at present tying down
combat troops. Teams could be formed to blow up tunnels and bunkers
in villages; and assist in providing security guards for CP's, field communications, maintenance teams, etc."

Lesson Learned

"Any use which can be made of support units to relieve combat
troops for the pursuit and destruction of the enemy in an emergency

situation is to be encouraged."

Reference:
Subparagraph 2b, FM 21-75, "Combat Training of the Individual
Soldier and Patrolling."
8.

Incident/Observation.

"A problem exists in differentiating between the prioritýýg\s of
fire support missions."

Lesson Learned
"The problem of determining fire support priorities is never easy,
and must rest upon the judgment of the task force commander as advised
by his artillery commander, and based upon up-to-the-minute situation
reports on the command radio."

References:
Paragraph 81, FM 100-5, "Field Service Regulations-Operations,"
as amended.
Paragraph 4-3, FM 61-100, "The Division," as amended.

!
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9.

Incident/Observation.

"A commander stated: 'Whenever we have been caught we
have been moving on trails. When we have been moving through the
scrub, the enemy has never caught us and we can pick him up as he uses
the scrub also. '"

Lesson Learned
"The use of established routes is most likely to provide the enemy
with opportunities to inflict casualties on our own troops. To beat him
at his own game, our forces should move away from recognized routes."

Reference:
Subparagraph 47c, FM 31-30, "Jungle Operations."

-:
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Appendix VI
Knowledge of Current Use of Weapons and Equipment

1.

Incident/Observation.

"In one instance our outpost fired against a VC patrol too soon
dispersing the enemy rather than destroying him. On another occasion
a machine gunner held his fire until the enemy was right on him. When
he began firing, five VC were killed, the closest falling only six paces
from the gun muzzle."

Lesson Learned
"In many situations, rifles and machine guns should only be used
at close range when there is a certainty of a kill. This requirement calls
for very strict fire control and fire discipline at the lowest level."

Reference:
Paragraph 62, FM 31-30, "Jungle Operations."
2.

Incident/Observation.

"Soldier threw grenade into village hut and stood outside the
grass wall waiting for the detonation. He was wounded by grenade
fragmentation."

Lesson Learned
"•'Viet Cong village search and clear operations require a different
techinique from usual house to house fighting. Walls of grass-type huts
found in Viet Nam will not contain an explosion. The soldier must seek
cover immediately after tossing grenade to protect himself from the
resulting fragmentation."

Reference:
Subparagraph 7c(1)(d), FM 23-30, "Grenades and Pyrotechnics,"
as amended.
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3.

Incident/ Observation.

"Lack of familiarity and training in handling ordnance items
and loaded weapons basic to our combat units have resulted in injuries
and deaths."

Lesson Learned
"Stress must be placed on constant checks of weapons by individuals to insure familiarity with safety requirements for operations."
4.

Incident/Observations(s).

a.
"Soldier had feet hanging out of helicopter on take off.
Take off was low over bamboo thicket. Soldier was wounded in the foot
by bamboo sliver. "
b.
"Troops moving toward exit of helicopter just before
touch-down resulted in shift of weight and crash."

Lesson Learned
"Feet must be kept inside helicopters and movement inside these
ships restricted until they are firmly on the ground."

i
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Appendix VII
Individual Inquisitiveness and Alertness

1.

Incident/Observation.

"On two occasions enemy contact was made by our troops
immediately after some civilians were observed in the unit area. Women
are often used by VC for reconnaissance. Any Vietnamese who lives in
a village and can read and write must be suspected as a Viet Cong.
Since literate persons loyal to the RVN government have been prime
targets for the VC for, years, it is unlikely that such Vietnamese other
than VC would have survived."

Lesson Learned
"Any unidentified civilian in a unit area must be considered to be
a potential enemy.

Reference:
Paragraph 41,

2.

FM 30-5, "Combat Intelligence,"

as amended.

Incident/Observation(s).
a.

"Due to the highly fluid nature of the combat situation,

the standard techniques of intelligence information collection and dissemination are proving too slow."

b.
The following extract points up the importance of all
soldiers acting inquisitively and thereby assisting our intelligence:
"The individual soldier is the most important source of
intelligence we have.
valuable intelligence.

What you see, what you find, what you do, is
Because you do report what you see, because you

do report and turn in captured. material and documents, because you
do these things we and you, know more about the enemy, and because
we know more about him, we are defeating him."

I

..,
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"Some concrete examples of what I'm talking about are the facts:
"1. That one of you captured and turned in a Viet Cong gas mask,
the first one turned in through military channels since the war began.
A plastic bag, with a cotton gauze pad containing charcoal, it is being
analyzed by technical intelligence agents at this time.
"2. Because of the documents you found and turned in we know
tll'- our operations ar-:. is divleýd into two distinct areas, a supply or
storage area and a military area.
"3.

We know the designations of the units in these areas. We
x.ro-,ý tl-e anit we met and defeated during the operation were, in part,
members of a VC battalion, a main force Viet Cong unit.
"4.

Because you captured prisoners and they talked under inter-

rogation we know that we inflicted heavy casualties on this Battalion and
the othe:' Viet Cong units which you met and defeated.
"5. Because of the weapons you turned in, their make and condition
we know the Viet Cong are armed with newer model weapons, and because of all of this we know more about the enemy we face and all of
this becaase of your efforts.
"Extreme care must be exercised in the manner in which we treat
prisoners. Once they are disarmed we must actually be nice to them.
Besides being morally sound people we must realize from a military
point of view that the prisoners know something that we must learn. If
we treat them properly word will get out and it will be easier to induce
the enemy to surrender on the next operation. If we treat them in such
a manner that they can "calm down" they will be much more prone to
te!. us what they know. As soon as we can get them back to the Brigade
First, Where
$2 he will try to find out the answers to several questions.
should we shoot next? Second, Where should we move our troops to minimize our casualties and still catch more prisoners? Third, What units
are we fighting and what are they planning to do next?"

Lesson Learned
"Immediate transmission of information to lower, higher and adjacent intelligence sections must be accomplished if it is to be of value.
Individual soldiers must be made aware of the continual requirement to
be alert and suspicious and to report all activities in their sectors.
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The importance of negative reports should not be overlooked.
all unusual incidents. "

Report

References:
Paragraph 17, FM 7-15, "Infantry, Airborne Infantry and Mechanized Infantry, Rifle Platoons and Squads."
Paragraph 116, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Paragraph 51-53 and subparagraph 108c, FM 21-75, "Combat
Training of the Individual Soldier and Patrolling."
3.

incident/Observation.

"M±viany village search operations are ineffective due to lack
of communication with natives.

Lesson Learned
"Units given a search and sweep task should be provided local
interpreters to ease their task and assist in obtaining information otherwise denied through language difficulties."

Reference:
Paragraph 12,
4.

FM 31-30, "Jungle Operations."

Incident/Observation.
"Villagers will often flee at sight of American troops."

Lesson Learned
"This is a good indication of the presence of a sizeable VC force."
5.

Incident/Observation(s).

a.
"Beware of cheap information even if in docurmentary
form. The VC are adept in stimulating a 'Wild Goose Chase,' and setting up an ambush to capitalize on the situation."

26
b.
"The Vietnamese rarely disagree openly with anything
said to them. Naturally, none will admit being a VC to members of the
opposing side. Their eyes and expression sometimes betray them and
they know it. Watch out for the furtive ones of either sex at any age.
"While the VC ir some numbers may hide between operc.
ations in tunnels, a great many of them are the Vietnamese you see in
the villages, shops and rice paddies. "
d.
"Intensive military operations may be expected both during VC holidays and those o, their adversaries, the latter in an attempt
to cause the adversary to lose "face" during a time when a nation tends
to glorify its past and optimize the present."

Lesson Learned
"Knowledge of the enemy, even to the smallest detail is most
important. For want of such knowledge, an operation can be lost."

Reference:
Paragraph 51-52,

FM 21-75, "Combat Training of the Individual

Soldier and Patrolling."
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1.
Purpose. This pamphlet presents a digest of the substantive
comments of observers and commanders in operations and exercises
emphasizing lessons learned and correlating those where appropriate to
pertinent references to current training publications.
2.
General. Many lessons learned are being derived from operations in Vietnam, the Dominican Republic, major field exercises, and
other pertinent sources. These cite actions both correctly and incorrectly taken. The majority of the lessons are already clearly stated
in current doctrine and techniques. Where they are not, they usually
involve refinements peculiar to a particular area or situation. This
suggests that most of our doctrine is sound and is being correctly applied. This also indicates that in training certain principles must be
continually emphasized and presented in such a manner as to insure
full understanding and effective execution by units when the need arises.
3.

Objectives.

The objectives are to:

a.
Emphasize to commanders of all units the necessity to
thoroughly study and apply realistically and completely in training and
operations all the principles stated in current doctrine and techniques.
b.
Indicate those principles and techniques needing special
emphasis based on the environment, the type of operations, and the
"-ature of the enemy.
c.
Indicate to all personnel that principles stated in doctrine
in specific situations must be further refined by the ingenuity and resourcefulness of the unit involved.
d.
Assist commanders to inject in training realistic situations of the type being actually encountered in operations.
e.
Improve interest and enthusiastic participation of individuals in training by reference to operations and actions that have actually
occurred.
4.
Orientation. The country of Vietnam varies considerably,
ranging from open flatlands interspersed by rivers and canals to dense
jungles and mountairncus terrain. Headquarters, US Forces Vietnam
have stressed the poiirt that "tactics and techniques which prove successfill in a given area in-,.y not render the same results in all sections of the
country." This factor should be borne in mind when reading lessons
learned. It accounts for variances in comments from commanders in
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the field. It points up the continued requirement for flexibility and a
adreadiness to adapt to the type of terrain so as to use it to the best
vantage.
Application. Sufficient copies are furnished Commanding
5.
generals, ZI armies and USAJFKCENSPWAR (Abn) to permit further
to the
distribution. In unit training programs, emphasis will be given
close correlation of the contents of this pamphlet with doctrine and
techniques as stated in current field manuals to insure achievement
of the objectives stated in paragraph 3, above.
Frequency of publication and numbering system. This is the
6.
second issue of a quarterly series. Each subsequent publication will
bear the same basic number, however, consecutive sub-numbers will
be assigncd to each new issue.
(ATUTR -TNG)
FOR THE COMMANDER:

OFFICIAL:

GEORGE T. DUNCAN
Major General, GS
Chief of Staff

Colonel, AGO
Acting Adjutant General
DISTRIBUTION:
Al; AZ; A3; Bc; Cl,
CZ; Dl, D2; El, EZ,
E3; F; H
USAR: A
ARNG: A

g
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Appendix I
Lessons Learned From Combat Command Reports
Section I
Suggested Areas for Additional Training Emphasis

1.

Incident/Observation.

"Before the arrival of US units in Vietnam, the Viet Cong had
almost absolute freedom of movement at night, for very few night opations were conducted by the ARVN Forces. Several night infiltration
operations were initiated, which threw the VC into a state of confucion
and caused him to be unsettled for many days thereafter. Night operations are now the norm for this unit and definitely upset the VC, while
at the same time reducing casualties to US Forces because of the security gained by surprise and cover of darkness in making rapid moves
to blocking or assault positions.
"LessonLearned
|~

"All units must receive adequate training in night operations fromn
the squad through the brigade level. Further emphasis should be placed
on night movement cross-country over difficult terrain and over extended distances."

USCONARO Comment
Training for night operations will need adaptation to meet the
separate requirements imposed by different types of terrain, e.g.,
combat formations practicable in open co-.intry may well need considerable adaptation in thick jungle.

References.
Paragraphs 38, 57,
Operations."

and 65,

FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and

Subparagraph 142b(4), FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."

•r
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Item from "Items of Army-Wide Interest," 20 September 1965,
reprinted below:
"Night Operations Training.
"1. Effective operations during the hours of darkness are
essential in all warfare, but in particular in counterguerrilla
warfare. The basic ingredient of successful night operations -offensive or defensive -- is the confidence of the individual

soldier in his ability and that of his unit to operate in the night
environment. This confidence comes only from detailed planning
and painstaking, successful training.

j

"2. A well-organized training program that devotes from
one quarter to one third of the training time to night operations
can provide our soldiers with the necessary knowledge, confidence,
and skill they need for night combat. Requirements for night
trainingg will vary among commands; however, it is extremely
important that Army personnel going to the Republic of Vietnam
(RVN) have the training which will enable them to fight at night as
well as during daylight.
"3. The U. S. Army's experience in night operations in
World War I! and Korea is reflected in current doctrine and training literature. Army doctrinal publications emphasize that night
combat is "an integral part of all operations." These publications
cover night attack and defense, retrograde c perations, counterinsurgency operations, and airborne, aiii--obile, amphibious and
other types of operations condacted at niglit. Army training programs provide guidance for both individuals and units ;n night
training.
"4. The key to successful night training is to schedule training which includes transition of operations from day to night, and
vice versa. Thisitraining should be scheduled as an uninterrupted
tactical exercise. Further, the scope of training should nct be
limited but should include all aspects of tactical operations.
Offensive actions involving aight movement should be stressed.
"5.

Areas in which increased emphasis should be placed are:
"a.

C

Techniqaes oi fire during periods of darkness,

"b. Individual weapons firing under all conditions of
natural and artificial illumination.

6
"c.

Night relief procedures at small unit level.

"d.

Nght reconnain

"e.

Individual proficiency in land navigation at night.

"f.

Individual and unit night discipline.

patrols.

"g. Use of detection devices in offensive and defensive
night operations.
"h.

Night live firing exercises for squads and platoons.

"116. In conjunction with night operations it becomes apparent
that to cope with the rigors of the environment and sustained day

and night operations in RVN, personnel must be in the best possible physical condition. To do this will require much more than
the average physical training program of 2 or 3 hours a week.
A high and continuing demand must be placed on the physical capacity of the individual in order to build confidence in his ability
to function properly under conditions of prolonged physical exertion. This element could well be considered for inclusion in the
Army Training Tests/Operational Readiness Tests for infantry
units.
It is the self-sufficient, confident, well-trained, phys"7.
ically capable soldier who can sarvive in RVN in both day and
night combat operations."'
2.

Incident/Observation.

"Within two days of arrival in-country, all units posted
ambush patrols at night and sent out reconnaissance and combat patrols

during the day.

The patrols covered difficult and unfamiliar terrain.

The hot climate and mountainous jungles led to greatly increased water
on, thereby creating an immediate problem of water resupply.
consup
In some instances, patrols had to halt and await resupply of water in
order to minimize cases of heat exhaustion."

Lesson Learned
"Infantry units need to spend time conducting training in country
resembling Viet Nam, e. g. the hills, forests and swamps available in

7
local areas. Stress should be placed upon squad and platoon sized
patrols of all types (ambush, reconnaissance, and combat) and upon
amnbush and counterambush techniques."

Reference.
Chapter 10 and paragraph 179, FM Z1-75,
Soldier and Patrolling."
Individual
the
3.

"Combat Training of

Incident/Observation.

"The situation in Viet Nan presents numerous occasions for
lo ng zange patrols deep into enemy territory. Special Forces units in
Vict Nam have accumulated considerable experience in long range patrolling and have evolved successful organization, tactics and procedures for long range patrols."

Lesson Learned
"Selected officers and NCOs should receive training in the tactics
and techniques of long range patrols."

References.
Paragraph 115,

FM 21-75,

"Combat Training of the Individual

Soldie.r and Patrolling."
Paragraph 40,

FM 31-30,

"Jungle Training and Operations."

"

Paragraphs 7Z-74, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Paragraph 66, FM 21-50, "Ranger Training and Ranger Operations."

4.

Incident/Observation.

"The use of reconnaissance platoons during CONUS training
exercises in no way resemble6 their use under fire in Viet Nan.
While vehicles are necessary to reach an area of operations, thSActuql
missions of screening, blocking, and reconnaissance are normally conducted on foot. The reconnaissance platoons often have been forced by
the realities of war in Viet Nam to dismount MGs and employ the conventional tactics of the rifle platoon."

r
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Lesson Learned

"Reconnaissance platoons need to place emphasis in discharging
their various missions in a dismounted role, in addition to training in
the mounted role."

References.
Paragraph 66 and appendix IV, FM 7-20, "Infantry, Airborne Infantry, and Mechanized Infantry Battalions."
Paragraph 192, FM Z2-75, "Combat Training of the Individual
Soldier and Patrolling."
5.

Incident/Observation.

a.
"Experience to date shows a preponderance of small unit
act~ios. Squad leaders and platoon leaders must be thoroughly grounded
in land navigation, the use of TAC air and artillery, and the procedures
for calling fire on targets. Small unit leaders must exercise fire discipline to achieve maximum surprise and effect, particularly at night.
They must realize the value of combat irntelligence° and report it quickly.
Individual soldiers must be adept with hand grenades as well as with
individual weapons. All troops must become proficient in the use of
individual camouflage measures and in the detection of concealed positions."
b.
"Every major operation since arrival in country has
been characterized by the use of helimobile elements, TAC air, armed
helicopters, artillery, aerial resupply, command and control ships,
and aerial medical evacuation. These techniques are used so extensively and parachute operations so infrequently as to indicate a basic
change in the present training emphasis for airborne units destined for
deployment to Viet Nam."

-

Lesson's Learned

a.
"More training time should be devoted to helimcbile operations, to include TAC air, and aerial medical evacuation. Particular
emphasis should be given to familiarize troops with close support by
armed helicopters. All offirers and NOOs should be thoroughly versed
in. proedures for callinO
air and artillery fires."

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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b.
"Emphasis given to individual training and to small unit
training, even if the time has to be taken from more adva-nced unit
exercises, is more likely to meet the training needs for Viet Nam."

USCONARO Comment
The principles of employing armed helicopters are still in the
formative stage. The draft field manual on armed helicopter employment is now out for field review. These aircraft supplement and extend
the fire support capability available to the ground commander; however,
the armed helicopter is not a substitute for ground based fire or close
air support.

References.
Subparagraph 76(d), FM 7-15, "Rifle Platoon and Squads Infantry, Airborne and Mechanized."
Paragraph 49, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations."
Paragraph 150, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
See item 8, section V, appendix I, this pamphlet.
6.

Incident/Observation.

"The new family of radios in the hands of most units entering
the country at this time is far superior to anything found in ARVN units.
This provides the commander with positive communications and a disadvantage when considered in light of the great number of stations opThis becomes a problem of
erating on relatively few frequencies.
critical magnitude during periods of intense ground or air action. The
tendency of all too many US soldiers when a radio is made available to
them is to transmit incessantly."

Lesson Learned
"The solution is one of not only enforcing stjrict radio discipline,
but also of reducing the number of stations on a net to the minimum required for positive control."
USCONARC Comment
Training of users of radio, radio telephones and telephones in
COMSEC techniques and constant practice will aid in reducing unnecessary traffic.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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References.
CON Cir 350-4, "Communications Security Training."
Appendix V and paragraph 9, FM 7-20, "Infantry, Airborne Infantry, and Mechanized Infantry Battalions."

USCONARC General Comment - Security
"The favorite and most advantageous tactic the VC has grown to
rely on is the ambush." Attention to security requires continued emphasis. In stability operations against active guerrilla forces, units must
strive to remain on the alert both while in a defensive posture and while
on the move. Training should include automatic drills by units at all
levels adapting measures to counter-act surprise actions by the enemy.
Immediate action drills must be perfected and all individuals imbued
with the necessity for never relaxing their guard and the requirement
to remain alert and suspicious at all times.

References.

Paragraphs 62-67, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Chapter I, CON Pam 350-16, "Leader's Guide for Operations in
Southeast Asia."
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Section II
Training in Theater
USCONARC Comment
7.

After action reports relating to training in theater, which
received since
.en
publication of USCONAIRC Pamphlet .350-30-1,
point up the necessity for the continuation of organized training by units
of all types. No specific trends on subjects or methods were discernible that are considered common to similar units. However, it would
appear that combat units are emphasiz&ing small unit tactics,
"irecontrol and fire discipline; and that combat support and service support
units are stressing rear area security.

F.

I.

i
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Section III
Joint Operations and Airmobile Procedures
8.

Incident/ Obs e rvation.

a.
"An Aviation unit received a warning order alerting it for
an operation against Viet Cong insurgents, in support of an Infantry unit.
.e•..n.tsof. theý Infantry
The miss.ion of the Aviation unit was to airland cl
in pre-selected landing zones to conduct a search and destroy operation,
and render such aviation support as ensuing operational. developments
required. The operation began with three lifts into an area. An armed
platoon, reconnoitering a large canal to the southwest of the area, came
under heavy ground fire and discovered large numbers of Viet Cong in
well placed defensive positions. The ground commander decided that
the unit, having made little contact at the original landing zone, should
be airlanded in the vicinity of the located Viet Cong and initiate a ground

attack.

The first lift of troops was immediately pinned down and suffered

heavy casualties. Two other lifts were also pinned down. The fire from
the Viet Gong positions was so intense that by the time four lifts had been
made into the area, only seven of the original 16 troop carrying helicopters remained operational."
"The pinned down troops were in imminent danger of
being overrun but continuous low level, close-in strafing and rocket
attacks by the Aviation Battalion's armed helicopter platoons prevented
it.
Throughout the night, armed ships continued to attack the entrenched
Viet Cong positions and greatly hindered them in their efforts to police
up their r:ead and weapons. Battalion helicopters were credited with
preventing an initial rout and subsequent heavier casualties to ARVN
troops through the delivery of close-in, discriminating fires."
b.
"It is deemed mandatory that a minimum of two rifle
companies be carried on the initial lift to take maximum advantage of
the surprise factor and to insure maximum forces to secure the landing zone for the protection of succeeding lifts,"

Lesson Learned
"Troops should be discharged from heliQ
from tree lines or susng..ntrations

e s 500 meters
to allowtrisi-

ficient time to reorganize if they should come under fire while unloading."
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USCONARO Comment
"Reinforcement units wherever practicable should be airlanded in
areas away from the battle area, where they can deploy effectively
against the enemy forces taking them from a flank, and making use of
the supporting fire of the units already engaged.

References.
Subparagraph 147b(4), FM 7-30, "Infantry, Airborne, and Mechanized Division Brigades."
Subparagraphs 77,-(3) and 40, FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."
Paragraphs 9-8 and 9-9, FM 61-100, "The Divisions."
9.

Incident/Observations.

a.
"Visual reconnaissance and surveillance was planned and
executed at sector level in accordance with the aircraft employment
plan. The method of employment facilitated. early detection and rapid
reporting of enemy information within the sectors.. In addition to aerial
surveillance missions, unit aircraft supported all major ground operations executed with Corps during the reporting period. Majority of
units' tacticalmissions involved a composite crew - US Aviator and an
ARVN Observer. All unit aircraft will eventually be equipped with Z.75"
marking rockets."
b.

An Aviation Battalion reported:

"Criteria used for determining the number of aircraft
deployed were size of sector, VC activity, amount of coastline and airfield capability.
"Employment plans revolved around repetitious,

system-

atic coverage of a specific area by the same pilot and oL.server until
complete familiarity is gained within the area. Sectors were to be
divided into areas suitable for coverage by one 01F aircraft sortie.
Mission priority specified a minimum of 70%o of all hours flown be devoted to visual reconnaissance, with four hours per aircraft being the
desired daily average. "
c.
"The procedure of flying specified areas at the same time
each day with the same pilot observer team provides a more effective
surveillance of area physical terrain features to include tone, texture,
color and the detection of possible infi1tration routes."

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Lesson Learned
"The four 01F's currently equipped, have materially assisted
forward air controllers in locating targets with a minimum delay. The
unit aircraft have performed nearly all kinds of missions possible, yet
a predominant number were combat surveillance."
10.

Incident/Observation.

"A problem area encountered concerns the Air Force concept that only Air Force aviator personnel can control a fighter strike.
At present an effort is being made to change this. It is felt that this
type mission could be capably handled by Army aircraft observers
with minimum training. It would allow for better response to a need
for aerial fire support in those cases where Armny observation aircraft
are in the area, have the target under surveillance and there is no Air
Force observation aircraft to transfer the information to. Army should
conduct a study into the feasibility of cross trairn ing Army aviators and
the establishing of joint procedures whereby the above could be accomplished."

USCONARC Comment

Current Tactical Air Command policy establishes guidance to
TAC personnel so as to permit acceptance of air support requests outside normal channels and to permit control of close air support missions
in the absence of Air Force forward air controllers.
A new concept for Improved Joint Air Ground Coordination is currently being implemented. The concept provides both services with improved procedures for requesting and controlling USAF support for Army
units. The system assigns USAF Tactical Air Control Parties (TACP)
at US Army division, brigade, and battalion level. Joint Air Force Regulation 55-9/Army Regulation 525-5, Z September 1965, delineates the
responsibilities of the Army and Air Force for the provision, command
and maintenance of TACP.
Major Army units recently deployed were
assigned these TACP prior to departure from CONUS. Details of the
concept are covered in CONARC Circular 350-32, 20 September 1965.
US Army Combat Development Command (USACDC) and US Air Force
Tactical Air Command (TAG) are developing a joint manual on close air
support which describes the new system in detail.

Reference.
CON Cir 350-32,

"Concept for Improved Joint Air-Grouhd Coordinatio._
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11.

Incident/Observations.

a.
"An aviation battalion employed a crew of four aboard
their helicopters; two pilots, crew chief, and a gunner. After due consideration for the secure condition of the extraction area and the formation of the aircraft, it was decided to eliminate the gunner from the
crew allowing one more soldier to be carried. As a result, on two operations an additional 640 personnel wei'e carried by eliminating the
gunner. This is significant because in each case, the extraction portion of the operation was expedited considerably, saving an additional
lift."
b.
"Door Gunner Tour of Duty. It has been proven in
Vietnam that a crew of four is essential for safe and effective operation
"ofUHIB, UHIB (Armed) and UHID helicopters. The crew consists of a
pilot, co-pilot, crew chief and door gunner. The crew chief and door
gunner man M-60 machine guns on each side of the helicopter and perform two valuable functions. First, they are in the best position to see
and locate enemy fire. Secondly, they mark areas where fi:-.e is being
received and place suppressive fire on enemy positions until armed
helicopter firing runs can be made. Having manned machine guns on
the troop carriers materially reduces the vulnerability of these helicopters, particularly going into and out of LZs on assault operations.
The crew chief and gunner perform similar functions on the armed
helicopters and are extremely important members of the air crew."

USCONARC Comment
Any decision to eliminate the gunner to increase the lift capability
can only be determined at the time on a case-by-case study. There
will be times during initial landings and retrograde operations when the
fire-power provided by a gunner may materially assist the movement
of ground troops. This firepower also provides protection for the helicopter when it is most vulnerable during pick-up and landing.
12.

-

Incident/Observation.

"Of particular significance are the new offensive tactics which
were tested, evaluated, proven, and extensively utilized through the
past quarter. Knowing full well the Viet Gong utilize the thousands of
rivers and canals during darkness to transport supplies and troops and
that VC employ largely night operations, a system was developed to
impede such freedom of transport and movement. The system is called
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"Lightning Bug." One helicopter, with cargo doors removed, has a
bank of high candlepower lights installed in the doorway with directional
facilities built into the system so as to offer manual control of the
lights. A fixed wing aircraft equipped with infrared and SLAR makes
the initial detection of the targets. The fixed wing aircraft accomplishes
this at an altitude so as to be undetected by Viet Cong, and identifies
the target and location through an electronic radar process. After receiving the relayed information from the fixed wing aircraft, the "Lightning Bug" flies to the target area and illuminates the target. Following
close behind are three armed helicopters which destroy the target.
This tactic has been utilized an average of six times a week and has
proven extremely successful.".

13.

incident/Observation.

"Planning, Reaction and Execiition. Whether operating with
US or ARVN units it is essential that aviation personnel be brought into
the planning at the earliest possible time. This provides the aviation
commander with the opportunity to program- his resources and to advise
the tactical commander on aviation considerations in the plan thereby
reducing changes and wasted motion. In general, planning, reaction,
and execution is considerably more rapid for US forces than for ARVN.
initial planning is essentially the same in that it i6 somewhat centralized
in both US and ARVN units. After the initial planning however, there
is distinct divergence in methods between the two. Where ARVN units
will habitually retain even the most detailed planning and execution at a
brigade or higher level, US units, after the early plaaning, will decentralize both planning and execution. This results in a more rapid and
concrete final plan. and subsequently a more rapid and organized execution. This rapid execution is also enhanced by the higher state of training, more positive control, and general familiarity with aviation operations found in US units."

Reference.
Subparagraph 146(c), FM 7-30, "Infantry, Airborne, and Mechanized Division Brigades."
14.

Incident/Observation.

"The Commander of an Aviation Battalion recommended all
Army helicopters have one main rotor blade (top of Blade) aiinted white
to present an eye catching image from above to high performancý aircraft

OCU

N
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operating overhead. Jet pilots have reported difficulty in identifying
Army UH-1B helicopters while performing close air support missions
during joint operations. The Marine helicopter squadrons currently
employ this method of identification and it is reported to have proven
very satisfactory."
15.

Incident/Observations.

a.
"USAF Prestrike Around Landing Zones. It has been
determined that where any possibility of enemy contact exists on a
heliborne assault, a prestrike of the area around the landing zone is
mandatory. During this period, an extremely effective technique has
been developed to exploit the shock effect of the prestrike in conjunction with assault landing. The usual prestrike available consists of
two to four USAF AlE aircraft loaded with fragmentation bombs, rockets,
and 20mm cannon. By coordination with the USAF Forward Air Controller the ground tactical commander, and the aviation unit commander,
a landing zone time is selected. Dependent on the tactical situation and
the aircraft and ordnance available, the prestrike starts anywhere from
15-30 minutes prior to landing__ zone time, and conrtinues until_the landing force arrives. At this p.oint two to four AIE aircraft are pulled out
of the prestrike and position themselves so that they can lead the helicopter formation into the landing zone with 20mm cannon fire on the
approach path, sides of the landing zone and departure path of the helicopters. As the AlEs pull up and are clear, the armed helicopters
accompanying the troop carriers pick up the fire and continue until the
troop aircraft depart the landing zone, then the armed helicopters escort
them to safe altitude. During the time the helicopters are in the landing
zone area, the AlEs strike likely enemy positions approximately 500
meters around the perimeter of the landing zone. This technique provides continuous fire around the landing zone from the time the prestrike commences until the first lift is on the ground and the troop carriers have reached a safe altitude. The troops on the ground then secure the landing zone for successive lifts. While this technique does
not guarantee neutralization of a well dug-in enemy, it does maximize
the shock effect of the prestrike and reduces enemy reaction time
against the heliborne forces to an absolute minimum. In addition to the
above, when artillery fire is available, it precedes the prestrike and
then shifts to deny escape routes to the enemy."
b.
"Utilization of Armed Helicopters. Such practices as
providing continuous armed helicopter cover over vehicular convoys,
making dawn and dusk patrols of the areas surrounding military compounds and providing continuous air cover over operational areas have
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been curtailed to conserve available resources. Use of OlF aircraft
for obtiervation wiLh armod helicopters on ground alerL was established
as a procedure to perform tnese missions and still provide adequate
support. To date, this have proven very successful and resulted in
substantial savings in flying hours on the armed helicopters."
c.
"Helicopter Formations in Assault Operations. A continuing study and appraisal of helicopter formations in assault operations is conducted by this battalion. Several are used, with selection
of the formation based on mission (combat assault, troop placement,
extractions), LZ size, LZ orientation, intclligence on enemy dispositions, terrain, winds and armed helicopter escort capabilities
Formations used are: Vs of 3 in trail, Vs of 5 in trail, staggered echelon
of 3s (left or right) and staggered trail. Where the LZ permits, Vs of
3 in trail permits good control and ease of coverage by the armed helicopters. When the size of the LZ is too small to accept an entire company, the elements (3 or 6 ships) are separated by Z0 seconds. Normally 1 or 2 minute intervals are placed between companies to permit
the armed helicopters of each succeeding company to pick up the cover
from the preceding company. Vs of 5 are used in large LZs where
large numbers of troops can be landed quickly. Staggered echelons are
used where, due to wind-or terrain, the orientation of the LZ is wide,
but shallow in length. This permits echelons of 3 to land next to each
other. Elements and companies are separated by the same intervals
previously described. The staggered trail is used in long narrow LZs
such as a road, or in small LZs which will only take 1 or 2 helicopters
at a time, or during an extraction -wh.,ý,rc this formation provides an
easy loading configuration for the ground unit. Careful briefing, planning and continued practice contributes to ..ase of control and reduction
of confusion."
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Section IV
Enemy Tactics
16.

Incident/Observation.

"The opinion that the Viet Cong(VC) is aa untrained Army of
insurgents is not entirely true. In many areas we find that he "s well
trained, organized ande
ped for his mission. He employs the tactics of the guerrilla in many localities because he is relatively weak
and has no other choice an( because the terrain favors guerrilla tactics.
In many cases enemy forces are uniformed, their weapons are modern
and effective and he has both combat and combat support elements.
-Hisorganization is generally triangular in concept with regiments, battalions, companies, platoons and squads. During operations he employs
mortars, heavy machine guns and recoilless rifles within the military
boundaries designated by his higher headquarters using the ambush and
the mass, human wave attack_ ashis _r.' cipal tactics. If cornered he
will fight, but more often he will break into small__gr-9oups and melt into
the jungle to fight again another day. He travels with his family on
occasion and is not above having women and children cover his withdrawal, leaving them to fend for themselves. If given a choice he will
do most of his fighting at ,g_13t,
moving during darkness, and tunneling
under hills to live and store his caches.
He uses mines and booby traps
extensively around his base area and ncrmally will not come out to
attack unless he enjoys a jive or six to one. superiority. A favorite tactic is to launch an offensive against an isolated post to draw the friendly
forces into prepared ambush positions alung routes which he knows they
must use or advance over to reach the beleaguered post. He is a foe
worthy of respect -- but he is not ten feet tall, he loses battles so often
that he must lose the war."

Les -oa Learned

but

"Every soldier must strive to know the enemy respect his ability,
inderstand his weaknesses."
17.

Incident/Observation.

"The VC travel trails almc~s* exclusively. Mos'" areas are a
series of complex trails adte
guerrilla is usu<7lly familiar with all of
the trails, thus facilitating his movement throughout the area. When
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ihe sets up a harboring site, it is normally somewhere close to fresh
vwater. Draws at the base of a hill with water present are favorite
harboring sites.

Lesson Learned
"When conducting sweep operations, ambushes or
trolling operations, particular attention must be paid to
bases of hills and streams. Constant pressures can be
guerrilla by hitting his harboring sites and keeping him
18.

•'
"

Incident /Ob se rvation.

saturation patrails, draws,
applied to the
off guard."

9

"The VC is a patient, well trained and experienced jungle
fighter. He has proven to be quite ingenious. Mines and weapons have
been found which were made by the VC. Claymore mines made by the
VC are about 12-15 inches in diameter, 2 inches thick and weigh about
10-15 pounds. Filler for the mine consists of pieces of steel about
1/2 - 1/4 inch long. Weapons made by the VC to include shot guns and
pistols have been captured. Fortified positions which he constructs
show that he has the capability to construct fortifications which will
afford him protection against air, artillery and mortar fire. The
bunkers are well camouflaged and offer a small silhouette. They ;re
constructed in a manner that affords him maximum observation to all
sides. Tunnels are usually concealed by trap door which afford him
protection a gainst small arrn s fire and grenades.
The tunnels are self
supporting and are frequently 20-25 feet underground. The tunnels
sometimes extend as far as 300 meters with tunnels branching off at
acute angles. Branching tunnels at these angles, reduces the effectiveness of demolition used against them. He also constructs small tunnels
off the main ones as decoys. Rooms are usually constructed off the
main tunnel where the VC cooks his food, treats his wounded, and stores
his arms and ammunition. The other tunnel entrance is often in a hut
or an open field, providing an oxygen supply into the tunnel. When
cornered underground and discovery is certain, the VC will eject a
grenade from a hole or aperture and during the resulting shock and
smoke, attemnpt to escape. Troops must be alert to spot these escapes
after isolated grenade explosions.
"In the defense, the VC uses delaying forces to great advantage. If his base camp is attacked, the main body will immediately
evacuate the camp taking as much of the essential items as possible.
Small groups of 3 or 4 personnel will occupy camouflage positions to
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snipe at the attacking force, giving the main body time to withdraw.

One means which the VC uses to provide himself early warning of approaching troops is to place branches or twigs across the avenues of
approach. When he hears the branches and twigs snap__he kit
is
time to move. Being well acquainted with the jungle, he is often able
to make good his escape.
"His offensive actions against this unit to date have been
small unit actions; he has not attacked in significant force.
"Small unit actions include sniping and ambushes. The main
tactic used by the VC when sniping is to fire a few single sniping rounds
then wait for return fire. When fire is returned he picks out the positiQns where automatic fire came from and concentrates fire on those
positions. Automatic and crew served weapons are the primary targets
of VO attacks. VC ambushes are generally of two types; L and V shaped.
When contact is made with the lead element, the point is ambushed,
then they open fire from the sides and close the trap.
"Actual offensive attacks usually are made with the purpose
of capturing or destroying an automatic or crew served weapon. After
an attack, VC usually withdraw along theqsame route over which they
attacked. The purpose is to police up their equipment and personnel.
"The VC has proven very adept at laying mines and positioning booby traps, many of which are home made. Captured artillery or
mortar duds are also effectively used as booby traps. Punji pits are
used along trails, however they have had little effect.
"Though armed helicopters and observation aircraft will often
draw VC sniper fire, a favorite target for snipers-are resupply ships
and medical evacuation aircraft."
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Section V
Basic Tactics Friendly Forces

19.

Incident /Ob se rvation.
Artillery Liaison.

"An additional artillery liaison team is required at area
FSCS for rapid coordination of the fires of US and ARVN Artillery and
obtaining air clearances. This will eliminate the use of an interpreter
at lower levels of command.
"A direct line to area FSCS.
"For sustained twenty f6ur hours operations, liaison sections
should be supplemented with one additional man.
"Due to the liaison section vehicle being implaced on a semipermanent basis with communications equipment, the section equipment
should be supplemented with a 1/4 ton truck.
"The semi-fixed installation of communications equipment
and the requirement for sustained twenty four hour operations, necessitates a method of furnishing power to radios other than running the
vehicle or a 1.5 KW generator.
The utilization of a rectifier is

-ecommended."
.;

Reference.

.

,_

, , •

Chapter 2, FM 6-121, "Field Artillery Target Acquisition."

ZO.

Incident/ Observation.
a.

"When moving a company or larger unit, never move out
f0 • f_ •
T_,
.

of range of mortar or artilrysport.

cal moves.

"Utilize Army air and air force cover when making tactiHave air cover controlled at the lowest practical level,

usually battalion.
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"One means of effectively combating enemy snippers
during movement is to "walk" artillery fire ahead of the moving unit.
"When moving across major defiles and large streams
it is mandatory that the far side be secured before proceeding with the
main body, or an accordian effect will take place within the column.
"During vehicular moves, interval between vehicles must
be maintained. If the interval is too great civilian vehicles or oxcarts
may get in the colunmn thereby splitting the convoy and making it susceptible to ambushes. Personnel with automatic weapons should be at each
corner of the vehicle to provide security and lay down an immediate
base of fire should the vehicle be ambushed. Troops traveling on vehicles should face to the outside to provide more security. Don't overload vehicles. 20 to 25 men in a 2-l/ZT truck should be maximum load
whcn enemy action is pozsible.
"A method that this unit has used to resupply water is to
insert a water proof bag into a duffle bag, each bag will contain approximately II gallons of water. The bags can be set down or dropped from
a low level with a minimum loss of water. Being much lighter than
water cans, the bags can be carried if they are not lifted out after resupply is completed. Consideration should be given to developing a
collapsible water container of this type. "
b.
--

"In overall operational planning it must be kept in mind

that operations in Vietnam should, in only exceptional cases, be planned
according to a binding time schedule.
The terrain in Vietnam makes
this imlpractic l. Planning according to a tight schedule sacrifices the
effectiveness of the operation as well as the security of the unit. For
planning purposes, a unit moving through thick jungle with heavy undergrowth, while executing a thorough search, might average 300 meters
per hour. By trying to follow a rigid time schedule and move at a rapid
pace, security of the unit will be sacrificed, making the unit more prone
to sniper fire and ambush."

References.
Paragraph 42, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations."
Paragraph 109, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Paragraphs 26 and 40, FM 31-60, "River Crossing Operations."
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21.

Incident/Observation.

"Night infiltration of the "anvil" units to block positions
proved very effective during "hammer and anvil" operations. It was
felt that movement of these units into position during daylight hours
would have disclosed the type of operation, thus providing the enemy
with an opportunity to elude the trap.
"The usc of dummy landing zones to the rear of enemy units
during operations frequently deceived the enemy into abandoning prepared positions. Preplanned artillery and air strikes thereupon proved
highly effective against enemy troops in the open.
"Saturation patrols using
ad and platoon- sized elements
effectively dominated large areas, denying the enemy any opportunity
to operate therein without being detected and destroyed.
"The principle of defense through offensive operations proved
highly successful. -Company and battalion-sized operations, in addition
to aggLessive small unit patrols, kept the enemy off-balance to such an
extent that no coordinated attacks larger than platoon size were initiated
against the unit during the period.
"Frequent changes of defensive positions, a diversity of offensive operations, and prompt, aggressive reactions to enemy attacks by
"eagle flights" proved most successful. Recurring patterns of operations,
both in the defense as well as the offensive, must be avoided at all costs
in counterinsurgency operations.
"All units conducted local
trillin g-ao
to clear the areas and insure an adequate defense."

_hdii perimreters

References.
Paragraph 104, FM 7-11, "Rifle Company, Infantry, Airborne,
and Mechanized. "
Paragraphs 84 and 70, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Paragraphs 64c(l) and 93, FM 31-30, "Jungle Operation.."
22.

Incident/Observation.

"Communications facilities are first priority targets. First
round hits all but destroyed our ability to communicate effectively,
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V;

except on a make-shift basis. Communication facilities will be placed
underground and alternate facilities (with HT-1 and PRC-lO Radios)
will be provided. It must be accepted that the VC have detailed knowledge of our camps to include vital facilities, fortifications and heavy
weapons and emplacements.

-_

"

Lesson Learned
"In order to off-set this disadvantage, heavy weapons (mortars
and machine guns) must be constantly relocated to alternate positions
after darkness, even at the risk of exposing the crews."

Reference.
Paragraph 131,
23.

FM 24-18,

"Field Radio Techniques."

Incident/Observation.

"A company sized force moved out at midnight, its objectives
to secure an airfield for a survey party arriving the following morning
to reopen a camp. The troops found movement extremely hazardous.
The road itself was cut in innumerable places by deep trenches and pits,
the bottoms of which were lined with punji stakes. Booby trapped logs
were buried at an angle in the road bed, at strategic points, their
sharpened ends pointed gut high for the unwary soldier. Parallelling
the road on both sides were wide belts of razor sharp punji stakes.
Broken blocks of concrete and smashed wood marked bridge locations
used to span streams along the route. After six hours of movement,
the patrol finally reached the district town, accomplished its mission
by 1500 hours the same day, and began the trek home. The exhausted
soldiers reached their destination at ZZ00 hours that evening, having
fought VC snipers and ambush parties all along the return route adja-•--'1
cent to the road. The reconnaissance, and flank security elements
reported that the villagers alonýg the road were hiding VC snipers in the
villages, helping the Viet Cong cut the road, lay punji stakes, and acting
as bearers in VO carrying parties. Some villagers, detained for questioning, admitv'-d that they were helping the Viet Cong but claimed that
they were being f/prced to comply with Viet Cong orders under gunpoint.
Their complaint was that no government troops were around to protect
them."
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USCONARC COMMENT
The above extract is quoted as an example of the terrain over
which a patrol may have to operate and the type problems and obstacles
it may meet with.
24.

Incident/ Observation.

"The system of patrolling used on an operation was platoon
patrolling within an allotted sector working fr_.omia company
- -e which
acted as a night strong point and a resupply point if required. The aim
was to search out and destroy the enemy in the battalion area of operatious. The effect of this system was that the Viet Cong encountered

could, Lad did on some occasions, run into other patrols in the sector.
There was no obvious route of movement, and the general axis changed
continually within both the battalion area of operations and the company
sector.
This system also enables a company to concentrate rapidly in
order to search large installations or if the enemy threat increases.
"Movement must be slow enough to enable an effective search
to be conducted but not so slow as to allow the VC to take advantage of it.
"In almost all cases the VC encountered during this operation
offered only a fleeting target. Wap
s must bekept at a ready and all
shots should be fired from the shoulder for better accuracy.
"During this operation the 9mm round proved to be ineffective.
The round wounds but not severely enough to prevent further action on
the part of the VC unless a vital organ is hit.
"Camouflage cannot be over emphasized. Most casualties
sustained were personnel with no camouflagtrwithout absh
hat..
"Artillery fire cannot destroy the deep enemy installations
but can give effective neutralization.
"Bombing does not destroy the deep enemy installations unless
a direct hit is obtained.
';With a more careful selection of items from the US "C"G
rations, three days rations can be rarried by the individual soldier.
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"Best resupply time as far as weight is concerned is during
the morning. The lifting capability of the helicopter will decrease in
the late afternoon. Resupply should be taken on the move when possible
for security reasons. Recent bicycle tracks revealed that the VC warning system uses the main trails into the war zone to inform the VC in
the area of an approaching force. This early warning enabled most VC
to leave the area, leaving only those who are responsible for tracking
unit movements maintaining the installations in the area. To achieve
surprise, the early warning system must be cut. The largest. VC force
encountered was appr ,cimately 10--15ersonnel who were _caugh!-ftrm
the rear at an ambush site they had established at the junction of two
trails.
"The VC were confused by:
"The method of patrolling
"Continued large variation in axis of movement by sub units.
"The major swing South from a previous general axis of East

which caught many of the VC off guard in the southern sector of the
tactical area of operations.

"Many VC had not been warned by the early warning system.
This was probably due to the confusion caused by the units directional
changes.
"To successfully search out and destroy the VC in an area of
such large size requires a large number of troops. The area must be
effectively cordoned off so that the VC cannot get out before the search
force is introduced. Then it will make no difference if the VC are
forewarned.

Lessons Learned
"Do not travel on trails in the jungle. Movement parallel to but
off the side of trails will avoid almost all ambushes and villages and
caches will still be discovered.

tar

"Training in immediate action drills and shooting at fleeting
must be stressed.

"When possible block all avenues of escape to the VC before
entering an area for a search and destroy operation.
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"All units operating in RVN should be issued the M-16 rifle.
This weapon is light and easy to handle in the jungle and is very effective for disabling the enemy even if he is only wounded."

References.
Paragraphs 81, 84 and 147, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla
Operations.'"
Paragraph 40d(3), FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations"
25.

Incident/Observations.

a.
"The separate platoon is usually most successful in
closing with the enemy.
Supporting fires must be planned in detail and
a reserve reaction force must be available on short notice. Such operations require the hig-hest caliber of leadership at the platoon level.
Where the situation permits, a small operational force is preferable to
a large one. S4ection and training of small unit leaders is a must. "
b.
"This report makes no mention of the combat role played
by the junior leaders within the company. Th• rapid reorganization and
stubborn defense conducted in the face of confusion and intense hostile
fire was made possible only through the determined and courageous
efforts of the junior leaders."
c.
"This is a company commanders and platoon leaders
war. Even Brigade sized operations ultimately break down to semiindependent company and platoon sized actions. Platoon leaders are
required to acttfar more independently than in a "Conventional" war."

Lesson Learned
"Fighting in areas of close visibility and at night places heavy
demands on the qualities of leadership of platoon and squad leaders,
who can by their immediate reactions influence the battle decisively.

References.
Paragraph 49, FM 31-30, "Jungle ]Training and Operations."
Paragraphs 75, 76, FM 7-15, "Rifle Platoon and Squads Infantry,
Airborne, and Mechanized."
Paragraph 145b, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
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Incident/ Observation.

"Vietnamese dog teams have proven to be a very effective
attachment to a unit participating in an operation, particularly on
patrols and searches of villages and tunnels."

Reference.
Subparagraph 66c(2)(b)l,
Operations."

FM 21-50, "Ranger Training and Ranger
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Section VI
Knowledge of Current Use of Weapons and Equipment

27.

Incident/Observation.

a.
"Unrecorded minefields are found in many parts of
Vietnam. Some have been put in by the French and other by the Viet
Minh or the VC. The result is a mixture of unrecorded mines with no
identifiable pattern. This unit has encountered too many minefields,
isolated mines, and booby traps to be handled by the organic engineer
company.
b.
"An effective field expedient for clearing minefields is
a grappling hook tied to a length of rope."

, . Lesson Learned

T11 t

I

"The task of disarming mines and booby traps belongs to all combat troops, and cannot be regarded as solely an engineer responsibility."

USCONARC Comment
In cases where the density and complexity of the minefield pre-

cludes rapid neutralization, the area should be clearly marked to permit
the minefield to be thoroughly cleared when time permits.

Reference-.
Paragraph 63, and Chapter VI, FM 5-31, "Use and Installations
of Boobytraps. "
Paragraph 31Z, FM 100-5, "Field Service Regulations Operations."
Z8.

Incident/Observation.

"Safety programs in CONUS are directed primarily toward
traffic safety and range safety. These programs did little to prepare
the individual soldier for living in an armed environment. Several
serious accidents have occurred due to the accidental or thoughtless
discharge of firearms."
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Lesson Learned
"Safe handling of weapons is a prerequisite; safety regulations
are a necessity, but they must not be interpreted so literally as to
prevent the individual ¶oldier from learning how to handle his arms in
a safe manner on operations."

USCONARC Comment
To survive in an area such as Vietnam a soldier must have his
weapon and ammunition ever ready for immediate use. Throughout
history when green troops are first committed there have been firearm

Ac

accidents primarily due to nervousness and uncertainty. A soldier cannot be restricted in the use of his weapon in a combat situation. Commanders must therefore make every effort to condition the man mentally
for combat to prevent such accidents by instilling self confidence in the
handling of weapons.
, -•%k
A ,
_

Reference.

-

J..

-

Paragraph 1, AR 385-63.
29.

Incident/Observation.

"Several shotguns were borrowed from the US Army by the
Marines, and evaluated on patrol operations. In one particular encounter
with a VC unit, the shotgun carried by the squad in contact delivered immediate devastating fire which accounted for two to four dead VC. Additionally, it has proven its worth on the patrol point.

Lessdn Learned
"Shotguns have proven to be excellent counterguerrilla weapons.
Commanders should consider the use of shotguns in the squad."

Reference.
Subparagraph 91(g), FM 31-30.
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30.

Incident/Observations.

"The M-26 fragmentation grenade has produced a 50% dud
ratio when used under damp conditions. The fuse becomes wet and
will not detonate the grenade. This has been solved to some extent
by
melting wax around the fuse to waterproof it. Grenades which do not
detonate are used by the VC as booby traps."

31.

Incident / Ob se rvation.

"Many of the casualties sustained by this Brigade in operations thus far and nwrch risk to civilians in the area of operations, could
have been avoided through the use of riot agents. The use of riot agents
would serve tc incapacitate the VC long enough for US troops to get to
them, it would provide a good tool for flushing the numerous underground
fortifications that this unit has encountered. It would increase the proportion of prisoners captured and it would prove invaluable for use when
the VO use civilians as a shield. Finally, it would materially reduce
the number of US casualties susta'ined on offensive operations.
"Recommend that the authority to employ riot agents be delegated down to commanders of battalions-•or larger units.

USCONARC Comment
COM.ACV has authority to use agent CS, as proposed above, where
necessary. A companion DA project to the use of Agent CS in tunnel
neutralization, utilizing acetylene gas to destroy tunnel complexes, is
scheduled to be demonstrated shortly in Vietnam.

References.
Subparagraphs 5-9(c) and 5-

4 3 (c),

FM 61-100, "The Division."
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Section VII
Individual Inquisitiveness and Alertness

32.

Incident/ Observati~on.

"In areas of limitc:d landing zones where the VC have the
capability to establish an ambush at all or most landing zones, it may
become necessary to employ ground reconnaissance units to determine

the suitability and enemy sit~lation, and to physically secure the landing
zone for the initial troop lift.

During the execution phase of an opera-

tion, reconnaissance and intelligence gathering should be continuous in
the operational and landing zone area. Upon receipt of additional intelligence, timely use should be made of it by having contingency plans
developed for the cornmitmnent of reserves, the utilization of strike
aircraft and supporting weapons, and the action of friendly troop units
on the ground."

Lesson Learned
"Concentrated effort is needed to develop an effective intelligence
gathering system. This system should take advantage of facilities and
means available, to include aerial observation, airborne radar, infrared
surveillance equipment and above all, vigorous patrol actions. The
gathering of intelligence is worthless unless the information is passed
to interested units and commanders must be prepared to react quickly
to obtain the maximum effect for the information gained."

Rcferences.
Paragraph 32-35, FM 7-30, "Infantry, Airborne, and Mechanized
Division Brigades."
Paragraph 17, FM 7-15, "Rifle Platoon and Squads Infantry, Airborne, and Mechanized. •'
Paragraph 90, FM 30-5, "Combat Intelligence."
Paragraph 59-62, FM 31-30, "Jungle Operations."
Chapter 6, section VII, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."

U
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33.

hicident/ Observation.

"The primary cause of excessive loss and casualty rates in
the conduct of airmobile operations is often times the result of a compromised operational plan. This compromise can either be the result
of a determined effort by the Viet Cong intelligence gathering agencies,
the infiltration of ARVN units by Viet Cong sympathizers, or carelessness on the part of planners in the use of communications means and
physical security of classified documents. In ordei to reduce the chance
of compromise of an operation to a tolerable level, several things should
be accomplished. Operational planning must take place in a secure area
with access to plans and planning areas limited to a strictly "need to
know" basis. The time lapse between planning and execution should be
sufficiently long to allow for detailed planning, but not so long as to increase the possibility of compromise beyond acceptable levels. With
the increased VC capability for surreptitious monitoring, communications security should be rigidly enforced. Of equal importance with the
security of operational planning is the validity and timeliness of intelligence that is used to develop the plan.'

Lesson Learned
"In the planning and conduct of operations, the security of operational plans should at all times be of paramount importance. Combat
intelligence and the timely reaction to this intelligence is often inadequate at best. Enemy capabilities need to be accurately determined
with respect to location, size, armament and reinforcement. Contingency plans covering likely landing zones and operational areas should
be thorough and continuous, commensurate with the requirement for
reducing unusual activity in a prospective operational area to a minimum.

References.
Subparagraph 108c, FIM Z1-75, "Combat Training of the Individual
Soldier and Patrolling. "
Paragraph 90, FM 30-5, "Combat Intelligence."
Paragraphs 127 and 128, FM 24-18, "Field Radio Techniques."
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34.

Incident/Observation.
"Reaction to Intelligence Information:

"The most significant military action of the reporting period
in which prompt reaction to intelligence directly influenced the success
of the operation was an ambush. A company, acting on timely intelligence of a VC victory celebration, set up a double ambush against a
force of 30 VC which was moving along a trail towards a village. The
ambush was established on the two avenues of approach to the village.
As soon as the VC security element moved to join the VC main body,
the first element of the company opened fire. Within a matter of seconds, 20 VC had been killed and when the remainder (10 VC) attempted
withdrawal from the ambush site, they were caught in a killing zone of
the second element of the company. This action resulted in 30 VC killed
in action.''

USCONARC Comment
The above extract provides a good example of correct reaction to

intelligence about enemy activities.

Reference.

•_

,

*J• c:

-

'

Paragraph 90, FMLA 30-5,
35.

,

"Combat Intelligence."

Incident/Observation.
"Do not start or spread rumors."

Reference.
Subparagraph 42(d),
Soldier and Patrolling."

FM 21-75, "Combat Training of the Individual
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Appendix II
Stability Operations

36.

Incident/Observation.

"Contingency plans did not provide sufficient intelligence as
to the locations of key installations. Maps initially provided were outdated and those of towns and cities were of too small a scale."

Lesson Learned
"Contingency plans in support of stability operations need
to include detailed tasks covering the seizure or protection of key installations (e. g. bridges, embassies, radio stations, airfields) and
protection of essential services (e. g., ports, waterworks, government
offices, prisons, police stations, subways, sewers, etc). The seizure
or neutralization of both military and political installations must be
considered in the preparation of plans for stability operations. Map
coverage of areas covered by contingency plans require periodic review for updating, and maps covering towns and cities should be of a
scale no less than 1/10,000. Where possible map coverage should be
reinforced by
iraphy.
Contingency plans need to be imaginative, and must take adc6iunt of religious, economic, psychological,
political and humane aspects to a greater degree than normal."
37.

Incident/Observation.

"Contingency plans did not take sufficient account in planning
for the vast communications requirements involved in stability operations performed by joint forces in a friendly country, nor was the jamming of standard broadcast or telecast bands envisaged."

Lesson Learned
"Good communications are essential to the success of stability
operations. Contingency plans in a friendly or neutral country must include provisions for high volume communications channels between
Army, Navy, Air Force, and State Department elements in the operational area, and a direct capability between the joint operations commander and the JCS. Planning should include the capability of jamming
radio broadcasts by insurgenL forces."
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38.

Incident/Observation.

"Training for limited and general war is adequately covered
in existing training directives. There are areas which require additional training emphasis for stability operations covering the use of
troops in a friendly country, and how to operate in a built up area."

Lesson Learned

!

"Areas of training requiring special emphasis by any unit
preparing to support a contingency plan to operate in a friendly country
include:
Fire discipline and control.
Riot control and civil action.
Communications.
Combat in cities.
Surveillance ope rations.
Map reading and land navigation.
Use of night illumination devices.
Language training and area orientation.

References.
Paragraphs 55-61; 140,

FM 31-16,

"Counterguerrilla Operations."

Chapters 2 and 4, FM 19-15, "Civil Disturbances and Disasters."
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Appendix III
Individual Battle Experiences

yc-'

"y'

"It was at the break of dawn the morning of March 10. 6 o'clock
and all h--- broke loose on Hill Z60 in our sector. All of our communizations were destroyed, wires were cut and the enemy interfering at
all times on our radios. After being on guard all night with nothing
but the rustling of trees or rats rummaging through the brush we thought.
But it wasn't that, it was the enemy as sly as a fox or rat, infiltrating
into our lines. I woke Sergeant Ford, our mortar observer, at 0545 to
take up guard telling him about the disturbances on our right, and to
be especially alert. No sooner did I lay down after a jittery night on
guard when Sergeant Ford woke me and Kirkland, another of our observers, and said that the enemy were on top of us. We rushed out and
sure enough they were there. Immediately we pulled the wire attached
to our thermit grenade to give us light, for it was a misty day. Seeing
the enemy come up, Sergeant Ford pulled another thermit grenade.
The enemy surprised our listening post on our right, killing one boy.
The other was asleep and the enemy started clubbing and stabbing
unmercifully. The boy at. the listening post was yelling 'Leave me alone'.
Edwards, one of the infantry boys, levelled his rifle towards them, but
was scared to fire for fear of hitting our boy. I told him to shoot anyhow as they were killing him. He fired and we saw them fall. It quieted
down then. Immediately two enemy crept wihin eighitfeet of us, -25
caliber rifles aimed at us. Sergeant Ford acted fast with a hand grenade.
Whether he pulled the pin or not we do not know, but he hit him smack
on the forehead; what a wallop - for it knocked him out. The second
enemy was about to fire when I put a grenade, that I pulled the pin on,
and did short work of them. While this was going on, one of their machine guns opened up and got Kirkland. I was unaware of this. Ford
says 'Look George, - they are coming our way!'
They were coming
under a tree, that was about 150 feet high and about six feet in circumference. They had quite a few guns firing at us. We quickly started
lobbing hand grenades at them. Me and Ford threw about 25 grenades
in all. We had them sowed up in this pocket. After 25 grenades at 15
to 20 of them, we saw only one get out. Some tried to get out and were
hit or killed; and those that were not - wished the h--- they were. A
column of them started coming at us at the foot of the tree. I grabbed
;iy carbine - it was on safe - so I threw it down and grabbed mysub;•nachine gvin and quickly emptied 2 full 12 round clips of 45's at them.
The enemy were falling down, but they just walked over their dead and
kept coming. Thinking we had a machine gun, they changed their minds
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and, respecting our fire, withdrew behind the tree. All our grenades
were expended and we had no more clips of 45's, so we had to take to
our pillbox, me Ford and Edwards, for their machine gun fire and
sniper fire was more than we could stand. How we missed getting hit
is a mystery to us. Once in the hole the artillery opened up. Thinking
it was ours we were happy, but not for long - for it was enemy mortars.
The first shot hit the Observation Post tree, knocking down a limb the
size of a tree which fell between our dugout and thc dugout Lo our left.
Edwards was on guard at the door, with me and For-d covering the sides.
A snipers bullet hit Edwards on the l.eft of his temple. Edwards spun
round, laid down on my cot, gasping for air. I grabbed iny khaki towel
and put it around his head. He died in a few minutes without saying a
word. It was the first time we had seen a man killed in front of us,
and brother, me and Ford really got scared. The next shell landed in
the back of our hole, caved it in, and shifted our roof. The third shell
was a direct hit. Say! It was getting hot here. As jittery as we were,
we knew one thing - we had to get out of that pillbox. Me and Ford shook
hands and said goodbye. I asked Ford if he came out of this alive, to
send my Mother some necklaces that I had strung. The men from the
other dugout started throwing us notes telling us that they were shot and
to come over. Snipers started climbing trees like monkeys. Ford
started cutting brush between the two dugouts, but the enemy machine
gun fire and sniper fire was fierce. That didn't stop Ford or me, for
we knew we had to vacate that hole. As heavy as the fire was we still
kept cutting through. Ford hit an ants nest, and it was agony, for they
really bite. Ford took a rope so if he got through, he could pull some
of our ammunition and water to the wounded men. He made the run
through all the machine gun fire, and got through. Ford was over in
the next hole, leaving me and Edwards, the dead boy, alone. I looked
to my right at three enemy coming at me. I opened fire on them and
saw them fall down and roll off the hill. The fourth, whom I didn't see,
threw a hand grenade at me and hit one of the logs on the side of the
dugout, and knocked me clear through the door. I thought I was hit and
blinded. I felt my face for blood but there was none, only a lot of dirt
in my eyes. The smoke from the grenade filled the hole, but I got back
to my post. There were no enemy in sight. Then I knew I had to get
out of my hole for damn sure. The enemy were hollering and yelling,
and clicking their bolts to draw our fire. I loaded my pockets with
about 300 rounds of 45 ammunition to anchor me to the ground so when
I made a run to the other pill box my belly and butt would be very well
to the ground. I was like a sunken lead weight. My mind resolved,
machine gun fire as bad as it was I took it on high and made it.
Thank God! My face lit up when I saw the other boys. There was five
of us now with Kirkland wounded and out of action. The two other boys,
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though they were hit, were not badly wounded. The situation was now
much better and we had more fire power. There was a grenade pit
about six feet above us with two men in it, so we made up our minds

to tunnel through to them.

The two boys started at their end and using

nothing but a knife and our fingers we had the tunnel through in due time.
The enemy killed our observers in the OP tree and started climbing up
as fast as they could. They set up their deadly machine gun behind the
tree quickly and then it was h---. Three of them finally got up on the
OP tree and zzaised hell with our front lines not more than fifty yards

away. I have to give them credit, for they knocked out our radio men
and ammo men, and what else I don't know. It left us trapped now in
enemy lines.

now.

What a joke.

We were getting more jittery all the time

One enemy started challenging our boys to come in the open and

fight. He said there was only 300 of them and to come out and fight.
They kept coming and yelling. Our machine gunners played wise, waiting until they saw the whites of their eyes, and let them have it.
I
didn't hear that one challenging us any more, so if he said there were
300 of them, I 'mew now the~re were only 299 left. The enemy are_ good
soldiers. They know every trick of the game.
They use very good
camouflage.
They do not fire unless we fire. When we do fire it is
hard to know where they are. That's why its hard to say how many we
have eliminated. One thing I always will give the enemy credit, no
matter how great our artillery fire or our machine gun fire, they come
and get their wounded and dead out. That's why it's hard to say how
many we have eliminated. Once we had the hole plugged we felt secure
for the time being. We found out that an infantry company was coming
up the back trail to help us out of this pickle, and were happy and glad
ýor we thought we had been forsaken. Night was creeping up. About
five o'clock it started ;,ining and we started cursing, for that's when
the enemy-are at their best. They attack on a dark and rainy-night.
We heard plenty of firing. It was the Inf Co and an automatic rifle Co.
They lost a few of their men, expended their ammunition, so they had
to fall back for it was getting dark. We should have gotten out then,
but as luck would have it, we never thought of it, so our hopes were
gone. Night fighting in the jungles is awful, but fate gave a full moon,
and that was very good. All of us boys resolved to go out fighting if
the worst came. We had to have sleep, so two stayed on guard at all
times, but none of us could sleep for we'd had an awful day. What we
would have given to have been someplace else, I'll never know. The
enemy kept creeping on us all the time during the night. I relieved
Ford at guard at the hot corner, it was 0800. Three of the enemy were
right on top of us and one fell through the crust of the tunnel. The infantry Sergeant asked him his name, a r .ssword. He could not answer.
He was halfway in our hole. When he didn't answer I told the sergeant
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.to fire.

I

-

He said it may be one of our boys.

I said fire and be dammed.

He finally fired one round through his leg or between them, for I saw
the slug going into the grenade pit, where the two boys were. I then
opened up and let him have it with six 45 rounds. He pulled out of the
hole, fell down and rolled down the hill. The second lifted the top off
the roof and fired four rounds close to the wall alongside my back,
missing me, and the third one said in plain English, 'Let him have it'.
That's just when I gave him the six other rounds out of the clip and he
joined his friend - rolling down the hill after him. The third threw two
grenades into our pit, seriously wounding the two boys. They screamed
for they were badly hurt. Me and Sergeant Ford went into the grenade
pit and dragged the wounded to our hole. We quickly sand bagged the
tunnel in case the enemy slipped any more grenades into the pit. The
pillbox we had was about 4 feet high and was about 1-1/Z feet at the
lowest. It was about 5 by 8 so we were cramped badly for space. The
wounded iad to be laid out. We could only sit with our legs up to our
stomach. The enemy use smokeless powder so you can't see their
muzzle blast. They do everything to draw our fire, for our muzzle
blast give:; us away. All the night they kept trying to knock us out, but
no soap. About one o'clock in the morning two got right on top of us
ready to fire in our hole. Ford was ready to heave a grenade, but he
was afraid he wouldn't clear the opening, and was afraid it would go
off in our hole. I got up, pulled the pin, and let them have it. All we
could hear was their deadly screams, and they yelled Pedro or something like that. Fearing some of the enemy got into the hole we had
vacated, we lobbed four grenades into that hole, to be sure. They came
up several more times during the nite, but they got to respect us.
Finally day break. The wounded were taking it like soldiers, always
trying to grin and not a whimper out of them for they were badly wounded,
they kept going on. What guts to suffer as those boys were suffering.
About 8 o'clock that. morning our 60mm Mortars went to work and the
shells fell right in the enemy bivouac area. These 60mm mortar men
can fire in my backyard and hit a dime every time. Confidence was restored in us for behind us
Company, and a fine CO were at them
again and hemming in towards the southeast ridge of 260. At night the
enemy cut a hole in the OP tree for their machine gun, and it really
took quite a few of our boys over the great di-'ide. Our machine guns
and BAR's were close to us, and their fire was music to us. Now what
to do. If we stuck our heads out the enemy would mow us down. What
a pickle we were in.
The 60's kept after them, firing fine. About
1Z o'clock the Co withdrew for they must have expended their ammunition again and lost heavily in casualties, as we later found out. The
enemy got bold again and their push was on. They tried knee mortars
on us and hand grenades, but we still held out. Twas about three in the
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afternoon, it started to rain, and we again cursed it, but it was to our
advantage for we caught some rain water. We had to r.tove the wounded
to drier ground for our dugout leaked like a sieve. We were all spent
after that miserable time. I just couldn't go any farther. I was down,
but not out. I laid down trying to catch some sleep. Ford and the other
boys on the ground. Kirkland, the first wounded - I'll admire him as
long as I live - offered to pull guard so we could get some rest. What
a man! Sergeant Ford and the infantry sergeant made up their minds
tv make a run for it for something had to be done. They said if they
got th
1rough=,
they would get help to us. Away they went; everything
opened up on them, so we figured they must have been killed. We
waited another hour trying to cheer the wounded. I went to the hand
grenade pit, but every time I yelled to get in contact with our BAR men,
those enemy peppered the h--- out of me. Every time I got my head
out of the hole, they peppered me some more. It seemed useless, but
I got to screaming and yelling at the top of my voice to them. This
time it was not in vain, for they answered. I told them to cover me
with their fire, since I was making a run for it.
They told me to keep
my head and butt low coming along the side of the hill, and to come
running. Kirkland, the wounded sergeant, offered to go with me. So
we took it on high, and Kirkland, even though he was wounded, outdid
me in no time. The colonel promised he would get Grank and the other
two wounded boys out, at all costs, and he did keep his Ipromise.
Kirkland said his pain wasn't too great to walk even if he did strain
himself, so the colonel told us to hurry down the backtrail with the walking wounded. I mean hurry too, wasting no time. A battalion of infantry -was now on the move towards the hill, so the outlook of the enemy
was dismal. What a relief to be safe. I had the jungle rot all over me,
and poison ivy all over my face and body when I went out on the 9th, but
it was all cured when I came out for it was scared out of me. It's a
sure cure, but please don't try it.
They say its bravery, I don't know
the definition for it, all I know is that I was scared and jittery. All I
can say for our boys is that we deserve no credit for we're soldiers
and this is our job.

USCONARC Comment
This description of battle besides
a tribute to the American soldier. The
refer to action in Vietnam today; in fact
"ourganviille
An Experience in Jungle
Griswold, US Army, 1943.

making interesting reading is
events depicted might well
this is an extract from
Warfare" by Maj Gen 0. W.
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vary
The techniques required for operations in jungle areas only
with the adaptation of means of making use of more sophisticated
same. Young
weapons systems, while the basic principles remain the
_oKoveringle
officers will find the study of histories n
be
e,•tions provide factual background informatQionwhich may often
Q C'

useful in Vietnam today.
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1.
Purpose. This pamphlet presents a digest of the substantive
comments of observers and commanders in operations and exercises
emphasizing lessons learned and correlating those where appropriate

to pertinent references to current training publications.
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Z.
General. Many lessons learned are being derived from operations in Vietnam, the Dominican Republic, major field exercises,
and other pertinent sources. These cite actions both correctly and
incorrectly taken. The majority of the lessons are already clearly
stated in current doctrine and techniques. Where they are not, they
usually involve refinements peculiar to a particular area or situation.
This suggests that most of our doctrine is sound and is being correctly
applied. This also indicates that in train.ng certain principles must
be continually emphasized and presented in such a manner as to insure
full understanding and effective execution by units when the need arises.
3.

Objectives.

The objectives are to--

a.
Emphasize to commanders of all units the necessity to
thoroughly study and apply realistically and completely in training and
operations all the principles stated in current doctrine and techniques.
b.
Indicate those principles and techniques needing special
emphasis based on the environment, the type of operations, and the
nature of the enemy.
c.
Indicate to all personnel that principles stated in doctrine in specific situations must be further refined by the ingenuity and
resourcefulness of the unit involved.
d.
Assist commanders to inject in training realistic situations of the type being actually encountered in operations.
e.
Improve interest and enthusiastic participation of individuals in training by reference to operations and actiona that have
actually occurred.
4.
Orientation. The country of Vietnam varies considerab)y,
ranging from open flatlands interspersed by rivers and canals to dense
jungles and mountainous terrain. Headquarters, US Forces Vietnam
have stressed the point that "tactics and techniques which prove successful in a given area may not render the same results in all sections
of the country." This factor should be borne in mind when reading
"Lessons Learned." It accounts for variances in comments from commanders in the field. It points up the continued requirement for flexibility and a readineLs to adapt to the type of terrain so as to use it to
the best advantage.
5.
Application. Sufficient copies are furnished commanding
generals, ZI armies and USAJFKCENSPWAR (Abn) to permit further
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distribution. In unit training programs, errphasis will be given to the
close correlation of the contents of this pamphlet with doctrine and
techniques as stated in current field manuals to insure achievement of
the objectives stated in paragraph 3 above.
Frequency of publication and numbering system. This is
6.
the third issue of a quarterly series, and should be read in conjunction
with previous issues. Each subsequent publication will bear the same
basic number, however, consecutive subnumbers will be assigned to
each new issue.
(ATUTR-TNG)
FOR THE COMMANDER:

OFFICIAL:

'GEORGE T. DUNCAN
Major General, GS
Chief of Staff

Colonel, AGC
Adjutant General
DISTRIBUTION:

Al; AZ; A3; Bc; Cl;
CZ; D1; DZ; El;
EZ; E3; F; G; H
USAR: A
ARNG: A
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Lessons Learned, Combat Command Reports
Section I
Suggested Areas for Additional Training Emphasis

1.

Incident/Observation.

"Proper installation of field wire and cable must not be forfeited for the sake of speed."

Lesson Learned
"Schools and units should stress proper field wire and field cable
techniques as set forth in FM 24-20. Further, they should stress thc
point that speed of installation, although important must be secondary
to the use of proper techniques."

Reference.
Subparagraph 46b(3), FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations,"
23 September 1965.
2.

Incident/Observation.

"The monsoon season was a fine teaching point for engineer
techniques. There were occasions when the conditions of the road network brought traffic movement almost to a halt. In consequence, construction effort was delayed of necessity to effect road maintenance.
The severity of sub-tropical rains had been thoroughly planned for in
work directives in spite of standard doctrine being utilized."

Lesson Learned
"Drainage in construction doctrine must receive additional emphasis, particularly for areas in which seasonal rains can hinder production requirements. Drainage design for projects in this theater
must be more extensive."
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Reference.
Paragraph 110, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations,"
23 September 1965.
3.

Incident/ Ob se rvation.

"All US Infantry units committed to Vietnam during the past
year have arrived in country without any organic long-range reconnaissance capability. However, to be most effective in this war, infantry units must have this capability. Small groups of men, working
on the ground, off the trails, can locate Viet Cong and PAVN soldiers
when and where other intelligence agencies cannot."

Lesson Learned
"A unit has recommended that US Infantry units programed for
deployment to Vietnam be directed to organize and train personnel for
long-range reconnaissance prior to their commitment into the combat
zone."

USCONARC Comment
Portion of paragraph Z5,
Company," is quoted:

FM 31-18, "Infantry Long Range Patrol

"Intensive specialized training conducted prior to the time
the division or smaller unit is employed in active operations is mandatory if provisional LRP's are to accomplish long-range reconnaissance operations."
Graduates of the Ranger-School are particularly useful in
conduct of this instruction.

References.
Paragraphs 3 and 4, FM 31-18, "Infantry Long Range Patrol
Company."
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Section 11
Training in Theater

4.

Incident/Observation.
"Training emphasized by a unit program included:
"(a)

Individ-ial training on quick-fire reaction

"(b)

81mm mortar training."

USCONARC Comment
Portion of subparagraph 37a(1)(a), FM 31-30, "Jungle Training
and Operations" is quoted:
"Combat will usually be at extremely close ranges, well
under 50 yards. Thus, the soldier must react almost automatically to
unexpected developments; this adjustment must be rapid, and it must
be accurate. Rapid and accurate firing reaction may overcome initial
enemy advartages."1

Reference.
See subparagraph 4b (Lesson Learned), appendix IV, CON Pam
350-30-1.
5.

Incident/Observation.

"A report has indicated the requirement for a training program to be initiated to instruct US Forces observer personnel in navigation, artillery and naval gunfire adjustment, forward air controlling,
rcute. reconnaissance, and aircraft radio procedure. It has been noted
that USMC observers who have flown with members of this unit have
been exceptionally proficient in the above areas. These personnel have
been thoroughly trained in a ten (10) week course of instruction conducted by the USMC."

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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USCONARC Comment

AR 95-51, "Aerial Observer Training" covers the existing training schedule for ground and air training of Army aerial observers.
The training schedule covers some 64 hours of general instruction and
is followed by 20 hours of flying instruction.

R efe rence.
Subparagraph 82c, FM 6-20-2, "Field Artillery Techniques,"
8 January 1962.
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Section III
Joint Operations and Procedures for Airmobile Operations

6.

Incident/Observation.
Target Acquisition.

"a. All observed fires were adjusted by aerial observers,
either organic or Air Force FAG.
Ground observers generally have
not been able to locate artillery targets because of the nature of the
enemy and terrain until friendly elements are at too close a range to
employ artillery without sustaining friendly casualties. They have
adjusted fires in coordination with aerial observers and, in some cases,
by sound. The vast majority of artillery fires have been unobserved
H and I and on suspected enemy locations with no surveillance. Because of this situation, the need for more aerial observers and aircraft is evident.
"b.

In addition to its mortar locating capability, the radar

section has been used frequently to conduct high burst registrations.
A lack of target area survey and identifiable points both on the ground
and on the map make registration points difficult to locate. High burst
registrations using radar have given this battalion the capability to
deliver accurate fire over a wide a'- , frequently 6400 mils, while
expending minimum ammunition o
,4strations."1

Reference.
Chapter 7,
as amended.
7.

section V, FM b-ZO-Z, "Field Artillery Techniques,"

Incident/Observation.

"LZ Selection. Experience indicates that troop landings for
search and destroy operations should begin, when feasible, on high
ground and extend toward blocking forces located at the base of hills."
Lesson Learned
"The down mo-,ement conserves the strength of personnel and at
the same time allows for complete coverage of the terrain.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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this procedure attacks prepared enemy defensive positions in their
rear when they are primarily sited to defend against attacks coming
up the hill."
8.

Incident / Ob s e rvation.

"The pathfinders are particularly useful in directing the aircraft into and out of the LZ between enemy and friendly fire, both day
and night. The pathfinders are equipped with beacons to assist in
night resupply and are also used as a reference for USAF flare ships
at night operating in support of tactical operations."

Lesson Learned
"Experience indicates that pathfinders should always be included
in the initial lifts into landing zones to assume functions of navigation
assistance and landing zone control."

References.
Chapter 4, FM 58-38, "Pathfinder Operations," 21 October i963.
Appendix III, FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."
9.

Incident/Observation.

"Because of the airmobile concept, personnel and equipment
are reduced to the minimum essential to accomplish the mission.
Commnand and control element accompanies the firing batteries and
consists of three 1/4 ton vehicles and the Battalion Commander's vehicle. Personnel are limited to approximately twenty-five and include
the S3, assistant S3 who also acts as an air observer, two operations
NCO's, four Radio Telephone operators, one survey NCO with two EM,
one commo NCO with one to three EM, and S4 representative, two
medics, a fire direction officer, chief computer and five to seven fire
direction personnel. The survey and commo NCO's double as assistant operations sergeants. Firing batteries on airmobile operations
move with sixty to seventy personnel, and can function with forty-five.
Essential personnel only are taken forward. Supply, maintenance,
wire and administrative personnel are usually stationed with the forward support element."

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Reference.

Subparagraph 74c, FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."
10.

Incident / Ob s e rvation.

New Techniques. Airfield Defense - Armed aircraft are
being employed more aggressively in airfield defense. Routine armed
surveillance of airfields is conducted nightly on varying schedules.
The armed fire teams are coordinated with fixed or rotary wing flare
ships. Purpose of the flight is to provide protection to the airfield
through surveillance, investigation of suspected activity, employment
of firepower on hostile groups and an indication to the VC that defenses
are alert. Aircraft fires are coordinated by radio with the command
post.

Lesson Learned
The emiployment of armed helicopters for day and night defense
of an aif:.field is feasible when properly coordinated with other defensive measures.

R eference.
Chapter 12, FM 1-100, "Army Aviation," as amended.
11.

Incident/Observation.

"The major tng accomplishment was proficiency with which
a unit developed its airmobile capability. Having no previous training
this unit accomplished necessary tng and performed its first mission
within three weeks of receipt of its.equipment. Standard operations
procedures were developed and unit accepts this as routine mode of
transportation."

Lessons Learned
"a. A standard non-divisional towed 105mm Howitzer batin
six
weeks of operation was able to master the techniques and
talion
fundamentals of airmobile artillery as a part of air assault operations.
While this is an accomplishment of which the unit can be proud, its
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significance is that the doctrine is now so firm and the techniques so
clearly defined that they can be mastered by an artillery battery or
battalion, which is otherwise well trained, with ease during a short
period.
The CH-47 helicopter has proven to be a practical and
"b.
reliable prime mover for the 105 howitzer.
"c.
Training required of standard 305 howitzer unit in order
to make the transition to airmobility revolves around the following key
points.
"(1) The preparation of internal and external loads and
the loading of the CH-47 aircraft.
"(2) Control of aircraft in flight and while entering and
leaving the landing zone, including the associated radio communications
problem.
"(3)

Restriction on reconnaissance as to time and size

"(4)
the landing zone.

Planning for and control of resupply operations in

of party.

"(5)

Increased requirements for security of the gun

position.
"d. Any means to reduce the amount and weight of equipment is desirable. Shields have been removed from the howitzer, and
only a minimum of section equipment is carried. Sections share equipment. Each person is limitecd to one waterproof bag, or one duffle bag
per two personnel. Only radio vehicles and mules are airlifted into the
landing zones. External land lines are used only in rare circumstances;
radios are used almost exclusively. Due to the jungle canopy, antennas
must be raised, and the older family of FM radios have shown that they
do not possess the needed range. Tentage is limited to small, lightweight, general purpose tents, and canvas tarps for troop and equipment shelters. The basic concept is 'if you don't need it, don't take it.'

R efe rence.
Chapter 7,
as amended.

section X1, FM 6-ZO-Z, "Field Artillery Techniques,"
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12.

Incident/ Ob se rvation.

"New tactics due to the airmobile concept were necessary.
Minimum reconnaissance parties are used to find and prepare landing
zones, and once infantry is landed to screen and secure, the artillery
flights follow rapidly. The first CH-47 carries the advance party, and
five minutes later the remainder of the battery is brought in. The size
of the landing zone determines the number of CH-47's that can come in
at one time so that each air movement will vary. The Battery Commander and S3 usually compose the reconnaissance party for an air
assault, and fly in with the initial infantry air lift. Not only must they
pick the various locations, but they must verify the suitability of the
ground to hold weapons and vehicles. In some instances neither aerial
nor ground reconnaissanc. ,as possible, and we had to rely upon Special Forces and CIDG personnel to select and secure the area. The
requirement that a US Officer confirm the adequacy of the landing zone
for a position area and verify its security is maintained. During the
air assault and extraction phase of our task force organizations in support of ARVN, a unit was able to maintain control of the timing of airlifts, verify security and issue necessary commands from an airborne
command post. This was also an effective means of providing necessary radio relay over long distance. Duties of advance party personnel
are decentralized and all personnel are trained as ground guides for
landing helicopters. Loads for CH-47's were prepositioned to facilitate
the maximum number of aircraft for an extraction. Howitzers are internally loaded, but ammunition is externally loaded in most cases.
"Major problem has been coordination of aircraft and artillery. Best solution is for all units in the landing zone, and all aircraft
e:itcring or leaving the zone to operate on a common air-ground frec•Lieuency, controlled by a pathfinder teartn. Mutual clearance of artilJerv fires and aircraft is obtained, and resupply aircraft is obtained,
and resupply aircraft are directed to their proper holding area. Pilots
-ained confidence by being able to fly under and adjacent to the artillery
trajectory. During one operation, C Battery fired continuously for
almost three hours, and maintained continuous fire for one and one half
hours. In addition, the other battery in the area fired during this period
HU-1 and OH-13 helicopters were able to enter and leave the landing
zone by careful air control procedures.
"Security was provided from external resources, usually infantry companies or battalions. Complete perimeter defense is necessary, and artillery does not have the personnel to ac complish this.
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Experience has taught us that the amount of security can be decreased
but that aggressive patrolling, and very close in defensive fires from
infantry mortars and mutually supporting artillery is necessary."

R efe rence.
FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."
13.

Incident/Observation.

"Seven power saws were lowered into the area and some
trees 250 feet high and up to six feet in diameter were cut down. A
funnel Z50 deep and approximately 80 feet in diameter was cut into the
jungle for casualty evacuation. A great feat of skill and courage was
performe'd by our Army and Air Force helicopter pilots as they maneuvered their planes in such a restricted area. Each casualty and all
equipment that was not needed for the remainder of the operation was
evacuated through this "Helicopter Funnel."

Lesson Learned
"Helicopter pilots must be proficient in the operation of aircraft
in unusual and confined areas in order to support the battle area and
assist in the accomplishment of the combat force mission."

USCONARC Comment
Considerable emphasis is directed towards confined area operations with loads during unit transition and individual transition training
at the training base.

References.
"T(G 1-10, "Transition Training in the UH-I Helicopter."
Paragraph 151, FM 1-100, "Army Aviation," as amended.
Subparagraph 134(a)(Z), FM 31-30, "Jungle Operations and Training."
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14.

Incident/Observation.

"In order to conserve flying hours and to achieve a higher
daily helicopter availability continuous armed helicopter cover flights
over military compounds, operational areas, and convoys have been
sharply curtailed."

Lesson Learned
"The use of fixed wing aircraft, such as the 0-IF, for area surveillance missions has resulted in substantial increases in daily helicopter availability. Armed helicopter crews are positioned on ground
alert and are available, on call, to the fixed wing surveillance aircraft.
No decrease in the effectiveness of perimeter security has resulted
from this change."
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Section IV
Enemy Tactics

15.

Incident/Observation.
"The Peoples Army Vietnam (PAVN) Enemy:

"He appeared to be well-trained. He was aggressive. He
was equipped with a preponderance of automatic weapons and plenty of
ammunition. He carried 3-5 Chinese potato masher hand grenades.
He carried a softball-sized wad of cooked rice. Most of them carried
a bed roll consisting of a piece of waterproof plastic and a hammock.
His weapons were well maintained.
"He was an expert at camouflage and used every bit of cover
and concealment to perfection. With only small arms, mortars, and
antitank weapons he obviously sought to close with us in strength quickly
before we could discover him - possibly to render our fire support less
effective and certainly to overwhelm us and force us to fight on his
terms. Without much overhead fire support, he probably has to fall
back on expert camouflage techniques, attacks in mass, infiltrators,
and stay-behind killer parties.
"He was a deadly shot. In caring for my men who had been
killed and wounded, I was struck by the great number who had been
shot in the head and upper part of the body - particularly in the head.
He definitely aimed for the leaders - the men who were shouting, pointing, talking on radios. He also aimed for the men carrying radios.
He appeared to concentrate on men wearing insignia of rank - particularly
non-commissioned officers with stripes on their arms. In this war, I
question if it is necessary, possibly even foolish, or inviting fire, for
non-commissioned officers to wear insignia of their grade or any enlisted man for that matter. Within the small units, all men know their
leaders. In base camp the leaders wear their insignia. On operations
against the enemy, they should wear clean-sleeve fatigues.
"When attacking, the PAVN units confronting us used mass
assault tactics preceded in some cases by light mortar and antitank
rocket fire. The latter I believe is often mistaken for mortar fire. He
also used encircling maneuvers with 50 - 75 men groups. FKe employed
his machine guns extremely well and thoroughly understood the value of
grazing fire. At night, he infiltrated small numbers up to our positions.

_
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The enemy sat up on top of grassy anthills, in trees, and good closein firing positions. He was expert at probing our defensive perimeter
at night and went to great efforts to try to force our troops into firing."

Lessons Learned
"We must make imaginative and constant use of our tremendous
fire support advantage to kill the PAVN enemy before he gets so close
that we must fight him on his terms. This includes heavy use of the
M-79 and even hand grenades to hold him out so that artillery, TAC
Air, and aerial rocket artillery can work on him.
"We must take time and every opportunity to train our men, and
especially our replacements, to perfection in small-unit fire and movement and fire and maneuver. If we do not do this, men will be killed
who would not otherwise be killed.
"The commander on the battle field must contintally anticipate
what the future may bring or could bring and take steps to influence the
future before it comes about. This applies to the enemy, to fire support; supply of ammunition, water, and medical supplies before the
requirement arises; to friendly reaction to possible enemy action; and
to all other matters having a bearing on a particular situation. Also,
periodically throughout a battle, the commander must rrmentally detach
himself from the action and objectively think - what is not being done
which should be done to influence the situation, and what is being done
which should not be going on."

Reference.
Paragraphs 16 and 18,
cember 1965.
16.

section IV, CON Pam 350-30-2,

15 De-

Incident/Observation.

"During recent operations, PAVN troops frequently attempted
to confuse US troops during battle at night by yelling 'Friendly Forces,
Friendly Forces'.
This sometimes caused momentary confusion among
our troops and allowed the eneniy to either fire or take evasive action."

FOR QSONLF
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USCONARC Comment

All soldiers need to know the location and name of flanking units,
and be alert to the possibility of VC/PAVN attempts to infiltrate position. by subterfuge.
17.

Incident /Obscrvation.
VC Improvised Extlosive

-

Mines and Booby Traps:

"a.
During the French and Viet Minh conflict, the Viet Minh
used improvised explosive mines and booby traps effectively to harass,
slow down and demoralize the French forces. The Viet Cong have improved upon their predecessor's techniques and are using emplaced
munitions as an effective weapon. It is evident that we must learn
something of the mur.itions and their use by the VC.
"b. A booby trap consists of a firing device (fuzing system)
and an explosive charge. The explosive charge may be any explosive:
demolition charges, artillery and mortar projectiles, bombs, land
mines or grenades. Therefore it is apparent that a land mine may also
be a booby trap and that it is merely a means o:. employing an explosive
charge.
"c.

"*

(

VC Fuzing Systems. All the standard initiating principles of fuzing used in US munitions can be expected to be used by the
Viet Cong. These initiating actions include pressure, pressure release,
pull friction, pull release, chemical delay, mechanical delay and controlled firing. The complexity of the fuzing systems, their ingredients
as well as their purpose, is only limited by the ingenuity of the man
who constructs them. Thus, as many of the VC fuzing systems are
locally produced, it would be impossible to enu•merate all of the variations of fuzing systems found. General and basic principle systems
will be discussed. It must be remembered that one or more fuzing systems or principle of fuzing may be found on any given piece of ordnance.
An explosive item that is primarily designed to be control fired may
also have a pressure release firing device attached. Remember:
CAUTION OR COFFIN!
"Pressure Type Fuzes. Pressure type fuzes are probably the simplest to produce locally. The basic components are a firing
pin, primer and detonator. A pressure type fuze can be made from a
nail, a rifle cartridge and a block of wocod. It may also be more complex

"
'I
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with a firing pin retainvd in a cocked position by a key slot whic 1h, when
depressed, releases the firing pin (figure 1). The V'iet Cong make
extensive use of modified mortar and artillery fuzes as pressure firirng
devices.
"Pressure Release Type Fuzes. Pressure release type
firing devices, normally called 'mouse trapE,' can be easily made from
commercial mouse traps. The principle behind this type is that the

-emoval of the weight releases a compressed 3pring which forces the
strike" to fire the device. The most common pressure release type
used by the Viet Cong is the grenade fuze (figure 2). The VC make
extensive use of grenade fuzes for booby traps. Normally, the delay
element is replaced with an explosive relay to ubtain an instantaneous
detonation.
"Pull Type Firing Device.

The most common pull type

firing device used by the Viet Cong is the pull friction fuze, similar to
the ones found in VC and Chicom stick grenades (figure 3). When used
as a mine or booby trap fuze, the delay element is usually removed
and replaced with an explosive relay to obtain an instantaneous detonation after ignition. The pull type firing device is characterized by a
slack trip wire. Although mechanical pull type fuzing devices have not
been recovered recently, many were used against the French, and it is
b.-lieved that mechanical firing devices are in the VC supply system.
A Chicom or VC version of the Russian firing device is most likely to
be used in Vietnam because these were widely used in Korea after
Chicom intervention.
"Pull Release Ty-pe Firing Device. Pull types are designed for actuation by either an increase (pull) or decrease (release)
of tension in a taut wire (figure 4). Pull release firing devices are
also called tension release devices. Extreme caution must be observed
when encountering a taunt trip wire, as a cocked striker is always used
in this type of fuze and any ,ncvement of the wirc or ordnance may activate the striker. To render a pull release device safe, the striker
must be blocked with a positive safety between the striker and the
primer. Many straight pull devices can be used as a pull release firing
device by attaching the trip wire to the striker. Pull type devices
rigged for a pull release normally activate when the trip wire is broken.
"Control or Command Fired Fuzing Systems. All the
firing devices mentioned previously can be command fired by a person
The fuzing system is activated by an extension of the
lying in wait.
trip wire when a suitable target presents itself. The most common
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method of controlled firing by the Viet Cong is by electrical means.
This is accomplished by inserting an electrical blasting cap into the
ordnance, laying a firing cable to a concealed position and connecting
an electrical source (battery or blasting machine) when the target comes
within range. The Viet Cong use this method in all types of urdnance including underwater mines (figure 5). The Viet Cong have also been
known to use radio controlled triggering devices that are activated by
signal transmissions on selected frequencies.

&

"Delay (time) Firing Devices, A clockwork delay type
and a chemical delay type have been encountered in Vietnam. The
clockwork delay is the most common. One type of VC clockwork delay
firing device is made from commercial watches. Two contacts are
"added; one to the hands and the other to the face of the watch. When
the set time runs out, the circuit is completed to an electric blasting
cap. Small alarm clocks have also been used, utilizing the clock's
alarm system to complete a circuit. Chemical delay devices were
used by French forces in Vietnam and may still be encountered. These
are similar to the US firing device, demolition, delay type, M-1."
"d. Grenades. Many small explosive items normally used
as grenades and which give the appearance of grenades are used by the
VC as antipersonnel (AP) mines. Both the striker release and the pull
friction grenade fuzes with the delay element removed are used in these
small items. Some examples of how these small items have been used
are: (figure 6).
"As a booby trap: A grenade was placed under a rice
bag in a VC safe haven. When friendly forces picked up the rice bag,
the grenade exploded.
"As an AP mine: A small AP mine was attached to the
side of a tree with a trip wire across the trail. The trip wire was a
monofilament cord resembling fish line leader and difficult to see.
Unfortunately, a friendly patrol didn't see the trip wire until it was too
late.
"As an AP mine: A grenade with its pin removed was
placed in a hollow length of bamboo. A trip wire was attached to the
grenade. A pull on the trip wire would have pulled the grenade from
the bamboo releasing the handle and allowing the striker to make its
run. Fortunately, this device was discovered before it could do any
damage.
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"As a booby trap: Grenades or small " mines are
attached by trip wires t: such items as fence gates, doors, VC flags
or flag poles or any other object that friendly forces may move or destroy.
"As a booby trap: Grenades were placed in the thatched
The pins were pulled and the handles were tied down
house.
of
a
roof
bands. When friendly forces burned the house,
or
rubber
string
with
they were surpr'ised by grenades exploding in the area. Nobody was
injured."
"e.

Artillery and Mortar Ammunition. All si2es of artillery and mortar ammunition are used by the VC as mines. They use
the smaller projectiles for AP mines and the larger ones as antivehicular mines. Both types may be equipped with any of the firing devices
previously mentioned. Electrically controlled firing is often used to
detonate these types of main charges. A few methods of employment
are listed belou.; (figure 7).
"A 155mm artillery projectile was bu•'ied in a dirt road
and wired to be fired electrically. The charge was detonated under a
US officer riding in a 1/4 ton vehicle. Many incidents are recorded of
larger artillery shells having been planted in roads and control fired
when a prime target presented itself.
a large number of mortar
"During a recent operation,
i
and artillery rounds (75-105mmrn) were suspended from trees and control detonated when US troops came within range.
"A 105mm round was found undei the -floor of a building
in a VC area. It waz prepared to be detonated by a pressure type fuze
under a loose board.
"Any application used with the grenade type mines can
be used with mortar and artillery ammunition. 60mm mortar rounds
have been rec vered with grenade fuzes attached and undoubtedly were
intended for use as mines - the delay element had been removed from
the fuze."
"f. Bombs. The VC consider the 201b fragmentation bombs
to be excellent antipersonnel mnines.i The larger bombs (from 100 to
1000 lbs) •vill stop and destroy any vehicle on the roads (figure 7). The
VC are using more and more bombs as mines and are known to use
excessive amounts of explosive to do a job. Bombs are usually used in

O I
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,4r,

VC safe havens, preplanted on likely avenues of approach, and are
control fired when friendly forces advance.
"g.

Locally Manufactured Mines.

"The most famous and fast becoming the most widely
used VC locally produced mine is their directional mines (Claymore
type). These items have been found in sizes ranging from approximately 8 inches in diameter to 12 inches in diameter. The principle
behind these mines is that a large amoint of fragments are propelled
in a given direction by an explosive force. The effective range is approximately 200 meters with a dispersion area of 16-20 meters at this
range. ' The VC directional mine has been used against troops, helicopters in landing areas, light vehicles, and as a terrorist weapon.
Th-s item is normaily control fired but has been found fuzed with other
firing devices to include delayed fuzing.
"Any type of container may be used as a mine.

Two

very simple and easily manufactured explosive items were discovered
during a recent US operation. One item. consisted of a bamboo tube
filled with explosive and a standard VC pull friction grenade fuze altered
for instantaneous detonation (figure 9). The other was explosive wrapped in black plastic with a cocked striker mechanical grenade fuze
(figure 10).
"h.

VC Terrorist Explosives.

"A footlocker addressed to a US officer was delivered to
a BOQ. This footlocker contained over 100 pounds of explosive material with a clockwork activated fuze. Personnel working in the BOQ
we~re about to deliver it to the room number indicated in the address,
but became suspicious when they realized that the name in the address
was not the same as that of the officer occupying the room. The footlocker was opened and the bomb was disarmed minutes before it was to
detonate.
"A hand grenade was placed in the front suspension system of a jeep in such a way that any movement of the vehicle would dislodge it, thus releasing the handle and causing it to explode.
"A fountain pen was left on the floor of a vehicle to be
picked up and examined by some unsuspecting person. When X-rayed
it was found that the pen contained sufficient explosive to blow a man's
hand off. It was rigged to explode when the cap was removed.
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"Cigarette lighters of the Zippo type have been delivered
to US advisors and left where they would be easily found. These lighters are explosive booby traps that detonate when the unsuspecting person attempts to light it.
"Grenades have been camouflaged in bread, briefcases
and baskets of fruit. On a recent occasion, a loaf of bread containing
a grenade was thrown into the back of a US Navy truck. Personnel
riding in the truck bed were able to throw it out before it exploded.
Although two individuals received wounds, more serious injury and
probable death were avoided.
"Directional mines (Claymore type) have been hidden in
the saddlebags of bicycles and motor bikes. Automobiles have been
made into large bombs by filling door panels, seats and trunks with
explosives. These type bombs or mines need not be within close proximity of the target to cause death and destruction."

USCONARC Comment
"Knowledge of American Ordnance will assist in the recognition
and categorization of enemy type mines and booby traps thereby enabling corrective action to be taken.

Reference.
Paragraphs 16 and 18, Section IV, CON Pam 350-30-2,
cember 1965.
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Section V
Basic Tactics - Friendly Forces

"18.

Iihcide nt / Ob se rvation.
"Patrols:

"a. The minimum size combat patrol that should be sent out
on an operation is 15 personnel. The patrol must have the capability
to sustain itself for at least 24 hours, and each member must possess
the ability to request and adjust artillery fire and tactical a.r strikes.
"b. Two long range reconnaissance patrolb of five men each
were employed on an operation. These men sigh.ited and reported several groups of VC and, when possible, directed air strikes against
them. Both patrols were later extracted.
"c.

fi

A unit trained Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols
(LRRP) patterned after teams employed by Special Forces in Vietnam.
The LRRP platoon consists of a lieutenant, platoon leader, headquarters section, and four teams of 6 men each. These teams are introduced deep into enemy territory by helicopter where they remain for a
long period reporting periodically by radio on enemy activities. Three
3uch teams launched a highly successful operation which led tc the capture of 25 VC suspects. They also were able to adjust artillery fires
onto enemy movements and encampments, and to provide up to date

intelligence."'

Lessons Learned
"The presence of active ground patrol forces acts not only as a
deterrent to enemy movements, but it provides the commander with upto-the-minute accurate information of likely enemy intentions. Patrols
of this type help to seize the initiative for our forces and to deny the
enemy the security he seks to plan and set up future operations."

R efe rence.
Paragraphs 114, 115, 116, FM 21-75, "Combat Training of the
Individual Soldier and Patrolling."
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19.

Incident/Ob se rvation.

"On several occasions when a US unit departed an area VC
elements returned to reoccupy the area or search for discarded
An~erican equipment. During recent operatioas, well camouflaged US
stay behind units have been successful in ambushing returning VC
forces. When a stay behind force cannot be left, aerial surveillance,
and harassing and interdiction fires have been effective in causing VC
.asualties when they re-enter the area."

Refe.Aences:
Paragraph 49 1, and subparagraph 50a(2)(c), FM 21-50, "Ranger
Training and Ranger Operations."
Subparagraphs 93b, and d, and subparagraph 96b, FM 31-30,
"Jungle Training and Operations."
20.

Incident/Observation.

"The value of scout dogs on the operation was limited. They
were used on several occasions to go through bunkers, however, no
enemy was found in these bunkers. Another way the dogs were used
was to help select the best route t;ack to the base camp as the patrol
was returning. It is advisable to use the same dogs and dog handlers
with each unit. It was also believed that dogs working with ARVN foces
on a continuous basis, as these did, and then brought into the operation
to work with American Forces disrupts their sense of smell."

References:
Paragraph 26, Section V, CON Pam 350-30-2, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Subparagraphs 200c and 202b, FM 21-75, "Combat Training of
the Individual Soldier and Patrolling."
21.

Incident /Ob se rvation.

"In rugged or heavily wooded terrain ground observers frequently encounter difficulty in locating and adjusting the initial rounds.
the aerial observer cannot always see the target.
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Lesson Learned

"If both observers are monitoring the same radio frequency, desired results are most efficiently obtained by combining the capabilities
of both observers. The aerial observer "walks in" the initial fires
until the ground observer can assume control for :he close-in adjustment."1

Reference:
Paragraph 96, FlNI 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations."
22.

operate
whole.
..-- control.
into the

Incident /Observation.
"It is an. advantage to be able to set up a battalion base and
from ti-at base rather than constantly move the battalion as a
This procedure expedites logistical support and command and
--Heavier weapons such as 4.2 mortars can also be delivered
base if needed."

Les son Learned
"A unit reported the above procedure as the best way to search
an area."

USCONARC Comment
Portion of paragraph 82,
tions," is quoted:

FM 3>-16,. "Counterguerrilla Opera-

"Owing to the difficulties of supporting forces operating in
jungle and because of the limited time that units can operate independently in this 'terrain, it may be necessary to establish tactical bases to
enable deep penetration of hostile territory."

References:
Paragraph 24, Section V, CON Pam 350-30-2, "Operations
.,Lessons Learned."'.

-

Paragraph 8Z, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations."

Paragraph 72, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
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23.

Incident/Ob se rvation.

A unit reported taking part in the examples of operations
listed below during the last few months:
"a. Search and Clear - operations conducted with a permanent intention to remain in the area and pacify the area.
"lb. Search and Destroy - operations to seek, find, and destroy enemy forces.

"c.

Support of RVNA Forces - largely artillery support operations, although several operations were actually conducted in conjunction with RVNAF operations.

"d.

Security Operations - operations whose primary purpose

was to provide security for incoming units, or security of ground lines
of communications such as Highway 19.
"e. Surveillance Operations - cperations whose purpose was
to provide information on trails, movements and build-up of enemy
forces."

Lesson Learned
This item has been included as a guide to assist units in writing
scenarios for Field Training Exercises.

24.

Incident /Ob se rvation.

"One unit during the recent operation achieved considerable
success in combating snipers in trees by systematically spraying all
trees to their front with automatic fire, at first light, and on a given
signal. The process must be deliberate in that a unit such as a squad
or platoon should be given a sector to cover instead of firing at random.
In addition to killing the enemy it will cause him to think twice before
climLing a tree which affords him no cover but orly concealment."

Reefrence:
Subparagraphs 37a(2)(3)(4),
Operations."

.all

FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and
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25.

Incident/Observation.
"a.

Essentially, this action can be termed a movement to
contact culminated by a VC ambush designed to destroy the entire march
column.
"b. The battalion approached the town in tactical column
with Co G as advance guard, a main body consisting of F and H/S Co
and a rear guard consisting of Co H. Security elements were operating
along the flanks of the advance guard (Co G) some 500-700 meters from
the route of march, about 100- 150 meters to the flanks of the main body,
and some 200 meters to the flanks of the rear guard (Co H) (See Sketch
No 1). The two available 81mm mortars were attached to the Co G
(advance guard).

elements
\ Security
operating 500-700
meters out

IN

-Sketch No. I

YYS

Approach March to Town
(Not to Scale)
A
"c. Upon approaching the town Co G's flankers passed
through abandoned VC entrenchments to the southwest of the town.
With no contact as yet, the company moved through the town into the
rice paddies beyond. At this point t.e action was initiated by the VC,
engaging Co G with sniper fire followed by progressively increasing
small arms, automatic weapons and mortar fire from the southeast
(See sketch No 2). Co G began to develop and eliminate this attack by
aggressive action to include use of its attached 81mm mortars in the
direct lay role.
"d. The initial sniper contact of Co G was viewed as a harassing tactic by the battalion commander who ordered Co F to continue
the march as the column advance guard, with Co G to eliminate the harassment and rejoin the column as the rear guard. Co F promptly moved
forward, passing through the town and into the open area to the east.
K4.
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Sketch No. 2
Engagement of Advance Guard
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At this time H/S Co was located in open ground just to the west of the
town, with Co H some.500 meters to its rear, in the vicinity of the
entrenchments previously cleared by Co G. As Co F passed through
the eastern edge of the town a heavy concentration of fire was received
by elements west of the town and a major effort was made by the VC,
from both north and south of the road, to encircle H/S Co and to destroy the rear guard (See sketch No 3).

(~]

Sketch No, 3
VC
Attack
Main Body
and Rear ofGuard"

.......

""

NC M,
Main Effort
Co.G Still Engaged
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This effort was initiated from areas previously traversed by the adverse guard flankers by forces which moved into ambush positions after
the flankers had passed. These forces were reinforced as the action
progressed.
"e. Reacting quickly, Co F was turne-d around by order of
the battalion commander, and brought back through the town. With the
assistance of H/S company and support from 155mm artillery located
some 14km to the northwest, it succeeded in eliminating the serious
threat to the center of the column (see sketch No 4). In Co El's area,
the company commander was killed and command was immediately assumed by the artillery forward observer who, with the assistance of
three armed helicopters, successfully repulsed the enemy's attack and
evacuated his wounded by helicopter.

-Sketch

S1N

No. 4_

Maneuver Against VC Main Effort

"f. During this action three separate engagements caA be
noted. The initial attack on the advance guard; the attempt to encircle
and destroy H/S Go; and the attack on the rear guard. All these 'attacks
were effectively foiled by aggressive leadership, rapid and effective
response to orilers, fire power, and use of supporting arms, redulting
in severe losses being inflicted on the attacking VC forces.
"g. Results of this operation were: 105 VC dead (body count),
2 VG wounded and captured, 8 -.rew served and 29 miscellaneous weapons and 2 radios captured."

Lessons Learnedc

S

-

"a. This battle was won by aggressive application of techniques and principles commonly taught in service schools and contained
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in standard field ninuals. Several are cite( here only to confirm that
a lesson tto be learned is that these techniques and principles are basically sourit and will result in the dcefeat of any enemy force if properly
appl; ed.

"(1) Rapid and aggressive attainment of fire superiority
by maneuver, coupled with employment of all organic and all available
supportint
arms (e. g. armed helicopters and 155nmm artillery), will
provide the margin of victory.
"(2) Where effective centralized control of supporting.
weapons cannot be realized, supporting weapons (e.g. 81mm mrrtars
attached to the advanced guard) should be attached to the unit most
likely to experience contact.
"(3) Radio discipline is essential. In this action, due
to personnel casualties and destruction of radio equipment by initial
enemy fire, only the battalion tactical command net was operating effectively. Outstanding net discipline was maintained, however, allowing
effective control of the battalion by its commander, adjustment of artillery fire, and control of armed and MEDEVAC helicopters.
"(4) Aggressive leadership was exhibited by all commanders, to include the immediate assumption of command of H Co by
the artillery forward observer when the company commander was killed.
"b.
Of particular note as a result of this action are two techniques employed by the VC to increase the effectiveness of their ambush.
"(l) VC units attacked the center of the column from
positions previously traversed by the flank security elements of the advance guard, moving into these positions during the time and space interval between the flankers of the advance and rear guards (estimated
as 30-45 minutes). Flank security for main body elements was limited to areas in close proximity to the route of march.
"(2) Initial enemy fire was directed against commanders
and radio operators, resulting in the loss of one company commander
and nine radio operators (three killed and six wounded), and destruction
of three radios."

USCONARC Comment
Subparagraphs 5-34d(l) and (2), FM 6 1-100, "The Division" is
quoted:
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"(1)
Flank and rear secarity forces protect the main
body from ground observation ;inu surprise attack. These forces must
be strong enough to defeat minor enemy forces or t) delay strong ernemy
attack until the main body can deploy.
"(2) The flank guard travels on routes parallel to that
of the main body or moves by bounds to occupy key positions. The rear
guard follows the main body."

Referenccs:
Subparagraph 35h, and paragraph 66, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla
Operations."
Chipter 5, Section IV, paragraphs 5-31 through 5-40, FM 61-100,
"The Division," as amended.
26.

Incident/Observation.
Examples of Chemical Operations in Vietnam.
"a.

Riot Control Agents:

"Tunnels have been cleared with CS grenades used alone.
The prvferred method is to use the portable "Mity Mite" air compressor
with smoke first to locate alternate exits and vents. CS is then blown
in by the compressor to flush and deny. CS can also be used alone to
flush, deny and locate exits and vents and at the same time achieve surprise effect. When HC Smoke was introduced into the tunnels, it remained hazardous in lower levels, even after continuous pumping-of air
with the Mity Mite. In at least one of the instances, persons were overcome by oxygen deficiency several days after the HC had been put into
the tunnel.
"For area coverage, a field fabricated helicopter grenade
launcher has been used which cov•-rs 300 square meters -*i':h each grenade.- One helicopter can drop as m.any as 400 grenades at a time.
"Durationof coverage varie- irom one to 15 minutes, depending on wind.
"Plans are being formulated to use riot ,ontro agents in
base defense and anti-ambush operations.
"b.

Flame:

"Psychological aspect of flame is being exploited by using
fabricated 6 gallon and 110 gallon(two steel drums welded togethei.

-'~~~~~

---------
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foui-asse alk ng the perimeter. interspersed witl hush flares
tnOrC Wlne3.

rnd ctkay-

"The MI%32AI mecarized flame throwerq (basic Mll,
APC) are bc-nii uised for co
vq-:,
es(ort arnd tkin.el flushing vp;rations.
A very su t.essful '.,chniqu," Af t
fuhi
tur,,,i
!-!as been to sq-airt liquid
mix followed by ign.ition. Flamne has been obrerved.-xpIod~ng from
several exits.
"c.

Defoliation.

"Power driven decontamination apparatus are being successfully used in Vietnam for local defoliant operations.
"Field expedient defoliant spray systems have been developed for the UI-1 aircraft. Thes. are used on defcliant missions
on the perimecter, along access trails, and isolated communication
sites."

USCONARC Comment
The examples listed above depict various uses of chemical munitions to assist operations and save lives of friendly forces. Self containcd oxygen masks are required for personnel to explore tunnels in
oxygen deficient atmosphere. Limit use of HC smoke in the tunnels
which are to be searched by personnel unless they are equipped with
oxygen masks. Personnel searching the tunnels should work in teams
)f 2 or more men. Photograph of chemical munitions and equipment
nbw available for use in Vietnam is attached.

References:
Sze paragraph 31, Section VI, CON Pam 350-30-Z, "Opera*ions
Lessons Learned."
Chapters 4 and 5, FM 20-33. "Combat Flame Operations."
Chapters 2 and 3, TM 3-366, "Flame Fuels."
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Section VI
Knowledge of Current Use of Weapons and Equipment

27.

Incident/Observation.

"Although the SS-1l missile was designed as an antitank.
weapon, it has been found to be a particularly efiective weapon a-gainst
a number of hurd targets. In one recent operatioa the VC took shelter
in a masonry building. Attacks initialiy with 2.75 in rockets produced
little results. A single SS-11 missile delivered from a helicopter was
used several times to blow barricades around a village where pinpoint
accuracy was needed L avoid destruction of neighboring houses. The
SS-11 has demonstrated its capabilities for destroying fortifications
that can be observed from the air."

Lesson Learned
"This missile system is limited only by the ingenuity of the
employer, based on mission to be accomplished."
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Section VII
Inquisitiveness and Alertness

. 28.

Inc ideit/Ob s e rvation.

"Concurrent with a construction project, a headquarters o.
an Ordnance unit prepared and implemented a security plan for the
area, constructed concertina wire barriers, bunkers, guard to0lers,
individual prone fortifications, protective shelters against mortar and
other indirect fire weapons, and other field fortifications to provide
security for personnel, equipment, and materiel against s'botage,
espionage, infiltration by covert and/or overt means by known insurgent groups active in and adjacent to the area. In addition, a security
plan was published and imDlemented to cope with large scale VC attack
against area facilities or damages resulting from natural causes. The
plan outlined the physical security requirements for the area and includes instructions for the construction of barriers, field fortifications,
communications, and instructions for members of the guard forces
and unit commanders."

JSCONARC Comment
Such a plan should be included in SOP of all units prior to deployment, to be revised in theater immediately after arrival to fit local
conditions.

Reference:
Paragraphs 62 and 63, FM 31-16, "Co anterguerrilla Operations."

4F,
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Section VIII
Logistics and Combat Service Support

29.

Incidert/Observation.

"A major unit with a large inventory of aerial delivery eqaipment recently deployed to USARV. The requirements for storage and
maintenance oi this equipment were not made known to USARV in sufficient time to permit direct shipment to the designated storage area."

Lesson Learned
"Commanders of units deploying to USkRV that rcquire storage
and maintenance for aerial delivery equipment should make these requirements known as soon as possible. Early notification will enable
the overseaw commander to designate an adequate area and permit such
equipment to be loaded for direct shipment to the designated storage
area."

USCONARC Comment
Department of the Army movement directives nornmally authorize
direct communication between interested commanders. This authority
should be utilized in cases similar to the above.
30.

-

Incident/Observation.

"USARV recently encountered difficulties when a major unit
deployed to Vietnam. Some of the difficulties encountered are listed
below:
"(1) Ships carrying equipment for combat service support
units arrived at the oversea port during the same period as the arrival
of ships with the major unit's equipment. This concurrent arrival of
ships would have resulted in a build-up of ships in a relatively unprotected harbor had TJSARV not diverted some ships into other ports.
The diverted ships were then scheduled into the original port at a rate
commensurate with the terminal and lighterage capabilities for offloading equipment.

I.
I,
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"(2) Field kitc:hens of several units were not off-loaded for
several days. Equipment for some units was stowed on as many as
four different ships.
"(3) Advance copies of vessel manifests for cargo ships were
not available in all instances.
"(4) -Plans had been made to use the unit's organic helicopters for movement of personnel from the oversea port to the base
area. The aircraft carrier, on which the helicopters were loaded, was
scheduled to arrive prior to the troop ships. The helicopters were
loaded in such a manner that prevented their being flown off the ship
until six fixed-wing aircraft were off-loaded. USARV was initially
given information which indicated that these aircraft were to be offloaded at a port short of final destination. Subsequent information revealed that the ship's itinerary did not include off-loading enroute.
Consequently, USARV requested the expedited arrival of the ship at
another port in country so as to permit off-loading of these fixed-wing
aircraft. The aircraft carrier then continuea to its final destination
in sufficient time to permit utilization of the helicopters in airlifting
personnel to the base camp."

Lesson Learned
"The difficulties encountered by this unit serve as a means of
emphasizing the .'equirement' for detailed planning in the unit and at
all staff levels and close coordination and timely communications betwveen all activities associated with the deployment of units to oversea
destinations."

References:
Chapter 8, Part III, c18 and cZO, AR 55-10, "Military Standard
Transportation and Movement Procedures.:'
.Subparagraphs 3ac(1) and Z2e, AP 220-10, "Field Organizations
Preparation for Oversea Movement of Units (POM)," as amended.
31.

.

-

Incident/Observation.

"A high deadline rate has been reported on the Pneumatic
Tool and Compressor.Outfit 210 CFM Trailer Mounted. This high deadline was caused by. operators not following starting and stopping procedures outlined in the TM.".
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Lesoon Learned

"Only op.,rators who have received appropriate training should
operate this ccrnpressor. Operators should refer to the appropriate
TM to insure proper starting and stopping procedures are followed."

Reference:
Subparagraph 9k, "Training in Maintenance and Supply Economy,"

CON Reg 350-1, USCONARC Training Directive.
32.

Incident/Observation.

"Reports indicate that 2-1/2 ton trucks with standard transmission have been experiencing pressure plate failure. A contributing
factor causing pressure plate failure was attributed to operators riding
the clutch."

Lesson Learned
"Operators of 2-1/2 ton trucks must re4*ify any tendency to ride
the clutch as this will damage pressure plates."

References:
Subparagraph 9k, "Training in Maintenance and Supply Economy,"
CON Reg 350-1, USCONARC Training Direct;ve.
Paragraph 4-1, Chapter 4, TM Z2-305, "Manual for the Wheeled
Vehicle Driver."
33.

Incident/Observation.

"Conditious of climate and terrain in Vietnam may dictate
that equipment maintenance operations be performed more frequently
than required by maintenance publications. One unit has found it necessary to perform semiannual maintenance services every two months in
order to keep equipment serviceable."
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Lesbon Learned

"Maintenance intervalc a,,d procedures contained in equipment
manuals may r-!qu- ;.e local adaptation to meet environmental ronditions
in Vietnam. Increased frequency of maintenance services and unrermitting attention to operator maintenance are among the local measures
that may be necessary to cope with equipment deterioration and avoid
premature fai~ure s."

Reference:
Subparagraph 9k, "Training in Maintenance and Supply Economy,"
CON Reg 350-1, USCONARC Training Directive.
34.

Incident/Observation.

"Some units have deployed without their authorized TOE
maintenance tents. Upon arrival, these units faced an immediate problem of acquiring or constructing suitable maintenance shelters."

Lesson Learned

"Maintenance shelters are authorized in TOE to protect personnel

t"

and equipment from the elements and are essential to maintenance operitions in unimproved areas. All concerned should emphasize the
in.portance of equipping deploying units with authorized maintenance
"sheltersbefore departure."'
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Appendix II
Joint Exercises

35.

Incident/Ob se rvation.

"While CONARO (ARSTRIKE) forces continue to demonstrate
a high degree of professionalism in the overall conduct of joint exercises some operational areas, especially those involving air movement
out-loading operations (Marshalling) continue to require additional emphasis. Observer.- and evaluators of recent joint exercise outlor•ding
operations have reported inciderts of excessive troop 'waiting created
by early reporting to aircraft onload areas."

Lesson Learned
"In the planning and conduct of airborne assault operations as
well as administrative air movements, every effort must be made to
insure a smooth aad rapid flow of personnel and equipment during outloading (Marshalling) operations. Movement of personnel to onload
sites and loading of aircraft should be condvcted with minimum expenditures of time."

References:
Subparagraph 33a(3)(b), USCONARC TT 110-101- , "Joint Airborne Operations."
Paragraph 84, FM 57-10, "Army Forces in Joint Airborne Operations."
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Appendix III
Combat Tips

-

Old and New

"STANDING ORDERS, ROGERS RANGERS
1. Don't forget nothing.
2. Have your musket clean as a whistle, hatchet scoured, sixty rounds

powder and ball, and be ready to march at a minute's warning.
3.

When you'r on the mnarch, act the way you would if yoti was sneaking
up on a deer. See the enemy first.

4.

Tell the truth about what you see and what you do.

There i6 an

army depending on us for correct information.

You can lie all

you please when you tell other folks about the Rangers, but don't
5.
6.

never lie to a Ranger or officer.
Don't never take a chance you don't have to.
When we're on the march we march single file, far enough apart
so one shot can't go through two men.

7

If we strike swamps, or soft ground, we spread out abrest, so it's

8.

hard to track us.
When we march, we keep moving till dark, so as to give the enemy
the least possible chance at us.

9. When we camp, half the part stays awake while the other half sleeps.
10. If we take prisoners, we keep 'em separate till we have had time to
examine them, so they can't cook up a story between 'em.

11. Don't ever march home the same way.
you won't be ambushed.
41

Take a different route so

12. No matter whether we travel in big parties or little ones, each

party has to keep a scout 20 yards ahead, twenty yards on each
flank and twenty yards in the rear, so the main body can't be surprised and wiped out.

13.

Every night you'll be told where to meet if surrounded by a superior

i4.

force.
Don't sit down to eat without posting sentries.

15. Don't sleep beyond dawn.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Dawn's when the French and Indiais

attazk.
Don't cross a riv.er by a regular ford.
If somebody's trailing you, make a circle, come back onto your
own tracks, and ambush the folks that aim to ambush you.
Don't stand ur. when the enemy's coming against you. Kneel down,
lie down, hide behind a tree.
Let the enemy come till he's almost close enough to touch. Then
let him have it and jump out and finish him up with your hatchet."
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USCONARC Comment

These orders were written in 1756 by Major Robert Rogers.
Basic- fundamentals remain much the same, only technical advances in
equipment necessitate adaptations.

1824
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3.

Oblic ctivvcq.

The u)bj

C tive

s a re to)-

-

a.
F:'mph;.siz e to k,(,wmanders rf all units the nece.ssity to
i,,t. ally and complhtely in training and
study and apply r,,
thorou rly
operations all the prnncip.es state'd in current Joctrine and techniquei.
b.
Indicate those prin•iples and techniques needing special
emphasis based on the environment, the type of ,perations, and the
nature of the enemy.
c.
Indicateto all personnel that principles stated in doctrine in specific situations must be further refined by the ingenuity and
resourcefulness of the unit involved.
*d.
Assist commanders to inject in training realisti-: situations of the type being actually encountered in operations.
e.
Improve interest and enthusiastic participation of ind.viduals in training by refertnce to operations and actions that have
actually occurred.
Orientation.
The country of Vietnam varies considerably,
4.
ranging from open flatlands interspersed by rivers and canals to dense
jungles and munainous terrair. Headquarters, US Forces Vietnam,
have stressed the poirt that "tactics and techniques which prove sucns
cessful in a given area may not render Lhe same results in all scti
TThis factor should be borne, in mind -A'hen reading
of the country."
"Lessons Learned. " It accounts for variances in conmments from ton- manders in the field. 1t points up the continued requirement for flexibility and a readiness to adapt to the type of terrain so as to use it to
the best advantage.
5.
generals,

Aolaication.

Sufficient copies are furnished commanding

ZI armies and USAJFKCENSPWAR (Abn) to permit further

3
distribution. In unit training programs, emphasis will be given to the
close correlation of the contents of this pamphlet with doctrine and
techniques as stated in current field manuals to insure achievement of
the objectives stated in paragraph 3 above.
6.
Frequency of publication and numberin g.system.
the fourth issue of a quarterly series, and should be read i:tion with previous issues. Each subsequent publication will
same basic number, however, consecutive subnumbers will
• signed to each new iscue.
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Appendix
Lessons Learned, Combat Curnmand Repoi ts
Section I
Suggested Areas for Additional Training Emphasis

1.

Inc ident/Observation.
"Vietnamese military drivers have a te-idency to drive more

to the center of the road than to the right-hand side.
a bad habit of tai)gating.'

They also have

lesson Learned
"It is advisable for A-nerican drivers to slow down and pull over
to the right as ancch as possible when passing Vietnarr.-ese -'ehicies
driving in the opposite di-ection. When a Vietnamese driver tailgates,
it is safer to pull over to the right and to allow the Vietnamese vehicle
to pass rather than to speed up in an effort to get away."
Reference.
Chapter 8 - Chapter 9, TM 21-305, "Manual for the Wheeled
Vehicle Driver," as amended.

Section II
Joint Operations and Procedures for Airmobile Operations
2.

Incident/Observation.

"The air cavalry squadron was frequently tasked to provide
initial LZ security. Experience has indicated that the time from arrival of the air cavalry elements to the initial troop lift must be reduced to the absolute minimum (generally to less than 20 minutes) to
take advantage of a secure area before the enemy has a chance to
reinforce and build up deft ns'es in that area. In several situations
where this close coordination was not accomplished the enemy closed
in on the LZ and attacked the second or third lifts."
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Lesson Learned
"The time between the arrival of the air cavalry security ele-

ments and the initial elements of the troop lift should be held to an
absolute minimum by careful planning. Pathfinder teams shoald be
planned for the initial lift to assure early, sufficient, orderly control
of the LZ and to direct aircraft in between enemy and friendly fires."
Reference.
Paragraphs 47, 57, 77, FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."
3.

/<

Incident/Observation.

"Command and Control at Company level. The company
commander of an airmobile company in the assault is faced with dual
functions that are at times in conflict. it is generally accepted that
his place is in the lead troop carrier. Here he exercises his true
leadership role. At the same time he must command and control his
company. It is doubtful that the lead troop carrier is the position
from which this best can be done. He cannot visually monitor the actions of his flight, effect cot rdination of artillery and USAF prestrike
of the LZ, or observe hostile fire or mechanical crouble in the flight
behind him. He is in a poor position to make an estimate of the situation and must depend primarily on radio reports. His maneuverability
is limited since he is tied to that formation. To fill the 'Leadership'
role he has sacrificed flexibility and with it some degree of control.
So it would seem that at times it may be desirable to divorce the C. 0.
and the formation; to permit imm to break away from the flight at any
time without disrupting the formation.
"This demands a formation that will promote platoon integrity, facilitate the assumption of overall control at any time by either
platoon commander and permit the splitting of the company by platoons
on order. The formation should be adaptable to the size and shape of
any LZ and of minimum time length to decrease exposure time in the
LZ and permit better suppressive fire cover. Discussion brought
forth the following concepts and ideas:
"One answer to these considerations after experimenting
with several formations, was to place platoons abreast in staggered
trail, Company V in trail, heavy left/right. In effet.t this reduces
the time length, and LZ exposure time by compressing the flight from
front to rear. Flexibility of control and action is facilitated, and

SI
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platoon integrity is maintained, wh•:rein each platoon is placed in a
staggered trail formation with platoons abreast to form the company.
This ability to split down the middle and maintain a control element
with each platoon offers other advantages. The two platoons may use
different approach routes converging at a predesignated point prior to
reaching the LZ. The formation is ideal for troop loading from each
bide of the stage field simultaneously. In the vi-cinity of the LZ this
formation permits maximum use of door gunners."
Lesson Learned
"During Airmobile Operations, the airmobile company commander must place himself in the best position to exercise command
and control of his unit. This may or may not be in the lead aircraft
of the formation approaching the LZ."1
Reference.
Subparagraphs 41d & 49c,
4.

FM 57-35,

"Airmobile Operations."

Incident/Observation.
"There are times when aircraft from many units must be

pooled to execute a mass lift in addition to severai ancillary missions;
as it is especially important that the air assault be accomplished by
a minimum number of multiple lifts, scheduled into the landing zone
at the maximum rate that the LZ will accommodate."
Lesson Learned
"The use of a minimum number of multiple lifts greatly reduces
the exposure time of aircraft and personnel, and facilitates the massing of combat power. This procedure provides the enemy with the
least time to react to the lar.ding. Upon completion of the mass lift
specific units '-hould .hen be allowed to revert to their separate predesignated missions."
References.
Subparagraph 196b, FM 100-5,
Operations," as amended.

"Field Service Regulations-

FM 57-35,

Subparagraphs 47f(2),

i

"Airmobile Operations."
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5.

Incident/Observation.

"Despite the fact that many aircraft receive hits from enemy
ground fire when flying at low altitudes. experience gained indicateF
that there are times when the best chance to successfully complete a
mission is when the assault altitude, 50 feet absolute or lower, is
used."
Lesson Learned
"Situations which favor the use of assault altitude are:
"a. When weather limits altitude to less than 2000 ft. absolute height.
"b.

Minimum restriction to friendly support fire is desired.

"c.

Maximum surprise is required.

"d.

Vector control aircraft are available."

Reference.
Subparagraphs 49a, d, FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."
6.

Incident/Observation.

"Most aviators have a tendency to make their approaches
This cype of approach has three distinct
disadvantages; it forces the pilot to operate in the area of maximum
turbulence for a longer period during the approach, it restricts visual
surveillance of the landing area at the critical period just before touchdown by requiring a flare, and lastly, full effect of the low reconnaissance (short final) is lessened by reduced visibility and lower angle
of sight allowing less reaction time with which to abort, should it be
necessary."

"to-pinnacles too shallow.
4 •"

Lesson Learned
"That initial entry for a pinnacle approach should range from
normal to a steep angle of approach commensurate with wind conditions. This gives the aviator maximum advantage and reduces the
possibility of error to a minimum."

•
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Reference.
Paragraph 6.3, TM 1-260,
7.

"Rotary Wing Flight."

Incident/Observation.

"For the first time, this unit has employed CH-47 aircraft.
The capabilities that this aircraft possess are essential to the aviation
support required by the Tj. S. units supported. In addition to their
primary role of lifting and resupplying artillery, they have been of
immeasurable value to this unit by providing immediately responsive
aircraft recovery. On several occasions recoverable aircraft would
have been lost had they not been quickly recovered by the CH-47's.
For one portion of the operation, the CK-47's were detached from
this unit and made available on a mission request basis to the supported Infantry unit. This created certain problems in coordination
and planning over which the Aviation Commander had no control.
Support was not as responsive as desired by the Infantry and at one
time during the occupation of a small LZ, aircraft landing was disrupted by the unexpected arrival of three CH-47's which were performing the artillery lift into the same LZ."1
Lesson Learned
"That all Army aircraft with the possible exception of "Dust
Off" (aero-medical evacuation helicopter) be under the operational
control of the Aviation Commander responsible for aviation support

to the operation. "
Reference.

Paragraph 6, FM I-100, "Army Aviation," as amended.

-
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Section III

Enemy Tactics
8.

Incident/Observation.

"VC forces will usually defend valleys in moutainous
regions. They select their positions carefully making use of slopes,
natural caves, and overhangs. When these positions are attacked,
the rocks and caves lilm•it the effect of supporting fires, air and artillery, so that casualties inflicted on the enemy are difficulLito determine.
One method successfully used against these type positions was to move
from the top end of the valley toward its mouth with flank security on
the slopes of the valley. This direction of advance was unexpected to
the VC, caught several of tham in the open and blocked their line of
retreat."
Lesson Learned

"•"Advantage should be taken whenever possible of approaching
known VC positions from unexpected directions.
Reterence.
Paragraph 28, FM 7-15, "Rifle Platoon and Squads Infantry,
Airborre and Mechanized."
9.

Incident/Observation.

"The following is a quote from a VC captured document:
'The enemy sweepwas different this time. Th.eir firepower was more
violent, and they used new tactics. For this reason, our forces moved
forward discouraged and afraid. The health of our forces was poor,
because they were continuously active. Confidence was not high
(especially among the guerrillas). Combat hamlets, hampered by the
floods and bombings, were not reinforced. We did not have experience fighting Americans and Koreans, and did not grasp their weak
points in strategy and tactics. B3ecause we could not determine enemy
strong points and weak points, our forces were demoralized and afraid.
These were our difficulties: TneF enemy was very'destructive. Our
demoralized masses, cadre, and guerrillas left the villages, and we
lost support. The forceful enemy atta:ks split us up, and we lost
contact with some villages and districts. During the early stages we
lost contact from district to province. While the enemy conducted a

•
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big sv -.ep and was destroying violently, the masses were further demoralized by the lack of :.At!re confilence, and the nonchalant soldiers
who ran far away (this is our principal difficulty). '"
USCON ARC Comment
The above extract is reproduced to point up the reaction of VC
in one area to having to fight against trained soldiers supported by
modern firepower.
10.

Incident/Observation.
"TunneI/bunker complexes are used extensiveily by the VC
"•

as hiding places, caches for food and weapons, headquarters complexe#
and foe protection against air attack and artillery fire. Many of the
tunnel/bunker complexes are the result of many years of labor, some
in all probability having been initiated as early as World War H, with
extensions and improvements added throughout the campaigns against
the French, and up until the present time.
"The first characteristic of a tunnel complex is the superb
use of camouflage.
Entrances and exits are concealed, bunkers are
carnouflaged and even within the tunnel complex itself, side tunnels
are concealed; hidden trap doors are prevalent and dead end tunnels
are utilized to confuse the attacker. Spoil from the tunnel system is
normally distributed over a very wide area, but it may be left in piles
close to an entrance or an exit in natural growth. In many cases, a
trap door will lead to a short change-of-direction or change-of-level
tunnel, followed by a second trap door, a second change-of-direction
and a third trap door opening again into the main tunnel. Trap doors
are of several types; they may be concrete covered by dirt, hard packed
dirt reinforced by wire, or a "basin" type consisting of a frame filled
with dirt. This latter type is particularly difficulc to locate. Usually
trap doors covering entrances and exits are a minimLm of 100 meters
apart. Bocby traps are used extensively both inside and outside entrances and exit trap doors. Grenades are frequently placed in trees
adjacent to the exit, with an activation wire which may be pulled by a
person underneath the trap door or by movement of the trap door itself. Typical trap door configurations are shown in Sketch 1.
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The following typical elevation view of a tunnel entrance section
illustrates use of trap doors:

EN71hANCE

NOTE:

A.P.SE TUNNELS MAY OFTEN BE
FOUND IN THIS AREA.

Sketch No I

TO MAIN TUNNEL
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In some cases tunnel complthxes were multilevel with the storage and
hiding rooms generally found on the lower levels. Entrances to these
are th-ough concealed trap doors and secondary tunnels. trainage is
provided by sepage pits, and these are often booby trapped with explosives or pL *ii sticks. In some cases air shafts a;-e dug from the
inside by usin' todvnts who burrow to the surface and provide a functional air shalt which is extremely difficult to detect. Another tunnel
characteristic of note is the use of air or water locks which act as
"firewalls",

preventing blast, fragments,

gas or smoke passing from

one section of the tunnel complex to another.
is illustrated in sketch No 2.

Use of these "firewalls"

)

GROUND SURFACE

TRAP DOORS

TRAP

WATER LOCK
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Sketch No 2
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"Many tunnel complexes which are interconnected, have the connecting tunnels concealed by trap doors, or blocked by three to four
feet of.dirt and these connected tunnels are only known to a selected
few persons and are only for use in an emergency. Bunker construction is illustrated in Sketches No 3, 4 and 5.

Bunker raised three feet with four firing ports.
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flIntegration of these bunkers into a 'fightinz" cornplex is illustrated by the f lowing diagram apparently used as a guide for VC

"constructicn,.
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L"ssoný, Learn,'d
e!nial tram i- ivved to ifl'ors
"$A train~ed tur ne] (ýNjp'ýitau'on anIr~.
Untrain-'1, p-r sorin'1 rr.;,v
the denial ,,f unn7AI výytrnis to the onrmy.
ni-s hidden tunnrel entran , 5s ;in(.' (. h ,'. taklc urinre ,s sary cr' sualtifs
etony
frcn) concealed mines and bony traps , and may not adequ.t,.ly

future use of the tunnel corrplex tf the, enefmy.
"Tunnel teams should be trained, equipped, and maintained in a
ready •t.,tus to p-ovide immech!at, expert dssistanc," when tunnels are,
di,;:,' ve red. Careful maj.pin4 of a tunne.l (:n plex will often reveal
(,tlhor hidden entrances as well as the location of adjacent tunnel cormpie.xes and underground defense syst( ms.
"Personnel exploring large tunnel complexes should carry a
colored ,moke grenade to mark the i-)cathon of additional entrances
as they are found. It is often extremely difficult to locate the positions of these entrances in dense jungle without the use of smoke.

"3
wo man teams should enter tunnels for mutual support. The
second mnan can assist the fiL,.t in emergencies. Small caalibr pitc;Ib
or pistols with silencers are the best weapons for use in tunnel' as
larger caliber weapons may coliapse sections of the tunnel when fired
and/or damage eardrumns. Constant cornmunicatiorn between the tunnel and the surface is essential to faci'itate tunnel mapping and exploitation.
ClaustrophcAbia
"Members of tunnel teams should Le volunteers.
anid panic could well cause the failure of a team's mission.
"Since tunnel complexes are carefully concealed and camoutn.gi-d,
search and destroy operations must provide adequate time for a thorough
search of the area to insure the location of the complete tunnel system.
Tunnels are frequently outstandiz,, sources of intciligence through the
medium of abandoned documents.
"The presencc of a tunnel complex within or underneath an area
of operations poses a continued thrt-at to all friendly troops in the area.
No area containing a tunnel complex shcxid ever be considered completely cleared."
Reference.
Paragraph 26, Section V, CON Parm 350-30-2,
L.essons Learned."

"Operations
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11.

Incident/Observation.

"The VC are known to use a system of signs to provide instructions to guerrillas and units. These signs are depicted in Sketch No 6.

VC WALKING MARKS

"•
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Q

Follow this way

This way to river
WVatcr falls 100 meters

!-->

Quickly

This way to camp

-'*

Slowly

10 meters to camp

Return

*-"

Left

STurn

Camp here

Turn Right

5 meters to letter

Danger

Letter on tree

Safety

).

Camping area

.

•

Enemy Ahead

Unhealthy

Prohibited road

Water well

<•

Divide into two
groups
a few SIWait
minutes
Sketch No 6

Lessons Learned
"Kno,%ledge of the use of signs used by the enemywill assist
units both in search and destroy missions, and in setting up of ambushes in locations likely to afford the best results."

tI
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Reference.
Subparagraph 116a, FM 21-50,
Operations."
12.

"Ranger Training and Ranger

Incicent/Observation.

"Several unusual things occurr-d. The enemy was using
tree houses for look-out positions. Men were actually shot from the
trees on two different occasions. A woman was used as a reconnaissance element. Although our men did not fire upon her, both times
she was observed immediately after contact was made with the enemy.
In one instance our outpost fired too soon dispersing the enemy rather
than destroying him. However, only a short time later one of our
machine gunners held his fire until the enemy was right upon him.
When he began firing, five enemy were killed in a matter of seconds
with the closest falli-ig only ;ix feet from the gun position. As the
Task Force turned South one company walked into an enemy ambush
deployed on each side of a creek bed. This ambush consisted of two
machine guns and one platoon of riflemen. Good observation and
quick reaction on the part of our men completely threw the ambush
force into confusion after it had suffered considerable damage. Two
enemy bodies were found in the ambush site and two enemy weapor.J
were recovered. Considerable amounts of blood in the area indicated
that there were more casualties than those two. We got out of the ambush with o ly three men 3lightly wounded. "
T.esson Learned
"The iquick reaction on the part of our leading echelon, our
heavy volume of fire and the rapid movement of our individuals into
the enemy positions materially reduced the effectiveness of the ambush."
Refe rences.
Paragraph 37, FM 21-75,
Soldier and Patrolling.

"Combat Training of the Individual

Paragraph 66, FM 21-50, "Ranger Training and Ranger Operations.

"

Paragraph 42, FM 31-30, "Jungle Tiaining and Operations."
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Incident/Observation.

13.

"Company A was moving down from the high ground to the
open field in a two up and one back formation, and they ran into a classic "L" type ambush. From description, this must have included at
two different VC companies,
Sleast
because they had two different uniforms. The VC to the front along the base of the "L" wore fatigues,
steel helmets and packs on their backs. Along the stem of the "L" to
the left flank of A Company, the7 wore khakis with blue bandannas on
their heads. Now actually A Company discovered the VC first. The
left front platoon mancrossed a small trail and noticed that the brush
was bent down recently across the trail, so he got down on his hands
and knees and crawled across the trail. When he got up he saw a VC
in khakis moving away. The point man jumped up and shot theVC, and
this triggered the VC on the base of the "L" to fire. These'VC were
not dug in; they were lying on the ground. However, they had placed
mines out in front of them, and grenades were put up in trees where
they could be pulled to go off in the air, so the position was well protected. The right front platoon got into the fight, and deployed to conduct an assault to the front. Just as the platoon started to get ready
to assault, the VC along the stem of the "L" to the left opened up, and
the platoon got caught in a cross fire. There were at leasi two autornatic weapons across the front, and another opened up near the rear
of the stem. The assault failed, as it was pinned before it got started.
The commander of the rear platoon, was told to move around to the left
and assault the stem of the "L", which he did successfully. He moved
out, deployed, assaulted, and forced the VC, along with the heavy
machine gun, out of their prepared positions."
Lesson .earned
"The above incident is a good example of a typical. VC "L" shaped
ambush action. The success attained by friendly forces in this instance
can be.attributed to rapid and aggressive reaction, and use of the reserve against the enemy's weak flank."
References.-,
Paragraph 37, FM 21-75, "Combat Training of the Individual
Soldier and Patrolling."
Paragraph 66, FM 21-50, "Ranger Training anc Ranger Operations.
Paragraph 42, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations."
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14.

lncident/Observation.
"Several potential suitable LZ's reconnoitered by friendly

forces had VC prepared positions in the tree lines in their periphery."
Lesson Learned
"The selection and preparation of several LZ's in the immediate
vicinity appears to be in order to prevent tipping our hand as to the
actual landing site. Deceptive measures such as false landings designed to draw off VC forces should be practiced. Landing at one of
the alternate LZ's when engaged must be routine. Whenever a single
airlift element lands, the r-mainder of the force must, however, be
committed to reinforce and hold the area once we have begun the operation. We must not move to alternate LZ's until those forces landed
in early lifts are strong enough to protect themselves."
Reference.
Subparagraph 46a, FM 57-35,
15.

"Airmobile Operations.

Incident/Observation.

"At 120605 Nov 65 the enemy attack began with approximately
fifty to sixty 60mm mortar rounds falling into the perimeter occupied
by friendly forces. These elements were deployed as shown in Sketch 7.
The mortar barrage continued for 10 minutes. At 120616 Nov 65 the
mortar fire was joined by a continuous hail of automatic weapons and
small arms fire. This was followed by the first VC Infantry assault
which came under the continuous mortar and automatic weapons supporting fires. By this time the Cavalry Troop had sustained casualties
resulting from a 4.2 inch mort,.r personnel carrier being destroyed by
direct hit from VC mortar attack.
"The VC ground attack consisted of 3 secondary efforts, in
a counter-clockwise sequence, in support of the main assault. The
first assault came from the jungle and rubber trees to the south of
the perimeter, on the west of the road. Here the VC Infantry crawled
through the waist high bushes of the peanut field under their mortar
and automatic weapons fire. Individuals then charged the wire in an
effort to penetrate the perimeter. These efforts were repeatedly
smashed by the 50 cal machineguns mounted on the APCs. The
enemy then assaulted to the west from the east side of Hwy 13.
This
attack was repulsed by 50 cal fire and the Infantry fire along that portion of the perimeter.

-7f"
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"The main assault came from the north out of the village at
approximately 120700 Nov 65. The VC had dug recoilless rifle and
automatic weapons positions into the berm that ran from east to west
on the southern edge of the village. The enemy mortar positions were
located within the village behind the protected positions. created by
this berm. The eneiny made good use of these protected positions in
supporting their main attack.

'Ai

*1

"The main VC attack from the north was halted at the row
of concertira wire by the combined fire of machineguns and rifles.
During the period from 120700 to 120730 Nov 65 the Artillery Btry
fired 55 rounds direct fire at point blank range against the attacking
VC using 2 second delay fuses. Even though faced with this wall of
steel one VC suicide squad penetrated the perimeter during this as. sault and threw a grenade into the No 1 Howitzer position killing 2
personnel and wounding 4 others.
"During the period 120645 to 120700 Nov 65 the- airborne
FAC arrived with a flight of AIH Skyraiders and expended their bombs
and 20mm cannon in the wooded area north of the Battalion position.
Once it was determined that the recoilless rifles were located in the
berm and that the mortars were in the town permission was given to
strike the village. The berm was hit first by a flight of A4 Skyhawks
from a US Navy carrier. This was followed by a flight of Skyraiders
SPAV 41's which used 500 lb bombs and CBU followed by napalm against
the recoilless rifle positions. In the meantime, the Artillery Btry
fired 22 rds direct fire into the berm and an additional 40 rds into the
village. At approximately 120900 Nov 65 the VC renewed their main
attack from the village at which time the Artillery Btry fired an addiS
tional 65 rds point blank fire into the attacking ranks. At this time a
5th flight of aircraft F-100 arrived and placed napalm directly on the
attacking VC and the village mortar positions.
"At the end of the day, 198 VG bodies were counted in close
proximity to the perimeter."
USCONARC Comment
It will be noted from sketch 7 that friendly forces had taken up
a perimeter defensive position for the night in close p-oximity to a VC
village. The VC attacks in the early hours of the .next morning were
obviously initiated and directed from this. village. It is noteworthy
that friendly forces were able to repel all the VC assaults against the
perimeter positions by making full use of all available supporting fires.
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It should be noted that when the VC fails in an attack in one area, he
does not hesitate to launch successive attacks ia other areas in an attempt to find weak points in the defense. It i' -f interest to note that
the VC allowed friendly forces time to ltve 1 their defensive perimeter before launching his first dawn assauilt. It may be assumed that
the initial number of VC located in tl,. village did not consider they
had sufficient strength to launch an attack until more reinforcements
had been brought in, and that they only launched their attack when they
felt they had sufficient numbers to obtain success.
Reference.
Subparagraph 71a, d(4), (5),
Operations.
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Section IV

Basic Tactics

16.

-

Friendly Forces

Incident/Observation.

"Frequently casualties have been caused by punji sticks, by
snipers firing from trees, and by lead elements tripping booby traps."
Lesson Learned.
"The use of two man teams operating on the "Buddy" system
has helped considerably to reduce the occurrence of these incidents.
One member of the team watches the ground primarily for punji sticks
and booby traps, while his buddy searches the trees and the area to
the front and flanks on the lookout for snipers."
Reference.
Paragraph 40, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations."
17.

Incident/Observation.
"A search light was placed in a position where it could pro-

vide illumination on call. A patrol operating in an area coordinated
with the search light section chief and on the same radio frequency
used a code word when illumination wras required. The search light
section provided immediate indirect illumination over the patrol's
location."

Lesson Learned
"Indirect illumination by search lights can be used for a variety
of purposes. The method described above provides patrol leaders
with immediate illumination on call. The advantage of indirect illumination used in this manner provides the patrol leader with an additional surprise weapon to use against the enemy."
References.

if

Subparagraphs 37b(8), FM 7-15, "Rifle Platoon and Squads;
Infantry, Airborne, and Mechanized."
Subparagraphs 63b(Z), FM 6-115, "The Field Artillery Searchlight Battery."
... J.....
/
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18.

Incident/Observation.

"Units, when preparing for vehicle movements, should plan
to make the maximum use of organic weapons in the planning of supporting fires in the event of an enemy ambush."
Lesson Learned
"The 81mm Mortar maintained in a firing positioa on its 3/4 ton
truck can be gainfully used to provide immediate fires in the event of
an enemy ambush."
References.
Subparagraphs 30c(6), FM 7-15, "Rifle Platoon and Squads;
Infantry, Airborne, and Mechanized."
Subparagraph 42b, FM 31-30,
19.

"Jungle Training and Operations."

Incident/Observation.

"The VC are well versed in the use of delaying tactics.
Combat leaders must be able to rapidly determine the size of the
force he has engaged."
Lesson Learned
"Time lost in developing the situation may allow the enemy
force to prepare an ambush, orcupy defensive positions, or to escape.
Once contact has been made, it must be maintained so as to keep the
enemy off balance. Training must stress the importance of gaining
and maintaining contact with the enemy. The rapid reporting of intelligence information will permit reaction by friendly troops."
Reference.
Paragraph 85,

FM 31- 16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."

I/~.
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Section V
Knowledge and Current Use of Weapons and Equipment

20.

Incident/Observation.

"Considerable radio trouble was experienced during heavy
from
wet
antenna wells and handsets."
rain
Lesson Learned
"Plastic bags will keep the handsets dry. In heavy rain antenna
wells should be dried out frequently until a boot can be procured to
keep the well, dry."
Reference.
Paragraphs 139,

(

..

21.

186, FM 24-18, "Field Radio Techniques."

Incident/Observation.

"Aircraft preventive maintenance can always be performed
more effectively and adequately in the aviation unit maintenance areas.
Aviation units that laager in field sites at night drastically reduce the
capability of the crew chiefs to effectively perform preventive maintenance."

"LessonLearned
"When tactical situation requi.xes aircraft to laager with tactical
unit, sufficient daylight hours need be allotted to accomplish required
preventive maintenance."
Reference.

"Paragraphs 11-13, 11-14, FM 1-10, "Army Aviation Organizational Aircraft Maintenance."
22.

AWI,

Incident/Observation.

"A unit which had removed its gas masks from waterproof
bags in anticipation of the use of CS was subsequently pinned down by
enemy fire in rice paddies, and the masks got wet. When the filter

26
pads of a gas mask become wet through immersion, they are noneffective in filtering chemical agents. The result was that the unit
had to change all its masks."
Lesson Learned
"Troops are now required to keep masks in a waterproof bag
when they are not using them. Masks should not be taken out of protectie covering until they are required for immediate use."
Reference.
Paragraph 14, TM 3-4240-202-15, "Operator, Organizational,
Field and Depot Maintenance Manual," as amended.

Section VI
Inquisitiveness and Alertness
23.

Incident/Observation.

"The importance of rapid reaction to good intelligence and
the fixing of an enemy force so that he may be effectively destroyed,
cannot be over emphasized. Experience has shown that the enemy
will not generally "stand .nd fight", when faced with a superior force
aggressively employed. His tactic is to fade away into the bush in
classic guerrilla fashi in. Friendly forces must therefore plan to
deny the enemy rout,.s of escape and withdrawal. Three examples of
combat actions Pý both large and small unit levels are given below:
"Example No 1: As a result of intelligence on the location of a
VC battalion, a division operation was mounted against the enemy.
The area of operations is shown in Sketch No 8.
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"The scheme of maneuver called for simultaneous assaults
battalions, the RF and recon battalions and an APC
infantry
three
by
troop from the north; and three infantry battalions and an APC troop,
landed by the river assault groups from the south with the objective
of converging upon, surrounding and destroying the VC force as shown
in Sketch No 9.
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"Tash for,ýes crossed their respective LD's at 0900 hcurs
and convcrged on the suspected VC position. The battle continued until
1200 hours the following day, with 181 VC killed in action and 10 VC
captured.
"Example No 2: Reports were received of 20 VC in a prepared
defensive position. A search and destroy operation was to be launched
with one platoon moving to the rear of the enemy position to establ'sh
a blocking position. Mortar concentrations were planned onto a wooded
area which might have accorded a possible avcnue of enemy escape as
shown in Sketch No 10.
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"The platoon designated to move to the blocking position
was unopposed during its encircling movement. The company attacked,
encountered heavy resistance c-n the left half of the objective, including foot-mines, punji pite and wel. prepared defensive positions. The
assault was pressed and the main objective area was cleared. The
result was 29 VC killed iii action and 10 VC captured.
"Example No 3: Information was received fixing the location of
a VC battalion. Friendly forces available for the operation were four
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infantry battalions and one Mi 13 troop. Tactical air, Army aviation
and artillery support were available. The operation called for movein.nt on the following day by the Ml 13 troop and reconnaissance company south along axis 1, movement by.one battalion northward along
axis 2, and an airmobile assault into the objective area by three battahons as shown in Sketch No 11.
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"Operations began in the morning as planned with neither of
the. ground forces meeting significant opposition but due to difficulties in
negotiating terrain, progress was slow and both forces returned to
base for the night. Meanwhile, the aiý':ncbile forces landed and experienced light contact by last light. The operation was continued on the
following day and it was found that the VC forces had withdrawn during
the night."
Lessons Learned "
"To destroy the VC he must be decisively engaged by both fixing
him and denying him withdrawal route c. Examples I and 2 illustrate
planning by large and t;z-.all units which Wffectively denied the VC a

I--
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route of withdrawal and allowed combat elements to surround ,.rd denot availablc to physically *drrou:'r. ,•n
stroy him. When forces a.
enemy force, artillery or mortar fires may be used as -iubstitute.s.
"When reliable irtelligence becomes available providinz detals
on the size and location of a VC force an aggressive operator. should
be mounted making use of a combination of mobile and blocking "rces
while scout or recon elements cover all routes of escape or witl.drawal.
"Schemes cf maneuver must be flexible to insure immedi.'te response to any operation5 which promise defeat and destract~on o; VC."
Reference.
Paragraphs 78-88,
guerrilla Operations."
24.

subparagraph

lila, FM 31-16. "Counter-

Incident/Observation.

"The importance of exploiting intelligence of i-mmediate tactical value obtained from captured enemy documents is illu3trated by
the series of combat actions described below. Major success was
achieved by utilizing information .nitiAlly gained from the capture of
one document and following up subsequent intelligence gathered during
engagements with the Viet Cong.
"On 18 Mar'h 1966, an ambush patrol killed a Viet Cong
Company Commander and captured a number of documents he was
carrying, including one that directed four VC companies to establish
a training base at a given location. The following day, a two company
size force moved by foot toward the suspected enemy concentration.
An assault on the objective, preceded by an intensive artillery ard
aerial bombardment, was launched at 211000 March aad immediately
encountered neavy opposition. The VC, occupying fortified positions
on high ground, employed a high volume of automatic wepons and
small arms fire causing friendly forz.es to withdraw to more favorable
positions and await reinforcements. Contact with the enemy was continued with attacks between the numerous air strikes that were called
in. At 211400 March, the friendly units were reinforced by an additional company and VC defenses began to crumble. By nightfall, the
enemy had been driven from their positions and forced to flee the area.
Total VC casualties were: 109 KBA, 21 KIA by ground action, with an
undetermined number of VC wounded. No weapons or captives were

I
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taken, indicating that this VC unit possessed a high degree of military
discipline and training.
"A search of the battlefield uncovered documents that revealed the presence of a VC battalion command post to the south in a
land development center. To exploit this information, two companies
were alerted for a raid in strength. On 211315 March, following intensive air strikes, this unit was airlanded by helicopter on the objective. Heavy contact with an estimated company of VC was immediately
established. As the VC resisted stubbornly for more than two hours
beforc they retreated, it is apparent that these troops possessed the
same high degree of discipline as those engaged in the previous day's
action. A total of 33 VC were KIA and 9 were captured.
"Evaluation of all intelligence acquired during these two operations and interrogation of the captives revealed the most likely infiltration routes used by the VC in their movement through this area.
On the night of 30 March, a company established an ambush on one of
these routes. At 2130 hours, an estimated VC battalion entered the
killing zone from the south and, at the same time, a local VC platoon
moved in from the north. Both VC units were immediately taken under
intense fire by automatic weapons, small arms and three claymore
mines. Enemy casualties from the initial burst of fire were apparently
heavy but, recovering quickly, the VC returned fire and counterattacked the friendly positions, both frontally and on one flank. These
attacks were thrown back. Contact with the VC continued until 310100
March, with both sides using automatic weapons, small arms and
mortars.
155mm artillery support and flare ships aided the outnumbered friendly force in holding back the VC. Again, the discipline of
the VC was demonstrated by their evacuation of most of their dead,
wounded and equipment from the battlefield. By 3]0115 March, all
firing ceased as the VC broke contact and withdrew. First light revealed out 4 VC bodies and I wounded VC remaining on the scene.
Numerous blood trails and other evidence of high VC, losses were
found. A number of rucksacks, 1 LMG mount, 1 mortar base plate
and miscellaneous ammunition were captured. Friendly losses in
these three actions were light."

Lessons Learned

"1. The three combat actions described were the direct result
of rapid exploitation of a captured document containing informrntion of
immediate tactical valuw.

/
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"2. Aggressive combat action on the part of friendly units involve~i resulted in an impressive victory and the decimation of three
major VC units.
The VC units engaged possessed a high degree of military
"3.
training-discipline and morale as evidenced by:
"a.

Refusal to withdraw until their positions became un-

tenable.
"b. Removal of all wounded, many of the dead, and their
weapons from the battlefield.
"c.

Immediate action taken when ambushed.

"d.

Utilizing suitable terrair. for their base areas."

Reference.
Subparagraph 111a, FM 31-16, "Counter guerrila Operations."

Section VII
Logistics and Combat Service Support
25.

Incident/Observation.

"Neurosurgical and eye wound patients require immediate
evacuation. Distance from areas of operations to hospitals ofter. constitute a prohibitive turn around time for medical evacuation helicopters.
Patients suffering from these type of wounds probably tolerate heli.
copter travel poorly."
Lesson Learned
"The practicability of the use of fixed wing aircraft in the evacuation of neurosurgical and eye wound patients should be considered with
the aim of hastening the evacuation of the patients, and making the
aerial evacuation helicopters readily available for further calls."
Reference.
Paragraph 55, FM 1-100, "Army Aviation," as amended.

""1
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26.

Incident/Observation.

"The extreme hot climate "n Vietnam poses several problems in the placing and curing of concrete. The hot sun beating down
on foundations, gravel and sand, drying them to a point where the
normal amount of water in a batch of concrete is insufficient to pre-.
Vent rapid evaporation resulting in rapid curing and cracking of. the
concrete."

-

Lesson Learned
"To help alleviate the problem, the foundation, gravel and sand
are thoroughly saturated with water before placing the ccncrete thereby
reducing the absorptiornrate. The arnount of water in the mix is ad. justed as required. Also, after the concrete has begun to set, earth
dykes are placed around the edgeb and the pad flooded with water,
thereby retarding the curing."
References.
...

.

..Paragraph

24,

TM 5-615,

"Repairs and Utilities:

Concrete and

Masonry."
Subparagraph 9a, paragraphs 67, 68,
Masonry."
27.

TM 5-742, "Concrete and

Incident/Observation.

"."The rainfall intensities in Vietnam require the construction
of roads with high crowns and deep ditches. Laterite, which is widely
used as a stabilizing material in road making, becomes txtremely
slick when wet."
Lesson Learned
"All roads are particularly slippery after rain and drivers should

• .

be cautioned on the hazardous nature of laterite roads when they aze

wet. This particularly applies to single lane roads where the height
of the crown is more pronounced."
Reference.
of,

Paragraph 73, TM 5-330, "Planning, Site Selection, and Design

of Roads, Airfields, and Hdliports in the Theater of Operations."
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Combat Tips

1.
Purpose. This pamphlet presents a digest of the substantive comments of observers and commanders in operations and exercises emphasizing lessons learned and correlating those where appropriate to pertinent references to current training publications.
Emphasis will be given to the close correlation of the contents of this
pamphlet in unit training programs with doctrine and techniques as
stated in current field manuals to insure achievement of the objectives
stated in paragraph 3 below.
2.
General. Many lessons learied are being derived from
operations in Vietnam, major field exercises, and other pertinent
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sources. These cite actiors both correctly and incorrectly taken.
The majority of the lessons are already clearly stated in current doctrine and techniques. Where they are not, they usually involve refinements peculiar to a particular area or situation. This suggests
that most of our doctrire is sound and is being correctly applied.
This also indicates that in training certain principles must be continually emphasized and presentcr, in such a manner as to insure full
understanding and effective execution by units when the need arises.
Headquarters, US Forces, Vietnam have commented, "While no
really new techniques have been developed and the lessons learned
are actually old lessons being relearned, probably the issue that demands our primary attention is the need for establishing a system
that provides for immediately available reaction forces. This is
especially pertinent in view of the limited number of contacts with
enemy forces and the necessity to exploit a contact when one is made."
3.

Objectives.

The objectives are to--

a.
Emphasize to commanders of all units the necessity
to thoroughly study and apply realistically and completely in training
and operations all the principles stated in current do'-trine and technique s.
b.
Indicate those principles and techniques needing special emphasis based on the environment, the type of operations, and
the nature of the enemy.
C. Indicate to all personnel that principles stated in doctrine in specific situations must be further refined by the ingenuity
and resourcefulness of the unit involved.
Assist commanders to inject in training realistic
d.
situations of the type being actually encountered in operations.
Improve interest and enthusiastic participation of indie.
viduals in training by reference to operatons and actions that have
actually occurred.
Orientation. The country of Vietnam varies considerably,
4.
ranging from open flatlands interspersed by rivers and canals to
dense jungles and mountainous terrain. Heaequarters, US Forces,
Vietnam have stressed the point that "tactics and techniques which
prove successful in a given area maynot render the same results in
all sections of the country. " This factor should be borne in mind
when reading "Lessons Learned. " It accounts for variances in comments from commanders in the field. It points up the continued
2

J

requilernent for flexibility and a readiness to adapt to the type of
terrain so as to use it to the best advantage.
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Appendix I
Lessons Learned, Combat Command Reports
Section I
Suggested Areas for Additional Training Emphasis

1.

Incident/Observation.

"Due to CONUS safety requirements, chiefs of howitzer
sections have come to rely on the safety officer to check safety: thus,
when placed in a combat situation, where a safety officer is not leaning over his shoulder, there is a period of adjustment until he (chief
of section) learns that he is the safety officer and is entirely responsible for the accurate setting of firing data on the piece."
Lesson Learned
"During training every effort should be made to place increased
responsibility for safety on the chief of section."
Reference.
Subparagraph 2(a), AR 385-63.
Chapter 32, FM 6-40, "Field Artillery Cannon Gunnery."
2.

Incident/Observation.

"Most operations include the entry and search of villages
and hamlets."
Lessons Learned
"Mock VC villages are a valuable aid to training. They should
include puriji stakes, pits, tunnels, bunkers and secret hiding places.
Approach trails can include booby traps and man traps and the surrounding terrain should simulate the rice paddies and dikes common
to most villages in Vietnam. Training and proficiency in village
search techniques is one of the many important military skills required of our troops in Vietnam."
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Reference.
Paragraph 148,

FM 31-16, "Cournterguerrilla Operations."

Paragraph 84, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations."

Section 11
Joint Operations and Procedures for Airmobile Operations
3.

Incident/Observation.

"During all operations in heavily wooded and mountainous
terrain the trooper ladder is used in operations ranging from fire
team size to entire companies. The trooper ladder is 36" wide series
of aluminun rods arranged as a ladder on three 4000 lb tensil strength
cables. Each ladder is 100 feet long and can be reeled from a hovering CH-47 or UH-1D to permit personnel to descend or ascend through
very small holes in the jungle canopy. When desired two trooper ladders can be joined together with rappelling snap links through the loops
at each end of the trooper ladders. The ladder has been successfully
used both at night and during tbe daytime. Trooper ladders are issued
te, the aviation units and are operated by the aircraft crew members."
Lesson Learned
"Units conducting airmobile operations should plan for the use
of trooper ladders, and should when practicable practice this means
of deployment on the battlefield."

Reference.
Chapter 3, Section VI, FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operationg."
Paragraph 49b, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
4.

Incident/Observation.

"Nght helicopter assaults. Since daylight helicopter assaults are normally preceded by an air and/or artillery preparation,
the Viet Cong may be afforded the opportunity, once the preparation
begins, to evacuate the area, or assemble on the edge of the prepared
area to attack the troop lift as it arrives. Night helicopter assaults,
on unprepared but secured LZ's offer an excellent means of gaining
maximum surpriee. Using a fc'rce infiltrated into the area in advance,

6
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the LZ may be observed, and then secured by the same force. Memhers of this force can also provide terminal guidance for the helicopters."
Lesson Learned
"Battalion night helicopter assaults wiLh a secured LZ are feasible and desirable. Without the conventional preparation to alert
them, the Viet Cong cannot respond quickly enough to prevent or obstruct the assault, and may frequently be caught completely by surprise and engaged before they can flee."
Reference.
Paragraph 18, FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."
Paragraph 38, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations."
Section I, Chapter 13, FM 1-100, "Army Aviation."
5.

Incident/Observation.

"Additional fire power on initial lift to LZ. A requirement
for additional fire power to be employed as suppressive fires on the
initial lift into selectod landing zones was a primary concern to all
units in the battalion. It was determined that more weapons could be
placed in a position to deliver suppressive fires by changing the flight
formation from the staggered trail to a heavy left or right in-trail
formation. This formation places door gunners in four out of five
aircraft in a position to deliver fire on the approach to the LZ. "
Lesson Learned
"Flight formations should be used that provide the maximum
use of available fire power during the initial approach to the LZ."
Reference.
Subparagraph 83(e)(5)(d),

FM 1-100, "Army Aviation."

Section M
Enemy Tactics
6.
•-.

Incidents/Observations.

a.
"Plantations, jungle and lines of commurication near
populated areas are normally heavily booby-trapped. Few booby-traps
7

and mines are encountered in VC strongb-olds away from populated
areas. The exception to this is along accepted avenues of approach
into enemy areas which they consider secure. These access routes
may be heavily mined and booby-trapped to prevent rapid movement
i ito the area. Local VC, knowledgeable of the Area, are used to guide
the VC force units through the area safely.
b.
The Viet Cong have recovered unexploded BLU3BointUIt:ts which they are usinp against our forces in an anti-personnel
capacity.
The bomblet ip prepared to detonate by A r':ck which is attached to a cross bar stuck in the crotch ot a tree or placed aver
forked sticks. Trip wires on the opposite end of the cro:s bar serve
as the device to triggcr the rock to fa31
n the exposed striker trechanism.

The bomblets art also buried in1 the ground and easily detonated through the exertion of pressure."
Lessons Learned
"Units should be thoroughly aw;.re of these techniques and fully
indoctrinated in VC rrine and booby trap tactics."
References.
Paragraph 66 and 67, FM 5-31, ':Booby Traps."
Paragraph 17, CON Pam 350-30-3, "Operations - Lessons
Learned. "1
7.

Incident/Observation.

"The VC normally evacuate their base camps when under
attack. Frequently they do not have sufficient defenders to man all
theilr defensive positions.
Lesson Learned
"The best type of attack employed against 1-1C base camps is a
wide enveloping maneuver. In thir rr.aneuver contact can be spiead to
secure points, thereby taking advantage of the inability of base camps
defenders to man all defensive 16ositions.
Ambushes established to
the flanks and rear of the VC rositions will prevent anyone from fleeing."
Reference.
Paragraph 81-83,

FM 31-16,

8
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"Counterguerrilla Operations."

8.

Incident/Observation.

"The clearing of roads and trails of VC mines is only a
temporary measure unless constant surveillance is maintained over
the area. Experience has show:n that the VC will return and replace
the mines at the first opportunity."
Leecon Learned
"Roads previously cleared should not be considered secure unless constant surveillance is maintained or it is swept for mines immediately prior to being used."
Reference.
Paragraph 63, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Paragraphs 62 and 63a(4), FM 7-20, "Infantry, Airborne Infantry and Mechanized Infantry."
9.

-

Incident/Observation.

"The VC frequently use churches, pagodas and graveyards
for sanctuaries. They also will fight from these areas where Arnericans are prone to be less alert or where they do not search extensively
due to their social training."
Lesson Learned
"Personnel must be trained to remain constantly alert and to
search all areas thoroughly regardless of social or religious implications."
Reference.
Section V, Chapter 2, FM 7-ZO, "Infantry, Airborne Infantry
and Mechanized Infantry F ttalions."
10.

Incident/Observation.

"NVA troops usually do not distribute mortar fire throughout our positions.
Their units generally use mortar fire only in front
of their route of attack and frequently in a creeping pattern."

.
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Lesson Learned
"The creeping pattern of the mortar bursts will often pinpoint
the area to be assaulted and observation of this pattern assists in the
preparation of the defense,"
i1.

Incident/Observation.

"During two recent operations a unit found a aumber of extremely small spider holes which provided a considerable degree of
protection from TAC air and artillery fire. The holes were so small
that the VC left their pack outside the spider hole."
Lesson Learned
"When this type of position is used the packs left outside the
position provide friendly ground forces a means of detecting the otherwise well camouflaged positions."
12.

Incident/Observation.

"Use of jungled and forested areas by the Viet Cong. It has
long been thought that because of their superior knowledge of these
areas, the Viet Cong habitually establish base areas deep in the interior. Recent operations have tended to disprove this belief. Apparently the Viet Cong do not regularly inhabit the interior of dense jungle
areas, unless it is accessible by trail. Instead, they operate from
bases within two to three kilometers of the periphery. When forced
to retreat into the interior, the Viet Cong follow natural lines of drift
such as streams. '
Lesson Learned
"Operations should be planned to cover all known existing trails,
and to block or search all streamlines, valleys, etc. Searches for
base areas should be intensified along streams and trails and along
the edges of heavily jungled area-,."
Reference.
Paragraph 17, CON Pam 350-30-2, "Operations
Learned. "
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Section IV
Basic Tactics - Friendly Forces
13.

Incident/Observation

"Flares, artillery and mortar illumination must be used
with care while in a perimeter defense."
Lesscns Learned
"The untimely or misuse of illumination in the defense exposes
friendly as well as enemy positions. The use of illumination should
be secondary to the employment of night surveillance devices and employed only when necessary to repel a significant probe or attack."
References.
Subparagraph 80b, FM 7-15, "Rifle Platoons and Squads, Infantry, Airborne and Mechanized."
Paragraphs 213 and 214, FM 6-40, "Field Artillery Cannon.
Gunnery."
14.

Incidents /Observations.

"An operation, which the commander of a unit felt was the
most successful by his unit since deployment, marked the first employment in Vietnam of the organic armored umt effectively combined
with mechanized and regular infantry plus a reconnaissance element."
The commanderst comments were:

"a. "In operating against.the Viet Cong, Armor must disperse and cover maximum terrain, not move in column."
b.
"Tanks and mechanized vehicles must be used continuously to beat the bush, explode booby traps, and engage snipers.
Tanks moving through heavy brush will assist in uncovering tunnel
entrances."
c.
"All well ,jed trails'and, roads must be avoided, by at
least 100 meters whe. ever possible.".
'Command and control.helicopters are a must for moved.
ment contro" of mechanized elements."

S~11

e.
"When snipers fire, the mobilrty and shock action of
armor must be immediately employed in order to run them down or
cut them off from withdrawing through trenches. Infantry should immediately follow the armor, utilizing the cleared area made by the
tracks."
f.
"Snipers can be silenced during the night by using suppressi-e fire at irregular intervals. 90mm cannister is highly effective in this role as is a vollev of artillery fire."
g.
"A centrally located and reasonably secure area is
mandatory to effect repair of damaged vehicles. Protection when
evacuating Armor or mechanized vehicles will always be a problem,
recovery vehicles must be provided."
h.
"The need for a vehicular mounted compass for armored
units is a special requirement when operating in heavy vegetation."
i.
"Mechanized or armored units can clcar a helipad for
a single helicopter in lightly wooded areas in 15 minutes or less. This
enhances the flexibility of the unit in selecting assembly areas."
Lesson Learned
"The effective use of a combined arms task force and coordinated supporting fires, although it presents special problems, will
not only prevent friendly losses but will influence maximum destruction on VC forces and fortifications."
Referenceses.
Paragraph 8, FM 17-15, "Tank Units, Platoon, Company and
Battalion."
Section V, Chapter 2, FM 7-15, "Rifle Platoon and Squads, Infantry, Airborne and Mechanized."
Paragraph 38, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
15.

Incident/Observation.

"One artillery battery emplaced its guns in a "star" formation during a recent operation."
Lesson Learned
"In a situation where there are no friendly front lines and direction of fire may be in any direction, such a formation simplifies the
12
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gunnery problem. The pattern of the bursts will give good area coverage regardless of the direction of fire."
Reference.
Chapter 4, FM 6-40,
16.

"Field Artillery Cannon Gunnery."

Incident/Observation.

"In many cases, the tactical situation and/or terrain does
not permit the evacuation of captured VC rice caches."
Lesson Learned
"As an alternate to extraction of large rice caches, destruction
may sometimes be indicated or required. This is a difficult problem
and one which, as yet, has not been completely resolved. Attempts
to burn rice with gasoline, white phosphorus and other incendiaries
have been only partially successful. Rice spoilage kits (not yet available) appear to be suitable only for relatively small quantities. The
method which se .ms most effective is to dump rice into a stream,
into a rice paddy filled with water, or in rainy weather simply to
scatter it on the ground to subject it to the deteciorating effects of
water."
USCONARC Comment
Operational report3 emphasize that whenever practicable every
effort should be made to evacuate cattured rice rather than to destroy
it.
17.

Incidents/Observations.

a.
"During a recent operation one Brigade employed two
techniques which proved quite successful.
(1) "One was used when a bn was moving through
jungle in a tactical march column. Normal security was employed
to the flanks, front, and rear; however, At wab known that the VC
were following the unit at a distance to maintain contact and keep informed of its location and activities. The technique used was to halt
the Bn for a break, an ambush of approximately platoon size then
being established in the center of tl-.e Bn position where its establishment could not be observed by the VC trail party. The Bn then resumed its march, moving right through the ambush position. The
13

ambush remained in place waiting for the VC trail party to come up.
This technique was used on two occasions and produced kills both
times. The ambush remained in position until the Bn had moved off
approximately 1,500 to 2,000 meters and then it picked up and trailed
the Bn, hoping to get additional kills from VC who believed the US
forces to have passed."
(2) "The second technique involved placing the reconnaissance platoons of all Infantry Bns under Brigade control for the
operation. This provided the Brigade commander with three high)y
mobile and flexible units with a great deal of firepower available to
deal with the variety of situations which arise during an operation.
These platoons were used to:
(a) "Reinforce ARVN units opezating with the
Brigade and provide direct liaison with them."
(b)
ity within the area. "

"Investigate intelligence reports of VC activ-

(c)

"Screen flanks and rear of Brigade elements."

(d)

"Provide route and area reconnaissance."

(e)

"Screen areas to be occupied by the Brigade."

(f) "Provide armed escorts for supply convoys,
Psy War/Civil affairs teams and Medcap patrols. "
(g)

"Provide security for Brigade installations at

(h)

"Conduct village searches and establish high-

(i)

"Show of force missions."

night. "

way check points."

b.
"In all operations conducted to date, the use of a blocking force in conventional disposition has proved to be only a partial
success at best .

...

Lessons Learned
a.
"The use of surpris,. and small ambushes against the VC
can greatly increase the effectiveness of a major operation. Unit

14
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Commanders should take advantage of their organizational flexibility
to tailor forces for specific mission requirements."
b.
"As it is known that the VC habitually use roads, trails and
streamlines in their withdrawal, a better employment of a blocking
force would be to place them in small but strong ambush positions on
roads, trails and streamlines over a wide area to the rear and flanks
of the VC position. The ambash forces should be backed up by a reaction force. This technique would also indicate the direction of with"drawal and facilitate further pursuit."
References.
Paragraphs 37 and 77, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Paragraphs 40 and 41, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Opera-

tions.

"

Incident/Observation.
S18.
"During recent operations units have frequently received
fire from the far woodline when crossing an open area. "
Lesson Learned
....

-I"Open areas should be crossed only when they are too large to
be skirted. When a unit is forced to cross an open area available
artillery and mortar fire should be used on the far woodliae and in
depth into the area in the direction of forward movement."
References.

"Subparagraph 16d, FM 21-75, "Combat Training of the Individual Soldier and Patrolling."
Paragraphs 57 and 88, FM 7-Z0, "Infantry, Airborne Infantry
and Mechanized Infantry BaLtalions."

Section.'V
Knowledge and Current Use of Weapons and Equipment
19.

Incident/Observation.

"Electrical equipment by its very nature is sensitive to
many of the elements, not the least of which are heat, dirt, dust and
15
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humidity. To combat these enemies of electronic equipment there are
a variety of items within the inventory of the United States Army. Air
conditioners effectively conbat all three problems. A combination of
electric fans and clean filter,.ý are a good substitute for air conditioners.
First echelon maintenance helps prevent problems and errors and lessens the chance of a major breakdown. A shelter constructed over
and/or around a shelter or van help- to overzome the heat problem.
The Army has also developed semi-conductors substitutes for a few
tubes that constantly fail due to excessive heat."
Lesson Learned
"lngenuity along with initiative, and use of replacement parts,
reduce circuit outages due to tropical climate."
Reference.
Paragrapis 180,
20.

184-188,

FM 21 -18,

"Field Radio Techniques."

Incident/Observation.

"Recent reports indicate that the transistorized communication equipment have been failing, at a higher than normal rate. It is
believed that loose or corroded vehicle battery electrical circuits
have caused peak voltages destructive to transistorized radio equipment."
Lesson Learned
"The problem can be solved by compliance with daily preventive
maintenance checks in appropriate Technical Manuals. Some of the
preventive maintenance checks that should be used are: (1) Hold downs
and cable terminals are inspected for cleanliness and tightness.
(2) Battery post clamps should be inspect2d for cleanliness, greasing
and tightness. (3) Battery post clamps showing evidence of distortion, or other mechanical damage, should be rephced."
Reference.
Chapter 11, FM 24-18, paragraphs 180,
Techniques."

16
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184-188,

"Field Radio

21.

.Incident/Observat-on.

"The practice of using substitute radio repair parts and
local part fabrications in the face of temporary shortages of authorized spare parts can decrease equipment operational deadline totals."
Lesson Learned
"The temporary use of an interchangeable repair part (i. e,,
tube, relay, etc.), after careful analysis has been made to determine
that such substitution will not detract from the efficiency of the equipment operation, can often restore a significant portion of deadlined.
equipment to an operational condition."
Reference.
Chapter 19h, FM 24-18, "Field Radio Techniques."
22.

/

Incidents/Observations.

a.
"Generator noise in a unit area not only gives away the
location o-f the unit but also helps to mask the sound of personnel attempting to infiltrate the position."
b.
"Many of the recent generator breakdowns can be
traced to the condensation of moisture inside the equipment."
Lessons Learned
"Noise was greatly reduced at the perimeter by consolidata.
ing generat ors in a revetted position near the center of the unit.
Power cable extensions were required for Eeveral pieces of equipment.
The generators were further muffled by extensive sandbagging."
b.
"Cold generators should be run for at least ten minutes
before applying a load. The circulation of air around the stator windings will tend to remove accurnalated moisture."
Reference.
Paragraph 138, FM 24-18, "Field Radio Techniques."
Paragraph 94, FM 11-8,. "Field Radio Relay Techniques."

i7

23.

Incident/Observation.

"Undesirable communications sites are frequently encountered in the flat and heavily forested areas in Vietnam. Utilization
of suitable UHF radio relay can extend the effectiveness of UHF equipment far beyond the normal line of sittu range."
Lesson Learned
"Plans for operations must include provision for UHF -radio
relay units.
Reference.
FM 11-8, "Field Radio Relay Techniques."
Section 111, Chapter VIII, FM 24-18, "Field Radio Techniques."

Section VI
Inquisitiveness and Alertness
24.

Incidents/Observations.

a.
"Security of billets in urban areas. Terrorist attacks
on billets in urban areas can be expected whenever the VC determine
the routine followed by the security force. VC planning for major
terrorist attacks includes extensive target surveillance, construction
of a mock-up and detailed rehearsals. To provide aggressive seurity
at billets the following measures must be taken:
"Guards
(1)
matic fire capability."

must be armed with weapons having auto-

(2) "Alternate guard protective positions must be provided and used at irregular intervals for varying periods of time."
(3) "Guards should be made to wear steel helmets and
armor vests during critical periods (2200 to 0600)."
(4) "Guards should be augmented at irregular intervals
for varying periods of time."
(5)

"VN employees must have clearances prior to

employment."

18,
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(6) "VN POV'I to include bicycles and motor scooters,
must not be permitted ins.ide US installations."
(7) "Physical security surveys of billets should be conducted periodically."
(8) "Physical barriers to control access to US facilities
vehicles are essential. '
or
by personnel

Sb.

"Sentinel duty., Too frequently sentinels are inadequately
trained for guard duty, improperly posted, and inadequately supervised
and inspected."
(1)

"Prior to arsignment as a sentinel, an individual

must:

(Z)

(a)

"Be oriented on the duties of a sentinel."

(b)

"Be qualified with his assigned weapon."

(c)

"Know his general and special orders."

(d)

"Have an adequate rest period."

"Prior to being posted as a sentinel, an individual

mast:
(a) "Be inspected for fatigue, sobriety, knowledge
orders, and proper equipment."
special
and
of general
1'(b)

"*

"Be thoroughly oriented as to the conditions
atd the current situation in the area.
(3)

"Officers and NCO's of the guard must:
(a)

"Rotate guards to various posts."

(b)

"Require frequent cornmunications checks."

(c) "Inspect sentinels on post for alertness and
knowledge of gen,;ral and special orders."
"Physical security, in arras under construction. Con.
c.
manent, protective fencing or
struction programs that encompass j
enlargement of a protected area require special attention. The removel or replacement of established perimeter fencing during a period
19
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of constructior must not result in a loss of security.

Construction

periods requir .,
k1) "Increased vigilance over sensitive items of supply and equipment. "

I.-

(2) "VN laborers must be previously cleared by M3S
and under constant observation of US forces personnel."
(3)

"Reduced effectiveness of orotective fencing re-

quire s:

d.

(a)

"Additional lighting."

(b)

"Temporary barricrs."

(c)

"Additional guards."

"Inadequate physical security plans.

Failure to effec-

tively organize available resources, personnel and equipment to provide optimum security results is being subjected to unnecessary hazards. Physical security plans must be:
"Comprehensive in that perimeter security is con(1)
tinuous with defense in depth for critical facilities."
(2) "Integrated so that the installation security forces
are an effective component of the installation defense force."
(3)
"Coordinated so that maximum support is received
from adjacent .military organizations and civil authorities."
(4)

"Supported by detailed disaster plans for both

natural and man-made disasters."

Lessons Learned
a.

"Successful defense of biflets is directly proportional to the

investment in personnel,
aggresfiive in nature."
b.

materials and weapons.

Security must be

"A sentinel must receive the supervision and s.ipport re-

quired for such a vital position. "
c.

"Physical security during construction must be stressed.

The safety and security of personnel and materials cannoi 'e
t&. contractor."
20

left to

)

d.
"Physical security plans must include ?- ,airements
dictated by local geographic conditions, personnel, eq.,ipinent, and the
mission. "
References.

L

Chapter Z6, FM 21-75, "Combat Training of the Individual aoldikr and Patrolling."
Chapters 62 and 63, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla.Operat ons
Section IX, Chapter 10, FM 7-10, "Infantry, Airborne Infaatry,.
and Mech Infantry Battalions."

Section VII
Logistics and Combat Service Support
Zb.

Incident/Obs e rvation.

"Base camp support units have been prorided 81mm mortars
and instructed in their use by qualified personnel to enable them to play
a more positive role in static drfense of base camp areas."
Leeson Learned
"Use of personnel from support units, equipped with the necessary weapons, to secure base camps allowa full utilization of combat
units for tactical missions elsewhere."
Reference.
Subparagraph 62(e), FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Paragraph 7, appendix V, CON Pam 350-30-I, "Operations Lessons Learned."
26.

Incidents /Observations.
a.

"Old and New Casualties.

Intermingling of New and Old

casualties in surgical wards. Observations were made, in November
and December 1365, that Newly arrived IRMA casualties were being
received and sorted on the same ward where post-operative patients
were being attended. This resulted in an adverse effect on the new
casualties when they were able to observe prior to their surgical
treatments some of the more seriously injured individuals on the
wards. it was also readily appreciated that the mixing of the new

21
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casualties with those previously received tended to make convalescing
patients i-liv, tl,vir ox'n morn,-ats of anxi ty and resuited in a generalized lowering of morale."

L

b.
"Anesth( siologi:,t.
Casualt,,s are most trquently receIV,,d in sp,'radic inputs and above avera,3e ",rnoinls, reqaring weri- ds
of "round the clo.k"' .-urgery with surgical teaim s working ii, shifts f r
extctidcd periodts.
For this purpose, .ourgeons, surgical nurses a!
tcchnicians are sufficient to formulate such teams and prevent compiete exhaustion of any given group. A single anesthesiologist compromises this concept."
Lessons Learned
a.
"A beparate ward for the receipt, triage arnd pre-ope.-ative
resu.;,citati,)n of ne.wly arrived casualties Las been put into opeTation.
Post-operative patients are not taken back to th' ward where many of
their friends may still be waiting for definitive surgical treatm,-nt.
This plan has resulted in a more satisfactory handling of the casualties
and the beneficial results of this change have been ieadily appreciated
by all concerned. "
b.
"Assignment cf one (1) additional anesthesiologist to each
operating hospital unit of a Field Hospital would alleviate this potentially limiting factor to the capabilities of the other personnel to perform at high standards for extended periods of time under emergency
conditions.
Exhaustion can be a critical factor in the ability cf a suzgical team to perform cohesively and render maximum 1.fesaving
capabilities.
USCONARC Comment
a.
Separation of pre-operative and post-operative surgical
patients is not usually practical in nonmobile communications zone
and zone cf internal hospitals where surgery is mostly electivIe and
restorative in nature.
However, in mobile or semimobile hospitals
located in the field Army area (such as mobile Army surgical hospitals (MASH) and evacuation hospitals) surgery is emergency and
lifesaving in nature.
Mixing of pre-operative and post-operative
surgical patients in these hospitals does not normally occur.
b.
A nurse anesthesiologist
and day out duty for more than a 12
ment of efficiency and professional
a Z4 hour day a field hospital needs

22

cannot uormally perform day in
hour shift without severe' impairjudgment. To operate throughout
two anesthesiologists.

27.

Incidents /Observations.:

"All unit records are required as soon as the unit ara.
rives in Vietnim."
"On movement overseas, particularly Vietnam, most
b.
equipment will be placed in use soon. after arrival."
.Lessons Learned
"Unit records have been shipped in Red TAT and air shipa.
ment to follow the unit at a, later date. This allows the possibility of
records being lost or arriving in-country after they are required.
All records should be carried as yellow TAT."

"b. "To inc" .. 'e readiness and insure proper maintenance of
records equipment iog books. should be packed and secured with the
equipment to which they pertain."
References.
Subparagraphs 30(c) and 35(e), AR 220-10, "Field Organizations
Preparation for Oversea Movement of Units (POM)."
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Appendix II
Combat Tips
Combat Tips for Individual and Small Unit Training

1.
"Individual and small unit training must be constantly emphasized. by commanders.
Teamwork must be stressed to the point
that tactical execution is accomplished with the same precision as
dismounted drill; that delivery of effective fire is as automatic as
rifle drill; and that supply to the tactical unit is as responsive in battle as it is in garrison."
2.
"In the absence of strong command influence, exercised
through a strong chain of command, troopers will become complacent and grow lax. In counterinsurgency ,varfare one can never relax. Troopers must constantly be on the alert for enemy movement
and ambush. One alert trooper can save a battalion. Our training
must instill in our men an understanding of the need for alertness.
To have alert troopers we must have alert leaders who never relax
and who check,

check,

check . . . "

3.
"Too many leaders are either blind to common errors or
lack the force, drive or energy to see that they are corrected. These
errors must be corrected with precision and accuracy. Every opportunity for training must be used. Each combat mission is a training
mission, as well as a patrol, an attack or an assault. When possible,
leaders correct mistakes noted during battle, and in all cases at the
first respite following the battle, to prevent recurrences. Take
maximum advantage of reserve, marshalling and stand-down periods.
During these periods of training, the leader must develop the attitude
that, "the more sweat on the training field, the less blood on the battlefield. " The habits developed in training, good or bad, are the same
habits which will be used in combat. Good habits and proper response
must be so well drilled into our troops that under the stress of battle
they will instinctively and immediately do the right thing."
4.
"Tips for Small Unit Leaders: The basic difference between
a proficient crack unit and one that is mediocre is the attention paid
to the details and .fundamentals of marksmanship, fire and maneuver,
camouflage and concealment, communications, maintenance, administration, and all the other arts and skills of warfare that contribute
to success in combat. The leader must constantly check personally
to see that these fundamentals are followed. The following procedures,
or "tips", demand the immediate and continuing attention of all leaders:
Z4
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a.

"Weaponry:"

"Rifles jamming and misfiring: Keep bores and magazines free of grit and mud. Chec.-, frequently."
"Fire control measurer: Leaders must assign sectors
of fire, PFF's, FPL's, and insure that each position has night firing
stakes. Once assigned, they must be checked and verified. Leave
nothing to chance or question."
"Fire discipline: When probed, call indirect fire immediately, then use M-79's, M-16's (semi-automatic), grenades,
machineguns, and, finally, M-16's fully automatic (on order or signal)."
"Employment of machineguns: When possible, the company commander and/or platoon leader will select the gun positions.
Weapons squad leaders will be prepared to do this, however, giving
priority to the following:
"Maximum grazing fire across the company front."
"Be mutually supportin.g."
"Use maximum number of trip flares and trip
grenades within the assigned sector along routes of approach and
defiles."
"Gunners will:
"Fire only at profitable targets within the asI

signed sector.
"Fire short bursts."
"Make accurate range cards."
"When situation permits, pace distances and
measure dead space."
"Not carrying weapons at the ready: Weapons must be
kept reaey for immediate action. Troopers in the left file carry the
weapons aimed to the left flank; troops in the right file aim to the
right flank. When on combat missions, keep the weapon at the ready
at all times."

25

b.

"Tactics:"

"Security during preparation of defensive positions:
Fifty percent dig and the balance observe to the front. All crewserved weapons will be manned. Leaders must specify who digs and
who is on alert."

held a sniper.

"Check trees for snipers: Treat every tree as if it
Check it; don't wait for the sniper to shoot first."

"Firing positions during halts: When halted, make sure
troops assume prone or kneeling positions, depending on terrain, and
that they stay alert."
"Bunching up: Avoid the "herd" instinct. During daylight, five meters between troops is the rule. Close up at night but
let the available light dictate distance between troops."
"Execution of ambush patrols: Experience indicates
that in several cases, ambush patrols tripped the ambush too soon,
allowing the VC to escape. Patience is a key virtue; wait until the
enemy is in the killing zone - then hit hard."
"Patrol pointers:
"Rehearse."
"Take FO's."

/

"Plan for air support r-rior to departure."
"Take interpreters."
"Plan in detail; issue clear orders; check each man
and insure that he understands."
"Estimate of the situation: A continuous estimate of
the situation must be made. Situations change constantly; so should
the leader's estimate. If the leader doesn't know, he should say so
don't bluff; but then find out."
c.

-

"Fire Support:

"Plans: Must be in detail, and known by those who will
use them. Leaders mnust be trained to recommend likely areas for H&I
fires and concentrations to the commander."
26

"Calling and. adjusting artillery and Tac Air: Leaders
cannot depend on having YAC's or FO's available. They must know the
procedures and be able to call for and adjust or direct artillery fire
and air strike s."
d.

"Mines and boobytraps:

"Familiarity with mines and boobytraps: Training is
the key to effectively countering these hazards. Train the troops to
recognize, avoid, and report the locations."
"Trip flares and.trip grenades: Use on logical routes
of approach, and insure squad leaders know how to set and disarm
them."
"Use of Claymore mines: As a matter of standard procedure, Claymore mines will be employed on likely avenues of approach
and in conjunction with ambush patrols."
e.

"Communications:

"Knowledge of SOP: The platoon members should know
company radio frequency and call signs. Each man should be familiar
with the operation of the PRC-Z5. Any trooper can become a radio
operator in battle. Ignorance costs lives."
-

-

"Signal for use in jungles: Specify a method. A crickettype clicking device is useful. Do not yell and shout to maintain contact. Systems and devices don't just happen; they are prescribed and
specified by a leader."
"Radio Operators: Use headsets to overcome the inattentive radio operator problem. When using the handset, rig a
system so that the earphone hangs next to the operator's ear."
f.

"Miscellaneous:

"Digging in: Prolonged halts and occupation of positions
requires digging. Prone shelters are required as a minimum. The
longer you stay in one position the deeper you dig, until the ideal position is attained. Leaders check each hole, verifying sectors of fire
and correctness of position."
"Weapons accountability: In this unit, a trooper will
never be more than arm's length from his weapon."

t
/i
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"Reports: All reports must be made on time, or as
soon as possible, and must include who, what, when, where, why and
how."
"Field Sanitation: Straddle trenches and cat holes must
be used and covered. Feces draw flies, flies bring disease, disease
:'enders your troops as ineffective as if struck by bullets."
"Care of the feet: Squad leaders must check their
trooper's feet twice a day: medical aidmen check feet once a day.
Each trooper must carry one extra pair of socks and keep them dry.
Carry a pair of shower shoes to wear during breaks in combat to allow feet to dry. At first sign of immersion foot, evacuate promptly."
"Mail:
reading.

When mail is received in the field, burn after

"

Summary:

"Good training techniques breed battle proficiency. There is no
sweatless solution, no magic formula to achieving and maintaining a
high state of combat proficiency. Only by strict application of the
pointers outlined above will we continui to accomplish our mission to
WIN IN VIETNAM. Above all else, remember to STAY ALERT AND
STAY ALIVE."
USCONARC Comment
The above points are taken from a report of a battle hardened
and battle trained unit. They are the points which the Co:nniander
felt required emphasis. Many of the items listed have been incorporated in previous "Lessons Learned," CON Pam 350-30-series.
They are repeated here as they are deemed worthy of repetition, and
provide a precis of a number of important lessons.
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1.
Purpose. This pamphlet provides an alphabetical listing of
subjects which are contained in Operations - Lessons Learned. It will
be used with the USCONARC Pamphlet. 350-30-series numbers 1 through
4, and the continuation DA Pamphlet 350-15-series numbers 1 aid 2.
2.
General. This pamphlet provides a list of all the items covered in the first six issues. It is recommended that this pamphlet be
filed with the "Training - Operations Lessons Learned" pamphlets to
facilitate in the determination of those training techniques which may
require further emphasis.
3.
DA Operations Report Lessons Learned - 66-series. The
covering letter of each issue of the DA 66-series provides the index
for that series. These reports provide additional material which may
be used for training guidance, generally of a more technical nature
than the 350-15 series.
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Page

DA Pamphlet
No

CON Pamphlet
No

Airmobile operations:
Air space control
Artillery concepts
Command and control
Techniques for airmobjie
artillery
Use of C47's
Use of trooper ladders
Alertness by individuals:

('
{1
k/

12
9
5-6
10-11
6
8
6
10
38-39

350-15-2
350-30-2
350-30-4
350-30-3
350-15-2
350-30-4
350-1F'-1
350-30-1
350- 15-2
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DA Pamphlet

CON Pamphlet

No

No

10

350-30-Z

15

350-30-1

6
20
35
26
7-10
15-21
27
34
13-14
18

350-30-2
350-30-2
350-30-2
350-15-1
350-15-2
350-15-2
350-15-2

Anesthesiologists:

21-22

350-15-1

Armored operations:

11-12
28

350-15-1
350-15-2

Alert and suspicion:
Ambush:
Common mistakes in setting up
Setting up of ambushes

Stay behind forces
Typical VC and position.

350-30-3
350-15-1
350-30-4

Artillery forward observer
(FO):
13

350-30-1

Artillery liaison:

22

350-30-2

Artillery in star formation:

15

Last out when evacuating
in landing zone (LZ)

350-15-1

Automatic weapons:
Need for alternate positions
Target for VC attack
Use 'well forward

25

350-30-2

21
30-,31

350-30-2
350-15-2

Bait:

Beware false inior -iation:

350-30-1

5

2

7

I
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4-5
5

Basic infantry skills:

DA Pamphl, t
No

CON Panmphlet
No
350-30-1

350-15-2

9

350-30-1

Buddy system:

23

350-30-4

Bunkers:

10-16

350-30-4

Camouflage:

26

350-30-2

Casualties:

7-10
15-21

350-15-2
350-15-2

Churches:

9

350-15-1

Bipods on automatic
weapons:
Booby-Traps:
and VC

See Mines

Civihans:
Unidentified civilians
are suspects

23

350-30-1

48

350-30-3

45

350-30-3

Clutch:
Riding the clutch
Combat serv:ce support
units:
Preparation of security
plan
Relief of combat troops

350-30-1

19
21
5

350-15-1
350-15-2

24-28

350- 15-1

42

350-15-2

Combat tips:
Individual and small unit
training
Patrols

3
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Page

DA Pamphlet
No

CON Pamphlet
No

Command and coiitrol:
Of army aircraft

8

350-30-4

Communications:
Knowledge of SOP
Siting with alternate
positions
Countermortar fires:

27
24-25

350-15-1
350-30-2

12

350-30-1

30

350-15-2

Cross compartment axis:

27

350-15-2

Curing of concrete:

33

350-30-4

10
18

350-30-3
350-30-1"l

24

350-30-2

Defense:
Airfield defense
Allow sufficient time to
dig in the daylight
Avoid recurring patterns
Digging in

Employment of supporting weapons in defense
Perimeter defense
Training in defensive and
security measures

21-22

350-15-2

27
7-10
15-21
15
15-21
12-13
6

350-15-1
350-15-2
350-15-2

22-23
23
27

350-15-2

350-30-1
350-15-2
350-30-3
350-30-1

Defile s:
Clearing of obstacles
Crossing of obstacies

Defoliation:

42

Destruction of rice:

13

4

350-30-2
350-15-2
350-30-3
350-15-1

Subject

Page

DA Pamphlet
No

CON Pamphlet
No

Dogs:
Employment of scout dogs
Use of dog teams in
searches of villages
Door gunners:

350-30-3
350-30-2

34
29

15
10-11

350-30-2
350-15-2
350-30-4

Driving defensively:.

4

Use of patrols:'

15-21

350-15-2

20-22
15-21
21-22

350-15-2
350-15-2

Enemy (See also VC):
Attack against a company
perimeter
Attack against a Cornmand Post (CP)
Enemy as bait
Escape routes interdiction by fires
Quote from captured
document
System of signs
Use of mortar fires in
attack
"Use of valleys and
streamlines

350-30-4

11

350-30-1
350-30-1

9-31)

350-30-4

11

350-30-4

17
9-10

350-15-1

10
23-26

350-15-1
350- 15-2

39

350-15-2

Feet, care of:

28

350- 15-1

Field wire, proper installation:

4

Fire and movement, fire
and maneuver:

7-10

Eniineer a ssistance:
Precut tent kits

350-30-3

350-15-2

5
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DA Pamphlet
No

.19
26-27

350-15-1

41-42
31-32

350-15-2

CON Pamphlet
No

Fire suppo-7t:
Mission pri,3rities
Plans

350-30-1

Flame:
Use of flame

Flank and rear security.

350-30-3

350-30-3

41

Flying techniques:
Approaches to pinnacles
Flight formations on approach to LZ
Flying at low levels

7
7

350-30-4
350- 15-1

7

350-30-4

14

350-30-2

7

350-30-1

Forward air controller:
Improved joint air ground
coordination
Requirement for cloee
coordination
Generators:
Cold
Noise
Graveyards:

17
17

350-15-1
350-15-1

9

350-15-1

21
5-6

350-15-2

23

350-15-2

Grenades:
Knowledge of effects
Throwing from prone
position
Use of grenades asbooby
traps

6

350-30-1
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DA Pamphlet
No

CON Pamphlet
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Handling of weapons:
Holding fire to insure
skill

21

350-30-1

l8

350-30-2

Helicopters:
Formations in assault operations
Hovering techniques
Keep feet inside
No movement during approach for landing
Operating in confined
areas

14-15
22
22

350-15-2
350-30-1
350-30-1

13

350-30-3

8

350-30-2

Helicopter operations:
Require more training
emphasis
Hole s:
10

Spider holes

350-15-1

Identification:
Marking of rotor blades
"Methods of recognition
from the air
Positive recognition of
friendly forces
Indirect illumination:

Individual battle experiences:

350-30-2
350-30-1

17
18
12
10-11

350-15-2
350- 15-2

23
11

350-15-1

350-30-4

38-43

350-30-3

33

,350-30-2

Intelligence:
Effective intelligence
gathering agency
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Subject
Immediate transmission
of information
Prompt reaction to intelligence
Intermingling of old and
new casualties:

DA Pamphlet
No

CON Pamphlet
No
350-30-1
350-30-4

24
24
7-10
35.
26-31

350-15-2

21-22

350-15-1

38
36-37
24

350- 15-2
350- 15-2

350-30-2
350-30-4

Interpreters:
Imagery interpreters
Question cards
Requirement for interpreters

350-30-1

--

Junior leaders:

•26
.19-21
15-16
9-22
7-10
15-22

Knowledge of enemy:

14

Knowledge of other arms:
L

-

350-30-3
350-30-2

40
28

Aggressive leadership
Junior leaders war

350-30-1
350-30-2
350-30-3
350-30-4
350-15-1
350-15-2
350-15-2
350-30-4

19

VC typical L ambush
position:

15-21

Landmarks, avoidance of:

350-15-2

Landing zone:
Advantages of high ground
Avoid tree lines
Coordination of supporting forces

8
12
20
12
7
13-14

350-30-3
350-30-2
350-30-4
350-30-3
350-15-1
350-15-2

8
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Dummy LZ
Immediate deployment
Initial security

24
13-14
13
4-5

Mass lift into landing zone
Night helicopter assaults

6
6-7

Prestrike by USAF
Use of pathfinders

12-13
17
9

Leadership:

DA Pamphlet
No

CON Pamphlet
No
350-30-2

350-15-2
350-30-1
350-30-4
350-30-4
350-15-1

350-15-2
350-30-2
350-30-3

Aggressive,

see junior leaders
Lightening bug:

16

Log books for equipment:

23

350-30-2
350-15-1

Maintenance:

Adaptation to meet local
requirements

48-49
15-16

Aircraft maintenance

25

7-10
25
33
49

Radio maintenance
Use of maintenance
shelters

350-30-3
350-15-1
350-30-4

350-15-2
350-30-4
350-15-2
350- 30-3

Medical and evacuation:
Use of fixed wing aircraft
base of helicopters

32
7-10

350-30-4
350-15-2

Mines:
Disarming o; mines
Unrecorded mine fields
Use of mines
*

Use of mines by the VC
VC mines and booby traps

30
30
35-36
27
36.
20
17-22
7-8
23

350-30-2
350-30-2
350-15-2
350-15-1
350-15-2
350-30-2
350-30-3
350-15-1
350-15-2
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DA Pamphlet
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No

No

rage

350-30-1
350-30-4

Mortar positions:

1z
Z4

Multi-pair cable:

34

Noise discipline:

15

350-15-,
350-30-1

17

350-15-1

14-15

350-15-2

Night helicopter assaults:

12-13

350-15-2

Night operations:

4

Noise

generators:

Noise - reduction when

CON Pamphlet

using helicopters:

350-30-Z

Observers:
Aerial observer training
Liaison tetween ground
and air
Safety factors
Target acquisition
Techniques for surveillance and reconnaissance

350-30-3

7
6-7
34-35

350-15-2
350-30-3

15
8
13

350-15-2

72-23
Z3

350-15-2

300
350-30-3
350-30-2

Obstacles:,
Clearing
Crossing

350-30-2
350-15-2

Occupation of old positions:

15-22

350-15-2

Offensive defense:

21-22

350-15-Z

15

350-15-1

Open areas:
Crossing of open areas
Pagodas:

350-15-1

9

10
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Page

Subject

DA Pamphlet
No

CON Pamphlet
No

Pathfinders - see LZ

Patrol s:
350-30-2
350-30-2
350-30-3

24
26-27
33
25-26
24
7

Local perimeter patrols
Patrolling methods

Saturation patrols
Stress squad and platoon
size patrols
Tips

350-15-2
350-30-2
350-30-2

26
41
7
5
23

Training for long range
patrols
Use of searchlights

350-15-1
350-15-2
350-30-2
350-30-3
350-30-4

7

350-30-4

16

350-30-2

34

350-30-2

"Punjis:

23

350-30-4

Quick reaction to enemy
fires:

18
24

350-30-4
350-30-4.

Radar operators - training:

7

350-15-2

33-34
9
40
32-33

350-15-2

Protective measures:

40

350-15-2

"Signal security:

37

350-15-2

Pinnacles - flying approaches:

Planning:
Joint planning for operations
Security of operational
planning

Radio:
Construction of racks
Need strict radio discipline

350-30-2
350-30-3
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350-15-2
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CON Pamphlet
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No

No

Siting of Command Post
(CP):

7-10

350-15-2

Transmission short and
to the point:

17

Subject

Reaction against ambush:

Recognition
fication
Rice

-

-

350-30-1
35.0-15-2

24
5
7-10

350-15-2
350-15-2

13

350-15-1

see idernti-

destruction of:

use of:

32
41-42

Clearance of roads

9
7-10'
4
33

Riot agents

-

350-30-1
350-30-4
350-30-4

11
.18-19

9,

350-30-2
350-30-3

Roads:

Drainage
Use of laterite

350-15-1
350-15-2
350-30-3
350-30-4

Rumors:

"35

350-30-2

Safehandling of weapons:

Z9-30
5
7-10

350-30-2

16-17
35
28-30

Search operations:

350-15-1
350-15-2
350-30-1
350-30-3
350-15-2

Security:
Billets and base areas
During preparation of.
po.uition s
Flank and rea-r

45
18-21
26
4.1

350-30-3
350-15-1
350-15- 1
350-30-3
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Signal cable construction
Small unit more effective

34-35
15
28

Snipers:

10
36
23
12
26

SOP - Prepar-ition of unit

CON Pamphlet
No

350-15-2
350-30-I
350-30-2
350-30-1
350-30-3
350-30-4
350-15-1
350-15-1

45

350-30-3

36-37

350-30-2

SOP
Stability operations:
Supporting fires:
Adjustment of supporting
fires
Knowledge n! procedures
for calling in TAG air
and artillery fires
Plan in detail
Use of armed helicopters

Use of supporting fires

350-15-2

7-10
8

350-30-2

28
17
7
10-11
Z2-23
40
20-22

350-30-2
350-30-2
350-15-1
350-15-2
350-30-2
350-30-3
350-30-4

350-15-2

7-10
8

350-30-3

25-Z6

350-30-2

Time schedules:.

23

350-30-2

Tracer ammunition:

30-31

Target acquisition:
Terrain:
Type of terrain

350-15-Z

Trails:
350-30-1

20

Avoid recognized route

350- 30-2

27
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DA Pamphlet
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CON Pamphlet
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Training:
Artillery training for airmobile capability
Emphasis on small unit
training
Immediate reaction drills

Familiarization with individual weapons
For night operations
In basic skills
In defensive and security
measures
In detection and destruction of mines
In helimobile operations
Mortar, 81-mm
Operating of compressors
Reconnaissance platoons
Shooting at fleeting targe.s
Tunnel teams

10-13
6
9
5
10
27
7-10
6

350-30-3
350-15-2
350-30-2
350-15-2
350-30-2
350-30-2
350-15-2
350-30-1

4-6
4-5
6

350-30-2
350-30-1
350-30-1

17-22

350-30-3

5
8
6
48
7
27
6
16
5
31-32

350-15-2
350-30-2
350-30-3
350-30-3
350-30-2
350-30-2
350-30-3
350-30-4
350-15-2
350-15-2

Tunnels: (See also under
training)
Clearance by RC agents
Tunnel and bunker complexe s

41
10-16

350-30-3
350-30-4

Unit records:

23

Use of buddy system:

23

350-30-4

Use of shotguns:

31

350-30-2

Use of SS 11:

44

350-30-3
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VC:

DA Pamphlet
No

CON Pamphlet
NO

(See also enemy)

Ambush favorite tactic
Ancestor worship
Defensive tactics
Examples of a VC ambush
In the attack
Methods
Mines and booby traps
See mines

350-30-2
350-30-1
350-30-4

10
13-14
9
8
37-41
18-19
20-22
15-Z2
9

350-15-1
350-30-3
350-30-4
350-30-4
350-15-2
350-30-1
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"System of signs

17
21
21

350-30-4
350-30-2
350-30-2

Vehicular moves:

23

350-30-2

Village search techniques:

5

Water proofing - face
masks:

25-26

Water in fuel drums:

33

Water supply:

23

Weaponry:

25

350-15-1

Wet batteries:

39

350-15-2

Use of booby traps
Withdraw over same
route

350-15-i
350-30-4

350-15-2
350-30-2

Withdrawal:
Denial of routes to enemy

350-30-4

29-30

350-15-1

15
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By Order of the Secretary of the Army:

HAROLD K. JOHNSON,
General, United States Army,
Chief of Staff

Official:
KENNETH G. WICKHAM,
Major General, United States Army,
The Adjutant General.
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S1. PurpOse. This pamphlet presents a digest of the substantive
comments of observers and commanders in operations and exercises
emphasizing lessons learned and correlating those where app'opriate
to pertinent references to current t-raining publications. Emphasis
will be given to the close correlation of the contents of this pamphlet
iii unit training pro'grams with doctrine and techniques as stated in current field manuals to insure achiavement of the objectives stated in
paragraph 3 below.
2.
General. Many lessois learned are being derived from operations in Vietnam, major field exercises, and other pertinent sources.

These cite actions both correctly and incorrectly taken. The majority
of the lessons are already clearly stated in current doctrine and techniques. Where they are not, they usually involve refinements peculiar
to a particular area or situation. This suggests that most of the existing doctrine is sound and is being co-rectly applied. This also indicates
that in training certain principles must be continually emphasized and
presented in such a manner as to insure full understanding and effective
execution by units when the need arises.
3.

Objectives.

The objectives are to--

a.
Emphasize to commanders of all units the necessity to
thoroughly study and apply realistically and completely in training and
operations all the principles stated in current doctrine and techniques.
b.

Indicate those principles and techniques needing special

emphasis based on the environ-nent, the type of operations,
na+,.re of the enemy.

and the

c.
Indicate to all personnel that principles stated in doctrine in specific situations nmust be further refined by the ingenuity and
resourcefulness of the unit involved.
d.
Assist commanders to iniect in training realistic situations of the type being actually encountered in operations.
Improve interest and enthusiastic participation of indie.
viduals in training by reference to operations and actions that have
actually occurred.
Orientation. The ccuxitry of Vietnam varies considerably,,
4.
ranging from open flatlands interspersed by rivers and canals to dense
jungles and mountainous terrain. The former Headquarters, US Forces,
Vietnam, stressed the point that "tactics and techniques which prove
success'ul in a given area may not render the same results in all sections of the country." This factor should be borne in mind when readIt accounts for variances in comments from
ing "Lessons Learned."
commanders in the field. It points up the continued requirement for
flexibility and .: readiness to adapt to the type of terrain so as to use
it to the best advantage.

"2

I..

Appendfix I
Lessons Learned, Combat Command Reports
Section I
Suggested Areas for Additional Training Emphasis

1.

Incident/Observation.

"A survey of communications centers fur one quarter shows
that 34.2% of the total messages handled were of IMMEDIATE precedence.
At one communications center, nearly 70% of the mnssages handled during a month we.re IMMEDIATE. IMMEDIATE precedence should be given
to messages relating to situations which gravely affect the security of
national/allied forces or populace and which require immediate delivery
to the addressee. Since a communications center has no means of distinguishing between messages which are truly of IMMEDIATE precedence
from those that have been assigned a precedence by the originator higher
than that warranted, all messages are handled on a first-in, first-out
basis. With continued abuse of the precedence system it is highly probable that messages which are truly in the IMMEDIATE category are
being unnecessarily delayed by messages which have been assigned an
unwarranted IMMEDIATE precedence."
Lesson Learned

.

"Maximum effort must be made in the control of precedence assignment to originated messages."
USCONARC Comment
Communications training and the correct use of message precedence prioritie,. are subjects requiring special emphasis throughout.
trainiing.
Reference.
Paragraph 91, CON Reg 350-1, USCONARC Trairing Directive,
17 June 1964.
2.

Incident/Observation.

"WIA personnel indicated they were wounded because all
automatic weapons ran out of ammo at the same time and the crew had
3

*1,\

no suppressive fire while they reloaded. This clearly dictates the
need for control on firing automatic weapons."
Lcsson Learned
"When a team or a vehicle crew has more than one automatic
weapon they should closely control their fire during enemy contact so
that there is always at least one automatic weapon firing while the
others reload."
USCONARC Comment
In training emphasis must be placed on fire control and discipline to insure well aimed, effective fire and to conserve ammunition.
Reference;...

Paragraph 21, appendix, DA Pam 350-15-4, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Paragraph 4, apendix II, DA Pam 350-15-1, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Paragraphs 16b and 19b, FM 23-12, "Techniques of Fire of the
Rifle Squad and Tactical Application."
Paragraph 81b, FM 23-67, "Machine Gun 7.62mm, M60.m"
3.

Incident/Observation.

"When it initially became necessary for this unit to call in
and direct the landing of helicopter medivac, it was found that there
were no personnel who had knowledge of directing h-ýlicopter landings."
Lesson Learned
"Each unit should have at least three people familiar with directing helicopter landings. These people should be able to adjust for
wind speed and to direct the helicopter accordingly."
References.
Chapter 5, section V, FM 8-35, "Transportation of Sick and
Wounded.
Chapter 24, FM 1-105, "Army Aviation Techniques and Procedures."

4

S4.

Incident/Observation.

"Recent photographs and personal observation of soldiers in
Vietnam reveal that gunners and ammunition bearers of machine gun
cre.\ s are carrying exposed linked machine gun amrmunition rather than
in bandoleers as prescribed. This malpractice exposes the ammunition
to the elements and results in malfunctions of theweapon. This practice increases the observation capability of the enemy because of noise
and light reflection ofi the exposed ammunition. The mobility of the
crewman is also hampered when moving over obztacles or through
dense vegetation" (fig I).
Lesson Learned
"The proper procedure for carrying linked nwachine gun ammunition must be taught, practiced and emphasized in all types of training
in order to eliminate this malpractice in operations" (fig 2).
Reference.
Paragraphs 55 through 58 together with figures 58, 59, 68, and
142, FM 23-67, "Machine Gun 7.62mm, M60."

4

5.

incident/Observation.

I

"The engineer in connterinsurgency operations operates
continuously in a hostile environment where speed and efficiency of
performance pay high dividends in minimizing exposure. ' An isolated
job site in Vietnam is no place to allow confusion or uncertainty in the
techniques of the job at hand. A certain amount of time-is well invested in training for specific engineer tasks during the preparation
phase of a combat support mission. The validity of this philosophy
has been repeatedly borne out on a wide variety of tasks over the past
three months."
Lesson Lea.ned.
"Despite the press of many missions to be accomplished and
heavy demands on the engineer soldier's time, a-vital part oi preparation for a combat support mission is Ity ai-iing for the specific tasks
anticipated."
6.

Incident/Observation.

a.
"W.th adequate training and appropriate armament,
non-infantry units can be used to provide required security for convoy
5
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moves through hostile territory. Such units drilled in counter ambush
techniques and properly armed with TOE weapons have provided very
adequate security for movement on non-tactical convoys. In a theater
where unit movements are many times restricted by lack of security
forces, non-infantry units should be used to provide their own security
for such moves."
"The engineer force movei to the construction site imnd
b.
commented work. During the operation to this point several probing
attacks a id sniper fire on the beach and the road had been encountered
but repulsed with only one casualty. The speed and efficiency of the
operation coupled with tight security measures had not given the VC
time nor opportunity to react."
"Viez Cong activity on the route began to increase durc.
ing this period: by passes and bridge abutments were repeatedly
blown; mining and sniper harassment further complicated matters for
the engineers charged with repairing the damage.
"A VC patrol was repulsed leaving a dead VC possessd.
ing an operations order indicating that a large-scale attack on the
bridge site was scheduled for the next night. Destruction of the bridge
would have caused a serious setback in plans for upgrading the route."
"In the early morning hours a bivouac area was attacked
e.
by the 8'-rmm mortars of an estimated battalion sized force. With the
aid of air and artillery support, the attack was beaten off inflicting
considerable casuaities on the VC."
USCONARO Comments
These extracts from engineer units' operational reports are
cited to illustrate the need for engineer and other combat support and
service support units, to be prepared for combat operations as well
as for normal type missions. This dual requirement must be emphasized throughout ail phases of training.
References.
Chapter 1, paragraph 1-6, FM 5-1, "Engineer Troop Organizations and Operations."
Paragraph 7, appendix V, CON Pam 350-30-1, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Paragraph 25, appendix I, DA Pam 350-15-1, "Operations Lessons Learned."
8
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Paragraphs ) and 6k, appendix I, DA Pam 350-15-2, "Operations
Lessons Learned."
Paragraphs 13 and 29, appendix, DA Pam 350-15-4, "Operations
Lessons Learned."

Section II
Joint Operations and Procedures for Airmobile Operations
7.

Incident/Observation.

"."Troops are often extremely slow to leave the aircraft upon
touchdown in the landing zone during a combat assault. This can be
extremely dangerous in that the spacirg between helicopters is normally kept to a minimum in order to get the maximum number of
troops on the ground in the shortest possible time, and to lessen exposure time at a very critical stage. If any delays are caused on the
landing zone, the following aircraft must slow down, break formation
or stop."
Lesson Learned
"Prior to the operation, ground commanders must brief their
troops to leave the aircraft promptly upon signal from the crew. The
crews should give the troops "get ready" and "get off" signals upon
landing in the landing zones."
USCONARC Comment
Similar reports have been received indicating that troops are
slow to embark on helicopters at pick up zones. The drills require
emphasis in airmob lI. training and sufficient practice before missions
to insure rapid loading and unloading.
References.
Paragraph 12b(5), chapter 3, FM 1-100, "Army Aviation Utilization."
Paragraph 47f(5), section VI, chapter 3 and sections II and III,
chapter 5, FM 57-•5, "Airmobile Operations."
8..

Incident/!Observation.

"Durlng 'xtraction operations the use of the Claymore mine
has been found to be extremely effective. The mines should be placed

9
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around the pickup site and command detonated when the last element
moves to board the helicopter."
Lesson Learned
"By employing Claymore mines in this manner the possibility
of the enemy engaging the rear elements prior to and during extrauction is greatly reduced.
Reference.
Paragraph 8, appendix IV,
Lessons Learned."
9.

CON Pam 350-30-1,

"Operations-

Incident/Observation.

"This unit has encountered six incidents of mines and booby
traps in the landing zones during the last month. The devices used
have varied; some were pressure mines and others were command
detonated. The explosives are usually attached to trees or buried in
small mounds or rice paddy dikes. The enemy normally fires the
command detonated mine on touchdown of the aircraft ii, order to
wound not only crew members but also the passengers."
Lesson Learned
"Special care must be directed to the preparation of the landing
zones and in the selection of the exact touchdown point; ground commanders must be advised of the possible employment of anti-helicopter
devices. In areas where booby traps may be encountered, landing
away from ctikes and back from tree lines is advised."
Referenccs.
Appendix III, (Selection, Preparation, and Operation of Landing and Drop Zones), FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."
Paragraph 18, appendix I, DA Pam 350-15-2, "OperationsLessons Learned."
Paragraph 17, appendix I, CON Pam 350-30-3, "Operations Lessons Learned."
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10.

Incident/Observation.

"When artillery is used to fire preparation of landing zones
there ic the inherent problem of insuring when the last round has been
fired. There must be no appreciable time lag between artillery preparatory fires and that of the gun ships and landing troop carriers."
Lesson Learned
"To insure the flight leader that the last round has been fired,
prearranged smoke is used in the last volley. The color of smoke is
varied and the color and frequency of its use throughout the preparation is varied to prevent any stereotype sequence."
USCONARC Comment
This method has proved effective, but it is not the only means
of indicating that preparatory fires have been completed and it does
not supplant fire support communication radio nets. Flexibility in
coordinating fire support to meet varying circumstances is essential,
but in all cases proper coordination and dissemination of fire support
plans must be insured.
Reference.
Chapter 5, FM 6-20-1,
11.

(

"Field Artillery Tactics.c'±...

Incident/Observation.

"The language barrier, difference in training, background,
enmployment of forces, knowledge of airmobile operations, and incompatible communication systems make it imperative that adequate
liais6n be established at various command levels of the su~pported unit.
Many problems have been averted by having liaison personnel at the
proper place. In instances where liaison people have not been located
at key areas, problems have developed that have confused or delayed
the operation."
Lessons Learned
"Major problem areas are averted when liaison personnel are
located at the following places during an airmobile operation:
a.
Liaison must be maintained at division level for all operations, normally located in the division's tactical operations center.

~iji

b.
Liaison must be maintained at the tactical command post of
the airmobile task force commander if other than a division size operation.
Liaison must be maintained at the fire direction center or
c.
fire support coordination center.
d.
The pick up zone control officer must acE as liaison officer
in the PZ. "
Refe rence s.
Paragraph 11, chapter 2, FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."
Paragraph 25, chapter 9, FM 101-5, "Staff Officeri' Field
Manual: Staff Organization and Procedure."
12.

Incident/Observation.

"Dust conditions in field locations have usually not caused
any difficulty due to the presence of a small amount of vegetation and
the short duration of operation in the areas. Dust conditions in aircraft parking and staging areas have become a real problem ant must
be considered each time a helicopter operation is planned. The use
of periprime in thý se areas has greatly reduced the dust hazard."
Lesson Learned
"Extra time must be allowed for helicopter operations in dusty
areas when planning for a lift. Periprime greatly reduces dust and
should be applied to helicopter parking, staging, and resupply areas."
References.
Appendix-1Il, (Selection, Preparation, and Operation of Landing
and Drop Zones), FM 57-35. "AirmobAle Operations."
Paragraph 18, appendix I, DA Pam 350-15-2, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Paragraph 17, appendix I, CON Pam 3E0-30-3, "Operations Lessons Learned."
13.

Incident/Observation.

"The requirement for hasty means of clearing landing zones
Landing zones in elephant
can become critical in mountainous jungle.
grass or bamboo carl be cleared by the following system, which requires

12•
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personnel or. the ground to place and fire bangalore torpedoes. It
saves a great deal of time and labor and does not require a great safety
distance when firing the bangalores.
a.
The barigalore torpedo sections are remcved from the
wooden box and a connecting sleeve is attached to one end of each section. The required number of bangalores is computed by figuring that
each bangalore clears a lane 20 feet wide in elephant grass and a maximum of 15 feet wide in bamboo. These are slung under a helicopter.
b.
A single row of bargalore sections is assembled full
length down the center of the intended LZ and fired from one end.
This will clear a lane from which to place other bangalore sections.
c.
Working from the cleared path, parallel sections of
bangalores are assembled and thrust outward to the desired width of
the LZ. These bangalores are placed on 15 or Z0 foot centers depending on the vegetation to be cut. A ring main of detonating cord is run
around the cleared path and the inside ends of the bangalores are
primed. Firing these bangalores will cut bamboo and elephant grass
in the LZ. Necessary hand cutting is done to remove stub-, and to
clear approaches."
USCONARC Comment
The method described is one of several reported from Vietnam.
It has proved successful in suitable terrain and has the advantages ofI
speed and reduced labor requirement.,
14.

Incident/Observation.

.4.

a.
"On several occasions, artillery fire has been observed
that endangered airmobile forces. Those fires were conducted without
coordination with the airmobile force commander. This failure to
coordinate could have caused the loss of lives and equipment."
b.
"On several occasions when this unit has controlled
operations utilizing lift helicopter companies not organic to the unit,
the late attachment of these compardes has permitted only a fragmentary briefing prior to execution of t:'.e mission."
c.
"Low level navigation over rice paddy and jungle terrain is difficult because of the failure of flight leaders to properly
identify a landing zone, a go-around has to be made which places the
formation in aa extremely vulnerable position and loses the elerne. .t
13

of surprise. Direction from the command and contrcl aircraft, when
evailable, will permit a flight to navigate to the landing zone successfully. A second method is for the flight commander to climb to 100Z00 feet absolute altitude on approach to identify the landing zone."
Lessons Learned
a.
"In airmobile operations, all artillery fires should be
coordinated with the airmobile force commander, whc -hould also be
notifie-i prior to the delivery of non-scheduled fires."
b.
"Aviation command relationship should be established
early enough to facilitate coordination and tactical execution."
c.
"To assure landings on selected landing zones during
low level approaches, helicopter flights should either be directed by
command and control aircraft or the flight commander should ascend
to an absolute altitude of 200 feet just prior to arrival in the landing
zone."
References.
Paragraph 19, appendix, DA Pam 350-15-4, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Paragraph 12, appendix I, CON Pam 350-30-3, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Paragraph 107h, chapter 6, FM 6-20-2, "Field Artillery Technique s.
Paragraph 10, chapter 3, FM I-100, "Army Aviation Utilization."
Paragraph 51, section VIII, chapter 3, FM 57-35, "Airinobile
Operations."
TG 1-27, "Low-Level Navigation."
Paragraph 21, section II, chapter 4, FM 1-100, "Army Aviation

Utilization.
15.

"

Incident/Observation.

"Air Warning Data for Artillery and Mortar fire is arnounced on a specified frequency, which all-pilots are required to
monitor. However, during a recent operation, some pilots failed to
monitor the ai-- warning net. Because of this many check fire orders
were announced (stop artillery) to preclude hitting helicopters by indirect fire weapons."

14
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Lesson Learned
"All pilets should monitor the air warning net to allow both heliborne operatiunb and fire support to operate concurrently."
References.
Paragraph 23, FM 57-35, "Airmobile Operations."
Paragraph 1Z, appendix I, CON Pam 350-36-3, "OperationsLessons Learned."
16.

Incident/Observation.

"Transportirig sling loads at night with CH-47A aircraft
when there is no visual horizon, may rreate hazardous c..a-ditions.
Load oscillations cannot be readily detected nor can timely corrective
control response be applied to counter load oscillationb, a condition
which could cause the pilot to lose control of the aircraft cr be forced
to release the load to preclude losing control.
Lesson Lea.rned
"Operating with sling loads at night requires a high state of
When no visible horizon exists tie risk of
losing the helicopter or the -ling load m-ust be carefully weighed
against the tactical necessity for the mission."

"individual pilot training.

References.

1-100,
S

Paragraph 12b, chapter . (Fundamentals of Employment), FM"Army Aviation."
Paragraph 16c, chapter 2, FM 57-3K, "Airmobile Operations.

17.

Incident/Observation.

"The area was completely inundated by flood waters to a
depth of 10 feet in most places. VC local forces were forced to load
arms and equipment from niding places into jampans in order to wait
out the flood. To exploit this cundition, a combined force of helicopters, patrol boats and a small tactical 3i.ound force was organized.
Armed helicopters were used to reconnoiter in front and to the flanks
of th'e advancing pat:rol boats to force suspected VC sampans out into
the open. A tranc.port helicopter hcvered over suspected sampan.
while soldiers aboard utilized a long pole hook to strip decking and
,. am(juflage irom the sampan. In instances where suspected VC were
15
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in or around the sampan, a rope ladder was dropped and the suspects
<btected to clirn up into the transport. Whenever possible, each suspected VC sampan was investigated by one o; the 'vaterbcrne maneuver
elements, if it was imnpossiblk to get a surface element to the location
of the sampans, t'ey were then destroyed by armed sh'ps. Some VC
attempted to hide in the water in the vicinity of their sampans, breathing either through hollow reeds or hiding -r the grass with only their
noses above water. As taie transport hovered over the area, the rotor
blast would blow te high grass down and expose the heads or faces of
the suepects. In s3me instances it became necessary to throw concussion grenades or fire M79 rounds into the water to force the VC to the
surface. This combined heliborne, waterborne force proved to be
highly successful in flooded areas against VC forces that use sampans
as arms and equipment caches."
USCONARC Comments
New equipment and techniques should be exploited fully to surprise, outmaneuver and defeat the ent-ny. This report is quoted as
an example of the success achieved by using new methods to the best
advantage in suitable terrain and circumstances. The same report
included certain recommendations for the employment of the type of
force described:
a.
""f used to move attacking troops, it is preferable that the
assault elenient be debarked and deployed before approaching close to
known enemy positio,:.. A more thorough search of the area is assured,
and in the event of contact, fri, adly fire and maneuver will be faster
and more effective."
b.
"While boats make it much easier to mo've crew-served
weapons and equipment of assault units through areas containing heavy
aquatic grasses, commandei-s must avoid carrying more in. the boats
than can be manpacked when operations continue on foot. Transforming combat boats into logistical or administrative vehicles, especially
on open waterways, must be avoided."
c.
"When a large boat force moves, it adopts a march formation. Advance, flank, and rear guards are deployt;d in adjacent waterways or off established waterways to the extent permitted by t2rrain.
These security elements should be supplemented by foot elements as
needed."
Reference.
Section III, chapter 9, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
16
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Section III
Enemy Tactics
18.

Incident/Observation.

"While this unit was deployed in defensive positions in a
beach area, it became common practice for the local villagers to sell
fruits and beverages in and around the first pe•'imeter.
One of the
younger men was observed drawing the location and implacement of
vehicles, CP and crew-served weapons.
Upon detention and interrogation, he was found to be a VC sympathizer.- A second perimeter
defense was established farther out, and this intercepted a four man
reconnaissance team that night. One of the VC killed was carrying a
complete schematic of the CP, the defense perimeters, and crewserved weapons positions. Prior to a major attack on the position,
the local villagers and fishing boats were discovered to have left the
area."
Lesson Learned
"Keep local inhabitants away from the perimeter, and observe
Establish listening and observation posts far enough out to intercept probing and. reconnaissance
patrols. Never use crew-served weapons on light sniper fire, as the
VC use this tactic to pinpoint weapon locations. Reposition the CP and
crew-served weapons nightly and use the CP only for the conduct of
oper'ations, never as sleeping quarters."

"theirmovements around the local area.

References.
Paragraph 1, appendix VII, CON Pam 350-30-1, "OperationsLessons Learned."
Paragraph 28, appendix 1, CON Pam 350-30-3, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Paragraph i6, appendix I, DA Pam 350-15-2, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Appendix IH, DA Pam 350-15-1, "Operations - Lessons Learned."
Section V, chapter 9, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Paragraph 3, page 21, CON Pam 350.v.30-2, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Subparagraph d, page 10, DA Pam 350-15-2, "Operations Lessons Learned."
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19.

Incident/Obse r-,;,tion.

"Most NVA contacts are in proximity to trails. Close scr'utiny may reveal vines, bamboo or wire used by the enemy to guide his
movement at night. Usually there is one main trail with numerous
branch trails. "
Lesson Learned
"The indicators describ2d can give useful information about the
enemy."
Reference.
Paragraph 11, appendix, CON Pam 350-30-4, "OperationsLessons Learned."
20.

Incident iObs e rvation.

"Prisoner of war interrogation reports indicated that small
enemy reconnaissance units had the mission of following US units and
fixing locations of bivouac areas. Locating a US unit, the enemy reconnaissance element withdrew, laying communications wire back to
the enemy base camp. Normally, the wire was laid forty to seventy
meters from the US perimeter to a like distance from the enemy base
camp, the distance depending on prevailing conditions of observation
and concealment. This technique reduced the possibility of US forces
discovering the wire and following it to the enemy area. If an attack
wis to be launched, the attacking force was guided by the wire to the
objective area. The wire was retrieved during the enemy" withdrawal.
If the enemy commander elected not to attack, the reconnaissance unit
made every effort to recover the wire to avoid compromise of their
base. Communications wire was only one of several means used to
accomplish the same purpose. One captive related that his unit used
twigs from a rotten,"Bam" tree. These twigs were reputed to emit
a dull, detectable glow at night, thereby providing a guide."

..

Lesson Learned
"As a possible countermeasure, units returning to their base
or bivouac should discreetly detach an elemeat to slip off the trail
znd deal with enemy reconnaissance units following behind. This
could be accomplished a few hours before a unit closes into its bivouac area. If properly executed, the following possibilities exist:
ambush of enemy reconnaissance unit, disruption of possible enemy
attack, capture of prisoners and discovery of enemy location."
18
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Reference.
Second paragraph, page 19, and tubparagraph n, page 20, DA
Pam 350-15-2, "Operations - Lessons Learned."

Z.

Incident /Obsei vation.

"Enemy forces normally conduct a thorough reconnaissance
of US positions prior to an attack. As opposed to our reliance on
sophisticated surveillance methods, the enemy relies almost exclusively upon ground reconnaissance elements and trail watchers."
Leeson Learned

S.

"To counter enemy surveillance, units moving into an area to
prepare for bivouac divide into t-o elements: a 'real' element and a
'deception' element. The 'deception' element prepares a base area
with all the ncrmal noise, while the 'real' element moves away quietly
200 to 300 meters to prepare a bivouac site. At dark, the 'deception'
clement stealthily moves to the real site. This deception plan can result in an enemy mortar or.ground attack against an unoccupied position. In such a circumstance, the'enemy would be highly vulnerable
to counterattack."
-----.USCCNARC

Comment

The aim must be to defeat the enemy in guile and deception,
making proper preparations to take advantage of resulting-miscalculations. It is important also to avoid establishing a set pattern of countermeasures, which the enemy will recognize and counter.
Reference.
Paragraph 17, appendix 1, DA Pam 350-15-1, "Operations
Lessons Learned."
ZZ.

-

Incident/Observation.

"During a coordinated attack, the NVA maneuvered against
a sector of the pe'ri*eter, pinning down the forces within by intense
rocket and mortar fire. Enemy riflemen attempting to penetrate the
perimeter are believed-to have fired only one quarter of their individual basic load of small arms. ammunition. It is also believed that the
volume of supporting automatic weapons fire was not representative
of the ammunition available for the assault. It is thought that the
enemy was attempting to penetrate 'he perimeter before expending
19
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the majority of small arms ammunition, thus enhancing his capability
to withstand a counterattack or exploit success."
Lesson Learned
"This tactic p.ints up the critical requirement to determine the
location of the enemy's main attack. Once dctermined, all available
fire support must be applied, without delay, to spoil the attack. A
reaction force supported by automatic weapons must be positioned to
react to any threatened sector. "
References.
Paragraph 15, appendix, CON Pam 350-30-4, "OperationsLessons Learned."
Paragraph 19, appendix, DA Pam 350-15-4, "OperationsLessons Learned."
23.

Incident/Observation.

"Comparison of this operation with previous operations led
to several conclusions regarding enemy locations:
a.
The enemy continues to live in draws and heavily vegetated terrain that are usually near a hIgh speed trail with many smaller
trails nearby.
b.
His living areas have easy access to water, but the
presence of water is not always indicated on the map. The larger
living areas usually have smaller camp sites on the routes of approach.
c.
After initial contact, the enemy generally d' perses
and avoids the living areas during daylight hours.
d.
It has been noted the enemy quite often digs in on the
military crest of the hill with a high speed escape route close by.
The escape route does not run to the rear of his position, bjut invariably to the flanks.
Enemy positions were generally oriented toward the
e.
mouths of the valleys and invariably along normal flow lines, i. e. ,
trails, ravines and streambeds."
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USCONARC Comment
AA

The type of enemy locations described were encountered in an
of
operations, which included dense jungle, rugged mount;ains,
area
rolling hills, and swift mountain streams and rivers. While not necessarily applying to other types o; terrain, the description indicates the
features considered by the enemy in selecting areas in jungle covered
mountains.
References.
Paragraph 17, appendix I, CON Pam 350-30-2, "OperationsLessons Learned."
Parntgraph 8, appendix, CON Pam 350-30-4, "Operations Lessons Learned."
24.

(

Incident/Observation.

"The unit experienced considerable difficulty in detecting
mines emplaced by the VC. The mines used were about 20 pounds in
weight, wrapped in cloth and bamboo strips and contained metal only
in a flashlight battery and firing cap. The route mined had a soil base
with high metallic content and miscellaneous metal objects, which
caused a constant background sound in the mine detector headset.
After several vehicles had been destroyed tests were run to determine whether detectors were working properly. It was discovered
that the VC had buried the mnnes 8 ;nches below the surface and that
unit detectors would not detect them. Also at this depth earth bridged
over the firing device, until broken by repeated vehicle passes over
the mine, when the rmine exploded."
Lesson Learned
"The VC will employ every possible method to defeat detection
and clearance of their mines. It cannot be assumed that a road is
clear simply because it has been swept and traffic has been travelling
upon the road."
USCONARC Comment
The VC practice of laying fresh mines in a route after it has
been swept has also been reported.
Reference.
Paragraph 17, appendix I, CON Pam 350-30-3, "OperationsLessons Learned."
21
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Section IV
Basic Tactics
25.

-

Friendly Forces

Incident/Observation.

"When too many troops become involved in the evacuation
of their WIA and KIA, tactical momentum can be lost. Casualties
have been incurred as a result of soldiers attempting to aid their companions, only to become casualties themselves."
Lesson Learned
"The appropriate action is to continue attacking the enemy,
driving him off, and clearing the field for casualty evacuation. Troops
only slightly wounded should be re-quired to continue to perform their
duties until the action is concluded and their services can be spared.
The walking wounded should be used when possible to assist the seriously wounded until aidmen are available."
Reference.
Paragraph 6m, and 15g, appendix I, DA Pam 350-15-2,
"Operations - Lessons Learned."
26.

Incident/Observation.

"Booby traps have inflicted multiple casualties in cases
where troops were bunched up.
Lesson Learned
"The soldier must become an expert in detecting booby traps
and must be impressed with the fact that proper intervwl must be
maintained in combat formations."
USCONARC Comment
"Bunching up" may also cause increased casualties from fires
of artillery and automatic weapons. During training and on combat
missions intervals must be maintained; the actual distances between
subunits and soldiers must be related to the terrain.
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References.
Paragraphs 139c(9) and 147, chapter 14, FM 21-75, "Combat
Training of the Individual Soldier and Patrolling."
Appendix II, FM 7-15, "Rifle Platoon and Squads Infantry, Airborne and Mechanized."
Paragraph 4b, appendix II, DA Pam 350-15-1, "Operations Lessons Learned."
27.

Incident/Observation.

"The employment of snipers particularly in ambush sites
having rubber or similar height trees can inflect heavy casualties on
the ambushed element. Snipers are very effective because the ambushed force normally is concentrating its attention on the forces on
the ground."
Lesson Learned
"Plans for fire uistribution should include the engagement of
possible sniper locations once contact has been made."
References.

4

-Paragraph 24,
Lessons Learned."
Paragraph 37,
Paragraph 16,
Lessons Learned."
Paragraph 4b,
Lessons Learned."
Z8.

appendix I, CON Pam 350-30-3,

"Operations

-

FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations.
appendix, CON Pam 350-30-4, "Operations
appendix II, DA Pam 350-15-1,

"Operations

-

Incident/Observation.

"Though the VC destroyed several vehicles the convoy was
not overrun, despite the fact that the major portion of the enemy force
only had to contend with the small arms of the escorted personnel and
twc Armored Cavalry Assault Vehicles (ACAV) since:
The counter fire from the ambushed column began as
a.
soon as the trucks stopped.
The escort unit was warned of the ambush and entered
b.
the killing zone firing automatic weapons. This undoubtedly inflicted
casualties on the enemy and may well have caused the VC to initiate
the ambush prematurely.

.7.

I

c.
The tremendous volume of fire put out by the ACAV was
instrumental in causing the VC to break contact and flee."
USCONARO Comment
Quick and aggressive reaction to ambush coupled with utilization of maximum available firepower can b,- instrumental in defeating
enemy ambush forces.
References.
Paragraph 37, FM 21-75, "Combat Training of the Individual
Soldier and Patrolling."
Paragraph 42, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations."
Paragraph 12 and 13, appendix, CON Pam 350-3G-4, "Operations
Lessons Learned."
Paragraph 25, appendix I, CON Pam 350-30-3, "Operations Lessons Learned."
29.

Incident/Observation.

"The VC z.ie believed to be expert trackers and are able
to follow units moving on either flank, in front of or by trailing from
the rear. Patrols should be especially alert for trackers."
Lesson Learned
"Constant doubling back on trails and setting up hasty ambushes
for short periods is one counter measure. Using the off set metnod
going to an objective may sometimes elude trackers. When selecting
a site for the night, the site should be bypassed and circled for at
least several hundred meters, moving into position only at last light."
Reference.
Paragraph 17,
Lessons Learned."
30.

appendix III, CON Pam 350-30-3, "Operations-

incident/Observation.

"On ambushes there is a tendency to detonate Claymore
mines prematurely before the enemy main force has entered the killing zone."
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Lesson Learned
"Troops must b- willing to allow the VC point man to pass their
positicn so maximum casualties can be inflicted on the main body by
Claymore mines. '
References.
Paragraphs 4b and 4d, appendix II, DA Pam 350-15-1,
"Operations - Lessons Learned."
Paragraph Zb, appendix V, CON Pam 350-30-1, "Operations Lessons Learned."
Paragraph 41, section II, chapter 3, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and Operations."
Paragraph 176-183, chapter 16, FM 21-75, "Combat Training
of the Individual Soldier and Patrolling. "
Paragraphs 38 and 39, chapter 4, FM 21-50, "Ranger Training'
and Ranger Operations.
31.

.(

Incident/Observation.

"During company sized or smaller unit operations, supplying units by air has disclosed the friendly position to the enemy. This
has enabled the enemy to probe the unit's perimeter during the night
and establish ambushes to trap the unit when it moves out in the morning. Companies and smaller units have the capability of operating for
2 days and nights without resupply, by careful planning of rations to
be carried and using indigenous water sources."
Lesson Learned
"Company sized and smaller units should plan operations of
short duration without resupply. If longer operations are planned,
resupply should be accomplished every third day about midday allowing the unit to distribute supplies, continue operations in the afternoon, and clandestinely move into their night position. '
USCONARC Comment
A number of reports have indi:ated that units should dispense
with resupply unless essential. Others have pointed to the need to
avoid overloading individual soldiers on patrol and combat missions.
A balance must be achieved between overloading soldiers and reducing resupply oy air to the minimum to avoid disclosing positions and
losing surprise.
25
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References.
Appendix Il,
FM 31 -30, "Jungle Training and Operations."
Paragraph 57, chapter 4, FM 21-50, "Ranger Training arid
Ranger Operations.
Paragraph 24, appendix I, CON Parm 350-30-2, "Operations
Lessons Learned."
32.

-

Tncident/Observation.
"The employment

of grenadiers:

a.
While moving in dense jungle, the effectiveness of hand
A squad leaider should keep
signals .o direct squad fires is limited.
an M7• grenadier nearby to assist in directing fire.
b.
In fo:tified positions enemy targets can be pinpointed
by using machine gun or automatic firps to draw fire, since the enemy
This gives the grenadietends to concentrate on automatic weapons.
-a chance to engage and knock out enemy weapons and personnel."
Lesson Le:irned
"Controlled and directed fire of M 7 9 grenade launchers maximizes their effect and should result :n higher enemy casualties."
References.
FFM 23-31, "40mm Grenade Launcher,
Paragraph 6, 33 and 85e(3), FM 7-15,
Infantry,
33.

M79."
"Rifle Platoon and Squads

Airborne and Mechanized."
Incident/Observation.

"During a recent NVA attack 75 percent of friendly WIA
resulted from enemy mortar fire.
Lesson Learned
"Extra effort should be made to secure overhead cover."
References.
Paragraph 15d,
Lessons Learned.`

appendix I,
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DA Parm 350-15-2,

"Operations-

Paragraph 10,
Le ýs n s Lca r nd.

appendix 1, DA Pam 350-15-1,

Paragraph 85d(7),

chapter 3,

FM 7-15,

"Operations

"Rifle Platoon and Squads

Infantry, Airborne and Mechanized.
• 34..

Incident/Observation.
"In

couhterinsurgency operations great emphasis must be
placed. on minirmizing tbe effect of military operations on the local
anrd economy. Property
Sn-pulac,
rights, both public and private,
must be .r;ispected and the prerogatives and functions of the local
governm..ntal agencies considered.
Maximum effort must be made
to reou.,cst and obtain real estate easements, relocate graves and
shrines, and provide :ompensation for damages and losses caused
directly or, in some cases, indirectly through combat support operations.
Lesson Learned

{

"!Close contact and coordination between military and civil
authorities are required to insure operational support missions are
prosecuted without unnecess.,ry antagonism of the local populace and
governmental agencies."
Reference.
Paragraph. 33,
ations.

chapter 4,

FM 31-16,

"Counterguerrilla Oper-

Section V
Knowledge and Current Use of Weapons and Equipment
35.

Jncident/Observation.

"Improper radio-telephone procedures and excessive chatter have detracted from the full effectiveness of communications nets."
Lesson Learned
"All personnel who control or use radio and telephone nets,
must be caittious of such abuses.
The use of accepted and doctrinal
phraseology and terminology will expedite the transmittal of information and will provide more air-time for critical traffic."
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References.
Paragraph 28, appendix 1, DA Pam 350-15-2, "Operations
Lessons Learned."
Paragraph 6, appendix I, CON Pam 350-30-3, "Oper-tions

-

-

Lessons Learned. "

Paragraphs 100-102 and 130, FM 24-18, "Field Radio Techniques. "

36.

Incidcnt/Obh:ier%'ition.

"It is often necessary to park communications vehicles for
prolonged periods at sern `-fixed sites. Some set ups do not allow
movement of a vehicle to exercise its mechanical components. Under
tl-ese conditions, brakes and drive trains may be damaged by rust or
lack o! lubrication. "
Lesson Learnea
"When communications vehicles are parked for prolonged periods, all whevls should he set or. blocl,3 to permit free operation of the
wheels and periodic exer- .e of the complete drive train."
USCONARC Comment

"This lesson applies to all type vehicles, which must remain
stationary for long p .riods and is particularly important in the climatic cond'tlons of southeast Asia.
References.
Paragraph 33, appendix I, CON Pam 350-30-3, "OperationsLessons Learned."
Paragraph 9k, CON Reg 350-1, "USCONARC Traimnng Directive."
37.

"

Incident/Observation.

a.
"High temperatures and continuous generator operatioas in Vietnam cause frequent overflow of electrolyte. This results
in corrosion to battery box and damage to other parts of generators
reached by the seepage of acids."
"Solutions to this problem lie in close supervision of
b.
operator maintenance and removal of batteries, which can be used
with jvmper cables to provide easy battery access and to permit the
use of one set of batteries to start more than one generator."
28
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c.
"The specific gravity reading (SPGR) of electrolyte for
operation in tropical climates should be between 1.200 and 1.225.
Electrolyte provided for activating new dry charged batteries is 1.280
SPGR. Reduction of 1,280 SPGR to SPGR of between 1.200 and 1.225
is accomplished by diluting four parts electrolyte with one part water.
This action should be of considerable help in prevention of overch-rge
of batteries in continuous operation."
USCONARC Comment
The maintenance and care of batteries require special attention
in tropical climates.
R.% re
rence.
Paragraph 37b, TM 9-6140-200-15, "Operation and Organizational Field and Depot Maintenance - Storage Batteries Lead-acid
Type."
38.

Incident/Observation.

"Artillery units operating in the Delta region or similar
terrain have found it extremely difficult to obtain stable, all weather
firing pads. Even the best select fill'turns to "soup" under heavy use
in wet weather, and rock fill is not available. Wooden mats have
been constructed of 2 inch lumber in two layers, and on the larger
pads, reinforced by a radial system of 10 or 12 inch "sleepers."
These pads are octagonal and range from 20 feet in diameter for
towed 105mm howitzers, to 30 x 60 feet oblong octagonal pads for
self-propelled 175mm and 8 inch guns. The flexibility of a timber
pad prevents shock damage to gun carriages. The pads are strong
enough to withstand constant turning and movement of self-propelled
guns. Recoil spades can be set in compacted material or a layer of
crushed rock just off the pad and guns can be fired in any direction.
The wooden mat distributes the load over a wide area and no significant sinking has been observed. Finally, the mats can be pre-cut
by engineer units and assembled on-site by the artillery units.

',

Lesson Learned
"These pads have been tested by artillery units in combat operations and have been found highly effective."
Reference.

"[

Paragraph 23, appendix, DA Pam 350-15-4, "Operations
Lessons Learned."

-
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39.

Incident Obs e rvation.

"Demolition teams operating with the i.niantry soon discovered that 20 pounds of explosives was about the maximum amount an
individual could carry and still maintait. the pace. In addition, most
bunkers and fortified houses destroyed were entirely demolished witn
two or three pounds of explosive. Since most of these structures were
of mud and Log construction, TNT proved most effective.
Speed can
be achieved by carrying prepackaged two or three pound charges with
one or two five pound charges per team."
Lessor, Learned
"Each man designated to carry demolitions should be outfitted
with 20 pounds of TNT prepackage(' ir.to two and five pound charges."
Reference.
Paragraph 27, chapter 1, FM 5-75, "Engincer Combat Uni
40.

"

Incident/Obs.ervation.

"Sandbags are an effective means of protection against
shrapnel and blast effect due Lo land mines and quite often can mean
the difference between life and death. Also, the seats of 1/4 ton vehcles should be securely fastened."
Lesson Learned
"All troops carrying vehicl-s and the beds of heavy trucks utiliLed as troop carriers should be well sandbagged."
Reference.
Paragraph 6c(6),
41.

chapcer 6,

FM 20-32, "Landmine Warfare."

Incident/Observation.

"This armor unit has lost many tow hooks and. cables by
carrying thmn in the ready position. WI-ile in the ready position it
has Leen found that there is a greatly increased probability of loss
due to brush and trees; the amount of time saved has been marginal."
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Lesson Learned
"Tow hooks and cables should be carried in the stowed position
to reduce loss."

Section VI
Inquisitiveness and Alertness
42.

Incident/Observation.

"Punjii stakes were found around an enemy defensive position. They were easily recognizable in the grass and the points were
aiming away from the position."
Lesson Learned
"Look for punjii sticks and read into them what their employment could mean for example the direction they are pointing is expected route of frif-ndly force advance; the opposite direction might
hide an enemy position."
References.
Paragraphs 54 and 108c, FIvE 21-75, "Combat Training of the
Individual Soldier arid Patrolling."
Paragraph 2, appendix VII, CON Pam 350-30-1, "Operations
Lessons Learned."
Paragraphs 44 and 45, chapter 4, FM 30-7, "Combat Intelligence Battle Group, Combat Command and Smaller Units."
43.

-

Incident/Observation.

"An unfavorable trend has been noted in the amount of classified information being discussed at bars, in clubs and over nonsecure communication circuits. The VC have many agents, some
not by choice but due to pressure on relatives. These personnel
under stand English. The enemy also has the capability to monitor
telephone and radio conversations."
Lesson Learned
"The urgent need for the control of classified information is
re-emphasized. Only personnel with a need to know should be placed
on access rosters."
31
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USCONARC Comment
Careless talk costs lives. Every soldier must guard against
the temptation to discuss military activities in public places.
References.
Paragraphs 59, 146 and 148c, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla
Operat.ons. "
Paragraph 26, appendix I, DA Pam 350-15-4, "Gperations Lessons Learned."
44.

Incident/Observation.

"Timely intelligence from as many sources as possible
aids in the evaluation of enemy capabilities and intentions. Coordination should be effected with special forces units operating in the
area of operations to utilize their intelligence network and intimate
knowledge of the area. "
Lesson Learned
"A great deal of timely and valuable information can be obtained
from local special forces. "
Reference.
Paragraph 148, chapter 8,
ations. "
45.

FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Oper-

Incident/Observation.

"It has been found that the individual soldier has a keen
interest in the overall intelligence picture in the unit's area of operations, but rarely through day to day operations knows little more
than the situation in the area that his squad or platoon operated in
for that day. "
Lesson Learned
"At the minimum monthly intelligence briefing by the battalion S2
SZ or his representative should be given to the troops as a part of the
command informatinn program.
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USCONARC Comment
Unic and subunit commanders should also insure soldiers are
kept in the picture, without prejudicing security. The dissemination
of information must be conducted on a "need-to-know" basis, but unclassified background information can be given to soldiers to keep
them aware. of the situ,,.on.
Reference.
Paragraphs 93c and d, chapter 9, FM 22-100,

"Military Leader-

ship.
46.

Incident/Observation.

"A large number of agent reports contain unit designaa.
tions not found in USARV or IIFFORCEV holding."
"It has been found that most of the agent reports reb.
ceived do not agree with one another in refereiuce to the names of
units located in a single area.
"The value of agent reports lies not only in the names
c.
of the units or of the commanding officers, but also in the unit locations, as indications of enemy movement in and through an area."
USCONARC Comnment
All intelligence repc_-ts should be carefully analyzed, compared,
and evaluated to obtain the best possible information on the enemy.

"References.
Chapter 5, FM 30-7, "Combat Intelligence Battle Group, Coinbat Command, and Smaller Units."
Paragraph 148, chapter 8, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations."
Section VII
Logistics and Combat Service Support
47.

Incident/Observation.

"Roads which endure heavy convoy and haul traffic a'e in
need of frequent repairs and continuous maintenance, especiall), dur.ing the monsoon season. Since repair work involves r-ien and heavy
33
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equipment spending relatively long periods of time along the same
stretch of road, security becomes a problem in any area subject to
VC infiltration. Road maintenance elements of this unit were generally not fired upon by snipers until they had been working on the same
segment of road for a ,eriod of 3 or 4 hours. It is recommended that
road maintenance be scheduled in such fashion that short stretches are
repaired quickly, and the equipment and personnel move on to a new
site within a few hours.
Lesson Learned
"Continuous linear road maintenance and predictable patterns
of repair work should be avoided in the interest of security, wherever
possible. "
References.
Paragraph 133, chapter 7, FM 31-16, "Counterguerrilla Operations. "
Paragraph 21, appendix I, CON Pam 350-30-2, "Operations Lessons Learned."
48.

Incident/Observation.

"The current practice of placing shell casing or pipe into
a gravel or can filled pit for a urinal is completely unsatisfactory.
Such facilities collect insects and give off a continual offensive odor.
Crushed cans are also unsatisfactory as urine collects within cans.
Lesson Learned
"The urinoil, a urinal designed to keep urine from coming into
contact with air, should be utilized. It has no odor, is easily constructed from locally procured and salvage parts and precludes the
influx of insects. It must be well set in gravel to insure good drainage." (Figure 3)
49.

Incident/ Obs e rvation.
"Reports indicate that driver faults have caused excessive

deadlining of trucks, cargo, 5-ton, M54 and M54A2. One problem is
starter failure, caused by drivers engaging the starter too long.
Another is injector pump failure due to impurities in fuel, caused by
drivers failing to drain the fuel filter daily and change the filter element as required."
34
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USCONARC Comment
Personnel responsible for M54/M54AZ driver training should instruct drivers to release the starter switch immediately when the
engine fires. Instructions and PM supervisors should also insure that
drivers perform required PM on fuel filters as prescribed in equipment TM.
Reference.
TM 9-2320-211-10,
6 :: 6, M54, M54A2."
50.

"Operator's Manual:

Truck Chassis:

5 Ton,

Incident/Observation.

"Field maintenance acceptance standards must be high.
Recurring organizational deficiencies particularly, automotive and
signal, required stringent action as follows:
a.
Inspectors were fully briefed and given the prerogative
to reject jobs due to lack of operator or organizational maintenance.
Tools were provided at the inspection station if operators wished to
make on the spot corrections.
b.

New inspection standards were disseminated by liaison

visits.
c.
A requirement that up to date log books accompany
applicable equipment is enforced.
Lesson Learned
"High initial inspection standards increases the degree of organizational maintenance and decreases the down time in field maintenance facilities. "
References.
Section IV, AR 750-1, "Maintenance Concepts."
Paragraph 1, chapter 2, TM 38-750-1, "Maintenance Management: Field Command Procedures."
51.

Incident/Observation.

"The unnecessary exposure of ammunition causes it to deteriorate in a tropical climate.
36

Lesson Learned
"Ammunition must be protected from the weather until just before firing. Ammunition can be broken open, prepared and then returned to the fiber containers until used. "
References.
Paragraph 150e,
Operations."

chapter 7, FM 31-30, "Jungle Training and
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Appendix II
Combat Tips

Combat Tips for Individual and Small Unit Training
1.
"Too often a potentially effective ambush is prematurely disclosed by coughing, scratching, movement to relieve oneself and other
restless activities. "
2.
"Frequently the VC have established ambushes behind friendly
patrols after they left their patrol bases. When the patrol retraced their
routes, they were caught in ambushes when patrol members were tired
and security was lax."
3.
"The 'lure and ambush' is a commonly used VC tactic. The
basic principle is to draw the attention of friendly forces, and lure them
into prepared ambushes. Many variations of this tactic have been noted."
4.
"The VC have attacked an outpost or vulnerable unit and then
attempted to ambush relief forces at nearby landing zones or along principal avenues of approach.
5.
"A typical withdrawal technique used by small VC forces in
danger of an unfavorable, clo,-e range contact is tn drop their packs and
run. Friendly forces have been inclined to slow their pursuit in order
to inspect the packs."
6.
"Typical signs of ene.my presence are dead foliage which may
be camouflage for a trap, tied down brush which may be a firing lane for
a defensive or ambush position and villages which have been recently abandoned by women and children."
"Construct and occupy positions during daylight hours and a7.
bandon them during the hours of darkness to move to ambush sites or
to attack suspected enemy positions."
"Move out from a position in the afternoon and after darkness
8.
falls, radically change direction of march to attack a preselected target
before dawn."
"'Beat the bush' rather than move along main trails, where
9.
the enemy employs trail watchers. Search along secondary and tertiary trails which offer the guerrilla excellent concealment as well as
escape routes."
38

10.
"Too often we receive reports of enemy escaping at ranges
of 400-500 meters. A well trained sniper should be able to killor v.ouad
the enemy at that range. Platoons should habitually employ the sniper.
11.

Command Communications.

a.
"Don't accept defeat just because all the text books say
that a certain condition is prohibitive to good radio propagation. Try.
every trick you know, even the ones you 'know' won't work. You may
be in for a surprise."
b.
"Don't rely on touch; follow the instructions or. tuning
charts when setting up transmitters."
c.
"Pay particular attention to operator maintenance. Moisture, fungus and dust are big problems in a hot climate. A few minutes
each day can save hours of down time."
d.
"Don't tune to 'about' the right frequency. There are a
lot of HF operators in country and not too many workable frequencies.'"
e.
"On transmitters fitted with cooling fans, let the blower
run about thirty minutes after switching off. This will prevent condensation. "
12.
"The use of enemy prepared positions, while saving time and
labor, is basicaily dangerous because the enemy is completely familiar
with the terrain."

13.
"Poncho shelters reflect enough light to betray the positions
and outline the defensive perimeter and can be seen from a great distance."
14.
"Encampment in an area cleared of trees and vegetation by
artillery fire and airstrikes is dangerous because US troops lack concealment while the enemy is given concealment by the trees that have
been blown down on the perimeter."
"The construction of and use of dummy foxholes proved ef15.
fective in deceiving the enemy as to the t;ue location of a perimeter.
On one occasion several grenades were thrown into the vicinity of dummy foxholes. Had ýt been the actaal emplacement, casualties would undoubtedly have resulted."
,

16.
"Camouflaging foxholes makes them extremely difficult for
the enemy to find at night even though during daylight hours they may
be recognizable.
3
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"There is a need to improve quick lire marksmanship. In a
17.
number of instances friendly troops surprised the enemy and w2re able
to shoot first, however, the results were negligible. Training conducted
along these lines verified this need."
"When using white phosphorous or trio flares, consideration
18.
should be given to wind direction and to the possibility of fires. White
phosphorous munitions proved very effective for locating positions in the
jungle during daylight as well as at night."
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DCSOPS (4)
AFSC (1)
USCONARC (200)
DCSLOG (4)
DINFOS (3)
ARADCOM (200)
ACSI (5)
DLI (.5)
USACDC (50)
CORC (3)
ICAF 11)
USAMC
(50)
COA (3)
USASTRATCOM (200) MFSS (8)
CRD (1)
TJAGSA (8)
USASA (20).
ACSFOR (20)
USASA Tng Cen & Sch (8)
USAINTC (20)
TAG (10) (1 cy
USAWC (5)
MTMTS (2)
ATTN: AGAi,,-P)
USMA (3)
USAREUR (100)
CAR (3)
USAAGS (6)
USARPAC (9)
CofCH (3)
USAADS (50)
USARSUPTHAI (20)
CofEngrs (5)
USAARMS (50)
USARSO (121)
CofF (5)
USAAMS (25)
USARAL (64)
CINFO (2)
USAAVNS (4)
(50)
USA
Eighth
TIG (2)
USACHS (5)
USARHAW (50)
TJAG (1)
CM- (2)
USARJ (20)
USACBRWOC (2)
USACMLCS (5)
USARYIS (20)
CNGB (3)
USACSS/Tng Cen (7)
USASETAF (20)
COPO (2)
.USACGSC (5)
X"First USA (8050)
TPMG (3)
USAES (10)
*Third USA (6400)
CC-E (3)
40
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DISTRIBUTION: (Cont)
USAFS (18)
USAIS (17)
USAINTS (12)
USAMS (5)
USA Msl & Mun Cen
& Sch (10)
USA Sch/Tng Cen,
Ft Gordon (3)
Ft McClellan (3)
USAOC&S (24)
USAPHS (2)
USAQMS (25)
USACAS (3)
USAMPS (15)
USASESCS (10).
USASCS (24)
USASWS (15)
USATSCH (50)
USWACS (3)
WRAMC (2).
Wm Beaumont GH (5)
Fitzsimons GH (4)

Letterman GH (4)
Madigan GH (5)
Valley Forge GH (2)
Womack Army Hosp (4)
USA Med Svc Vet Sch (1)
USAJFKCENSPWAR (14)
USA Marksmanship
Tng Unit (2)
USA Prcht Tin (1)
USCONARC Intel
Cen (5)
USA Elm, Sch of
Music (1)
USA AD HRU (1)
USAARMHRU (2)
USAAVNHRU (I)
USAINFHRU (2)
USATC HRU (1)
CUSAAA (3)
USAAA Dist Ofc
Atlanta (6)
Los Angeles (6)
Philadelphia (6)
St Louis (6)

Remote Area Conflict
Info Cen (1)
Army Sec, MAAG,
Republic of China (2)
TAC (2)
British Army Stf,
Wash, D. C.. (2)
Ministry of Def %CD(A)),.
London, England (50)
Southern Comd (British
Army), Wiltshire,
Ergland (40)
Canadian Def Rsch Stf,
Wash, D. C. (1)
Canadian Army .Stf
College, K~ingston,
Ontario (1)
ODD (SEAM), ODD
RNE DOD,
Wash, D. C. (1)
Wpn Sys Eval .Gp,
Wash, D. C. (5)
Australian Army Stf
Wash, D. C. (10)

'*USAR: Battery/company/troop detachment level - copies included in
total number of copies furnished to CONUSA commanders,
USARPAC, USARAL, and USARSO.
',ARNG: Same as USAR.
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A,20 US Forces 96307

,

.--

• J';0-2

Department o.f thc
Assistant Chief of Staff for' Force Development,
.

TO:

20310 .

'61h' ton -D ."C,

ArV,

.

1. The Operational )cnort on Lessons Lear-ned sub,%itted by the 7st
Aviation Br-irade reflects tho",ou.n rcscarch and preparation. The. .- lue
"of the report is incrgased by the infor-hatio;, shon*in whe inclosures. ,
2. Reference paragraph 1, Section HI A: This hcadquarters understood
3n•'
1h aec-•in
660 if
,_r units
BriQ*Lkrte
the Ariation
the
from other
aedto drin
be furnished
ýa
have
that assets would
Th
66
quarters..
3'd
the
during
activated
be
to
was
. ade
based on the initial availability of a mLnium staffing and equipping for
the brigade.
',The comand and operational
Reference para-,raph 2, Section II A: 'Headquarters
"37structure
X.ACV, 'and subfordibetween this headquarters,

co:,mmand

nate units, dictates the requirement foi placin-, selected avriation units
.,under operational control of other organizations.

1tn

4. Concur with paragraph 3, Section II A.

-5.

'::

Refsrence Section 11 B:

C

,

._i
/l4er
a. This headquarters is presently staf:ingt
dgveiop;,ent
mendations are proposed to USLMAthat further stuidy,
of
Des
•naracter
.c
aerodyn
"a,
toward reducin- the weight and inproving•
%

all weapon mounts used in Vietnam.

"A.
-,

• i
*b. The USARV Aviation Safety Division durin.,, his oiarter starteC,
avIation ra-,o
publication of a weekly aviation accident surary and
/
..
phlet. .Both are desi,ýned to direct supervisory 4ttentio d'.tm a-rcar
cures
and
causes
possible
present
and
accident situation
-n'e
s
continues to be the central theme of Aviation Safety c onerec

6.

A copy of this indorsement is provided the Aviation Brigade.
FOR bi

Ol
CoIr.-laD

:

'"AMES R. PERR'
Maio,
ACC
.Incl
A"Av,ýjUtajt General
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SSFj-BCT: Ope..atlonal Report of Lessons Learnea for 3rd Cuarter FY 196

(Rcs CSGPO-28 (RI)) (u)

7-A
,sRTS•I
0,:

MD STAMES !..,

PAC1=C

APO San Francisco

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development,
20310
Washington D.C.

96558

.

Departaent of the Army,

1. The Operational Report on Lessons Learned of the U.S. Arr.my
Aviation Brigade (Provisional) for the period 14 Febra•y - 30 April
is forwardcd herewith.

1966

2.
The brigade's ORLL reflects thouj2ýtful preparation, and its
value is considerably enhanced by The attaclnent of supporting3 docum.ents.
3. Th.is headquarters concurs in principle with the basic ORLL and
with the USARV 1st Indorsement.

FOR TIM C0INNAINMR IN C=~:

6

Inc3.

nc
Copy furn:

t:

D. A. H.M-ISONi
Capt, AGO
AG

C

CG USAV, Attn: AVC-DH

?F,0PTZCT=IVE MA=G" Y.

BE RE-,&ZVED

SlrAPARAED FRO2M fv;CLOSURLS.
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-ZiT OF T13 FýUSA AVAT!CON BR'IGADE (PI'OVISICIZAL)

I9ADtUAIiIER,

APO US Forces 96307
AVBD-C
SUBJECT:

15 •a•y 1966
Operational Pcport of Lessons Learned for 3rd Quarter
FY 1966 (RwS CSG.1O-23 (111))

ThRU:

C-oandi-, Gencral
U.S. A=7 Vietanm
ATE1:

AVC

AJO US Forces 96307
CoandL- 3 General
United States Ar= Pacific

SATTIN:

GPOP-1-1

APO US Forces 96558

TO:

Department of the Ary

o
Assistant Chief of Staff for
Force Development
Washington D.C. 20310

Section I
Si~nificant Organizational Activities
A.

(

Command.

1. The Brigade C? was established at 106 -id 253 Cach Mang, Oja
Dinh, Saigon Area on 14 February 1966. Brigadier General G.P. Scneff Jr.
wvras designated ComnandirZ Ganeral ,-nd uas directed by Deputy Cc=and:ing
General USAINV to cozcnce organization of the Headquarters and Headquarters
Company for execution of anticipated mission assirrznt.
2. On 22 February 1966, General Seneff briefed General Engler,
Deputy Co=nnnding General, U&SXRV on proposed organization, employment and
functions of the Brigade. As the result of this briefing the Zollowing
decisions were announccd:
a. Commanding General, Aviation Brigade will also function
as USAIRV Aviation Officer.

,

b. The Bri-ado wll exercise co==d less operational control
over subordinate aviation groups. Operational control ha3 been specifically
withheld by COIkU3ACV.

+

'.

.,•

.r

.7L
P 0,

c. I',atinz and indorzing for officer efficiency reports for
group co~andcrs wi"l include supported Field Force* Vietna.m Hcadquarters
and the Brigade Co .ndin• Gcne ral respectively,
d. The decision ao to whether or not the 34th General Support
Group (101S) would be aszincd to the Brigado, would be deferred to a later
date.

3. Headquarters and Headquarters US Arny Aviation Brigado .:as
activatod provisionally on 1 -arch 1966, by GO 1313, llcadcqartors, USAI'
(see annex 1 ). The 12th and 17th Aviati on Groups, w--th aszý.cd and attached
imits were placcd undor coznd of the Brigade cffoctivo the s==o datrý. GO
1313 was a=cndcd by GO 1690 to exclude the mission of control from the Bri•ade
mission (see annex 2).
Brigade Headquazrters
S4.
strength on 1 'arch
15 enlisted =en.

1966 was 7 officers a=

5. During tho month of Mlarch the ncwly forzed staff visited 3ubordinato' groups and battaýions, bogan to prcparo standardizcd aviation tactics
and tcch•iques doctrine for the Brigade, pariciptcd in force dcvelon-_nt
pirmnni
and preparation of an aviation unit deploymcnnt schedule.
6. The Brigade receivcd a latter of instructions from UJAV (Jco
=nnex 3), establishing responsibilities, command relationships, providing
guid-nse mnd proscribing terms of refercnce applicable to operationz and
Dfnctions of the B.igedo.

7. In March and again in ApriA the Brigade hold a on3 day conder'3
conferenco for group, ba- " i• z and cepa•ato company comzndere. At these
confercnccs the coandcra discussed problems and racoivcd guidanco and
policy
0
'rm the
nin von
.cneral ot the b-ra e (see nne.x 4&5). These
conferences will be held regularly in the future on a monthly basis.
*Control
*

8. The Brigade assumed operational control of the 125th Air Traffic
Company on 28 March 1966, in accordance with GO 1982, USARV (see
anmex 6).
9. On 31 April 1966 the Brigade Headquarters strength was 28 officers,
3 warrant officers and 61 enlisted mex¶..
10. Distinguished visitors received and briefed during the reporting
period included:
Major General John Norton
Brigadier General Hal C Pattison
Brigadier General John

X

Wright

Brigadier General Frank 0 11iller
Brigadier General Charles X4Mount
2

-r-,

Ti;.

*-,

B.

Personnel, AdDinistr-tion, Disciplino, La.w ard Order.

I.

or,-ale of the un'it has brccn excellent.

2. On Secial Court M ia
tricd and ccnvicted one of the
headquarters security guards for leaving his pcst rIthout proper authority.
C.

Intelligcnce.

1. The S-2 section received one officcr and t;:;o '.CO'1 botw:son I
ctablishin• the
,eod filos
of tiz1
Ma•rch and 15 iarch 1966, and scnt the
and preparing the office to assoe tho duties of a functional S-2 section.
2. On 15 March 1966 the S-2 asx.cd rcs-o.n.sibility for classified
documents and processing security clearances for headquarters personnel.

3. D=Lig the period lia-ison ,:as established uith U.S. Ary
Intelli-ence Brigade (Pryv), l1t,Z
Battalion (i.-),
J-2 'X..•CV,
525th
Group, Capitol Vilitar Region, G-2 U&Y.V and CICV.

MII

4. Ln March, at the request of CO'USY2CV, a joint test .was conducted by the Air Force and Ar-r to detcr.ino if there is a more off.c
Wt
means of controlling the 0-1 assets in Vietnam to obtain izntlligcnce inferration. Since this test involved Arty aviation assets as yell as Air Force
assets and would affect the intelligcnce collection effort, it wras closely
monitorcd by the S-2. As a result of this test, the follo*.-ing decisions were
made by CC.UM'CV:
a.

Each serice will continue to control its c-n O0-1 aircraft.

b. Pilots from either service will fly the other sorvice's
aircraft when required.
c. Each service will provide minor maintenance and servicing
for the other servico's aircrait when required.
d. Pilots of each service will be trained to perform the other
services missions to include Army 0-1 pilots marking targets for air strikes
by Air Force tactical aircraft.
D.

Operations, Plans and Training.

1. The S-3 Section was formed on I March 1966, with the assignment
of one officer and one NCO and initially was involved in establishing a file

system and preparing the office to become functional as other personnel wore
received.

2. By 31 April the section had assigned six officers, two NCO's,
two clerks and had assumed normal S-3 staff functions.

3
*"

*-..---

--
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* .~~j~
~t'i-
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~C~'-~.-

prcrcd and
A draft Brigadc Ainz.obile O-cratic.z nxs
ýo:tdfor co=.Ont. This
t-t:
distributed to Brigade units X-Id tecir
zanual in its final foim will pi'ovido stan.driizcd tactical doctz'ine,
onZ Zrigado units and sarre as a reCference for
techniques and terLnolo7.,r
both aviation and suppor'ed units in the plar.ain_ and conduct of airtobile
operations in Vietnam.
3.

This HeadQuartersa arectc each aviatlon group to conduct a'
au:onted to conform
30 day test with one of its aviation companies (La.)
to the folloving organizationa-l structures.

4.

a.

60 rated aviators

b.

23 UH-ID helicoptcrs •ith croc. chiefs

c.

8 UH-IB armed helicopters with crew chiefs

d.

No change in maintenance porsonne.l and equipment.

The purpose of this test was to deter-ine the feasibility of such an organization to accomplish the following objoctiv'es:
(1) To increase the lift capability of the company to more
closL•ly confomg to US rifle company lift requirements.
(2) To maintain an 60Ci mission availability rate w-ithout
increased authorization for maintenance personnel and equipment.
'3)

1.9.

To decrease the aviator to aircraft ratio from 2.16 to

(4) To determine, ieth allocated resources, the
organizational structure for such a ur.it.

pt

'The test was successfully completed by both groups wi4th the result that obJectives a. through c. above were attained and are feasible. Objcgtive d.
above wms also attained with the raccrccnded structure to consist of three
lift platoonsof six mission ready aircraft each and an armed platoon of five
mission ready aircraft. Final results, conclusions and recormendations were
rstill

being staffed at the close of the reporting period.

0
The S-3 plans officers %.asappointed as a me-aber of an Aviation
and
requirements
aviation
Brigade/USARV ad hoc committee to determine Army
This plan was
a proposed stationing plan for aviation units in Vietnm.
period.
reporting
the
of
close
the
at
prepared
still being

5.

*

and had 6. This headquarters by direction of Headquarters USARV, prepared
and had approved a contingency plan for emergency evacuation of U.S. non-cczbatants.

*

4
...

I

.

.

.

.

,

nd
iaiLt
7. A study -"az conductcd. tdcc'nth
ifctozvrt yrv~i~laito
at
fCarability of forzair. a
avitidon xunitz in th-e Sianý,- arc.a. Thzbcttaz'on woi.2.d pzovicis co.-.-=d
control of thcoo s-c.-arato uaitz aý C-..-z~.. y~
.~":
loiz-'tical
n
caibili-y. Iz-plcc&.nnmcls. This study otb.ihdtho-. dcicb.;
mcntatioa of tho provisional. or -iizat!..n ua:a lbc--ý zta-ffcd at 1ýcadcjuartora
U&'01 for a. final docizion at thc close of tte;.ti,
prid
8.

A proposal was pa-

cd and a'n~ovcd Icy UZ -to W

6dl

UK-t-DIBAli-1D resources no*., in couty and thoz3- oTzz.cd.'
proposcal
irsto assign all Un*?-ID troop carrier aircraft- to
*units
ozso p&zny .-.s3ion
is troop lift and to substiýtute U-H-1B aircraft, in, thosa unis hoza mizaioa
is not primarily troop lift.
M.

Lo-istics.

1. The Bri-ade 5- sction--'s activitie:: initialy :L- thi period
were focused on -ccurina equi--c-nt for tho forz-7tio~n of t~hc Bri'Lado Nicadqar-.

ters and acquiriLn- real estate

for off.ccs

"%A*dbill~ets.

2. On 1 April the section boccne onerational and began resolviLnproblemas of BriZgade units related to ouzcntshortanges and aircr-aft mnaintenance and parts problems. Signifi"-cant activities weore as £ollo.;..
*
tbattalion
wjere:

a. Conducted an iniitial. logistic"c mczting, vith all group znd
officers. Duri~ng this znoetin." tho major points for discussion

S-4

*
(1)
Rocquippi-n, aviation conipaniez ("-rinobile light and
aixmobile medium) i.-ith light weig1t, ecjuip7ent.

(2)

(

Effectiveness of miziport rofuolinZ s-yztcas

(3) Logistical suppor1. procedures in the different corps
areas with a view toward st~and~ardization.

(4)

Impact of closing prcst-ock points.

(5 Iainten,-nCe
(6)

procedures and reports

Problc= areas.

b. Preopared and su~bmitted rcequirements for aon-standard liz-ght
weight equipment for all. airr~bilo operations*
o.
*

Prepared and submitted plans for relocation of tho Brigzado

Headquarters.
d. Initiated study concerning problema t tho UR-1 and 0-1
* aircraft- engines to determine uhyq they are not reachi-.g their expected cný;inco

.77.

o. Initiated action to socuro data fo: prcparat-on'of
subsystem ASL' s and ?LL'os.
f.
initiated act-on to relieve a current shortage of fuel tanks
for the OV-1 airctaft by obtaining thcm freom the Air Force.
F.

IniorAation.

1. An noztol

oficel-'r -3 a.i~

to tha .'-.iation Bi~ada on

21 '•arch 66.
Uis initial action was to survcy the i
z......
c"iwithin the Brigade. Each of t"e twro grou. h-ad
-tr.
ad an
i
azzied
as an info-zation officer as an acdditional duty. The zcvcn battalions aDso
had part.-tim.e .onformation
officors. OCo group had an enli-sted zan•- assigr-ed
to information duties; tho other group and the battalions had no inforzaticn
personnel assigned or designated.
2. TZ for Aviation groups =nd battalinznd not inluda apces 'for
inxformation personnel. Howcvor, the battalions were aidviseýd to cubait 12CE
authorizing an information specialist (E-4) and a st-ill photocr-phor (E-4),
and groups were urged to requost authori•--zation,nfor4ation
of an
officer
and a wniter-photographer tcam. A TCZ for the Brigade .s
ub.itted to De-

partzont of the Army, roco=nending an information officer (0-4), an info~ation
supez-,risor (E-7), a writer-photographer team and a clerk-typist (Z-4) be
authorizad.

K

3. Although the Brigade Info ration Office had only unitcd operational
.apability, initial guifdance was fur.nished to subordi~nate elcizants of the
Brigade,
In planning sessions with group infor-ation officers, the Brigade
10 developed procedures for handlin
news releases.
un
April1 t-3e first
two issues of the perLodic Brigade Information Bulletin .ere preparod a:d
distributed. Addressed to co-anders at all echelons and to their infor-=ntion
officers, the bulletins discuss facets of the Br•igade infor-.tioa Progra=.
The initial issue dealt with the public information program; the second coveed
command information and orientation.
4. Late in April the first Brigade Comnand Infor-aation Troop Topic,
"uHolidays and Ho Chi Mrzn", was published and distributed. Four generzal press
releases and 40 homotou. releases wore prepared and distributed. In add.ition
five releases originating in subordinate co•zsuds were completely rewritten
and distributed, and seven other releases froma 17th Group were edited and
processed.
5. Throughout the period attempts were =.de to obtain qualified
D e o h •-treme 3hort,ag
f co.
t
personnel for the Brigade Information 0 .
flue to the ert
of information specialists in Vietnam the attempts were not successful. Con-.
sequently operational impetuni rested with the groups and battalions, 'with
the Brigade 10 providing gui dance and liaison between-the Groups and higher
headquarters.
G.

Flight Standardization.

6
~ ~

7

.

/

O¼*

.

i.-.

t,

O231ZGhni
Heo cc=Cncd init~ia2 p...n...
progr.-- and establishcd Ui

to

stnd~rz...on o ffi.eor -,as assigned.
ztais.
_an Aviatioc. Ei-;adc standar-dization
*iocn the ,- Avati. Seho"! to obt.in
w.it

nccessary docu=.cnts and advice to suplcz;nt the progra.
The last wck in
A~pril a decision was --ade by U&SRV to ctablih
the s..a..
ation pro'-'.
at tht level. Te B,ý-ade -F'linht Standardi ation Officer ,.-as s-,oec'tcd as a
ze=ber of an ad hoc cozaittee at UZ'.OV to draft the
Rprogra.
The progm
was still
under study at the close of the period.

H.

Aviation Safety

1.
The aviation safcty scction of the
do Hcadcu' tors ...,as
formed an 7 2arch 1966 wit~lh thea ssai.
of tWo officers to the scction.
The rewinder of the period was spent
.
dr•g staff visits to vubordinate units
in the field to detezr-ine problc=s related to aviatioa safety.

*
*

2. Close liaison ,.as also established with USJLV Aviation Safety
office and 12th Aviation Group safety to insure that the Brirado safety section
did transition into the functions foxr ly exercised by 12th AVation Group.

3. Accident notification procedures wore established and becar
functional on 1 April 1966.
4. Major problems encountorcd in all units visited woeo related to
shortages of air crew protective equipment.
The followi2ng items are in critical
short supply.
(a)

Protective body aror.

(b)

Flying gloves.

(c)

Sun Glasses.

(d)

Flight Helmets (so=e sizes).

5• There is also a large demand for a smal adequate personal
survival kit that could be carried on the individual
=•z•a.on all flights.
6. Action has been initiated to obtain the protective equilznt but
a target date for arrival of these items in country is not firm. USAB-AR is
taking action to obtain prototype sets 6±" persoftal su.vival kits manrufactured
by Aero-Jet Corporation in sufficient quantities to run a feasibilty study
in country this summer.

I.

signal.

1. The signal section of the Aviation Brigade beg, operations on
A second officer
1 April 1966 vith the assignment of one officer and one Z.
was assigned on 2 April and the third officer arrived 12 April. A ccz=Lnication
NCO was assigned on 20 April and fourteen additional ZA arrived during the
period 20-30 April bringinZ the section up to full strength

7
r

1P
(

except for switchboard operators.
2. Tho primy effo~'ty durLig tho period 1-30 April wa_ dirocted
towrard organization of ccuipzcnt •dn porso=-,cl. Circuits arn frcoancies
were requested for use pith the two aviation groups.
S3. T.e cdraft T• w. s al-o rovised duzi-Lng t3 r-port period and
recor4 ~ended changos wore zub._•itcd for equipi.nt .- thorization. AlJ. itc-s
were placed on requisition w"ith USAV For- 47 for c-uimcnt in e3cess of
autt~~zed all..owance.

4.

The following equim.e-nt was obtained during the period,
(a)

3 ea AN/ýC-95 radio sets

(b)

2- ea. AN/VRC-46 radio sets

c)

and21

I ea ANAIC-29 Teletype Terminal complete with generators

ontruck.
(d). 2 ea 1IRT-2A. Radio Boacons
(a) 7 ea Tridca Radio Beacons

.

(f)

2 ea 28V power supplies

(g)

1 ea AN/FRC-25 radio set

All of the above equipment was acquired from various units within Vietnam
oa a hand receipt or a temporary loan basis, until equipment could be provided on a permanent basis through supply channels.
5.

*

The followring coiurnications were established during the period:
sole user teletype circuit to 17th Aviation Group.

(a)

Landline,

(b)

Landjine, sole user teletype circuit to 12th A-viation Group.

(c)

Radio teletype/voice to both the 17th Group and the 12th Group.

(d)

Brigade Comzund Not, Te.

6. Action was initiated to develop a secure area for teletype operations so that security equipment could be obtain. d for handling classifiod

n

Pn

ýmz~zcaZo traffic. Subordinate Aviation. Groups wecre al o diroct d to dcvolop
si to cach Aviation lattalion. Thii project is in
~ccuta'e tectype cic
prograss at this t-ime.

7. The last 30 davs Of~ ;hýoortin pr- o c=.; tho z:;io.nic3 y
)
cvo~za.J char.-Ys as th1'34t Group(2
z-.e with-in the Dri-a-do unro
fom
assumcd the rosponsibili-t~y Io Zenaral suport maint~csncc c.:d z-upply
the 1tot lo- Coz=-nd. Disszirnatioci of infor-natica to tha .V10=ionicelc=CrtZ
n
necessary to affect this changecover i-as initiatec WA~~ iionvst
1
966.
early
diatribuftrd
w2.be
which
I~blication of a Beriade Circular

1.* The Aviation Brigade Siixgcon servos -n additional dutty as avia-functioa providies
tio.n medLicine concsLtrntu to the USAR!V Sur-6con. This; dualJ
headquarters and tchfori~sn, n acontinuing basis bat.cnteet.
nicaJ. supervision of aJ2l in-country ae-.-o:mzdi.-a2. activitiC3 t%,o thoze unita
org-auic to d~ivisions as well as those subordinatea units of At;re aviation
brigade.
activitiesc roporto. ad probl-cm areas cncoun2. The infco
taerd during the reporting period are listced as fo22c...s:
(a) F-ecurrent poiiny p' "=.nz conferences uzitth the sur.-cons
*
of the 12th and 17th Aviation Grrups for the devolo,:mcat an~d continued cuparvisior, of a coxuntry--v'ido aviation r.dicino progra=4ý

(b) Staff visits to tho 13th, 14th, 11th, 145thI l"h~iat
their subordinate units to ovaluato specific p;.oblems: of
and
Battalions
aecroeodicaJ. significance - fatigue, heat stros3, medical roportizZ rcjuire-o
mants and staff proceduies,
Reevaluationi of the as-sigr7zcnt- and utilization, of flghit,
At the prescrat time aal in-countr-y -.light s"rgeon: aro a oignod
ca the basis of need and e:Torionco. The considcra-ble n=;=e of =Iazzlsign=snt problems which ex~isted have been solved by movcz~nt of non-aviation
*maedical personnel o"*.kt of authorized TD slots ard replacin,- thex with flight
surgeonse

(survreoas,

(c)

(d)

A persisteont source of consternama'tion I,--s been. th3'lac!. of

guid~nCa to unit level flight ourrcons in the area of meodical fitnacsa reqairemcnts for flying parzornnel. A a' ula-ion is nc-,; bcinZ staffed whiich
* will provide standaxd~ization 'n this area. The lack of sufficient equipment and facil.ities still present a problem in providin,- complote mcdical
coverage to aviation person~nel.
Corps area.

(e) Evaluation and study for aviation nedical coverage for I
7Th0 134th Medical Detachment. CA now under the. lot Log Co=.ir

9
FA

0/L

win= be rcas

rnod to

'i

tho 17th"l

-vriation Group) for aroa wviationl

r=dical

wipport in I Cor-ps.
(f) Deo~~tof a co--plcte,
't
of c.12 ii'.-conr
aviation r.adica2. porzo,=~e.a writh a ~~rtand =ZCS dzc: f~or
and aziTe=nt pu:uezi. The; list 11as been fo~wardcd to L'C~Cand DXi lto
assiet personncJ. asci~nment p).dnr.i.
''

(~)
evoo~en ofa uound cv.Jluattioa and arinlyali p.-o-ran
to provide Ifor the colla-tion of specific data, fow' the h=na-innc~n
design of protective body armor. A rajulation and a re~aortin, fo,- are
being pu~blishcd.
(h) EstablicV-'nt1 of a roced -o for- t.orpfig
fsei
fie areas of acromodicaJ.
iisfiacetithin 'Who ==-nd halýh rcpozv of
the =.disa1 dotuachment in direoct supporil of aviatioa =ditz. (A "Caro of
the ilyer pro-ram!')
(I.) Progrannod reorgnni-zation of all aviation =-.dicall cxn-ort
si~ relatively pa:-_.nont flight d pnaisat
all =~Jor airfields undor the batta2.ica _,,--cons see-tion eLIwh colLla~r unite3 foi- builtin flod~biiity -for oporat-ioxa~ coverage.
by e~a

(U) Ccmnlotcd Ztaff ctudy and st16aff ato
on tlo rC
ign-_
rn.z of tho 85'th 'l.'d La-l -'' £rcz the 765th GS l~ait Battalion to tho 22.2,d
Aviation Battalion.

*

(

(1c) ?Roco~rended itcrns of pcrccna]. cvir=
f.
;.
snol-survival kiclz, siria.vcL;ts- with cpoioitcsa of RT-10 raciozi
signal mirror., pen-litto flaro Cxaz, srobe OiO7,al L±h an
thrcstn
itcms within tho Air Force Lnvcato.-y.
(1 Pepred mozthly articles for the USARV a;viation safot
magazine.
(in)

Continued survaii.Lance ol. aaix~ooaie azzauJt o:=ratdicas.

thrughut iet,=for submiszion to MA for ,.nalyzis of hcallth hazard rosulting from dust epzrbyrotary wn vaiapronl
(o) Reveiwod and ovaluatcd all flight- physical =.'=inaticnZ
and submitted thom to high.or hedqaarto:rs. Tho clinical care and sulpport
of Brigade Headquarters personnel and aaromodical concultation. to all subordinate units on requ~est*

10

L~~'

NION

()Con`tinucd licai-"a~ with.- all otl-.cr- =c.rical co= r.=ýin. twcrs
I*Qcil!itioz an
cd tlhoir rolci and ru.-poe.; of' tha aoroof
n-o~nt-yhospital.
rzsdica2. consuJltatioa chain,
(q)

Guost lectur-es and. pzan). discussions for (:ýtcrly~Aviatica
Safety Conforecrcs.
(r)

Sorvod on ýw"rrant o-ficcr solection board.
Coectio'n

A.

Co=.=idor'szooc~i~i

1. ?urov
r~izations o- ths ý;zo~l
visionaflly writhin wvila-ble
",:znolad
iona.l _ac vation. is r.thquircd
t.Zcn
to ~ ~-rozo
~ ~ n ~ qu-,otZ.-n'Tz.
~ ~ reusto
~ ~~ccc

not be oz-an~izzcd pro-

--

activaeioa should not

lmczZz
t-il

'Do

a

Zo-.

authority
or T:) o-.

T2D '&_a b.~
CCa ýPprovved.
Cibrht~~t
oala 'C izlu

Cporaticn-0. contro. of

'2.

in corz.-.nd and opora-tionn.) cc==zitn-c~nts should eaco.z:e

by dirc~t

Cc-.s
on a
supotgeneral. support o-.. tcz-- raryatczz
Mar
Cans of ci~n
L=.nd less oporational con,;rol is a particularly a
coadfor the cozzcndc: 7,xnd coafuzinr, to th3 subordL-lk-o cco:-.-der in roapoadiin.z to the desires of zazo than, o~na coazandcr.

3. Staff officerz zselected fo. 11n: EI.;jado hozdquarterz chould be
s~loctllcd froma the field± four to ovoen =onthz after rvlanuty
so-bCnCfi!C3 :from tho excpcrio.eeo
procedure serves t".:o purposes: tho hcadc~tri:lai-itz2.bnofits *0y a cbneof jobs
of the officer in the field; =id tho
tour
in a combat zone.
':dLuous
a
particul~arly
duri.ng
and envIronmont
B.

Lessons Learned
'ornnt s for Hclicontcr Door Gunis

Itcm:

Current door gwn mounts are u~nzatisfactoz-y.

Current mou-ts for helicopter door guns are all.) mouatcd e7xfre loss of s~peed
1uffr
ternially. As a result the aircraft ccapabilities
and efficiency, and eng~ine life is dccreascd through constant application
oil additional power to at',tain required airspeeds.
Discunsion:

-~srvaxtion: All personnel, in helicopter units
=ado e -ara of this zhortoo.in-a and oncoure--cjd to
be secured internally and from urhich the machine
barrel protruding from the aircraft. Troop excit
=ist be considered in the placement and typo of

11

L

in the field, should be
develop a moun.t whi'ach can
gu= fired vitch only7 t~he
and entry7 raquircments
==ut developed.

Itc~:Airc-a~ta~icct r

ates in Viotnam are ec~i~

Dicm:'nionr1 it i. r.cozraicd tha.. -. m acc dcntr, -.~ occur co lo.- as
a~ircraft ,r6 .flr.v~, cezzptialy in cconLat %-.hC~a ba-ttle
~y
=za~rz
iLn s bsoquczt accidents or diverzio-a of tho pilot's attcn.tisn rczuJ..ts
frcu hoatile. actvicn. Expricnce has cha~an hvx:ovr, tht zry of the
accidonts have occured as a rczult oZ
o'zp,r Mlu.Orvis4o arid.l 'C
Ol.
cc=-and a~ttntion to soid.d, proven fly:UiZ pract~ccz.
o~r. t Aviation cc r.--ndcrs at an.) levolz ==zt doevoe additio-Izz
attention to actionsa of zubcrdin.ztcs lcadinZ t4o ~n~or
c.ýreclczs
practices &nd cm-zidor ro~
~or concrdrZni flighot evalu.:tion board-z
tor aviatera' w.-o havo mpopatodlZ, fa25 e4 t.) exorcizo scurnd -u&~czcnt.
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O--erati.onal Roo.- of Lessons Learned "or 3d
zF'1966 kICS CSOPO-23 (;d))
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0 JS Forces 963007

L

TiRU:

Com.-mander in Chief, United States Army,
APO US Forces 96558

"acific,
ATTN:

TO:

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army$, Washington, D. C. 20310

1. The Operational Report on Lessons Learned submitted by the Ist
Aviation Brigade reflects thorough rcecarch and preparation. The value
ofk the report is increasea by the in"ormztion zhoI in the inclosures.
2. Reference paragraph 1, Section 1I A: This headcuarters understood
that assets would have to be furnished from other units if the Avi.tion Brigade was to be activated during the 3d ..artar, :;-1 66. The decision was
based on 'he initial availability of a m-inimum staffing and equipping for
the brigade.
3. Reference paragraph 2, Section i1 A: The command and operational
come'and structure between this headquarters, Headcuarters -'ACV, and subordinate units, dictates the requirement for placing selected aviation units
under operational control of other organizations.

h.

Concur with paragraph 3, Section II A.

5. Reference Section II B:
a. This headquarters is presently staffing a letter in which recommendations are proposed to US.,C thnat further study and development be directed
toward reducing the ,-rceiht and improving the aerodynamic characteristics of
all weapon mounts used in Vietnam.
b. The USAIRV Aviation Safety Division durin- this quarter started
publication of a weelk-ly aviation accident sun:ary and i monthly aviation pamphlet. Both are designed to direct supervisory attention to the aircraft
accident situation and present possible causes and cures. Com-.and supcrvision
c3ntinues to be the central theme of Aviation ...
fety conferences and -metings.
6.

A copy of this indorsenent is provided the Aviation Brigade.
FOR THE C0•-ANDER:
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125th Air Traffic Control. Co
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96307

Tc- Son ~12et,

96307

12th PAvn~tion Crour

Tan Son. Mhut.

96307

120th Aviatjcn. Coz'.pznq (,*I)
96twh Tranz-pox-tation 'Dotack=iont
129'th I1.cdical. Dotaci-zent
11h Aviation B?.tt'ilion

Ta--In
'e-nhut.
Tcz S-#on. 12a
T.-- Son Iht,
?i o

930' 7
963.d07
96307
66

116Qth
* 2613rd
392nd
43 1st

Aviation Company (AU.I)
Si&-nal Dotac,'ent
Transporttation, Datach-mat
X~cdical. Datachmwnt

?iya Loi
Phu Loi
?hna Loll
P~Li96269

96'26e9

128th
2.65th
393rd
432nd

Av.. rion. Cozp~xy (AC)Phu
Signal Dotachzaant
Transportatlion, Dz~tacbmat,
'11odical Dietacbnment

Loi
Phu. Loi
Phu. Lok
Phu L4i

0~6
96269
9 626 9
962019

147t-h A~viation Company (MEl)
171 st rTranrportation Dotachment
77nccdical I tacm t

V7un,, Tau
VugT ~96291
VunZ Ta;

96291

162nd Aviation Company 01,IL)
407th~ Transpoxrtation Datachment
450th Signal Detackment
756th Modical. flctacImont
Aviaticn, Company' (AML)

Phuoo Vinah
Phuoc Vinh
PocVnh
Phujo Vinh
Iai. Khe

96289
96289
960
9628-9
962

408th Tranotport~ation Detachment
451st Signal Detachment
759th X~edical Dotachment

Lai lGhe
Lai Khe
Lai. Khe

962
96227
96227

178th Aviation Comapany (121)
400th Transport.-tion Detachment

Phu Loi

Phu Lo±

96289
962619

13th Avir-.ýtion BattaLion

Can

96215

5th Quartermaster Detachment
13th Security Platoon
53 rd Quarteratr~)tcmn
*62nd Quarter-,aster Detachment
69th Infant-ry Detachment (RADAR)
78th Artifllery Detactzwat (RADAR)

Soo Tr,-zg
Can Tho
Can Tho
Vinh Long,
Soo Trang
Soo Trang

(173rd
*

*

I*

*

*FP-

*

Tho

96269
9628-9

929

96296
96215
96'215
96 357
96296'
96296
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Aviaticn B.-,ad (?rmr)
125th Air Trafic Control Co
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963;,C

TaSn ',hut

96307

12th A•,•t1on

Tan Son ,ut

96307
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,2' ,
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9' 37
96307
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1 ith AvIatio~n

?hu Loi

96269

II6th A'-!iazon Co.pany (AW.)
.2S3rd
Signal D.,tac,'zcnt
392nd Tranzportation Dtac:ont
431 st 1."Xdical Dctachent

?hu a i
?nu Loi
Ph;. Lo
Phu LO-

96269
96269
96269
96269

128Vh
2 85th
393rd
432"d

Phu
Phu
Thu
Phu

96269
96289
96289
962c9

(rrmt'n

i

,?ttnlion

Aviation Comp.ny (A,*L)
Signal Detacbzcnt
Transportation Drachmczt
1Vodical Detachment

Loi
Loi
Lol
Loi

1 4 7th Aviation Company (0.-)
171 st Transportation Dctachment
772nd .Icdical Detachment

VnZ Tau
Vung Tau
Vunz Tau

902911
96291
96291

162nd
407th
450th
758'th
173rd

Phuoc Vinh
Phuoc VLnh
Phuoc Vinh
Phuoc Vin)'
lai Kheo

,628-9
96269
96269
96289
96227

Lat he
LaiMhe
Lai Khe

96227
96227
96227

hu Loi

962689

400th Transportation Detachment

Phu Lot

96239

13th Avir.Uon BattaLion

Can Tno

96215

55th Quarter-zaster Detachmo,.t
13th Security Platocn
53rd Quartermaster Detachment
62nd Quartermaster Detac.zcnt
69th Infantrj Detachment (PADAR)
78th Artillery Detachmont (RAI1iR)

Soc Tran-g
Can Tho
Can nho
Vinh Long
Soc Trang
Soc Trng

96296
96215
96215
96357
96296
96296

Aviation Company (As.)
Transpoxtation Detachment
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I.•zdical Dctac•.zent
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20th Aviation Dotach~.cnt (ASTA)
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96297
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.96318
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174,th Aviation Company (AIMa)
209th Transportation Detachment
4524d Signal Detachment
770th ledical Detachment

Phu Tai

96238

Phu Tai

96238

Phu Tai
Phu Tai

96238
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219th Aviation Company (0-I)
203rd Signal Detachment
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Pleiku

96318
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161st
406th
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756th

Aviation Company (AIM•)
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Detac!"-cnt
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Signal Dotackzent
Medical. Detachment

172nd Aviation Company, 2nd Platoon
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Section 2
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617th Aviation Com:=ny (CV-2)
326th Transpor-tation Dotachaczt
?1rd Aviation Comp~any
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.4eth Aviation Cc=:)xiy ('U'1)
1e idcal Datachm:,nt
390th Trazcportation Detachment
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117th Aviation Co-7npoArn (IAI.'T)
130th ~A:dicaJ. Detaclncnt
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96321
96321

140th Ta.-cnoport~itioz Dotachm-ent
256th Signal Detachzent,

DonS 'Ia Thin
flong Ba- Thina
an- Ba. Thin

Aviation Co:pany Ola~)
Sigrnal. Detachment
Tranzportation- Detaclment
IXed~icaa. Detachment
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DOan a TDongZ Ba Thina
Dong Ba Th:in
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96312
9 6312
-)Y12
-o1

Lviation Company (CV-2)
258th Tranzportation Detachment

DogBa Thi~n
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9632
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Letter of instnuctions, US A-.y Aviation Brigade Vietnrm

b. Appropriate logistical support, air itens issue, and aircraft
Maintenance and supply support Will be provided by 34th General Support
ngnineer
Signal, M,•edical,
Group (Aircraft !,aintenance and Supply) (ASlS).
and other appropriate technical services will be provided by elezents assigned or attached to E~s USAV.
6.

(C)

C...:,?,L

•

:::.}S

ill operate and function as a malor
a.
The Ay, Aviation 3rigade
subordinate unit under the c===and of CG,USA2.V.
b. The Ar=y Aviation Brigade Comander w.ill also f uction as the
USARV Aviation Officer and he will operate under the direct supervision of
the Chief of Staff, LS;ZV.
c. All official correspondence with higher headquarters will be
routed to HQs USA11V.

a.

Liaison with MACV on aviation matters will be the responsibi-

lity of FiC;s LSA"V.
b.

Direct coordination as appropriate and required is

authorized

"with US Forces, agencies and activities subordinate to this headquarters to
accomplish

7m.szions.

a. Significant Actions Report, to include progress in assum=in
and accompli shing missions and functions, major proble= areas and recomVAV each
'
mendations, will be submitted to reach this headquarters,
i1onday beginning "LNarch 1966.
b.

Other reports as directed by this and higher headquarters.

':CS: Lettcr, this headquarters, subject: Letter
9.
(U) SU •$S
of Instructions to Co anding General, US Army Aviation Brigade (Provisional), dated 10 February 1566 is rescinded.
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CC~*AxzR'sNOZ~S
A,

I

is the 'irst
in a. series o^ C-wahdiec t s ,tes •,ich : will
publish fý-om time to tim.e as a =cans of gettinz "the word" and cu-rent
t...
r
lxi
to all concerned. Parag~raphs 2 and 3 contain ma-"erz d-icussed
and 6-uidance presented at the Co-ander's Conierence held this date.

.This

2.

POLICY

a. F71vin7 t;d.,ardiz .. tion. A flying standardization section
.11be organized in Br'.gade headquarter3 'SA?.Xssin:
o standardize tecniniques and procedures used by subordirate coand. flying stan,arcization sections, and to spot check battalion stadardization I?1"

(

and individual aviators for correct tochniques3and procedures.
Flying
standardization sections at group and battalion level are 04ired.

b.
Aircraft Maiantenance Stadardization.
Aircraft maintenance
-techrniques and procedures throughout this cotar4 shdould be standardized,
wherever practicable, in much the same fashtion as .lyirn
standardization.
Coz.ndin6 Officer, 34th Group (
wi&S)
will be requested to undertake this
project, to include the use of spot check teams.
As a matter of priority,
initially,
reports of spot checks will not be distributed to headquarters
higher than battalion, and in all
instal.ces they will first
be discussed between the sornior officer from the spot check team and the company
commander concerned.
c.
rinini.
For thn t iLme being, training emphasis throughout
the Brigade will be accorded to the qualification of aviators newly arrived in-count,! for combat operations, and to the readiness of up to battalion size aviation units to undertake night air assault missions in
conjuction with support of US Army ground forces.
This headqcuarters
will publish a tactics and techniques SO? coverir4 these and other subJects is a first
priority task.
In.the meantime all comianders must
give continuni& ccommand emphasis to the above two training requirements.
One objective of this program is to starnardize flying tactics ard operational techniques throughout the brigade to the extent that such standardization improves overall mission capability.
d.
Crew Protective Armor.
We must look into this subject carefully and throughly and again, standardize requirements.
Iteas of crew
protective armor must be requisitioned at the unit level.
Recent
e
orrespondence to the field from USARV.headquarters addresses the subject.
'

,

. •... ..-

, . . :, "

-

.

4 -

..

e.

Statistics.

1t i- imperative that sound,

;fu2l and

accurate statistics be maintained at all coa.nand echelons w3thin the Bri-

~cde.

In discussions at theater level, particularly when there are, interiervice considerations involved, tho ONMY ýray that i can preent valid ,
pos" ions is throu;.h the presentation of facts born from accurate statis-.
tics. "'The Data Center of, the USAR1V Aviation Office is available, in thisregard, to assist any- unit of the Brigade.,

f. Use of Flight Surgcons ,.nd Chanla. ns. No coz=ander at any
echelon is sufficient unto himself. Paong his ost valuable advisors
on the intangible side of individual behavior are the unit flight surgeon
w.d chaplain. .These two gentlemen can advise commanders properly only if
they are in constant touch with t'ie people in the unit. and if they estab'>lizh and maintain this contact by participating in all of the activities
S
"of tho '.unit - combat, garrison and off-duty. .1,1e should have both a chap• rl-iand a flight surreon on every battalion staff and, insofar as possible,
attached to companies which are not co-located ýith battalion headquarters.
3.

DISCUSSION ,\I

GUIDANECE

.

-.

a. Autorotations. I encourage the practice cf touch-do'Wn
autorotttions, emphasizing the zero-forward--airspeed technique, under
properly controlled conditions for all helicopter aviators in this co=and., This places an especially hea y rc sponsibIlity on' the unit IF.
.Co:=m ders muct make sure that their IP's are .up to the task before implementing touchdow.n autorotation training programs. A recent USARV
'
.7,X lays down the prerequisites for such training, (IP 4,,board, selected."
areas,• close contact, etc.) but X'd like to emphasize that these are-not,
substitutes for common'sense. IPts should not permit touch down with
,a.ovily loaded birdd on hot days, in &usty cross wind conditions,'On
paved (where available) runways, etc. The IPts must use their heads!
b. Pathfinders. I wnt to get Cracking on standardizing pathfinder techniquacs for night airmobile operations throughout the Brigade.
If I can'swing it, we will borrow a pathfinder.team from the ist Air Cay
Division and send them on an instructiornal tour around our battalions as
a first step.
.
c.
this field
m-e advised.

individual Flight Ecui.ment. Stay abreast of shortages in
especially flying 6lasses. gloves, and helmets - and keep

-

.,.

d. Use of Aircraft. I want an informed report from Co==a±ding
Officers of the l2th and 17th Aviation Groups during the-first week of'
April ritin&examples of misuse or v.%te of Brigade airrraft or crews
durin& the month of March. .
longa. Tan Son Nhut C~ngestion.. We are directed to prepare a
range plan for relocating all, or most, US Army aviation activities now
on Tar Son Nhut to some other loc~tion. Development of this plan is a
function of the USARV Aviation. Office.
-,

'
*.

:
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I need. a -i-co.cndatlo

Off ce as t.o tho Saviati-*on
cn-.•roach and gei-lcon.trol
Q.110 or should bo a rcsponsibility of the 12.5th

froa thL USARV

fr.•ctions -, ich

. Srviv,- Rr., ion. I need to ;Lnow the &tatu, of individual
air cr.w
-adio;s.
a'-ivil
.-,Tnat types are wc& usi-r.? Kow zrany do N; have?
61..
types a•,d how rmny should we have? Grog CO's aive me your views
on this.

h.
or:n..onnel! F.t....on. 7hiu is
1
oi:-' to Iu a nroblc= of =4Jor
proportion this si.,or, par.ticularly in rc~pc• to aviators, crG'r chiefs
and aircraft m
~ch~nic•. Co.-anders at all echO.ona have got to ',ay
abreast of the DZRCS U.tuation in their units tQ be sure thatope."iorA•.
capability dces not approach insufficicncy eue to parzoronel goir. 1=e :Ui
droves.
Swaps of officers and enlisted spoei.ralists should be encoU.---Qd
between all units of the Brigade to alleviate the problem.

i.

Cr,.nization of V.edinm Hcliconte. Co-

Iiecs.

Llr-. shouldn't

"naCM47 Couipany be organized on a basis of 24 hooks ;ssisncd?
J.
Pullot Deltectors. We have 500 non-directional bullet deteators inbound.
i w.ant them put to good u3Q throurhouL the Brigade, esp~cially on gun Hueys.
k.
•TTA Conilots. You should all be aware of 'he long-range
value to our co~on cause in RVAN of thoroughl'y indoctzinltin. VNAF pilots
in airmobile tactics and techniques as practiced by the US Army. One way
to get started on this is to use selected TAF helicopter quaified pilots
in our aircrews.
Dont knock the idea until you've thought about it.
1. 0-. Avication Unit Renorts.
Until further notice I wzt an
informal monthly report on what the O -2.1u-its have been doirn and how
theyve been doing it and - most especially - whz-t they're NOT doing
which is within their capabilities.
I '1, look for the first such report
from each group to be in my headquarters by the 1Oth of April.

m.

*

Ai-,nraft Revettine..* Ccr•anding Officer, 17th Aviation Group,

please keep me advised on actions you have undoziay and any ideas you develop with respect to protecting both fi=ud and rotary wirg aircraft from
PAVN and VC mortar fire while they are parked at their hoze bases.
n. Decorations.. I want to be sure that we are liberal on the
subject of awomding BSSMs and SSs, instead'of A2/s and DFCs, to our crew
members when they perform heroicly beyond the call of duty, in
ccbat
situation.

0..

G P.
/VJR.*
Brigadier General

Commanding
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AVBD
CY.N•',,,,

NOCTES

1. G07NMAL: Topics covered in these notes have b-en selected somewhat
at random, but are considered pertinent to current needs ÷nd ouerations of
They are a resume' of the items covered at the 8 April Co.-2andthe co,...and.
ers Conference.
2. TACTICS A!D TEMCNIOUS: All other combat branches of the Army hzve
firm tactical doctrine. Liaison, communications, o-,erational planning, support procedures and tactics have been developed over a long period of time
and are accepted zs standard throughout the milit~ary. It is apparent t*a t
we in Army Aviation must develop and implement standard tactics, techniquJes
and oaerationaL. procedures to enable the ground cor-manders to obtain optiuam,
-consistent aviation support. To this end my staff is publishing Tactics and
Basic doctrine will be along the principles which were deveTechniques SO?.
and
proven over the years of air assault testing, and which
• loped,. refined
have proven so successful in the 1st Air Cavalry Division. Conments from&
the field will be solicited when the draft manual is completed.

3. FOPYATION FLYD1':G: I am not at all satisfied with the forration
flyýng I have observed to date. You are generally flying too close together
laterally, and too strung out longitudinally. The principles of sound formation flight have been revJ.ewe'd with appropriate co-,manders, and wil be
I would Jike to see an early effcovered in detail in our forthcoming SOP.
ort to update our formation procedures along the li]nes I have described. To
review the bidding, the purposes of formation flight are: Control; Ease of
i"escort; To place the mzximum number of troops on the ground, in*.' given area,
in fighting formations; And to decrease. the amount of time it takes to get
several airoraft from point A to point B.
4. CONT-7.OL OF GUNSHIF$: There have been far too many instances reported of indisci'rninate firing of our gun birds which have resulted in
friendly casualties.S- While I "realize'that the gun platoons a.,e
'needless

"*

doing a magnificent job, I also insist that we excercise better judgement
and control to insure we kill only what we know we need to'kill and not v6blit
fired at. I expect conM.anders down. the line
think shoula be killed orSwe
*to give- this matter theiL" immediate and personal attention.
The current shortage of aviators should be comAVIATOR SHORTAGE: S5.
mon knowledge to all of you by now. As it stands, each of our young aviators has a very high probability of spending only one year out of country
after completion, of his current tour, then reassignment back here. -I would
like to encourago our people to consider what advantages they might derive
by extending for six months or a year, with thirty day broaks in Tlo duty7
tour to visit the family.
., .el

.

.

.
"

]'s

*

,2 *

6. R.•C:..S .
c:'F:s: Unit i-cqucst' for gunner, crew, nron-cr'w, Ii
and standardization
o o:-dcr-s have bccn" sub,ýcct to delayG, and proccssed
xi^.h errors and ir-accuracics includcd. F'or the most part the r.jor probl.-z,
have bccr. ironed out; howcvcr, it is btill necessary to insure that the validity of these requests is verified at each level of co.c.nd, and that. delay:
in for-ardirn such requests are avoided. Note: Flight status is authorized
for crew chiefs of float aircraf't.
7. AMhC;rA
.
ACCTD7,,•,S: The c-rrcnt rate at Vhich we are brea'kng up
our birds is appalling. The a^cidcnt rate for Yarch -as the highest yet Qxper.enced.. I-ohilo I know that aircraft accidents are ih.evitable, i a-so kn'ow
that many of these acciden~ts could have been prevented. For example, let's
look at just a few:
Aircraft Struck Object:
18
"
Aircraft Struck Parked Aircraft:
6
IHard Landing:
4.
Lost RPM:
5 (10 in 2 months)
Meshed Blades:
2
Rotor Wash Caused Blades to Flex Into A/C:
.2
"Head up and locked" accidents have got to go! Use of the UH-1 "Go-,*o-3ou
Pormula will prevent -any of our RPM loss accidents.
(See US.ARV Regulc., ien
385-30).
Object and aircraft strikes can be prevented by use of guides,
hover lanes, etc. I am charging co,,r.2nders at all levels with the responsibility for exerting more control and supervision over the activities of
our aviators. Complacency or carelessness Alll not be condoned! I c.c-pect
a colateral investigation to be conducted in all cases where it is apparent
to the coamander concerned that violation or disregard of procedures and regulations or carelessness has occured.
8. . il
SION OF AVIATION UNITS: We need to "buck up" our iL--.2.ge Ln
the eyes of others. Although Ary aviation is making a big rnme for itself
* and the Arrry in general over here, we still
have some distance to go in *ptting our house in order. Start with the individual, his.appearance and
soldierly attributes, and extend it throughout all of our activities. There
are still
skeptica who must be shown that we are soldiers as well as aviators
and mechanics. Lny bad impression or adverse publicity created by an aviation
unit or individual is manifestly detrimental to all we are striving for. 1.1e
m=st keep all of our actions and activities on the highest plane of excellence.
9. US Aa C%,M.'TSISO$NS: Letter, Headquarters, USA.RV, Subject: Delegation
of Authority to Appoint Reserve Second Lieutenants with Concurrent Active
Duty, dated 21 -arch 1966, outlines procedures to be followad by warrant officors and eligible enlisted men in grades E5-E9 in applying for cz-issians.
Wo should encourage all of our eligible, outstanding warrants and enlisted
personnel to take advantage of this program.
*

"*

10. REPCP.TS: A Letter of -Instructions will soon be published by this
headquarters.
Included will bea paragraph on reports and reporting procedures4
In the interim I would like to point out that our routine USARV administrative
and operational reports will be handled direct between groups and USARV, with
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.-.is headqucrters receivig info-rn.tion copics of all reorts. Dcrcd
rcraft rceorzs should be called to this hcadvuartcrs as should reports o.
sorious incidcents.
in gin-ral, we ncd to do much btter
or. ettih
voliza of rcports in on timo, parti•cularly downed/lost/'Issing aircraft

reports and crash facts messagcs.
11. *
, •
Al are encouraged to revicw the it-,ems of unit cqui'3utuorize.
and on hand but not used, exCesse3,
Otc, With an cyc touard
rcquesting turn-in of all that is not nission csscntial. USA2V 0-4 will pro-

mont

cess turn-in roquests. By the same tokcn w. should look at our cquimnert
status, across the board, to determine if it is possible to laterally transfer certain critical items within or between comiMrnds to give cvozrona an cqual
operating cr. ability.
12.7M-I
O
0TTCN
_R
,:,lhou-h there is an Lnforztion Bulietin in
publication exzplain`XIng our ir.-o-nnatlon pogram, I would like to emphasize the
need to record and submi,.t for publicaticn, or radio broadcast, all ncwswof.thy
-items concerning our pe.soznel and units. Orar people are doing a trcmendous
-ob and deserve rocognition for the jrb they are doing. 11y infomztion Cfficer should be contacted for any assistance or advice you require to get your
stories into the news stremm.

13.

INTE:ANCZ:

It has recently become apparent that sufficient tine

and effort is not being devoted to the

raintenznce

of all2

itemp•quipof unit

ment. We mnust initiate and persue effective preventive aInterance programs
if we are to have reliable equipmcnt on hand to enable rission accomplishment.
This matter will be a primary item of interest during staff výsits and inspections.

(

4. S-F712? 7AICNSiPS: '.-essive working and response tnLe ban be
AX.;t in any cosmand when each Action is requested or directcd Ln writing.
Further, the written word is easily subject to misinterpret.tion. As a
matter of policy I would like to do away with as much paperwork as possible.
To this erd I desire rzimum use of voice communications, ind to point out
that my staff speaks for me. Any instructions issued by rry staff are in r7
naze, and : e=pect positive results with minimum delay. 3y the same token
you ray expect positive response to your requests for actions or assistanc
from my staff. Any violation of this policy should be brought to tr attention for corrective action.

.

15.
=?ICIDICY RrLPOTS: Accurate rating ar&d indoring of our officers
is of vital concern to me. History indicates we have daie unintentional
damage to fellow aviators by not keeping *pace rt:h The rest of the Armq as
far as good reports for deserving individuals is conc-rzed or submission of
frank and descriptive reports where mediocre or poor peiforrance has been
the case. We mus. take the time and pains to counsel o-ur officers prior to
rating them and then amcurately and completely describe the manner in which
they performed arsigned and additional duties. I expec. good quality reports "
from each rater and indorser, well thought out, and eqmil to duty perorz-.nca,, :
whoether good or bad.

,.3

16.
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trrioc:ng
arc oporatir.gwithcut c..i3
rcctcd ~,-o
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lzctcd vc,-y poor
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ncii.
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an c ffot

tcc5 1-.av
hl..
srome casý_ -:-br
ctcr.0 U.
rovidC c:.,!.ar±.-I

s1x.

o

to

frco .-,oa
c!a;p
ible, but we c.ý-.o~. a."ford to do it in a slipn:hod rzn- r..Co-desh
been, rcqucs.e~d two loo',. i-nto thirs :ttrC~d to rz.kc su: twat. cur club opCrationa arQ
Cnoomd tactz, lcz~al and sond.
c o.-vurp-.-Lnnc
a-or5

to

"-k

47.
m:,
C-7
C7':711
1::1:
1%;Pj->-le, 1 wo-_-Cd 11.i.c to see a tw-oto three day c0.n
o zttzaI.
ZOc ut Ive Officers and S-3z. ?-_ozos ol
this drill is3 to prcmote the cxc,-a. .me of ideas Lr-d affcrd oaclh u:,'1.t t.ho opportuni-ty to see howt the otheor C.ýy i3 doing; the ,Aob.
18.
T:,ZC'~~
to zct, rcn-r;,tý.d officcr3 s~~
.

"7"" 1,'z~are Cdoing: all pozzlb'ý
the-I cez-nd to
a==o.
~ -

ofCfCicers to asSuZW.0 f?..yi~n" duties thr-Ouj a
gnmZCn. Of no-td
typs to
.nt3 and staf positioz.
s".awl
We
a' s o be rccci.ving- in~c.-ased rnumzicrs of

Lieut-enant Co'lonals to take over

exist.ing

staff

slots.

As a =ttcr-

Of'

Policy,

olwn
s
anonc-.d:
-h
Battalion co=,andcrz -will no-.O=Ily cczz.--And for
their full tour; Xeadquartors will 'ce operated at 85"V of authorized aviator
*streng-th; Units will be staffed at 90'j- of aut-horiz-cd aviator. strcng-th; and
*noeily arrived aviat ore *44Wpn
1h irth2fofterturi
oha

units with the rcquixemonts for rear arcea Iflying

assigrnment's

being

met by

paling in people Who have givecn good servico for at least 6 months in cc=ba
units.
19. C7vrYO iCT*FCN,. PRCMV,: Bri~gade un~its zr o all I-nvolvcd in extrcmely
large arnd wort.h;,rhile clivic action programs and devolopmientz. 10e, will do oar
utmr.ost to obtain recognition for your effoets. Keep up t.he good work!
20.
Aviation

CCP1T

Balt"

-A7 FCR M7.17 1,7INOS:

_

The Co ....
d~ing Officer of the 1 4 5th

-,as developed a rather norel idea as concerns a cma

star to be wdorn on cur wings sim,-ilar to the com.-bat jurip star on paratrooper
r'vate
t
wings. We are going to review the bidding on thiad
to standardize criteria* Any corc--nts frcm the co;:"-zr4 should be submiJtted
.*o S-1 .
21. *IA7.h 1.-DAL
G-T LCG C7PTIFICATION: Control of a,.'a.-d of the Air
11cdal to persons who are actually not i~1dto
i.lies
to 3ome degreeo
wi-th those of us who are -alled upon to rertify fliight lo-s. Prior to si--ch
certification, rogirc~loss of rassiorns o-. hour*3 flc-tn:, it. is imperattive t-ýzt
the individuz:! provide some elemont of -roofthat -,-hcy 7articipated in
.aerial flight in a caopacity other than cts passenner., ard -that such parti7cipatiozn reflected meritorious achievemc.:'.t in aerial faight.
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&'0: Para 4, Soc IV, TC 015, GO 1008, this -.Z, CS
Part to: Opera3iorna1 Control of 125th Ai-r Traffic Contro, Comlalny
As reads: Operational Control of Headquarters, United St- os Ar-4 Vietnam.
IXA'.*:

Operational Control of Aviation Brigade (ProvisionAl) effective 25

March 1966.
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OFFICE 0': TilE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF FOR FO0:E DEVEI.OPMENT
WASHINGTON 25. D.C.
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ACSFOR
SUBJECT:

Letter of Transmittal

TO:

SEE DISTRIBUTION

Forwarded as inclosure is Operational Report - Lessons Learned for
Headquarters, 20th Engineef Battalion (CBT) 15 Nay 1966. information contained
in this report is provided to insure appropriate benefits in the future from
The lessons learned cited in this
lessons learned during current opcrations.
training material.
use
in
developing
adapted
for
report may be
FOR THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF FOR FORCE DEVELOPMENT:

ARTHUR L. WEST, JR.
Brigadier General, GS
Director of Organization,
Unit Training & Readiness,
R0BERT T. TOWNSEMD
Lt Colonel, GS

I Incl
a/s

DISTRIBUTION:
US Army Commmnd and General Staffh
College (2)
US Army Armor School

Readiness DivisioI

Chief. R

US Army Artillery and Missile School

US Army Chemical Corps School
US Army Engineer School (2)
US Army Military Police School
Army Infantry School
US Army Intelligence School
US Army Medical Field Service School
US Army Ordnance School
US Army Quartermaster School
US Army Seturity Agency School
US Army Signal School
US Army Transportation School
US Army Special Warfare School
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FOR DFFICIAL USE CNLY
20TH 00IUZM BATTAIIOW (CBIT)
".*IO San Frauotlo 96312

SUBJZCT& operational Report on Iessons Learned for QUart~wl) Period
Widing 30 April 1966, leport* Control kabol, C4G.U-2((R)

Officer
Camwwding
C
35th Angineor Group (Conatruotion)
AP San Franiesao 96312

TMV

flIB' a

, Coennding General

"18th Egineer Brigae

APO &in Francisco 96307

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Develepit
Department of the Armv (ACZ7M-DA)
Washington, D.C. 20310

TO.

:

Section I.

S!I~nficant Or anirzatioui Activitiess

Iarrative Sumary of Activitieos
N1
;•alerted
Awarning

OPf

and Deployment.

The 20th k•Lneer Battalion (Cbt) we

for overseas movemnt on 3 6aptember 1965 by Vleseage DA 72968

Message, Deployment to Sk (U), 01161OZ 5epteaaber 1965. Wien
alerted, the battalion was heavily coamitted vith mne line earpany at
Camp Drum, Nev Ycrk on road construetimn, me leinforced squad at Camp
Sdvards, Fssaohusetla on range ranovation, 90 individuals on special
duty and TDI in support of Fort Devens, Massachusetts and Camp Drang
Now Xork and teo remfder of the battalion engaged in construotion of
range faelities at Tort Devesae Masesahusetts.
The battalion was then short a total of 123 personnel, a
r sigult of heavy leov aetiaeo taken to fi11 =its preiouasly alerted.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
*I

R JF F I C IA L U S C .NLY
SJUI3T?

SFO

IS r~y 1966

OperaticwaI' Report on

easans 1earned for

aartw.rye

?oritod

M4oins 30 April 19t6. Reports Control Symbol C8Q-28(R1)
On receipt of alert notification, all personnel were resallsd froin special duty and TDY. The range projeats at Fort Devens
were transferred to the 86th kgizee"r itt.l1.on (Cbt) from Fort Dix,

Noev Jersey.
Immediate erphAais was plsoed on developinei an Intensified
*oabst trning
program vithin tUe -uidolines of IC.'P8 (5-35D).
The
program was r.odified to seven weeks diie to the lirited time available
prior to deployment. The Kmaor oslideratimn in the developeont cf such
a progrew was the balance of tize available versus the personnel urd
equipfent evailable.
strength of Uie battalion when trmling
eouood on 20 September 1965 was approxidatel, 30% of full TO. strength,
with the aajorlty of filler personnol scheduled to arrive 4uri-p the
third and foxurth weak of training.
&phaas was
vi-itiatlk
placed On
eadre-t)pe (key NCO) training with this evp.haaii onifting am rup~dl- as
poasible to unit training. Such action was neoessary due to tho pro'scted
late .rrival of filler persaonel on or aftar 10 October 195. Lsmckinc
apeoifia gudasroe on probable deatinaticsi issions, the greater part of
this unit training vas geared to conbat and ocbat support cperations
with emphasis on counterinuirgsnav.
In this regard, FM 31-73 and
USCCNARC Penphlet 350-16, Loader's Gui4a for Op#4-ations in Southcnat Amia,
dated August 1965, proved particuLirly vAluable as references. Druing
the fifth week of the modified ICTP a three day battalicz FTX %anooduoted providing the organization a valuable opportunity to tactically
eoploy as a unit arA undertake oambat, combat support ard eonstruotion
aissions. Continued arrival of filler parsonnel tUroughout the training
period reoesaitatod devoting onvcnth woek training primarily to PUt
qualifisation and critical tactical trainnLg geared to operatmons in
3outheast Asia. As of 30 Novenber 1965, 99.8% of assigned deployable
personnel were ?OR qualified.
Dloyable

)'ajor sephasis was placed early after reeipt of the alert

order to inventory, repair and/or roquisition all suppliee and equiment
required for deployment.
Dicing the period 10 to 30 October 1965, *
total of 108 vehicles and major Items of equipment were turned-in Man
about 100 vere reseived. A significant shortage of orgenizational eqipment persisted thrva& the seventh week of trnining and included suoh
major iteas as 15 cash 2J ton trnauck and all radio rounts.
Upon reoceipt of the )Yovr.xt Directive on 12 October 1965
ard Movement Order n 1J. October 1965, follow-up coordination was •,ade
with lVeadquarters, Fort Devcns, to expedite the reoeipt of personnel
fillers, vehielae and equipment. Task soedules, relating to each staff
ftmatimnal area, were established for interneal control of all orranizatics
aetions reutired to meet% the Zqup;*ent Readiness DPt. of 1 Nowv ber 1965
and the Peronnel R"diness Date of 1 Woember 1965. In view of the short
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tize reaaining prior to P;%D, a phswoa persornel pr.-d.ployiet laave
-mhodulo was *stabliahed from 26 Oolt-4er 1965 to 29 Ioiveber 1965 ihloh
granted each indirydut; ten days leave. ,11is schedulee termitted all
perslraiel to take eave, wlitle providi.ng at the s.o time suffioient
perscnel It garrison to prepare org4 n.1iational equipment for amotmeatr
and allow for the orderly cloesout of a& ist~rattl
a&d property
*coounts at Fort Devon&. Port calls for eq".lUpent ard personnel were
reooived an 21 ?qov"Ler 19C5 " 24 );ozber 1965 reseetIve7. Tie
majority of eq•ipment a"d supplies were outloadal at the Boston Army
Terminal on the USiS Lt James E. Robinson uich sailed on 5 Do•m.br 1965.
The rmainder of the Nquipzmnt was ahi~ppd by rail to akland Army
Tersir.al, Cskltr4, California, ubere it was loaded on the XSTS )iorgento@
Viator- for shipment to Vietnam. On 8 az.• 9 Deaoabsr 1965. tL. main
body of the battalion departed Fort Dsevun,
Massahusetts. via various
*oumeraial and military aircraft for Oakland Aray Terminal for looding
an the =3 William ouigel. The ship departed for Vietnam an 9 Dembeir
and arrived at C4.- Rah bay, Viotnza on I January 1966. The dvanee
Part:.-Aiar Driteaoh--nt of the 20th left Jort Devens, )asestchgsette an
14 December i1,65 via C-1)0 aircraft as arrived in South Vietnam c
18 Decteber 1965.

r

Upon deploy-ent fz'
CO•NS the 20th ngineer Pattalien (Cbt)
had operstionsa! radsines3
acdition ratings of C-1 in all major areas.
Alt.hough C-1 in personnel, the shortage of 2/. radio oparatora out of 27
authorized was oat-midered critical to future oacbat support operation..
During the pre-deployment period of FPC,
the crgauisation %a* given a
cmi, was proyided a "*'.&I
unit readiness inspetion by a Department
of the Army Inspector Coneral team and was periodically ineated for
readiauss posture by the C=.ianir•g Ciaral, First Army. Satiafaatory
ratings were obtained by 11 unita and the orga•ization fonzd scabst
ready,
b.

liployment.

(1) Assignment. Upon arrival in Cap ;n-.nh Bay, Roepublie
of Vietnam, the battalion was attaoed for a&U purposes to the 35th
Engineer Ciroup (Construction), by General -dae bumber 5, Headquarters,
18th Engineer Brigade, APO US Forces 963W7, dated 10 January 1966.
Effective dats of attachmant was I J.'uary 1966.
(2) Kisaion. The pri:..ary mission of the battallr hUs
been the construction of adzinistratii.,, logistical and oerating
facilities for an Arzy Aviation complex within the Dong Be Thin Permament
Military Area (ee Ialoosusres I snd 2).

3
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ý.tt"'

15 Januaary 1C,66.

The 5A,.ýt2

attAched the 513tb

tjn
=o

ingineor C~xp&aar

(Ccbat) *ffective
(U~)

theni bad, mi

pis-amt~

platoon wai%m~wqcnt~y reloazod to Iti rarent vrxit cai 30 1Iarch 196*6
T)he 513th Ec.r~reor Cor'pazny (r.) th..n .a.5 one platowi attached to the
937%h r~ginsor Circ.up at Qui'N)-~m; this d~taol- nt. from Use Wenat unit
Tw~alike It efteot.
(4,) trilt Oparatiors.
l~ri&r. t~he first *Jo..
ek of the
period (1 Jruary - 22 V'wr.uer7 1c)()
V%* battalion activities cartered
cyn staging In and tratoaitr,ý the ?ort of Ca~a Urn-t, dceebtping Its Initial1
'Interim) cartormxnt area naar D=,- aý Thin to Sta~ndard 2, eceloring
arm~ depr~o~allr,- o-.;Lnt1aat~oral iu4icn..aloh
had been separately
de~,1qred an~d act1'relv 1.1%iatirg vork on tzzko assi,-,e1 In Doig toa Thin,.

513th iengineer C4-.;L.niss on
of work Ir.itint.4.

28 Z~o".bar

during the Lzat q-.=tor of

diroating the ocintiruation

ar 65 tq

Cnor~v

C, 65th

Erginoor 13.ttalton (11rtf~try D~ivia'c) tha;i at loon Pa Thi.n. T1ia vork
Inv.wlviad a~t
of rszpocIaibilit1*a for six cta~tztrding 4esignri
construct d~r~ct~yaz, &%4poeing cozgtm nticn of the, Dan& be Thim
iViltar Couplex (of vheh one uza mcarl7 corpl2te su4 tbo remaJinet
bel1ig not yet st&rtod or aNot irittatcd), &-A tva sql=n
wp~port z
vorkc directives up-,ortlng the 2.1 R%-AYarne, Brigad (of %hichboth ware
nearly corsplato).

izrtng the rA~jor

portico ai the reporting period the

qwtirs orgarlatLaico waa Laa'vily ccoz-ittcd to arctwmd-tb.-.lo coc
@crstotton operations. In the Doz ta Tlhiz lViitary Cc=,lax.
Approxidasaly1
11%
of tb, toutal tyooni effort And 6'A of the equip~nt effort werne earitted
to other tasks, W.hich irclu4Ied prep~Araticn c! brid,-* approaches (float
bridge) at Y.y C%, oonatrvtction for the RC 2A1 Fsiine Lrigzde Bee4qiuarters,
road xaantszwnse ()Yj C. to D(-: 71s Thln),, agineezr taezonial assistance
tothe A.RVY Special. Forwis Training Ccw-tor, .bzd detailed rcutA ruowwm~se..
an** of ~1from Phan Rare to )Nirh Vioa. Xir, adiiticziAl dasu4g ar4
construcot directives ar-4 tree odditional w~rt directivo-e. r reoaeivd
duaring t~he period. Of Use total projects aosignsd, five design and
son struaotico diretive& erA f lye vork d~xreotivae became inactive by
virtuae of Ue iqpeetfied work having l~ee acomeplished,
2.

signifitsnt ?ýMoticrns1 Activities.

a. OrpAnization. The 2Ctb Engineer Battalion (Cbt) is orgwiueI
=4er TO& 5-3 5D Arth Change 1. The 513th MgIneer C~xpany WD) Is orLuttied urder TCZ ,-121.D with Chanss J., %&ilethe, 5UiJto Maznea CmpeaV
LEsorgantied urder TCZ 5-W4 vith Q-3ige 5. Seermal aipiteaant
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ohanges havo boon rouird

i.n th-o exiting atnucture to adequately

Thoca. ohrawao- havo involvod augsupport a conatruotici i~ici,
ansots as fcllowsl augmentations of vzriou.. izctions ft.-o= cisting
S-3 (to provida wncmooring =d additional
mentation of Batt-lic
drafting wid survey capability)j auecntaticz of Battalic= S-4 (to
provide additional Claaj IV caa traution matarials handling and control
oapability) ; and ru =•utation of Battalicn Maintcnanoe and unit motor

sections (to provido a 2a hour =nit and organizational maintenance
"eapability).
Parsnal and A ":'istrati=n (Inoluding Morale and.Welfare),

b.

The 20th lginear Battalion (Cbt) arrivcd in the Ropublia
of Vietnam on I January 1966 at Pufll officor strcneh, howovor, only
"528 enlisted n., of an authorizod 586, w-re assigned. The principal
sa.rtagi was 24 r2.•io oporators (10CS 05B20) out of 27 authorized.
U8CCNARC had advizad this battalia. by =mozago Pr-MPD-EL 418739, dated
28 Ootober 1965, that 27 Z49 'OS 05B20, would bo furniabcd after arrival
ezists and continues
in country, but to dato this critical shortage still
to Jeopardize any combat support LisaiisiS saligned the organization,
at the
Under the •e-xisting Dcpartmont of the Army po2•wi
time. of deployrcnt, the battalion inoludcd an doployable those personnel
Conwith at least 60 dayq rew=ning to ETS az of departure fron CUL13S.
arrival, from I January 1966 to
sequently, in the fir'st 60 days aftr
1 March 1966, three offiocra s.4 46 enlisted ran departed for CONU8 and
separation from service.

T);e a"igned

F

.

=liatc

strcngth of this battalion as of

30 April 1966 ,aa 511, a deficit of..75 bolo, aut.oirized enlistod strength.
A more significant ropreuenta"ticn of the troop assots of the battalion
Thin atr.Lgth figure takes into
i the present for duty ztrength.
""&ooount those porzonnl uho Lre offectively lost to mission ocizitment
and includes intrwnait in and out, TDY, sick, leave, etc. Present for

duty strength governs ourrcnt missicn oapabilitios of the battalion.
Presemt for duty enlisted strength on 30 April 1966 vas 494, or a defialt
Most of thee*
of 90 from the battalion authorized enlisted strength.
ehortagea are in the lowvc grades (B-3 and E-4) ard repreosnt a con-

uiderable loss to the battalion atn truqtian capability.

The impact of

this shortage on oporatcna has been made all the more severe bry the
necessity 1) to augment from existing aosots, a. indicated in paragraph
2.a. above, and 2) to provide intensivo an-the-job training for various
skills, particularl7 in the equipmant/vchioeJ operator area to support

2A hour oparat.ions..
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It is osigrificc~t to note tJ'rat officer skorta~ea tavre been
accomodated from ao~at3 Availzob)o to 35:r- L-ngin~cr Group (Co~nt). No
officer replacono2-rta iicve bocn zzoc~zived czt orgcnizational level
originally designated for eitYher -Ll., 20th
lnoer Dattalion (CIA) or
the 584th Engineer C~npc~r (LL)
n~m~t!e roporting period. Four xu..h
officesr are now 1rno= to be aa&iZnc4d cixd c.'poeted b7 early June 1966.
Diaciplincry probldczz of the ccrzsnd (ir eludirg attachedi
oo~pardiea) hove boee ni~nlno.1, Involving) during the roporting period,
only zviine courta-rnirtial, of' w~hich oix v-ro vuýary courts. This is of
porticular eigrdfie-anca in yiov of the proxinity to sad transicr~t nature
of' inkdigernoua civilians 6y;& villajco, the int~orse preasure of daily Wot
disagreeable weather corditions wid fiold living cor~itiocs.
An active cc=.oznnd troorp infornMation wAnorientation p~ogro
bas been inplarae~tod, involving initial ard po~riodic reorientation of
all personnel in the hiztory, ounat=s and nature of the Vietna~m*=*; the
nature an~d objectives of .,2th pro2,4cmt United States cc=1t~ont; the alb~in
of connand ard cc.nnjd raintionchipu; the irportano. =nd nature of ths
engineer mission witihin U=11WI; the hiatory7, =ission arA policies of this
organization; duty houra, uniformn roqufrc=Qnts, curfew linitaticzis,
passes and leavea, g-xiavancos and rulon of conduct; erganisaticnal and
personal meourit;'; and facilitizo and C-orVioo3 availab'ý.
A significant adzrdiisti-ativa burden has existod durizZ tie
r,)portirig poriod and continuos to oxiat. Five daily, 12 vcoklyv 24
zmnthly, 10 quartorly, c.ao ai-nuander
coo cnnual repcrts are pro-.
vi~dad by this organization on c rocurring basis as Indicated. This has
bean eomponnded by continuing ohangc3 in ropor~4ng raqurcozonts aa Wil
asnuriunoua derrnnda for "men ti="r
reports. The iqpact at the unit level
been prcciouncoe and avorrz an unit eza-ndcrs Are frequently diverted from (.lose and conti.nuing suparvisicaL of their rso~otive aisaiQms.

fhas
*

*

*

Tlle battalion haa publislhed 32 emzr~anda imploz~ting
regulations and diroctives of higher authority as weU. as local policy.
Standard operating procedluros for cocurity controls, safity, conotruatims
and maintenance 1 .aw boon publishod and an orraa~eation field at-andrd
operating procedure prepared in draft.
7ne units of the organization are pe~tiipants In the Cm~
flvnh Day Central Post Furd and 1 uve each actablished unit fund councils.
Baoauca of the heavy work load placed upon all personnel,
it became difficult for cacz compczy to provide adequate barber sdevies
for ito personnel. A battalion 'Lerbcr shop, was established and two
Yn the hi:ng of the
Vietnameae nationals ivorc hired to ataff it,
-barbers and tbe opration of the shop,, the requirazensrt of AR 40)-5 have
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I-an satriugontly saforoad.

The barbers are paid on a per haircut basis

by thj individual "beiing serviced,

Policies established in USARV-

trarasactions with Vietramaese
F.egulation 37-8 wit. regard to flnaoil
-rationals are strintly adhered to. T)e serviee provided by these.
Vietnaneae barbers !;as been excellant and Las resulted in improved
appaarsnoe of personnel.

(

ID ordler to provide recreation and relaxation for personnel
after duty hours, t•iis battalion has established officer and 'NCO club
facilities as anne--ea to the 10th Aviation Battalion Officers' and NCO
Open Fas* (Drorr Ba Thin lMilitary Complex). Company enlisted man's
dayroo•sa have been establised as part of the NCO annex. Although
it is expected that
facilities are smsahat limted at this tire,
continued irorovement will be ,made in the future to provide more and
better apportunitioa for installation recreational aetivity during off-

duty- hours.
On 20 Yebruary, 196C a movie acoiunt was establiahed with
the Arrny rmd Air Force Motion Picture Service, Paclfic, Vietnam Regional
,ovies are routinely shown in the battalion area five days a
Office.
w . This has provided an excellent "eans for recreation during the
evening houir and whd initiated noticeably enhanced morale.
The Battalion Cbaplaia initiated a reular saebdule of
services for Catholic arA Prota4 ant faiths upor. arrival in c€ itry.
Under a chaplains exchange prc. *. with the 10th Aviation tattalion's
Catholic Cbeplsin, religious er• .feoes in both battalions have been
adequately provided for both faiths. Religious coverage for members of
the Jewish faith has been grosal;- inadequate duo to the shortage of
Jewish Chaplains in Vietnam. Servicea for Jewish personnel are held
in the Dong B& Thin area.
(012=4 only monU,
The tattalion Claplain makes a regular weekl7 visit to
the 8th field Pospital in F1.ha Trang and V.e Air Force 1,oxpital at Cam
Ranh Avr Bass to visit hospitalized personnol of the battalion.
TI- battalion chapel, uhiab Is located in a medium general
is being steadily improved to provide the proper atmospurpose tnt,
ng a qualiAlthough lao
phere for the conduot of religious servizaro
fied organist, the chaplain has obtainod a -ape recorder and religious
mul.o tape* ubich have proven to be quite .,tisfactory.
The morale of the battalion uvi. arrival in Vietnam wag
auasingly high. The mei were enthueiastioealy looking forward to their
new work and during the first :ourm onths have quantitatively and
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qualitativvly e=ozodod oxpootod capanilitioa. The corsaidrable atten.
timn devotc4 to poronaJl problc=; by c==mdr3, tVal Battalion Chaplain
and *.Mcdtal Cffiocr havo done mch to rcouce the impact and tandenoy to
magnify porsonal probl,'Az roeu.ting from fszily separations,
a.

Intelligorne ar.d Z-ourity,

TIe combat intolligcz" roquiron=ta for the battalion
have been nogligiLlýo while angagod iz o-rtruction activities,. Thi
battalion has boon looatod in a rolativoly secure area and has beon
divorced from the normal combat intelligence activities required of an
Engineer Combat Battalion. Nevortholeas an aotive Intelligence progran
has been maintainod.
The battalion hoe developed on intelligence collection pliw,
suited to its nooda and circumstances.
rnphamia has been placed on
idantlfication of native construction materials, particularly rock,
- lateritie uaterialt a&d coral. Concidorablo reacnnaissane. effort has
been devoted to location of potential sourcea of fTesh water in the
imediate vicinity.
Detailed route recon-mis=nco missiona uich have beer.
assigned to the battalion have routinely included engineering o .notruotion
effort estinatoo, aa woll as substantial security in the execution.
As a
result, such nisaions 1have been regularly tasked to ocxbat oompnnies of
the battalion. This is discussed further in 2.d. below.
Enhcy Intalligonce is obtaincd on a wookly basis by tw
principal moans, the first
the USAMVI Wockly Intelligence &umnarýr
rnd the
second, a weekly noeting of intellignco roprasentatives of units ard
agencics of the City of C.ct Ranh.
The lattar is a multi-national ccmbined effort involvint. Viatnanaso Army, Spocial Sector, Vatiotral Police,
city, 0S Army end Air Force, and RM VMarine intelligence personnel.
Sightings, incidents, indicators and roports pertinent to the local area
(City of Cam Ranh and adjacent areas of the II Corps Tactical Zone) are
reviewed in detail. Conflicting information is reviewed in an attempt
to refine the intelligcrce product.
The battalion maintain* continuing
liaiso vith) intelligenoe ot'ficora ard collection activities of adjacent
units, the 10th Aviation Battalion and B/51 SpOcial Forces Detachrent
located at Dong Ba Thin, in an effort to keop abreast of the enmny
situation on a day to day basle.
Intolligence reports of all typespertaining to Vie II
Corps Tactical Zone (WN) have been extraoted and collated in one location
for e*&s of referenae and recAy raview.
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Th. org•ai~atio, has bcon unable to obtain *oils trafficability map coverage of the iz•odiate area. As a con~oqumene,• through
survey r.atorial and local roconnaisscnco, a soils traffloability map has
been developed for tho arca of irtorost by the battallon.
Dotaohz,.ont 18, 30t-h Weather Squadrcc (USA?) at C=x Ranh.
Air Lase has been an axcallont source of woather information. L.isA eon
was established early with this unit for 24 hour, monthly forecasts
-arnings. All woather information is routinely
&Ld severe weathor
distributed to units of tho battalion to aasist in planning for camstruction activities.
.

-

-

Alert, dofcaso and physical security plans have been do,
velope
and tostcd, at least ;onthly, by the battallen. At the cloas of
d its attached units had
the period, throe co-paneioa of tho battcalian
displaocd from interim cantonm*nt locations to the Engineer •,ae..•a=P,
a permianent cantonmont of the Dor.g Ba Thin Military Complex. This has
complioated in•erior guard andol-rt roquvir~ntc tcporarily, however
upon conploticn of the movcmnt of all co=pcnioe to the permanent area,
a fully intogratod physical aocurity plan, including aasignments of
sootor Weent and provisions for varninga, will be implemented in

*

.coordination

with the 10th Aviation Battalion and ARVN Special. Foroes

Training Cmn•4r,
Ccuzplex).
d.

*

as part of the Installation (Dong Sa Thin Military

Operations and Training.

The Advance Party of the 20th Engineer Battalion (Cbt)
arrived in Viotz= on 18 Doombor 1965, reporting to its parent head"quarters, Headquarters, 35th Engineer Group (Cooet) at Cam Rasnh Bay, an
20 roober 1965. Tho 87th Engincor Battalion (Const) was designated
host battalion and assisted both the Advance Party and the Main Body of
the 20th Engineor Battalion in staging in and transiting the Cas Ranh Bay
area. The Advance Party -ctzblishod initial liaison with supporting
aotivities of the then Cxa Ranh Bay logistics Area and the Nba Trang
Support Ccoand, located anr prepared an interim cantcnnent area near
the Dong Ba Thin Uliitai-y Complex and prepared a staging area near the
Port of Cam Ranh to initially hold units of the battalion for a phased
displacement to their cantonment location.
The lVin Body ot the battalion arrived at Cam Ranh Bay azd
off loaded cc 1 Janua-y 1966 participating, on debarkation with the
39th Engineer Battalion (Cbtl in a ceremony during whioh the battmlion

colors ,were joined with others of the 35th Engineer Group (Conat)
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Ccnpay A mvvod dirootly to the intcirm cnntazxznt and esabliahed
security of the area; Eoi.dquart't
and Headquartors Company, Companies

B azd C located in the initial ctaai-ng arca.

The units of the battalion

which stagcd at Can R"-h Bzy, mrovcd in phazas to the interim canton"sent area betweon 2 and 14 Janucry 1966. Ccnpany C, the last orzopa.•
to
close in the battalion onntnmcnt, recoivad on-the-job training, vbile
otagin., with the 87th Lnglnocr Battalion (Conat) on construction projeots Yypioal of thoce dircotcd at D.g Ra Thin. This unit also WIs
assigned t'o mission of aasiating and suppor ing unloading, deproceesing
and movemunt of organizatioral impodironta as it arrived in Cam Ranh Bal.
On 1/4 January 1966 the USS Robinson docked at the Port of
Can Renh. Unlonding and delivery of all rupplies &nd equipment to the
owatonmen., area frcm this ship was completed or. 17 January 19(6.
The
battalion was reported fully oporational on 22 Jaznuary 1966 following
arrival cnd off-leadLng of the ZTIS Morganto~m Victory aarryikg the remaJnder of the battdlian's organii equipameit.
The objectivea of operatimos during the earl' weeka of the
period wore two-fold i i) the preparation of tLe battalion to live in
the field, scoure itzelf ar& uce its equiprent; and 2) t! e or.tinuation
of oonstruotion missiana previously assigned to Company C, 65th &nIneer

Battalion (Inf Div), ir. the Dong Ba Thin =*a.

(

The following activities

charaoterized operations svjportiy g the first objeotives establishmenmt
of oantorr~nnt perimeter security, including defanaive %ire, automatio
%apona bunkers, Irdividual defensive poltions an~d fields of fire;
preparation of cantonnmnt uhsltors, mininumn snitary facilities, a motor
maintenanoe area,
area roads and on area drainage systam; furetion
firing of All organio vospons; arnd the displaoemart, deproaiasing and
teobnical inspectio of equip;ent prior to mission asai,%ment. Operations
supporting the second objective inoluded reconnaiscanoe and task familiarization by key officer and ZCO por•,onnel for MiUsi8s assigmed the units;
direction and supervision of Nuipment support, already available in the
58.4th Engineer Campery (LE) rnd 513th Engineer Companry (DT), to provide
uninterrupted engineer effort on construction previously =dertaken by
0/65th Zngineer Battalion (Inf Div)I liaison with um'portlng logistioe
activities, adjacent u=its, the Installation (Dong Ba Thun Militery Area)
Coordinator, and local oivilian officials; on-the-job training for
vehicle drivers and equiprent operators, whose cquipment Wad yet to arrive,
with the attached mgixieer companies. Three work directives more received
during this tine requiring rapid responso cn the part of the organizationo
oonstruaticn of the bridge approaches for am K4T6 float bridge erectied as
a Group ef'fort," at My Ca; provision of engineer technical assistance to
the D/51 Special Forces Dctacnzont, involving a reconnaissance "nd preparation of estimates for apooial fcress training facilities; end road
maintenance on the road from (,-1 to the My Ca 1*idge.
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Oparaticnal PReport or Lcsans Learned for

15 Yay 1966

1u5rter•i Period

Ending 30 April 1966, Roports Corniol Symbol CSGPO-2t'n(R)
.T11 major offort of the battalion and its attaoaled canponisa,
as weil es its prinary mifwion, haz been &nd continuoa to be construotion
of the Dmng Ba Thin KIiitary Conplcx. This ccmplox (so* Inolosure .) is
locatýd in thoe center of an area (approxirately 50 square kilm--stera)
identified as t-ha tnzg Ba Thin Por=&nc-nt Military Area. The area to be
developed (tlhn complex) is zitoa on an alluvial flood plain, stretohing
from the mountaino on the WJcot to Can Ranh Bay on the last, with a
irerally constant natural slae of 0.3%. The plain is covered 17 a
sec<ndary rain foreat. 'IŽ czxpleu lion astride tUje natural wator course
of a 12,500 acro watorchod. TLe area is inundated =0o of the oeasonaL
rcnsoon (Ootuber - Dcooebcr) by shoot flov to the bay. All oarstruaotion
Tlus, the
at gr-de, vertical or hor.zontal, .ust be placod on fill.
fundanental oi, gieorsring tasks oonfrci:ting tl:o battalion on ita arrival
stabilization effort,
in the area were a maanivb eartY=3ving and fill

just to "ret

out of tLh

mud" a"d tbc development of a eooproheneive

drainage plnz, which initially could provide adequate drainage

r(r

cenutruction completed prior to the 1966 ronsoon.
An outline sketch of the compleox baed on current develop.
mrnt rli-s is at inclooure 3.

On 1 January 1966, the 3,000 foot runvaV

Ilad been completed to the point •hero it was usable; the basic fill f or
the 10th Aviation Bettaljon Headqua'torn area hsa been cacpleteds anl
for several of the roado in th, 16CO Nan Cantomnent area had
basic fill

beoe plaeod. The land throughaut, excepting the cbovr, areas, was completely flooded, inoluding the ARVN 5,Acoal Forcee Trainbig Contar (not
a part of conotruotion). Two nviation airmobile c•mponles, the 10th
Aviation Battalicm Ileadquarters and the 335th Trtnaportation CCIponyX
(DS) wero crowded into temporary shelt-re along the sautern edge and northe=m ove: •zr of the run%ay.. ran* of the eroa, exnopt for the eastern
mront portion of the 100 VYan Canmtomznt area had bee cleared.
Tae orly source of borrow material available vas the core

anV3ar sand found north and aouth of the aonplaz ajanoot to the bay.
The only proximotoend ocure source of stabilising matrial was a hill
of lateritie material locatod at the edg'i of the bay opposie My Ca,
apprvAimately thre3 milro from the o.plox.

No topographic vtrvey (horizontal and vertical nontrol) for
the area was availablo and no data coneerning 3e& level datum or elevations at grade to be obthizod oxistod. The only valid information
available indicatod that ths ruowma hbd been above water during the 1965
monoon and uas active, As a result, *r~an high watcr" (Cam Ranh Bay)
was astabliched'as the hoarv wash line evident along the instern beach
followIng the :izaoan, Runway elovation wan doterrIned to be 6.51 feet
above this dat=. Concoquantly oroun elovaticra for eonstruction at
grade were fizd for xub equant oonstruction at 6.5 feet abovb the eoan
hih water dat=.
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CPOrtio=al Roport on 7oszi.ra Lcarre4 for Ouaýrtsrly Period
F-dinZ 30 A4-ril 19ii, Rk'porta C(4trol Syrbol CSCO'0-2e(R1)

Irzzdiato efc,.~t3 v--r plzc;cd on in~tiation of fill apexat~ionan (03tinated thcz a~t 1,,500,000 cubic ya.rd& of looca zeasaure omuid
ar.4 ti~o developmenit of a drainAge
borrow), ar 'arca tc-rogpaplo :.r;;,
plzný.

tho arc&aa~zthen, and iGub-.
Via ý:ollowir.g cct-i~nIn
ccqucntly during Ž pz:riod, d-I-:c--.z
cot.
of the 3,000 foot
drainaLe L.nd ovorru.ma; cantruat"F-77(12) rv~~"zvvD incldii- -ou-Ic~cx3
icn o.ý7 tho 1600 Van Oantwzc-.V to St-c-r 4, as materials becameo
cayailablal cor~ct-rutioz of a UB.-I hc~lipcr-t (75 zaoh);I construction of a
Cs'-2 pa.r~ng apr'-n (18 cach); cc .t-ýucticn of a CH-47 parkling ariýa (18
fac:-Iltic3 (' C--ob) in the transiaxit
each~)j odni~tructica of'ij
mai-~it=nne cxac; construcotion of one
parki.4J carc4a ar4 diroct
maintcronaca arca; conatruation cf a
v.ýovhv
for tho dircot. uu-,t
200,CCO :<cvzrG foot- dcpot (iilvolvin-~ 11 rma.or atructures); censtructicn
of tiro to-.c' repair zhopz far t]a aviation Lattalion hoadquarturS;
conet-uctlcra of two ~iitUabuildin?,z for tho aviation battelion
e~i xtcmzicn "ar& 3j,000
hazdq';artor.o; ecnct.~actic'- of a~ 5C0 foot airfel
foot para Uol ta=ixzv"y vith lcatorals. to thoo runwayl and a. 900 Ma.on
canor-.ot a-oa to. St.nd.-'d 3 (to c---vo a.3 an raiginear bava camp),
A nLbc of faotor3 cczr:-licatcd planrAinj ard construction
-41o natural Luid surface w.as not
oefn-zt dur~ig rauch of tlhe -,riod.
ai'.fficicntly stabli to atpport en~inccr cquip=o.t. Lu~il nidd.ebruaI-.';,
iunits at Dczg Ba Thin on 1 Jecwnr=y 1966 had to be phacad into the 1600
=Ln arc= ao quicUkl- a= pc-sibla; lbotlh to olaar the way for Construction
saat of tho run~ziy az v~ll a-- -=ake r=o for an inbc~uid C7-2 company;
tha CV-2 gapr
h.Ad to ba coz-plctcd- f'or beL-ficial occupanc by 17
Febr utry 1S966 to receivo thc' aircraftt of the CV-2 coa'pany arrivinxg at
thzt tinej and no irfo -aticz zas avilable ab to the dirnssiona or
strutural. dat~ail of tz.o J--aZcr building, otructuros, other than that
they ware to bo prcfabrio~atcd xnd availa-blo at sacs future date,
initial piorittozc Iivvolvcd the commitment, of the entire
tiM opcrations, in both th-e V\-2 and 1600 rzan
proordo-r to achiieve -ximani
cantommont aroaz an a 24. hct= hiin
ductiona, A borrow pit vws op~crxcd north of tho complex along t~he bay,
azd later to the couth of tho ccLlaz at the ba as aCcass and constructicz roads could bo dovolcpcd. Stookpilina and hauling from both pits
uore altornz2tod to kec'p 'up with tho dzaand% of the fill operation.

earthzoving ctfo~rt to
-

---

TThat the =anksziva fill rcc rc:ncn-tz at Dczig Pa Thin far amtoodad the capahill'. -z of cr-ninational cquipment to acoepliah in a
rational tine
w"3rc~z
sdcnt
-a
t the outaot. This led to early and
ariaiveofforts, to sooo.- volief 'ron thia xajor limiting factor.
~pifiallyTOM equipoont shor'tages %ioh hat.. persistod in the 5834th
Canprz7 (LIZ) uinoo arriva~l in country (Yay 1965) vare folloved
EU~nano
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-- tc-lI=;tc

.~Lczon~15

o~n

up by
supply actic:no, Ldded oripz-nt a-upport wts consistently
roqxcastod f-.-yn Group uscuta, a.nd roquicis for oquipmont in oxceasI of
authoriz.od allovanacc .;Qro o~~to.Tho
au-pply cwi-onp iaitiat~od in
F'ebraazry, hcid by tho cloc-a of tho p,ýzirod yiolded negpligible
~r~lts.6
The x.a~or attacIA o tho problc.= "o thei pro:o-nttion of a study on
9 February 19k66, roqyeatixng. &d,-pe- mpp.art (hydraulic fill
operations)
to meat tlhe maJor portlon of t' r. Donr LFA-Ihitfill
requ~iriaents.
Favrnrablu oonaidera-ti= lhzo bon giv-an tho recjuast ard utilirzaticn of
a drodge, cor-cus1.ne ir. 1ay 1966,, has been programmed.
Suryoy -- p?ort.to
~irt4
l~~n cd xiating capabilities of
r. combat 'tattalion vaý quiol-y aourht and obtained. The battalion has
cox.tinvanl3ly Loan -upportod by a toean from tyle 35th Ek.eireer Group (Conet).
This support has boon utilizL:;:d for alln~oat all tha siting, gradinf; and
6xainage effort. Adi~tinna3lly, a dcit:ýahrý=t of the 50,-th Topographic
C=ýx as attach-ed for pu:7ocas off proGviding a c onplta area t'po-.
g'raphio &%urvey. The. cozplo= rcal ostato boundary was surveyed and
-onnorote raferenco mrlkc-r p~laccd alone the porinater. The area topographic survy provIdcd for the oxtcna!ion of both horizontal and vertieal
cantrol throughout t~he exea.
Birly cicorinp, efforts voro badly h~perc4 by the inability
to use engirtear equip~ornt on the oxicting surfaca. Daily utilization of
frcm 200O to 400 unskillad indigenous lzborcra azaeitcd uozaiderably in
bazio alearance and burning.
During the months of February throug'-, April, fill operations
continued with horizontal and vertioal cc ztrua~timu being initiated as
soon as arcaa wore filled cnd brouAght to grado.j

(To

provide 6'ý.abilization rnatarial Ifor the nurLerous hard~standa, roads andA t-xiwayc, n Latorite pit in tho vicinity of the Py Ca
bridge vas developod in oarlyr Fobruary. A "ab,41-nanl loeair-g ramp uaa
constructed to porait tuo-faca lck.,dinrz operations and to reileatt
critical
,oadir-g eq'tip-mert to ct~her coporstiona. TIhe raw laterite obtained from
the pit vas tmixia with. large3 rocks and bul~ders ttor#:..b presen~ting m~ajor
difficultioa iii final grade operations Luien placed. Durinr~ early Varch
a 75 ton per bour rock ausý.cr waa inatalled at the laterite pit which
slleviated the probleaws .prw'ziously orcourntexod by the large rook. The
crusieropeatin ws aeomliaod.by the quarry seci..on of the 572d
U&4hi Bqi~ent Company (under oporational control of another organization).
13
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E7~ACP~-C~215
on 1,L:;cZ0~
~p~~.t~a ~
&BJC~~
ot
£n-ding 30 Ayi~l W ,

Ya4r 11ý66
I-rnzd for 4;rterly Fari4
C=.ItrOl Sjzbol =7U-280.1"

tat-g-ad,1 InlUdixig anternna.
~i
ASd~z
A F.OXGQ
been coratrucitod; cz;ýPloG.ýO` r&wait -n-1Y r-zoilpt of critical. ?%onsruatiucti
Si-% qumvat r4mniatrative
, al :inc F'c,,rý,aj.
raterials, ir~rY~v-!
riaj
2d-1tZ--r-n
buil dir~gz w-c- ; co:.z~r'.v3od .or thc2
Em~rgc'.oy *.oAi.ntonczco 1~.az L.-,z ,rfornod p-ariodicall,- for Q1-1, from~ M4y
A cru&shcr herdvall
nci.O
aint,;Ilnod L-, t2ho =41.
Ca t~o ýha Trrxig,
ta aon.A;ructcdadsx6 qipzict civpport providcd crulohor operatlons of
the 572d Ergiriaer Cc~painy (UL) at tlbn latcrito pit.
Trainln.- aotivitiez- ý,ave beonr oricnited toward five distinct
objectivoci idantiftcd ar, follo.ows
cc.-n-iand irfor-mation (to battar acquaint,
the iindividual 3oldic.; with Yias~in
crriron-nernt erd responciibilit±..)#
carnbat readir~sG tai-ing (to -.aintaiin '-'-o "feel" Fi4 e'paration of' tfhe
individual and/or crow aorvcd wopcn), ark. ad clociiing of ir.dividual
ax.d org~anizzationril cuipm~nt, and or-thac-job training in virtually all
skills (to Lzpport po orni=ale shortc4roz an %.oilas m~eet V~e rscpAroriesnte
of Uso conatruuticz rilssion). 111fterzn hours ovary aix wieeksj are eootvrdod
tic first four trainirg Activitico; on-tho-job traininig Is iindertakeai as
a continuing procoaa iLn tho cr-arno of acoompliahing tlw, mission.
o. Loristica.
(1) Labor. Dh-xirr.C& tho oarly citagoa of construction, 200
to 400 Viotnaneon laborora (of approxiately COO anployed by the 10th
Aviation Dattalicn) ",r utilizcd un-dor battalionc. upori'ision to corzduat
cloarine. operationac ov-zr tiio ontiro cozzplox. Duo to the saturated soil
conditions as a roault of tho monsoo~n, aleoring opermtions w.ere initially
.'=posaible and z~ubcoquontly &low &nd difficult with eqjuipment. The
Vieotran~e~ ltabo:ýrz, ulthough slow in ntturo,, acoonplished a considerable
~amcunt of the roquirod clnaarinig of b-.u:h and =sler trees with machattoe
S and honwe made kniroa. Skillcd indigonous labor is in critical supply,
particuLanly in tho City of Caz Ranh* (meat) , however anaco authorization
has boen requestcod of USARV to v-port the increasing ducando of vertical
conetruction axid mraintrz.nnco.
(2)
Kintoennnco. Vaiintonance requirements placed a heavy
burdan on the r.osof
the battalion throuthout the period. U)peraticxi of oquipmcnt or. a 214 hour basis bas requnird con¶tinuingy stress on
1iiotor stables cn afll vehicles and equipment
a sound miaintonance prq.,ram.
are perfor,.ed twice dailý,,, each for one hour, prior to the start of the,
d~y and right shifts. Cont-'-t maintoanance teams are available and utilized cc each shift for project site =aintenanco. Close sup46rvision ha~s
bees required by all. lovela of oornr'xd to combat the )ýigh deadline rate
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I~~nn
cand wi4
.d siversewe atI~or.
A8.3ocia'"d w.ith 2.). hv=
z:~i~
-.tl
az th, izaa of a 'roadside'
Cc:--,:nd nzrta.c
improved flirst echlon
InspcctiM~ tac= han rQ-.Lt.z4 im cc LidoraL
za intcnanca.

and repair parts
f'or LaIntn.nc.
Iait.1al iarzct ~...~
t t~ho 19th Cridnuince
c.i-r.:&,t,~:
~
for ordnr~n.
Co--pzzy (D.,) L-, ',--z
TA_
-:;
to Wa both CM.z-ra= and inand
adoquz to, c'ua Ln np-.. to ti-. d at~zo
voa
(25 ziloa eac~h iwi)
of tha
Crz~zoio Cczpany t* prorida the
tile 21Int~Io:..t
..

critical to fill
for pcriodoa
to CO &ýzy foi-

to th.U;AAyiý)oC..-zi,_y,
bac~uea of a3htortar..

o
at th* 19th~ Ordnanice Company
B~:pilr .ho izt
iaoe or Fskr.uary,

kn

-.

n

of' czc'

"tn

irn rcre ef'.Io tent suppcrt
7i rcpla..oz

t,

~ha:
a -a
njor proli1oa cinoo the
~
6,5 of tho' b,-ttalioc ML was at
.nz.
bat-talica areivý_d in
rcquircd for nov equaipcsit,
Žtoa
I00ý fill u~pon
CAn equi=Cat hay*
a rcz:_I.~l o-.c
~
ront had not bocz
Mni
ocoipt of "frinfi011 type
of 70 'Zyz
bo,:n dcidiinod inx
rci±ar p~.xta nnd hi--: dz.-.a-.d C-:! pzxrto biclan one PLL. Althoueb the
to avoid axecooalv doiM tline and
;t-3C
FL BIALL oxp-rccz: cla~t,= %s
dý,lzyz ar z~i. L--In- o-_-orionoad. Average tine for
has helpcxi, nzr
rcZ uizitU= ham baen 20 to 30 d^my..
recoipt of pzxt.i pl--c~d cr. 1=
* Vocant autho-.ityý to ;.toca' tva- ?"I z chio'2d holp reduce the period of time
g torn.
-.`2
the eqtuipmant is do,.= :r: p-crt in1-~
.

-

~

The
a~a~edcdl"'o x-ato onporicnc<.d by this battalion
2n0200 for or9.'nanc-automotive and-engineer
since "-rival in Vit~z. haz
zat
equi;=c1t and 155 for ±a.

(3) S-,:ply. Tho conOe7i1cticn riv±Osi ac±zizod the batta3lwio
following its ar,-iv'l in 7iztnt-*', =ooozaittatod a rozlif.7.=t of supply
seocticu %asaug-.ntond
tho bttz~icn, .%a3p.Qrsonnol roz,=c.zcn~t~
cs:rEgnzzt =nd othor dctzilz, an roq~rod', to handle
w. h co-psy
the tasks of adlin traticzi, tLnzportat icn, ctoraea Bfld i55r3J of oon.striaoticn m.2tcrialz rcquircd for: tho D=, Ba Thin projeots. This task
c.týanrcc-.ii:=4 day end night operatices to keep
vas at Vxart
In ord= to cot up the batt&alia
the suppliez and mrnto;riala ovo.~tormcnt area and ccaz.-coo conctrroticn opcxations, Daring the period
Januzzy through April 1966, 2,300 toni of rsupplies and materials were
hauled b? a,-,&z'at~iczzl tran.-portation,
---
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C110atic-na2 3,o-,ort c..-.zcc
rlocd for Quartcrljr Period
Iring 30 J~~~1
XcipRoorta C'ntro2. SjzxAol CZO2(

Ctltor c±:irn. cvýý1jt'.'c rAre sent, to the. Cam RAzh
Air Base liocpit~l or thea St;. -2izld VOL;pital, N1,4 TrsAn.

S~~iri.....t
coi-AAtm a8 avo beer onforcod slj
arrival in Viatzcaz, v"
'.Lo rcut
that
xct-re-.ol.y low n%&zl.*r of
peo~r~i.
f~'rod
h~weZ ~
ior~ly
Lxrutad to poor saw.itatiori.
P~ield cornitation tQz= .r ar czta'liahced 1z oaoh stibordimto unit to su~pport
a conxtir~uirj provcrnt.-vc
progari. Porlodio insapectiotne by tho
£satta~lion Sur-Gor, have bcicn oa-ýc~iuta, to insure the r~eoessar7 field
sanitation ota.r~dards havo tvca
-

f.
ion when it

cTitio
dckp2acd- va;

:c
tAcat Lon e capabilitky of UAB battalat boat, a poor ~.~fcoy.In
additic to

beinZ chort 24 .aciio co2,ratoi- out~ of 27

authorizaad#

the. rrdio coi-muni-

cations equipm,ýntt'
i o- thr. old searxio ax-4, hrvir.r bcon Ir use f or A
nwbor cf years, baxaly
d
dt
ayalilit7 critcria. T,) off sot
age of radio aoe.-torl-, r-c-c 21oyL-et oalasss im rad-lo operiitio were
eondmcted for sclcatod
~dicý7a~no. telaphone procedure clarsse war*
also conduoted f'or t-oz~c reional oni board the
V~
eige! wl~le earouts
t~o V'&etnoir..
lattcr trneini-g al.sv 'inoluded an Ir.troductiar, to, C.V.
4.osh~t

Upo
a-ri~lin
'"atnp-- and initiationL of oonstruction pro.jocte, raad~o noto %woreetablizohed beturcm all2 units, conparny work a'-too
and the battal.ion net con~trol ataticn. Use of the radio, ire .ding
ertphazis on authornticatiozn rrd brovity codoe, has provided invalu.able
tr'ainiiag, and hn.3 ala-o aasi3fled, to a great11 oxtent, in the cmzarid cortrol
off t..e baittalican ccantoczcnt.
ContiLnuous- radio contact is Luintainoed
tetween key sGo-ýrity bunlkcrs an-d thea Battal~ion. Conmand Post to Insutre
iiictantaru~eoua cc r-nica~icna for positive cocmnand and control In the arvisn;
of a tbrext, incident or attaock.
Difficul-tica LaVO bc~nnGroant4uro in reoeiying adequste
raintemaroe su-port fro;, the direct support facility in NNIha Trung Support
Co-r-,arnd.
Although mantae..ce cupport war, trianferred to Car: Ran), Bay

(US A'rr.y ropot, Cam 11=hn Bay) durinC the last woeek of Febrm;ý.y 19661, two

worki orders ý'c: theo rop~air of radios were still1 outstanding at 1-im f~rang
as off 30 April 1966. 1Mairntzcranco cupport fro= the 128th Si~isi Cxz~parny
in Can, Ranh Bay has hoer, cjnsiderably Irproved over that roceived from
1,1& Treng, altho,.ýh the frequency of repairs required has Increased due
t' constant uso of tix'o radl~os and the age of the sots.
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Area in a aub-instmllation

beci- proviGOQc 1:- the@ 1:;A Trarng
po
TIIIranr, itlhon
of
.ffiocr, ctht AviAtion flsttaJlicn,,
Tihe Coý..i,
-un-- -~t Ccc'=Ind.
s T'hin, hizz; lcon dooignated lzotallation
x-incipr,"I tenanta a' t
3a¾VZ
Thn =nb.-inrtallatklon has imrx-saate instal~lCoordinator. 2.on
atioxi rcnpunsibiliti,;ý riiatting to t,., devololnoont, water supply, POt.
.iuio
xirty and~ 2.inito-d rc-pair cnA utilities s~upport.
nupp3ly, ii
Týio battalion o2.czc17 cocrdi-u'tý vith t-.o installation Coordisiator
in mantters pertaining to
on mantters roa~ti~nC to Itz; tcýý,cy as valas

fO
or principal bcomsndara of units
iPrnt.h2L1 :.ot:1.n.~ cxo
t;of
'. z-- h uv.th t~he F-or. Eore as~lo,
and a, enclos loccatcd ".n "o
~r~rttora borlng ,n local. and
:--'
;inzcurxity, anemW intalligeccA.
traf'fic control,, civic acti.cn, ==.-unity rplation&,, medical problczrua and
1.abor ajo 7rý.jicwed san ccz-=on cou.n'zz -if action to the benefit of -Ll a",
Tho bat.-Caiin ca -- unrit an-4 at3 a tcnczxt at Dong Ila 7nin
detorrnined.
actively p -- U~cipatno in and sUPPOrtaQ aCtiona roal-tiri fromi these meetiil go.
h. Civic Acticz. Tho 2,0t1- Zrginc~jr Battalion (Cbt) Civic
.Actic on~n va initizat-:d on 28 Japucay 196S6 with the publiehing of

oi-dsrs

ppit1Za

Civic Actklon CcLittaa and a Civic Action Officer,

Irýcxiatoly tihcrcnaftczr, th.o cor-ritteo inv;%ýstigatoa -,cssible loOc2tionis i.n
civ'.c action efforts. The aa~nittes
I~skatcs
wý.ioh to c nc~nt-. Zt- t.he
ccjnfarred w-it!-. tbc X;yor off thio Ci.ty of Co-z ITnhq US Xilitwary Advisors to
*nPo~,
of''ic4 -ýIz, as wll as the Village ChiAef of
tioYsrro
a x.
Can PhýUO r,.d t',,e H=anlt Chicif of~ Tti~JL2 Thecc preliminary offorta
n-lctrn
appropriito atrea for the batttLion's
Iae Gýer-ckd in or-d.r to
el-41 action offort -In olz pro.-Inmity to tho locatiou of the ba~ttalion'.

Suh

ra 1ocatioT. W-'Uld

Mir2-r=nO Lý901r-416%

rio-ýe to porsonel* reduce equip.-

zent and tranfport--ticz prcoblczns, an~d incroaze time and resuorces whioh
to Givio ac'4ionz projocte.
coucli ibe plc
11zd~cal and zu~rgicol out.-PAtiot care han been provided for
the population of Ba YNgoi on a nnco--wzck bazis 1:y the batttilion Medical
R~ctlai. Thlas rcdica-l cara at Ila 1 ,,oi was rinitiated on .4 FebruvXry 19i66,
Since ito incooptior, apý-o=..nataly 428 putiorto ha:ve býar~ o7sr~ircd and
treated. Arrango..icntr. havo beon Li-.do to ovaou~atoe thoze. peroonnel requiring
h.osbitalization to th'-) nrovinoizA' hoz-pital in 1Nha 1'roxg. On 16 February
ic)66 a Y-EDCAP pro~razi wan inittatc~d in tho iia-mJ.t of Tan Thanh on a ecaaekba~is. Prophyl.actic ati-hiotion havo, b~on Axrinistored to approxdMutal1 295 persron to roduco, the irnoicL.;o of caamzicdable di..... in the
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ograz in Tzn Thonh has been toznporarily diaof supplioe.
A rsquest for approval of a'

progrna war for.zz=.od to higher headquarters on 19 Fubruary 1966.

". o repl! had bec- rczoivcsd az of 30 April 19ý$6, although oontlxiaoua
foll•w-up actic= has be= ta•_ez.n. Tha citin is of Ba Yi.oi and Taa 'Thwxh
ware provided mivica care thcjy vould not otherwise receive, thereby
iiproving tho halth --id vlfzhro of thea-z ca.unitios and foetering
be%-ter relaticno
n the pooplo of Vi-tn= and US Miilitary Forces.
On 21 Foerury 1966 the battalion publia.ed a 'Military Civic
Action ?1.ln (rca I- lcz'-a •), "Z-ioh outlines the duties; reeponsibilities

and proccdures to b•-..lizcd in providing civic action support to the
Hlamlet of Tan Ti~anh. Tho plan provides L-ddance for projects which contar
4

axound tho hoe.th and valfara, construotion, cc•nroe and industry and/or
aricultura and nttural rozourco. 1his plan providea systeAtic guidance

to Tas.R Foreo C -=adzr* az thoy plan, davlop and emecute approved civic
action projert'.
At the requeat of tho Yzyor of the city of Cam Rathl,

battalion ba•ea

to cloar a rofu;o eroxa.

the

&p;ro-drato1y400 x 5W00 meter.

located about non mile north of Tan Thanh on 7 March 1966. This project
waa ompletod on 16 March 1966. ?our-hundred-sixty man and 140 equip-

ment houra (dozer) .mro c-pondrd in ocrpaoting this project.

lli

area

-will provide a housing site for approxrmately 100 displaced families.
On 12 Yarch 1966 the Battalicn Civic Action Cummittee received
approval from the Mayor of the city of C•a R1an to undertake th)e following
aivie action projecta in the l~a.let oif Tan Thasnhs

Con•truction of a 60 pupil school house with adjacent
playgrourd
Construction of a medical dispensary
Removal of tree sturpo fron tillable land
Institution of a progrem of proper trash and garbage
dispomal
Further study will be made to consider the feasibility of
constructing an earth d=, for & water roservoir with future expexaion to
include an irrigation syotem for agricultural advancement, and construct-.
ing a road through tie h~zlet to the beach araa from Rout. ;-I
As o, 20 April 1966 work had begun an several of these
projects, It is worthy of noto, that the local citizenry have begun to
participate in this effort with persecnel of the battallon.
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~U~
7 4 &rtiz-1

o:t

c~ Lz;zcnr loznc~d for gi~rtorly Pcriod

4 tatc=znt of C'~norc

?raroaaa

D~ing t~e -pcriod 1 January; to 30 April
d haa
drcrtckcn work on 21 work or
conatzuaticn pro~locta dizoo0tod Ly '.I'kcquartc-rap 35th Engineer Gru
(Censt).
Elcvon projocte ~',-ay bc=~ ccmplotod at the locaticn and for
the using a.-c.ncy zho= (whore applicable) i
a.

Dircctc.d

ort

1%660 the battaliczi wa.o Czdg 4

Dong Br. Thin F41itit~y Conpiox

(2)

Mi-1 Hc1oito- (75 '20' = 20' ccnnort. helipade)
Dc - L Br. Thin I.±14-itary Conpiax

(

CV0-2 Parkirg Apron (1.,41x~

400', X8 PSP)

Dcn S Bc. Thin 14alitary CccA~plx

(4)

-A0

2d~ Marino flricado Hqs (6 ecah

23'x 48' std quonsets).'

Dc-g Ba Thin vicinity

(5 Admin~iztrutivo Building. (2 each 201 x 48' tropio-ilized
qucxnseta)
Dczm La. Thin Xilitary Ccnplex
loth Aviation Battalicz

* (
* (

(6)

(

Third Country Troop Support (oquipment end o&rpentry

support
Dorng PBa Thidn vicinity
2.D1 2di )arina B~igadio
(7)

ROR~ Hczvy Equipmcrt Support (earthmoving and drainage)
Dorng Ba Thin vi~cinity
ROK~ 2d Marine Brigade

(8)

Y- CQ 71cat Bridga Approach~o
xy 'C4
553d Engizc= Company (PB)
(9)Bý;inoc=

tachnical Aiscistance (training facilities)

tc.Cng Ba Thin - Eon Do area
B/510t Special ýorcos Detachment, 5th "pcial Forces Group
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(10)

houte Xeccrnnai33ance (IRoutrin QL-1 and IL-.1)
Phan ?iiang to Ninh Ica,

(11)

Cru3hor Itoadvall
Xy Ca (Vaat)
572d E~n~dzoer Cmzpany (Lla)

Cornsidovable additi~al cffcxrt has baoxi oxpended in the Dcwig Da 'Min
Militury Camplea- bringing t1he remain~ing projecta to various stages of
completion. The %aore iinportant of these are prwirtici; of Standard 3
jnsortatiori direct
accomodationa for two &airnobilocomnpanies ar-d a t-z
su.pport ~imiutenance company (1600 r.-AY, caitormeiit), eco~pletion of a 40j,000
stur foo. M6 PS? hardstand for the direct support in.itirtenance company,
effective co:-pletien (emcludoa ad~acot droeasirg and elraintaco) of a
3,C~oO foot 'Jig PSP parallal taxtwzy wit:, comriractirv laterals and warmup
apzrons,, rovisicm oil Standard 3 aoc.Žmod~ati~on! for three er~ginear companies
(900 man cantonaent), &.ud coziplctioin of l.axd. oloaractoe focr all rernaining

ourrenrt:Ly prozr--ned-

-,--s~onrttruct-lon

b. Battalion Projocts. N~rnuaslat talicun directed projects
h-ave been undertaker, in impport. of directod cons-&ruction. The m-oot
r,
i-miportant of the~'e include borrcrv pt u~).toritc pim orton

operated on a c~ontinuing bamia to provide fill apac btsablizing

xw.terial.

Additicvnally,. vork on, the intoxrnod~iato i-witerceptnr drainage system for
the Doing Be Thin lF±litary Ccaplox has baee undartken as a battalion
projeot; the vyatcm has borin completaly roughed In on the weat and north
sides of the conplzx.
(is

a. Recapitulntici of Effort. -Construotlaaffortl by project,
uu~arized for thes period I January 1966 through 30 April 1966 on
Inclocurs 5. A graphic vi-sualinstien of~ the stat'ta of constructioni in
the Dong Ba Thin lhilitary Ccxplex is. shounm on Inalosure 3.
!actix. IT,
I.,

701

0C ;,re

Tfd:ton

Doplcoyrt.t

a. Dicuoucdn. During the pro..deployment pha&w% of a nonwarGency deploy~ent, training tine is ey.trmealy valuable. i~or-ally
this txrcining =ast bo'=afeully p-rogmrw,.od and oriented to acccimodate
all othar praparatory acticins roquired in +.): POX as wall as the lat&
receipt of fillar poraonnel in critical MOS's.~ In the absamce of pseiai
guidance, emphaziz during tho avallable training tine will be directed
towa~rd re&adInlca of the unit and individual to perform the TON mission.
Such wa~s th. case of the 20th Engineor Battalion (Cbt).
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~otoio~

L~n.

o

~'2

May 1966
pprt
eriod

b. B~c=iain
11Thxcr = c7::.."tion In to b. ea-rmtted,
following its dplrc7jzint, to a =i-.c A.-.ic-h ditfc~a- z~torially frcm thiat
for %rhich it in arC.ni--Cm, c-±u.9pd cmx4 t~--.i~c-A, ccrlicai. and offlaial
£rndicaticn of cuch a rc-quir=-.,zt 1i ro
~
in order U-.at prod4.pla)m~t trairIZn, =1 be prcpar1.7 rod~fd and direoto.4
2.

o;p~
ymat.

was augam~ted by th3

of en cai;L=

ttz

Ui~t oqui;iznt cc=22y
ciz in cqu#4-=t =d or=ý
in tho m4z2 too a amzstruntiwi

=da &=p trx1 p1--tc~v , -vv-o Cza.fic
izati=z boo&Pap;r-t wl-=ccl
-

(1) TLio followin,-~ut
inaatica &iat .itics

h

be.=

mqýL

to

not cval1able t4 the armz*~
jotthe
missiono

(o)C~n~at?,10 Z'J (AtoU7 avzilWZ*1 by =0

oaed In

(b)

Rc-;oducticz zxt, nzois±-re prooesa

(a)

ahop 6qip~t,

(d)

Shrp, cgcerr-l purpoza respair$ trailer monteodI

%=z urking, trailer matzated

(a) Tout cot# coil
Vibratcr, ocnicroto

Mi

()Ca~w

(2)

coti, D--Vzlt (or equivlmnt). trailer momtod,

(Wi

Lift, cr030 aootry# ZZ., 6,000 pcuod *apacity

(i)

Trasctar, full traockd,3 Athi ripper

Tho folo'wing cqui,;n+t,

=c or nor* of viMbh axe found

in the arozizatiozi czc aur,,ztod,, has boca ecnoizUtet3.y required in
greater ==~bar& to &dcquatoly ao.-?pct the =iso~cns
(a)

Tracotr, V~k= (c7 equivalent) with IS C1 ecrapor

(b)

Loe~

(a)

1Zatc dintribti~orp 1,000 gallom

(d)

Yix=r, ocnartc, 160

sccop, * CI
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Oo~rational lop art cn Le~auca learnod for Warterly Yeriod
Lading 30 April. 1966,, Reports Control Symnbol CSGP0-28(R1)
(a)

Survcy set, ganaoral purpos

(f)

Shop, oontaot rAintswincne, trc

(g)

Lubrioating and servicirg unitt tru4k i.oun:te4

(h)

Rollers 3 vhoels 5/10 tout, steel matorised (or

(i)

Welding chop, truc~k mounted

outd

equivzaenit)

(Q) Trw1r, 5-ton d=:p

(3)

(

%Th fco2.lo'4

fk eticza aroaa of the batteiici

rgzcnizati= hiave roquziroc additiczal parco=o1. to prcovld. a epblt
or -xuZ~t aixiotiug c.opz~ilitiaz &a linidcatods
(a)

S-3'

oonztu+Aatonglizearing& drafting, mwwsye

atai=s
(b)
%&soled vohiolo m=dntencoaio.
(a)

uxieq3uipment and'
Yfainte-acat eng

-3-4s materials hzndling, uztilition ocenstructlan

In ordor to =hnbanc I~he floxibilitV of
b. Rc*==dat-'!o.
engineer *=bat batt'ali=2 so that thay may be effiaicntly ezployed *A
it is reocciendcd that the
Categcry II unitz in a oczioinrole,,
ocaoopt of istenderd ocon truzztiUo aui;ntot.io packaaae (salvated pera~ai
and equipment to cau:,nt acubat battalions) be studied, davelaped for teat
and field tested few parzsible uza in a theater of operaticno.
2.

Lessons Loornadý.
a.

PM~ and D~plxy~nt.
(i)

Ut•'.

Late roceipt Of zaplaaconeata

Dir"'n Duhring the laot phases of MrX %w7y
paerunolo epo2rtad to the organ±ieiticn as fillers isho war* either not
PQR qwa~if td or had ncm-onginear Z09's,
~2rn.~fiI2.A training prcgr= =a1t be eataVbtshed
eryin the orgniza~tirz YON to prowidis neooozry last minuto training
in POR subjoctz for lato arri.vals. Persamel with nimc-engineer )N)'s
must be asoignod on a highly volootive basis to mcwko maidw= use Of their
aptitudes or past trainine and nassure earliest .:ffetive, oz..tho-Job
~training subacqunt to dopisyrnont.
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CP-Qc,1ropo

r-.

l*ca.1966
~
fo l~aatarIy Period

rO~itz- Lead L±zt (ML).
Procc.

(2)

P'~~.DurjnZ MC-I proaaribod load list fcr
as
aaio
nd roquisiticna miult~it
*,=ly an poaibaa. Lato rcczipt of rnov type oquipm-nt necasslitated
culmitting POX roquiaiticnz au3t prior to deploymcnt. ' ev of tn. itme
requaatcd on M4Zrairit~icz have bec rwo~ivzd sinoo arrival in
newly recaivod aquipý:nt w~o

~.Unit3 =--t ba izform-od early 'tzring
of equi~znt u-dh~c will oo rccoived just prior to
P4of necw itc.,
dcplocm7ct, -to~oth- with adoquzto roforonao ratorial up.= itich- U
ma~y bo avoi-',d.

xi7~ o~cc=sicard and nc:.oi4cdcm4oe
p1
officcra h'*W ?3cvzý? pz;tic.; pated in a unit doploy~ent owvraeas o~r b
e~po~zd to etat--Zio nobility aorj.i:ra.

~~ Carmful3ly preparcd MChschodule.,

hoboc~list for mcpanzible staff offioars
an~d unit -,airAcraz, can assiat 1a avroiding last time, costly' raitakes
and duplication of ofZort.

tcgether 'with functlonal

SThe

usa of pariahablo rmodical suppliao,

an V.03.1 sd perishabla raticn2, establish a flBcosearXy requframont for
refr igerintc4 atora-a for forcer. in Viatna=. The si~nificant marale
tenofits derivicd fr= boing ebio to pro,4de cold liqui±ds to drink, at.
leaSt once a dc~y in such an armironmnont, additionally support. the requi.rements for refrigorticm.

d
+-'~ei Refrige'rated storage (2A aui ft
greater) as mail an povcr sou.'oes for =coh storage are mormally
install.ation prop(-ty iiAndrot £ zadiately available to deployed units.
From sia of &=4~ ro1frikgarrtAd storage (3thar that 1JAY) uith M-onrator
uril", might wcil bo dooignated discroticmary WABTOC items for or~ganizationsa
deploying to Viotzn..
(2)

;1.

Aircraft parking apr'Ons,
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mr=-Uo15

4=~ u,;3 04 PC? Paine Pzds for CV-2,,
c'F.zC t~o pl.a=ct of pzda, ha've pr0VM
we. (finl w&"-etlzlticz)
to be v-4tftul of v~auabla cqujp~znt houxc. Tho, iofc=oin,, ia t=i
±rvtz.b1y a& ~lisc wn th
a zz"~go pzt
Cjo~
booauco of the
and cczzpactic equip=+..
Zrzing
0067 epondihlg Vr'ird plytOf
=--it'-. Lltu.:h orxo axrpcaiva in t'rn=a of
PW~ cad r.nhcirz, th m-aa p-1-41 zz~z (Zecrolly placed at ocaiataut
slopo) is fzr ze-ro "~L13, p-czxz fcz ?-7 more durabla, and of cr.-b
to t~o u= for accoozz, raintcnuazos; = airuidcrably grco.tor w.craft ma~zt

Tho cca:;-.ting or--izaticai or unit
rust inovitzbl:7 dao2)lz hzzo l~zg-C q:- tUtiz of orcaitructim mat=This is
ials %:cnloeatt'd zodlztiýnco rrm Ciac-.- IV rupp2,y C=003,;
titic' of bal2zy arA heavy cupplioa
c
trr.. ihcai lz,
paricularly
arc r---idly accx-z-d a.-. cc~ c=d K-2, 14ticnaflly, -,vod pr'oject

zntac~zt normlly p~'ovidrzz fQ7

C--1-ility

and u~ninterrupted suzpply

wquired.
to the projec~t ait-ý %iý=othezo za.-ticao amre
p--ob 2 .~ roeltina to hannlina, zavoby 111: caving a~caide'ible in
dzlficy
and equipczt hou~rs (ewcvn
aozo(itig
d
z uting)
'.Z10

==t and otorago zro v
inaflZicicut
~~ty iitto rbould ba artznic to 4=gi=or
capaci
and fr~t 1cz.d')
battalS onz (e aazoti=i =d c~bat) for hondl1ing of Class IV a~turialao

SAt 1-eat tbr2o diff crcat =nnfact== s
have býczi ldcntifizd with 0=3 P?,2 Tho xdnar diff==cnO c~ating In
the product, bc~tN.n tho throo cir0 =nhthat difficulties in alig;=ant
(in both dinonoicus) tonoc quickly oppxcat vh=r mass areas of PZP are
placaci.
"the problcma vdith placin X8 PEP can be
(cpprcodzata17 0.0f and by
-lepo
conotoVt
a
cliintodbyuzina.
rigorously cgroganting the 13 b7 =ufaoturor.
-

-

--

(5)

~

Forzing *==arte ptAd..

uco of vood foraing for concrete pods
inv'olves sovoral rdded stapts in forming, nev nails with each for~dng
Dl ~Tho
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2

t c L--zz=z LnC=C1 fcx

partial rql--.zc=t 0:

rmzas

smibjoot to vcx~p*CQ ina twud-

(6)

and inc

icz

:'.nU :7

mor eaccm iczl of t!r
quality reciult.

IýatCZ17 P~iod

a

s v:11

a proviing a far bij~er

Je.=tifica-.cz of C;,tioal cquivpnzt.

T-

ccruot of ocitlmulng and
t
Ai.ZZ
Xrlrf-1-4.
of aquip~zt bc
itc~z
~-~
cticzcc
divsco acit'-r c
Indicoato, far
Z:p6-,icico
cpc-nti".
thz
crU31 to tho zurtird- of
affeOlting r= Oth-C 7-%z-3 0: a FroýQt. A w,-ter diatributor in
pczinad d"zt cantrol.
essential for ccm-cto woQ
aot. =1y to prcvido tho prapKw
z:z
C=PI :I~ i.o
Gcntinuin.Z
in ocrnnoot±= with a=,
t..rLy,
vznintcn~.-co for thoc: i.c: !=t to jC
critical In ordcr tha%
moot
zxo
utic.%
itczz
stuttion prioritiý3, thrc-a
2l~.d
ly
ell-'-bo
=ay
zaintumncA P--ioritic3
(7)

of pcrco~zl.j
C"~

*,Crocz

1it3 0: tho cchnt battzilicm ara not
=iztzincd 24 bour operation
m---cd to prov-ido c7i-v~zo cmd c~cfor
of truaks Ltd gcai

~ ~'~-'~.

oprain--.,uz.- n dý-vina 5-ton di.p trucka cnd aL au,,-engnec
"Clia. to th3 aquip~cat Bastionsi
r.c~ntatim in tho m-bor of C2=t~ a
to n~ocssary for two 4%ift opcxatioan

at night has boea
n r-=ny in e"c-,ork
T9o~
1J,
hotAlights,
Vehicle
-itca.
wr~
at
liGhting
d~cquato
of
lack
by
slovod
flodlighting
cots.
arc at best a poor cubstituto for floodliCghtinC
sets are not currc22tly provrided eoonat battalicuea.
Sufficient lighting oquipent %matbe
obtain~ed to provide neoo -cry lighting for efficient night caoostruation
operatJions
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1.-pt oa Loasm L=;:rncd for Quarter7ly Period
~iv104
L~dimz 30 Inil 1966, Z.ptuCcztrol -c'zcx MW0-28(a1)
(9)

'T_-'

Dc

of latcritic zoii on uop level of fll.U

D~'-.Raw latoritia soil has boon ucad in a
oonmpactod six inzh 3.iZt to G.tabilizo fill in thoi Dong Ba Thin Xilitary
Ccrplo--.
Y~X~q poabl~
hwvr been Qoumtaroce in final grading.due to
the lcrrC~ bould.;z of u'n to ?,6 inchoo in d".o=tar w.hich are inevitably
proocunt in the -ma
O1ý--.--' XLatoritic ma.torhul toakc21 frci sourueaa
or pita with rock cor~o rmaut Lo zorocnd or cruahxd to provide a work~able
uiotarial f or fizal k-.c~n z.-. oc~ptcia.
(10)

Shcrtac.c of =rv

p~rco=l and equil==t.

xa.~ A :zý:vzro choztaga of rz-vey pewieo=0io
ca~iata in a oc=iýt batAtzlian o=:_zittcd t~o ccnot-.%,oticm. This often deajys
final grading vpor~ticzio =~d requir-oa limitcd Pur~vy work too b. done
by reLtivl~y inc,-i=-1cz4;_- or uzckll~d pcroc-al,
M-=ýL~
Y-=1 uz =azt be made of iuprovizod
equiy.-=t, hand
rani
d lio lvl.PlatoonI 14.iiors 'With a civil
.nginacrinS bac'_Cr--1 ="st bo czploycd to neat aurvsy requirama.ts Go
many platoon projc~ta.

(11)

It-.

Frdivontion of r-oat.

prox±zity to calt vzt.;1 vz~pca and =posed cz~uiwticn h'ave a tendency
to corrode rimpidly. The loz-or thic corrosica in left ianohaked the
worse it bac~o;, u~ntil thepo~
or z~nition boania. uvaless.
__n-'.xi

_________

=pai

s

be placed anl da.ly

care and clazzing of u-azozo cardn~nco, Froquont inspections help to
insure that this polioy ia.aczzicd out,
--- (12)

I.Zz. Excoacivo wc=

on radiator, tractor, FT. Allis

Opcrtcmto 'mder c~d conditions produoes
Di rm'ir--t
great wmar an radiator tabca cuainii piubtole leaks.
QI~ M-, *If
arzzamd ccr* r~diators are not available, drivers ruat bo cauticmcd,, vh= u.-king qidp~zt, to drive farvard,
not bmz1kwmrd,, therby roduding the czanmt & sand and dr at pulled into
the rcdiatcr.
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dea.l of wzur ?.a: boon forA4

A

j=.

c--uz-aot z~a;.zitc~.nc
cznlrcz,
lJ~~

in dioc-ol Z\Q1.
r4-obL~a in dio~ol and

%

*Fo-l

and operating

týnkorz mat bo chocked dcily

c

ltiia.21, zuzt~ bo 4Lr-dc.Ld dzdlj.

q~ij~fl,*p~ik1y

~ulty zJir acc p~rzccx dizpra.;ae.
?Q

ZIA)

fizzp"zac•-

Th~t"-~.",

r.nufactwcd Ir7 Jcy,
hour oporasti cn.

Lfrcz

laot

on tho 250 = air co~preiszoza,

t,-o to thrcz vczko during sustained 24

4
0)-~r-titrn
-Imcrib.iz loa.d licts must be ionstant1I'
oiz
zcc-=..lazt.ýz, to in.-ar that an adequate
rcitzAas dcý-d Ci
mzpply of diapbra,-= =ro rcx dciti~acd cznd on hznd.

(15)

ce~ .co

Crc

z'I uza of ywhiclea and aquiAent.

L:.-tx L-.=iiity.

______ha

zand and dust cak-

diticna prcvalcnt d aing c:ý at!iczic;, ý-v rzacd tho life of all equipd potrolcum ;:roduota meaz
All 'vzi
r~ct cnd rchicloo in Vic'tnz..
Matr itw14 of
out =uch faztcr duo to -dcxnd duz;t axi--va aticna.
c~u ~
+n
~t,
ati
=1ha
n loa.thcr 'poota are subject to zidldev
czd rottin-.,
'i t is ncc=::xy to periodically instruct

all pors:

alca

tho -'zocz

u--

~ccaing undor thozz cozditi~c.

=zd

n:Jtc-aco of their equipnont 'while

Vz~hiclcs cnd oquipmcnt are lubricatod

=ora frequc~t2l; hc--vior oil ic uczzd in hyi~rauli* aystcma; and the electroCUitim-ing Cnphnsis
tocrion ia dilut-i bccaurca of tho hcaT.
lyt* in'
nuat bo pla~d cm Lczping clothaing &ýytind vchiolos and equipmczit clean,,
ab voll as lubrio.to-d. in zror to mintain their uaaotal life umdor theuse
conditicna.

(16) ItuP.-ovizi
lmxjpG2dab1o5 and TA 50-901 itz.~c

of =athcx?-tight,, secure storage for

~~ An c~pcdicnt noaxia of providing 'weathertight vp~lv. arca for =21
scurity amd protatica1

c--pcndzb1o and TA itams is required for
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fl'oC-tie storref-- Jre is obttiflb4
by raicing ý.h tzr~t "r.
of
tr. i~ 'u-11 =Ant4=rrO* taut &PPrcxi.ztoly t!.o fGtuntil t.-.o "c.Czc 0: h
--.t urs xlUltl~y above Vie level
CCZ
-*! cot tairncr, Tia
-±zQo' t~ho'
n ~
~~'
r .o
foiz CCý;Z'B fi2. UlOng CQ~ StdO C-,-y.
"4nG A±ides Of thi t4= May be
uprm.ad over the tcp of tho =.'-1 to provido draino.We to tbe out'd 4&A
awzy f~ro tho Inside. Vaoo'and dooz.i, at+fremt mdrA ar of Ua
atgt
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TININ, RVN
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HN~

MILITARY CIVIC ACrIoNS PLM 1
References:
-a.
b.

F1I 4±- 0...

.

11ACV Directive 10-.

C. MACV Directive 40-9
d.

USARV aegulation 10-1, as changed

e.

18th Engineer Brigade Regulation 10-1, as changed

f.

35th Engineer Group (Const) Regulation 10-1

TASK ORGANIZATION
Task Force Alfa: A Co., 20th Engineer Battalion (Cmbt)
Hq Co.., 20th Engineer Battalion (Cmbt)
Task Force Bravo: B Co., 20th Engineer Battalion (Cmbt)
513th Engineer Company (DT)
Task Force Charlie: C Co., 20th Engineer Battalion (Cmbt)
584th Engineer Company (LE)
Task Force MEDCAP: Medical Section, Hq Co., 20ta Engineer Battalion
(Cmbtý
1. SITUATION: Withi" the US mission in Vietnam, responsibility for
primary Civil Affairs role, including Civic. Action, is vested in tie US
USOM is responsible for the program supporting
Operations Mission (USOM).
a counterinsurgency effort designed to have a direct and immediate impact on the ruraýl population. This program is directed at rapidly providing resources to the rural sector of society to assist in improving
living standards
,iddeveloping governmental machinery in those areas
responsive to the needs of the pceople. U3 It.ilitary Assistance Command
(MACV) provides the ndvisory effort, in support of Republic of Vietnam
Armed Forces (RVNAF) military operations in Vietnam and these advisors
are emphasizing the importance of an integrated Civic Action Plan at all
RVNAF levels for all opurations. The 18th Engineer Brigade, 35th Engineer
Group (Const) and the 20th Engineer Battalion (Cdibt) (÷) possess personnel
and equipment assets which can be used to make a significant contribution
to the program. Both USOM and MACV encourage a vigorous, integrated Civic
Action Program with cLntralized control of resources and execution.
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Integration of such programzs locally aro achieved by coordinati6n with the

Mayor of the City of Cam RýInh, VACV Sub-sector Advisor (located at Ba
Ngoi, R"'N) and the U'AID Representative, Rogic)n II (located at Nha Trang,
RVN).
2.
MISSION:
20th Enginvur Battalion ('.)
.As
Undertake
soon as possible a continuing program of ':ilitary Civic Action (MILCAP)
responsive to the needs of the people of TAiJ THINH, RVN,

3.

EXECUTION:
a.

,.

Concent of Operation.

(1)
General.
Three organizational task forces and a medical.
task* force provide civic action assistanca to TA•N TULNH, City of CAM RANH,
RVN.
Task Force Co~manders will develop task foice Civic Action Programs
"and insure that all personnel are acquainted with the concept of this plan.
Emphasis in developing programs will be placed on short duration projects
which provide for participation by the people of TAN THL4H.
Task force
personnel will be encouraged to actively participate in established progr-ýns devoting voluntary off-duty time to these efforts.
Task Force Commanders are authorized and encouraged to devote one, one-half day per
week to approved projects; the nature and extent of personnel and equipment resources assigned to the effort must not impair the operational
missions of units concerned.
A typical task force effort would be one
squad day and one-half grader d-ay.
A "typical s.ot.duriti2-Arproject
within the Civic .ict'icn Category,
"Hualth "tnd Snitation" mviL4 be the

p.•lice and covuring of an open ga-ba,,e arva.
will be cond~t.-r
(2)

in three phaat:

Oxecation of this IILC'ALP

:Ls irkdicatad

below4

.

Phsing,
(a)

Phase I,

Initial Undertakings (agency)

1.
Liaison with Mayor of the City of CAM RANH,
Sub-sector Advisor and village officials (Civic Action Committee)
.2.

(b)

Application for MEDCAP assistance (TF MEDCAP)

3.
Development of MIIAP project plans (TF A, B,
Phase II, Interim Undertakings (agency)

1. Approval of proposed MILCAP projects in
principle kCivic Action 'omnittee)
2.
Approval of proposed MILCAP project,,%by Mayor
of CAM RANH CITY and Sub-sector Advisor.
(Civic Action Committee)

3.
not

depen[oi 0 os

Initiation__Qf in

It
OF

ed0°sshort-duration projects

o ra..
L

(TF A, BS C)

C)
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Li. Process requests for materials required to
support approved MTLCAP projects,
(TF A, B, C through Civic Action
Officer)
(c)

Pha..e

III, ýjubsequent Unde:,'takings (agency)

1. Initiate Y-1-DCJV (TF I'IEDCAP)
2.
Continue and complete projects initiated in
Phase II; initiate and complete projects requiring materials, as material
become available. (TF A, B, C)
3. Provide continuity to 20th Engineer Battalion
MILCAP by repeating those actions in Phase I and II necessary to the
execution of Phase Iii.
(All)
b.

TF Alfa (CO,

A Co is TF Commander):

(1) Prepare 11ILCAP project plan which support HEALTH AND
SANITATION (see Inclosure 1, reference e.).
(2)

Execute approved projects at the earliest possizle

time.
c.

TF Bravo (CO,

B Co is

TF Commander):

(1) Prepare MILCAP project plans which support CONSTRUCTIOC
(see Inclosure 1, reference e.).

/

(2)
d.

Execute approved projects at the earliest possible time.

TF Char.ie (CO,
(1)

Prepart

C Co is

TF Commander):

M11TLCA2 project plan which support CON1ERCE AND

INDUSTRY a/o AGRIC)UJLTU-- AM-) NIATU*'•L RESOURCES (see inclosure 1, reference e.)
(2)
e.

Execute approved projects at the. earliest possible time.

TF MEDCAP (Battalion Surgeon is TF Commander):
(1)

Apply for provision of MEDCAP assistance to TAN THANH.

(2)

Initiate MEDCAP at earlisst possible time.

3
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Coordinating Instructions

Projects involving CGM.;'-ITY ,RELATIONS and REFUGEE
(1)
ASSISTA1JCE may be proposed and executed by any or all of the organizatiunal
task forces and/or by thc Comnarn as wholu.
E~xecution of MLI.LCAI pr-jccts v ',hin TATN THAITH will ba
(2)
a coordinated effort approved by the Civic ;*ction Cwviitteo and under the
Noir.ally, all efforts,
staff supervision of the Civic Actions Officer.
task forces on one day
be ap-lied by all
other than off-duty tine, ,rill
. week as designated bv the Civic ictions C ozrnittee after coordination
of''
"i local officials.

(3) The 20th Engine3r Battalion (Cmbt) Civic Action Committee,
composed of a Chairman, Civic Action Officer, Secretary and two members
"will act as the steering coordinating body for all Civic Actions. The
Civic Action Officer is a special staff officer of battalion commander
Personnel serving in
and maintains staff supervision of Civic Actions.
the aforementioned positions will be appointed in Special Crders.
(4) The utilization of any assets other than medical for
execution of approved 1.ILCAP projects will be fully coordinated by Task
Force Commanders with S-3, 20th Engineer Battalion (Cmbt).
(5) At no time will priority of effort or assets be devoted
to M.ILCAP projects.
(6)

This plan is

effective for planning and execution on

receipt.

4.

ADMINISTR-*TION

a.

•ND LOGISTI CS:

Materials.

"To the extent possible, MILC.'%P projects will deemphasize
0()
Scrap or ratural materials
the requirements for Class IV type material.
will be used to the maximum extent.
(2)
Materials required t,) support approved KILCAP projects
S-14, 20th Engineer
will be requested through the Civic Action Officer.
Battalion (Cmbt) will assist the Civic Xction Officer as necessary.
Materials required will' be requested as directed by Civic Action Officer,
35h Engineer 'Group (Const).

V
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b. Labc; . Maximum participation in MILCAP projects by the
people of TAN TILiNH is desired. Task Force Commanders will. identify how
people may be constractively utilized in development of projects, selfhelp, technical assisTance or education. Arrangements for participation
will be made by the Civic .Lction Officer.
c.
Public Information. NILCA?-projects implemented by task
forces of this c( ,and wilK bC nrubliciZeO' t(I gain loT;rlty, support and
respect of the pc'pl:.. Public inf'r.i•ation Officur, 20th Engineer Battalion
(Cmbt) will coordinate with Tas'- Force Commanders in the preparation of
photographs and news releoses.
Drafts of news releases and photographs
will bL submitted by the PIC to the Civic Action Officer for inclosure
with the weekly Civic iction Report.
d.
Report,

Reports.

(1) Task Force Commanders will submit weekly Civic Action
as requested by the Civic Action Officer.
(2)

Civic Action Officer will prepare and submit the Civic

"ActionReport specified in reference e. and f.

AND SIGNAL:
SCOKIAND
No change from standing operating
procedures.
Acknowledge

.

RICHARD L. MIaRRS
Lt Col, CE
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Section 1.
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5.
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ii rinirur. 3--5 cay c'uration.
*6.

Ircreised live fire exercises er-pha~izirg cmr.amnc.
arc' lire (Asrcipiike..

~~ortro'.
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plr-toon ave. co-pany cperatfr-

7./'~)s',5a
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or jur~zlf
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tor-et detection at night'.
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12.
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Zone opý-'ration was coneuctcz.
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Special Inrces Cnnp to relieve tVe prEssure on the Special Forces Camp,
This
VC i:. zone.
whiCh was under attack by the VC, and destroy all
operation was acccmplished by covibiied forces to include Arnor Cav,
Ivufartry, i.ch anized forces, Marirnes, "'angers, Artillery, Engineers,
LS and Vi! Airforce2 and US 2,rmy aviaticn.
Lessor.n

Learned

"i-ore effort and training nust be placed on counterambush techn.ques - in ad(.ition to ;restriking known a:.bush sites and
utilizing lon.g-range patrols to seek out the ambush, correct tactical
co;nterambush trairing and fire discipline when
formations, !rivicual
operating ag-ainst tLe VC are necessary to prevent a successful amrbush.';
C.

1st Cavalry Division,

dated 15 .:ovember 19C5.

incid ;-/01 servatir,-(%)
1.
hIa' b\W was effuctivk
which the PAVF were hiWing.:

a,Laizst the a! thli'.s be.imf

2.
:Creater erphasis should be placed on the ability
of personnel down to ane including fire tear. leaders to adjust artillery
and .ortar fire.
3.
'We. wust take tire ni ev.ery opportunity to train
our men, especially our rplacemenrs, tu perfection in snall unit fire
and movement and fire anJ maneuver.
If we do not oo this, men will be
killed who would not otherwise Le kiled.
4. "Tb-.e ircdiviýual solc.er must beccome at least as goon.
as the PAVU in camouflage techniques and use of tcrrair and foliage to
ccver and conceal his moverer-ts.
This :-ust he e,-p'asized.;'
L.

P.eadquarters,

U.

S.

Ar'y Vietnam,

date.

30 August 1965.

In~cid.mnt/Ob.he'vaticn(•)

1.
ELphasis has Leen place,? (n offensive tactics to
the point that we may havd overlook'..& the basic facts that at some tire
the defe'nse rust be a1sumed.
The sm-ill unit co-,a.andar, iotably the
platoon :omimander,
7e
fails to aprreciate tie use of defensive terrain
or the nr-,nzr er. h
t of supporting w,, [,ins in the
Cefense.

Lesso• T.arnrdcl
Do not ezphas'
ithe detriment of thc (eferse.

offersive tectics in

2
1 ,
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•/ •

C
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"This battle was won by aggresslve
applicztion of techniques and
prirciples cor-monly taught in service
schools and contained in
standard fielc manuals.
Several are
tiat a lesson to be learned is that citec. here only to confirm
thcse techninucs and principles
art, basJca]ly soLnr: and will result
in the defeat of any eremy
force if properly -applied.

FC4O.....

"

9/FOR
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'ieeting engagements of small units on patrol have
2.
been the most frequent contact throughout all TAOrs (Tactical Area of
Initially, reaction by the point was not rapid enough
Pesponsibility).
to deliver fire at the elusive VC alovg trails. With practice, increased
Jungle lane type ranges with numerous surprise
kills are beir.g realized.
targets, have been a successful training eevice in reflex conditioning
and increasing 'Snapfire' rarksmauship."
The enlisted personnel presently in Vietnam have
3.
not been taught counterinsurgency. They are well versed in counterguerrilla operations but have a lack of understanding when it comes to
civic action visits to villages. The platoon comrianders have a working
kncwledbe of -counterinsurgency. The enlisted personnel down to squad
leader must be taught the overall picture of what the government is
In this connection everyone should
trying to accomlish in Vietnam.
receive basic instruction on religious customs and superstitions of the
people of the area in which they are working.':

j

Lesson Learned
That all .CO schools begin to teach counterinsurgency
operations. That a more dynamic program of area study be corducted prior
to arrival into Asian countries.

/i

S.3
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Section I (continued)
E. Staff Visit of USCOUAF.C Training Team to US Army Tactical
Units in RVh, dated 22 airch 1966.
Incident!Obser .ation(s)
1.
Lurirg the period of 1-16 Larch 1966, a team of 4
officers visited US Army tactical units in RVN.
The purpose of the trip
was;
a. To determine the compatibility of the Republic of
Vietnam oriented training conducted in the basic training and advanced
infantry training programs with the actual needs of the infantry replacemerits assigned to United States Army units in Republic of Vietnam.
b.
To insure that the COdUS training programs reflect
all of the techniques required of the Republic of Vietnam replacement and
to apply from information gained prcmpt realignment of our present individual training program where required.

-

2.
This team visited 3 division headquarters, 10 brigades,
20 Infantry and/or Airborne battalions, 2 Artillery battalions and 1 Air
Cavalry squadron.
3.

Conclusions of the team were:

a. Commanders at all levels have high praise for the
individual replacement soldier and consider him highly trained aid well
motivated.
b. The advanced infantry program, particularly at Fort
Gordon and Fort Polk, should be reviewee in light of the specific areas
stressed by all commanders as follows:
(1) Personal hygiene.
(2)

Firing of the individual weapon during

(3)

The techniques of a perimeter defense.

(4)

Land grenades.

(5)

Use of arm and haud signals.

(6)

Radio/telephone procedures.

(7)

Physical training and extreme phypical en-

darkness.

durance exercises.

4
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(8) Squad and platoon formations with stre~s
against "bunching-up.'*
Patrolling, squad size.

(9)
(10)

Fire discipline.

(11)

Weapons safety.

(12)

quick reaction type training.

(13)

Detection of punji stakes, mines and booby

(14)

Water discipline and the necessity for using

(15)

Target detection (Crack-Thump H4ethod).

traps.
malaria tablets.

ii.

5
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Section I (continued)
F.

U. S. Army Victnes,

dated 28 March 1966.

Incident/Observation(s)
1. US infantrymen, with limited additional training
and using organic unit reso'nrces, linve successfully conducted long range
reconnaissance petrol operations.
llic nature of the enemy and terrain
rInn,- "arond r-c :.-1-a!-';nce activities as
in Vietnam necessitnt-s-o,
a means of findir, tVe e-Y.',' or crit'Unrnr their nrne:-stence.
2.
For most ýr,.ops a'-riving in WJIN, it is the first
time that they have experienced fi-ld living conditions in an area of very
low sinitary stprd3rds.
As a resultf cf roor individual sanitary habits
an6 low resistance, a high J iicdecee ,.' gastro-intcstiral diseases occurs.
The inrcidcnce of these diseases can be reduced by:
a. Esta))2islment of field expedient handwashing
facilities at urfr.ls, latr.nnc.z ýnl ness halls. Provide NCO supervision
to insure that troops wvah .heir Os befr !trring the mess line.
b.
Screen. Cisi'J,.c',,
urinIs and mess areas.

:;jiay c,,i wa-h latrines,

c.
2,ovi6e ITCc super-ision to insure thorough sterilizing of mess geor before entering the mess line and insure thorough
cleaning of mess gear after e,-ting.
d. Probihit vehicl:.,- from driving in or near the
mess and billeting areas to :.i[nimize thbe dust stirred up. Oil and/or
wet down the areas aro'.nd ti;.! ,-ss

e.
formation briefings.
prominent places.

(t.

h&l:.

Ernphz-`z.e s,:.Lahion reqvtiremn.,%t in conmr~nd inpost rc.nluders on bulletini boar-a. end in other

ist

ibon

l•I'.e.119
iv•,lin, -L--tcd 2• I'arc.

1966.

1. E',ery najvr operation has been hi.'racterized Ly the
usi of helimobile displas'most of artillery; Aeria±. r..-:.pply, use of
airborne Command exd Control whips and aerial medical evacuption.
Thece
techniques are used extensively, and parachute opern-tions infrequently
(none to date by US Airbo:.'.- vniti).
Lesson L-rned
A need eyists to chnngj the present. training emphasis
for airborne units from ,-rachute operetiolz to hel !mobile operetions.

6
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2.
Prior to arrival of the US units in Vietnam, the
Viet Cong had alzost complete freedom of movemert at night. Very few
night operations were conducted by ARVN forces. This brigade initiated
several night infiltration operations shortly after arrival which threw
the VC into a state of confusion and caused them to be unsettled for many
days thereafter.
Night operations are now the norm for this unit.
The
results are:
(1) Reducing casualties by fighting or moving under cover
of darkness; (2)
Gaining surprise over the VC; and (3)
Destroying freedomr of movement previously enjoyed by the enemj.
Maximum use should be
made of night observation devices to fully exploit our technological
advAntr ge
Lesson Learned
Emphasis should be placed on training for and conduct
of night ccubat operations .n V4.etnam.
3.
Obtaining information of VC movements and locations
is often the most difficult and frustrating part of any operation in
Vietnam.
Because of their penchant for withdrawing fron and avoiding contact With US forces, our short range reconnaissance patrols are frequently
unproductive.
This situation presents many lucrative opportunities for
"Ye employtent of Long Range Reconniassance Patrols operating 25 to 50
kiloaeters frcm friendly units.
The VC, thinking themselves safe from im-medi.ate contact -with US forces, tend to use less care and caution thsa normal and can be observed as they assemble or move; subsequent operations
can tnen be planned to destroy them.
Such operations normally enjoy the
advantage of surprise.
Our own LRRP has been used extensively and has
been very succeszful in detecting and reporting VC activity and movement.
4. Safety programs in CONUS are directed primarily
toward traffic
safety and range safety.
These programs do little
to prepare the soldier for living in an armed environment.
After arrival in
Vietnam, several serious accidents occurred due to the careless or
thoughtless discharge of firearms.

CONUS safety programs should be expanded to include

a thorough indoctrination on the safe handling of loaded weapons over
extendad periods of time.

5.
US combat units in Vietnam ma!ke frequent air moves
from one operational area to another.
In many of these moves, C-123 and
CV2B aircraft are used, although these aircraft are only rarely encountered
during trainin8 in CONUS.
In view of the extensive use made of these aircraft in
Vietnam, units should train in the loading and use of the C-123 and CV2B
prior to deployment to Vietnam.
6.
Because of the extensive use made of patrol tactics
and the large number of semi-independent platoon and czmpany missions

9
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performed by our units in Vietnam, the knowledee and skills of the small
unit leader are more important than ever before.
All squad/team leaders
and other Fi in positions of responsibility, such as radio-telephone
operators, must be thoroughly familiar with the adjustment of artillery
and mortaa fire and must be capable of calling for ana adjusting TAC Air.
Leaders of small units must be highly trained in cross-country navigation,
map reading, use of field expedient antennas, ambush and counter ambush
techniques and day and night patrolling, to mention just a few. The
success of an operation frequently depends entirely on how well the squads
and platoo, s perform their assigned tasks.
Leaders must be trained to a
very high state and then given combat missions and responsibilities commensurate with this trrkining. Unit ccr~manders who try to retain direct
centralized control of their units in the jungled and mountainous terrain
of Vietnam will not succeed as well as those who give mission type orders
and who allow their leaders to take action within the scope of that assigned mission.
Constant and continued emphasis should be placed on
training and preparing the small unit leader for combat in Vietnam,
with emphasis on those skills designed to allow him to operate with selfconfidence and assur&nce, even in the absence of orders.
H. Ist Ai- Cavalry Division (Airmobile),
Artillery, dated 28 March 1966.

3d Battalion, 18th

Incident/Observation(s)
Specialized unit and/or individual training.
a. Artillery units being deployed to the Republic
of Vietnam are faced with the necessity of constructing field fortifications upon arrival in-country.
Sucb units ar. required to construct gun
pits and bunkers.
Officers of heavy artillery units, or unitzi -ji3tb
heavy equipment, are frequently fnced with the necessity of cla•ssifying
bridges over which their equipment will pass.
b. All individuals or units progrbA•ed for deployment to the Republic of Vietnam should receive specialized training in.
the Lonstruction of field fortific•-ions.
Officers being deployed with,
or 4 rograsmmed for assignment to, units which have heavy equipment should
receive some training on how to classify bridges.

F8
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Section- I (ccntinued)
HARRISON,

I.
Ist Brigaee, IDlst Airborne Division, Operation
dated 12 ,pril 1966.
Incident/e'cservation(s)

There is a need for trained rapelling tears within the
supported units. The dense JunGle growth which covers a major portion r.
cur operational area prohibits the landing of helicopters in critical
areas for such nissions as emplacenent of forces, resupply, and medicrl
evacuation.
Rapelling teams are normally equipped with pioneer enginecring equipment such as power saws and axes used to clear areas and iwprove them sufficiently for use as helicopter lanqing sites. Rapelling
also perrits the er:placement of small forces such as long rar.ge reconnaissance patrols in areas where they could not otherwise te landed.
J.

1st Infantry Division, Lessons Learned, dated 15 Harch 1966.
1.

Inci dent/Obs eirvation(s)

Physical conditioning. Combat operations, extreme
heat and difficult terrain place heavy physicri dc.ards on the soldier in
Vietnam. There is no substitute for inteusive physical conditioning.
Troops in top physical condition upon leaving CONUS
will become more easily acclimated to conditions in Vietnam.
2.

Inzident/Observation(s)

SIaintaining
contact. Once contact has been made, it
must be maintained to keep the enemy off balance. The VC are well versed
in the use of delaying tactics. The combat leader ,.±ust be able to determine rapidlr the size force he has engaged. The tire lost in developing
the situation may allow the main forceý to prepare an ambush, occupy defensive positions or escape.
All training situations must stress the importance of
L~aining and maintaining contact with the enery. Rapid reporting cf intelli6znce information will permit faster friendly reaction.
Y. Headquarters,
dated 21 March 1966.

Field Forces Vietnam, Lessons Learned,

Incident/Observation(s)
Althouoh cross cultural communication, has been emphasized
in counterinsurgency and military assistance advisor training, the resultt
have been disappointing.
The number of US personnel with adequate and
useful knowledge of Vietnamese langu-age sad culture ranges from limited to
virtually non-exlstent, particularly in tactical units. This limits the

S•~0l'
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ability of: US unit co-xsancders to ccrmiunicate effectively with Vietnr::cse counte'parts amvizors to influence cci'ntery.,arts, anziof intellirence persori.c-l to exPloGit t1e r..ost profital•le sources of intel-ijence
information (i.e., captives, local IopUlce inmr cap.tured docur.ents).
ocre US personnel rust bc trairec as e•perts in Vi~tnapi.ese language and culture.
The iuse of ARVN interpreters smould be
considerea as being only a stop-rap r:easure.
It should be recognize:
that the use of rhe interpreters and translators rresently available
will lesult in some degree of risunderstandin. wecn contact is nr.._c between US and fT.' representatives.

3
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Section II.

Training.in Theater.

A. Coran.and Ieport for Quarterly Period Ending 3C September 1965, Reports Control Symbol CSGP3-2w (aL), Lateu 16 October 1965.
Ivcident/Cbservation(s)
1. `In country trainin- has stressed primarily small
unit tactics with emphasis on patrolling for units of company size and
smaller. This training has included heliborne assault operations,
courterarbush and immediate action drills, demolitions, driver training.
lana navigation and long range patrolline."
2. .'about four weeks of acclimatization end traininý,
are required for troops to lecome fully effective in country.':
conducted
fromaccliratize
CCI.LS, thp unit
spcea marches ane.'3. PT :Prior
twice a todaydeparture
to sovewhat
the troops
to

4

the conditions they would encounter.

This traininE was effective in

that the unit has suffered few losses due to heat exhaustion."
B.

173rd Airborne Erigade, date:

5-9 inovember 1965.

Incident/Observation(s)
a problem.

Preparation of landinr zotes in jungle terrain continues
:uring Stobe
this operation, it was discovered that personnel

-with lumberjack experience produce five times the results of inexperienced

personnel.
Lesson Learned
A requirement exists for a special team to be organized
and trained for LZ preparations.
This team. shc-ild have tnt necessary
equipoent and would be on call during operations to rappel from. helicopters into the proposed LZ.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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iiction III.

Joint Cpe.-atiovs arn.
A.

Proce.;ras for Airrobila Cpprations.

Commard R.eport for Quarterly Period Lnding 30 Septem-

ber 1965, Reports Cortrol Symbol CSGPO-23 (rL),
1.

"ated 1C October 1965.

Inncident/Observation

"Eelicopter transport has many disadvantages that
were not previously apparent. i.elicopter units are prohibited by local
regulations fron landing on an insecure LZ unless the landing is preThis,
ceeded by artillery, armed helicopters and/or TAC air preperrtion.

1

comblred with the fact that two or more lifts are usually required,
makes a surprise attack very difficult."
Lessons Learned

a.

These disadvantages can be overcome to some

extent by prestriking several LZs, feinting laneing on one and then
Armed helicopters should strike tree
moving quickly to the prinary LZ.
lines around the LZ just prior to the landing. Troops must move off the
be
LZ into pre-selected asser•bly areas so that the second lift can still
Use roads
preceded by a prestrike on the remainder of the LZ perir.eter.
as LZs to chanpe the pattern of using likely LZs in the vicinity of the
target area.

I

b.
'Avoid use of white smoke whenever possible
since this color is SOP country-wide for marking air ctrike3 on enemy
locations.
Likewise violet sroke is widely used for marking air red
evac lan 1ing sites."
2.

IncitdentICbservation(s)

a.
Six observation :elicopters are completely
inadequate for a brigade. As a minlmur,, it needs a platoon of 5 slick
UE-l and 3 armed UH-1 helicopters.':
b.

'Flying

tire per aircraft per ronth is 55 hours.

c.
cV-13S helicopters are inadequate as a co
and control -irczaft where there is no front line.:

and

d.
'C0h-13S helicopters should all have dual control, no gun kits ard be used for artillery observation, Air Force FAC,
high recnrnaissani-e and admiinistrative missions.'
e.
Each battalion area s;auld have sufficient
space to park 6 l:-'. helicopters.`

FOR OFFICIAL USE ON'LY
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•.
Combat Operations After Action Report (IAACV/RCS/J3/J2),
dated 30 December 1965.
Incident/Cbservatior.
"With the advent of increased fire support by US
aircraft, it becomes imperative that a fire support coordination element
be located at the senior field headquarters controlling any operation.
The element must contain both US and GVN personnel rith the necessary
comunications to accomplish the mission."
C.

1st Cavalry Division, dated 15 November 1965.
Incident/Observation(s)

1.
"Artillery, TAC air and Army Rocket artillery can
be used at the same time without the loss of aircraft or effectiveness.
APA and TAC air flew perpendicular to the artillery gun-target line
in these cases where they simultaneously struck the same target areas.
Other striking aircraft flew parallel to the gun-target line and beyond
it."

SThe

Lesson Learned
FAC and the artillery

;'Žtreemely close coordination Is required between the
U1atson officer to accomplish the above.,

2.
"The pathfinder team was t,'emendous.
Until they
could get in around 1630 hours, 14 November 1965, all incoming aircraft
had to be guided in and out by the battalion commander on the .. attalion
command net."
Lesson Learned
A pathfinder team should go into every battalionsized assault.
3.
"The technique of holding a company (-) as an
offensive striking force while reccn elements of one platoon check specific
areas out 50-100 meters from the landing zone worked out very well in this
case.
Also and most important, the assembled company (-) enables the
battalion co ander to hit any enemy attack quickly with a controlled unit."
4. "When a unit gets into an objective area, as soon
as possible efter landing, artillery fires should be brought in.
This
will possibly kill sowe PAVN nearby and certainly will cut dc%.n time on
target when a fire mission on known enemy is called for."

2
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Incici.cntl~b rrv~.t1on (,)
Tlhe advarced guard of ar Infantry Battalion prematurely
tritgcred a Vift Con, anbush, that vas established alone a road bordered
on both sides ly '
Lessons Learned.
'Vhen attac!.ed alor. a road and air support is
I.
used, it =ay well force the VC to close on the rca(; for safety.
In
this cAse, we. kille•. a lot lecause we kept coran-_ of the road."
2.
Air power can Five very close support at night
if they have somnething to gfuie on, suc. as a road in this caso.
:ielcopters shot 2 .o 3 yarda off t,',he roaa anL the natalm was about 5C meters.

D.

173rd Airborne Brisade,

date:

5-9 0overber 1965.

Incident/Observation(s)
1. T.e corcept of attachinE a FAC tear- to each irif.ntry
battalion to assist the airborne i;AC in the cor,trol and direction of
strike sircr;ft
and to advise the ground corwander ir the plainin& and
execution of TAC air support is mandatory and has proven exceptionally
effective.
2.
Cn occasion it may be necessary to stcp everythlns
to carefully adjust artillery
ard 11.C air to place it exactly where it
is needed.
The fire often must be walked` to the desired location.
3.
Air Force P-43 helicopters cAn be used effectively,
but slowly, to evacuate pe-sonnel frorm jungle areas where no LZ i
available.
A cable hoist for the 17.--1 heliccpter is urgently Leeced.
4. "'•uring any extraction, it is irperative to know hno
many t-oor.s remain in the objective area ane where they are located.
turing the cor.duct of a: extraction at nig:ht, this becomes ever !tore importart to preclude leavfn.- persornel i. tre pick-up area and to insure
that supporting artillery anrc air car, be tro-Sht in close to the perl=eter.:
5.
The difficult probler for the battaollou cormancer
after cor.tact is to detec, r.e where all his forces are locateq before co-mittir.p awny n:ore forc.'s to ,overent or using his heavy fire support.
The
elenent in contact mist also be given ti.e
to develop the situation beforc
the declsion is ricde to maratuver other elenents or use the heavy fire
suppoit.
Lesson Learre_
V'he:.ever the situation cannot be developed without excassive personnel losscs, the most effective zipproac:; is to brzak contact.
strike the enen.y with air and artillery,
with ar iz•neflate follo-e;
by
friendly maneuvering.
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F.

Operational Critique,

173d Airborne Brigade,

I

-

C

January 1966.
Incicent/Cbservatior(s)

.ated

1.
T;e crossloading of advance parties of the last two
battalions aud the artillery battery into the first battalion's lift
enabled the orderly arrival of subsequent airlifted elements to their design
positions.'
2.
':C-47 helicopter-, were employed to lift
4.2 mortars
and mechanical raule prime movers into the objective area. The terrain in
the objective area was inpossible to traverse with these loads, therefore,
the mortars ierained within a few meters of where tihey were landed for the
entire operation.
Aerial reconnaissance id not reveal this teriain
condition.'
Lesson Learned
The introeaction of heavy equipment into the LZ
should be held in abeyance until an on--the-spct reconnaissance has been
made.
3.
'ien

"'The artillery was lifted by CU-47 by sling load from

Loa to Lao Trai on r-Cay.
Lesson Learned

The advantages of sling load rather than internal
carry are that the gun crew and asur.unition can be carried internally in the
same aircraft, and unloading is faster in the objective area thus subjecting the aircraft to tEir.inum expo-ure."

4

4.
For the extraction of a force Ly air. UhLl helicopters
.3hc,.d be used to rapidly lift
tue force from the hostile area to a secure
area.
Chinook helicopters may be used to r.ove the forces from the secure
area for tne longer haul to the base camp.
Lesson Learned
The Chirook helicopters appear to subject an inap-propriately large nur.Ier of personnel to hostile fire while in the congested
area.
5.
'It wau proposed that we atterpt to modify our tactical air ordnance delivery procedures in order to halve the time of LZ
preparation at'd double tie amount of orenance. The time allocated to TAC
air preparation is rormu.lly thirty minutes.
Each flight of three aircraft
tkes approximately seven ard one half minutes to experd. When :0 minutes
of artillery prenaration and 5 rinutes of arme6 helicopter are added, it
amounts to a 45 minute warnrin to the eiuetry.
Ilemay either move forces into

4.
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tne area, or out of the area prior to the landing of the first troop lift.
Experiments will be made in future operaticos to expend ordnance from
aircraft flying two or three abreast. carrying one typo of ordnance instead
of the mixed load now carried.
6.

hopscotch Tactics:

a. "A new tactic was practiced wits 1/5r3 :nf, west
of the Oriental River, which is design-ated Hopscotch.
The purpose of this
tactic is to search out the enemy ever a large area, using a minimum expenditure of forces and dominating the area in a short time, through air
mobility, violent assault, and surprise.b.
`The procedure was as follows: Three assault
elements were organized out of two rifle companies. One force consisted of
144 men while the other two had 72 each. With minimum amount of planning
time and the maxii.uu amount of prearranged supporting action each force
was able to make assaults by helicopter in separate areas. As each force
landed, the helicopters picked up the next force and were able to either
reinforce the previously employed element or make an assault in another
preselected area."

I

c. "The sequence of events was as follows: The
first element became airborne and flew to a rendezvous point approximately
five minutes flying time from the selected LZ. M.en over this point, the
This started the five minute countdown.
flight leader announced Skyhool&:.
The artillery FLC monitoring the fliah: leader acknowledged the receipt of
':Skyhook,ý which was the signal for the artillery to begin the LZ preparation in volleys for one minute.
At the end of the three rinute coLntdown,
cor-pletion of the artillery firing was indicated by the firing of red smoke
in the last volley. Ar:e(' helicopters prececed the troop lift
oy one
minute firirg on the flLnks of the LZ.
At the end of 5 rinutes the forces
were on the ground and troop helicopters departed the area to pick up the
next element. Zy the time the next element was airborne, the airborne command post was able to determine from the connitted force whether the enery
situation demanded that the next lift be employed as a reinforcing unit or
could be committed in a new location.
It was decidee that the next lift
could be erployed in a new locatio. hence the entire sequence of timing was
ctatted anew. hll three lifts were employed in separate areas.
Contact
was Lade in one area, but it soon ceased anu reinforcerrert was not required."
d.
The forces remained employe.
three hours and were then e'tracted."
e.

for a period of

Tactical air was riaintained overhead throughout

the entire operation."
Lesson Learned
"These tactics etrabled a force of less than 300
P-n to search and dominate, in approximately four hours, a suspacted enemy

5
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area which would normally have taken a battalion size unit several days.
These tactics appear to have much merit in open terrain which affords
nmwnrous landing zones, they truly exploit the mobility of the
helicopter."
Operational Critique, 173d Airborre Brigade, G

G.

14

-

January 1966.
Incident/Observation(s)
I.. "It
the three battalion areas
operationA.
Each lift
of
touched down and departed

should be Doted that the landings in each of
were completed more rapidly than during former
5 elements, consisting of 10 helicopters each,
within a total of no more than three minutes."
Lesson Learned

This was made possible by the fact that the elements
land in a staggered trail which permits quicker ;'setting:: and quick exiting
of the troops.
2.
L¶1 helicopters should be used to extract forces
from an unsecured area to the nearest secured area in order to achieve
a quick turn-around.
Ch-47 helicopters can then pick up the forces from
the secured area for the long haul.
3.
'It is suggested that when a ground follow-up to a
SB-* strike is made, the time of ordnance delivery be greatly compressed.
The present time span of delivery and the long :-aucss bco,,ý;: flights
enables the enemy to move out of the area or get into deep h6les .after' the
initial drop.
When a grrund force follows a B-32 strike, the mass delivery
of CBU's with an irmediate follow-up airmobile assault in the proximity of
the strike would appear to achieve the optimum surprise and highest probability of success."
H.

Eeadquarters,

U. S. Army Vietnam, dated 30 August 1955.

Incident/Observation(s)
Reccnnaissance immediately prior to ar. airmobile operation should be fitted into the general pastern.
Aggressive use should be
made of Rangers, Special Forces, reconnaissance companies, pathfinder
teams, etc., equipped with superior commsunications.
These units must be
used repidly to probe potential enemy positions and to join definite intelligence with minimum exposure of our own resources.
Better and continuous use of aerial pbrlographs should be made."

)
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Section III (continued)
I.

Lessons Learned (1 October-30 liovemnber 19C5),

Cavalry Division (Airmobile),

1st

dated 10 January 1966.

Incident/Observation__)_
..xperience indicates that troop landings for search and
destroy operations should hegin, when feasible, on high ground and extend
toward blocking forces locatee at the base of hills.
The Gown movement
allows for cornconserves the strength of personnel anc at the sane tire
plete coverape of the terrain.
',oreover, this procedure attacks prepared
enemy defensika positions ir t!Aeir rear when they are privarily sited to
defend against attac!ks coming up the hill.

7
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(Section III continued)
J.

U.. S. Army Vietna",

dated 22 .,nrch 1966.

Incident! Otservation( s)
The best solution for control of aircraft and artillerj
is for all units in the landini, zone anC all, aircraft entering or
leavint, tae zone to operate on a conricn air-ground frequency, controlled
by a pathfinder tearn. ; utual clearance of artillery and aircraft is
obtained, aný-. resupply aircraft are directed to their proper holding
area. In addition, pilots are gaining confidence in being able to fly
un~er ard adjacent to the artillenr projectile.
During one operation.,
C Battery fired ccrtinuously for al.ost three hours ind maintained continuous fire for one arC. one-half hours. In addition, the other battery
in the area fired during this period. HU-1 and OH-13 helicopters were
able to enter and leave the laneing zone by careful air control procedures.
Lesson Learned
Utilizing pathfinders with units coi.cerned i-onitoring
the air-ground frequency, optimu'i artillery fire can be effected without
eidangering aircraft.
K.

1st TxriLgade , 101st. M-Arborne Division, dated 26 Harch 1966.
Incident/Observation-(-)

The use of :.,,ultiple durawy landing zones to the flanks and
rear of enery positions,. with helicopters epj~roaching or even touching
down on several but discherinm, troops only on one landinrg zone, is frequently effective in deceivinL, t':e VC as to tLe intent and actual loca
tion of our assavrltinr.
forces.
T".e VC vill sor~etii-es abandon prepared
positions when ficed with this tactic, and then become vulnerable to
preplanned artil)ery, and air strikes directed at them, and on their es-cape routes. Thd use of this seLe tcctic is also useful in the infiltra--tion of lont~ ran e patrols and helps insure clandestine entry into the
patrol areas.
Oeceptive tactics with helicopters enhance the security
of airLobile operations, increase chances. of success and help pain
surprise.
I

r

L.

i4l.CV,

dated 15 i;arch 1966.

Incident/Obs er(ation s)
Operational exuperience ov~r the past tbree years in the RVII
indicates that the Lest general concept cf emplon.ent of arued helicopter's
in support of airmobile operations calls for two fire tear:s to provide
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suppressive fire in and adjacent to the LZ.
Lach fir,! team should consist
of at least two and no more than three armed helicopters.
The best ratio
of armed helicopters to lift helicopters varies with the mission and the
size of the lift
formation, but the nun:ber of fire teams on station at a
given tir.e remains relatively constant at 2 per LZ regardless of the size
of the lift
formation. Best control of the mix depends upon the location
of the units, the type and size of airn-obile operation being conducted and
whether US or ARVL forces are being suplcrtea.
In addition to the above:
a. Airmobile operations shoulC eiuploy a minimum of
two light fire teams on station (LZ) with one additional armed helicopter
used as a com,.and and control helicopter and to provide additional fire
support for either of the fire teams.
To provide this Lupport there must
be five ,ission-ready helicopters available at all times.
b.
The 5 armed helicopte"s can adequately support up
to 20 lift
helicopters which are operatin._ in a close formation into 1 LZ.
This provides a mix of armed and lift helicopters of 1:4 which experience
has shown to be the best riS for larke airmobile operations.
The mix of
1:4 considers only the fire support required in sad around the LZ during
troop lift
operations.
c.
The mi:: of arned &iC lift helicopters should be
proviued at conp=n3 level for the separate battalion through assignment or
attachment of ore ar-i:ed plotoon of sufficient size to provide five missionready armed helicopters/crews to the lift
company. One additional armed
platoon should be Passigned to the battalion and be under direct control of
the battalion commander.
d. The mix of armed and lift
helicopters should be
controlled at battalion level for divisional battalions where the comranies
are closely located ii-the sa.n'e general area. This battalion should have
an armed company of sufficient si7e vi provide the mix of 1:4 for troop
lift while retaining one platoon :.s a reserve force for commitment as specific tactical situations may dictate.

9
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Sectirn III (continued)
IiAIPOM

M. ist Brifade. 101st Airborne Division, Operation
, oated 12 April 1966.
1.

Incident/Observation(s)

Urits unable to e.-tract serious battle and non-battle
casualties due to the non availability of LZs.
Lesson Learned
1hinch extraction of battle or non-battle casualties,
as well Ls prisoners from otherwise inaccessible terrain is feasible. A
corollarj advantage is the -morale effect for the troops to know that such
an extraction roeans is available.
1hen operating in areas where LZs are not :ivailable,
an i.-h3 rescue helicopter should be attached or available in direct support.
2.

Incident/Observation(s)

Air and artillery preparaticn of helicopter LZs
in4icated to the enemy our intention of utilizinE a particular LZ.
The
preparation affords hMiitine to evacuate the area or conversely to estab-lish an ambush on the ieriphery of the prepped area.
Lesson Learned .

.

Battalion niht helicopter assaults into a secured
LZ are feasible and desirable.
Vithout the conventional preparation to
alert VC forces in the area, the VC cannot react quickly enoudh to imped.e
the helicorter assault.
F.

173d Airborne Brigade (Operation SILV;E7 CITY),

dated

15 April 1966.
Incident/Obs ervaticn(s)
The extraction from an area of operations should be done
with the least amount of chancre to thr- establish-ed daily routine as possi.
ble to prevent the VC frcir becoding aiwaxe of the operation and usinv it to
1.is advantage.

*1
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.nemy Tactics.

P. Inclosure 1 to Letter. AVCGI-T,
1 October - 3P ,over.Ler
S1%5.

Learner.,

subject.

Lessons

Lessors Learned
1. The Viet Cong tends to operate privarily near
villages and roads.
i.arborinr. sites in rerote areas are norm.ally close
to fresh water.
2. PAv,: c.ortar firing is benerilly usee only ii front
of their route of attack and frequently in a creeping pattern.
This
ter.Us to pintoint their route of attack.
Z. Combat Cperations After Action ýeport (7AC-/LCS/J3/J2).
datec. 30 lecei.,ber E'C5.
Incicert/Cbservatior
An analysis of actions around various Special Frrc.e

Canwps indicates that the VC uses the tactic of harassing a canp with.
rinir-ur, fo..ces in order to mount an attack abafnir any £riondiy relief
forces.
Lessons Learned
T'hat other Special Forces Carps in Vietnxr be thorouchly
evaluated concerting t'ie possibility of VC attack for t!-e specific pirpose
Those in position where access routes are
of ar-t.us'iing a relief colurnr.
limited anG only a ground force coulc ren-cr ad.equate relief - - shculc
be noved.
C.

Comrai.ders Coartat %.cteiur,.er 90, cated I, January 1966.
Incidert/OLservation
J.

I*e Viet Conr are reluctart to break contact with LE
Forces durirn daylight ever ;•.ou~.they have svstainede heavy losses.
They tend to keep as close as possible to the US troops, Lr.owing that
they will receive less fire fron mortars, artillery. anre. the air.
1st Ccvilry .ivision,

dated 15 ;.ovember 1965.

Inc ient/Cbservatiot.(s)
A favorite tactic of the FA¢
1.
to be anr.-ressivo sr.,all-ur.±t encircling maneuver.
assault by 6-1) rAV. on 2 or 3 frienely.

enemay we faced seemed:
Another was a rapid

2.
'her. wouned;, he ccrtinuet fi7!:tin' with his small
arr, and grenades.
..
e appfared fanatical %,hen woundec, anr hac to be approached with extrere care.
any frienCly were shot by won'aLe-. PAV.'.
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3.
,•hn attacking, the PtJ units confrontirig us usec
mortar and antimass assault tactics prececed in scme cases by liht
tank rocket fire. Thi- latter I believe, ft ofter. mistaken for mortar
fire. They also used encircing maneuvers with 5C-75 L-cn groups. Le
was expert at probing our eefersive perineter at night and wetnt to great
efforts to try to force frienaly units irto firing.
4. Ve must ma1re imai inative and constant use of our
trerendous fire support advantage to kill the PiV.. eneny before he gZts
so close that 7:e rust fight hir. on his terr.s. This includes heavy use
of the "--7^ and even hand srerae'es to hold him out so that artillery,
TAC Air and i.rmry nocl.et Artillery can work on hLr-.
Letter, i.tCJ343, >ACV, subject, 'Lessons Learned, No. 54:
datez 27 January I66.

The Eattle of *y Phu (UV,-

Incident/Gbservatiun
Lssentially this action vas a movement to contact culminated by & VC ambush designed to destroy the entire -:arine march column.
*uring this oction, three separate enroagements occurred:
The initial attack on the advance guaro the attempt to encircle and destroy
h/S Cc: and the ottack on the rear guard. All these attacks were effectively foiled by aggressive leadership, rapid anr effective response to
orders, fire power, arn' use of supportiog arms, resulting in severe losses
"being inflicted on the attacking VC forces.
Lessons Learned
"Of pa*rticular note as a result of this action are two
techniques employed by the VC to increase te effectivercss of their ambush.

1. INC umits attac-ed the ccnter of the column from
positions previously traversed by the flank security elements of tb. a&rvance guard, moving irto tnese positions during the timt.e an,. space interval
between the flankers of the advance and rear gunrds (estimatee as 3G-45
FlarI security for main body elements was limitee to areas in
oinutes).
close proximity to the route of rarch.
Z. "Initial enemy fire was directed rgainst comrainders
and radio operators, resulting in t!,e loss of ore company commander and
nina radio operators (three killed and six wounded), and destruction of
*three radios.'
F.

Yeadquarters,

t..

S. Arny Vietnar., dated 30 August 165.

Incident/Observation(s)
1. "The VC urit conducting the night attack will ofter.
break off the attac! ard stop firing. If the friendly units stop firing

FL
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tt that time also, the VC uses cu !,,'i
1. t'e Lrle to his advantage
to slip cut to the friencly lines to recover eead, wounded and weapons.
Therefore, continued small arrn, automatic weapons ant: supporting harassing fires should saturate the battlefield and along likely routes of
withdrawal to obtain t:e maxirni amount of enemy casualties as he attempts to police the battlefiela.'
Lessor Learned
That unit rmust continue the pursuit by fire after
the encry has brolcen off the attack at night.
2. ýOn the few occasions that AT type mines have 7;een
discovered, we have yet tn encounter a mixed field. 11hen AT mines are
employed, they are placed exclusively on roadr arC trails capable of
carrying vehicular type traffic. AP type mires are employed. however,
on the defensible terrain nearby, so that irfantryner taking to the high
ground to protcct a disabled vehicle are then subjected to the AP. mines
and booby trap devices.
Lesson Learned
Stress the requlrement for constant vigilance against
AP mines and booby traps on nearby trails and defensible terrain whenever
AT nines are encountered.
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Sectiot. IV (continued)
G. Lessons Learned (1 October-3fl Novetviber 1965). 1st
Cavalry Division (Airmobile), dated ;C January 19C~6.
Incident Observation(s)

f

-A markcd difference between PA"N and VC fighting was observed during recent operationsa in the Chu Poeg and Ia !Drarg areas. The
PAVN units are better equipped and trained and fought tenaciously in the
face of overwhelpming US fircpotyer. ,In c7rntrast with local VC units, the
PAVE! pressed the attack, becoming decisively env'a-ed .and disengaged only
after taking severe losses.. PA~iJ units attempt to employ "close embrace"
tAettCA tu PrVeVnt CW UCU nf
f1Wp-0-n
twkea~
ttacdlng unit must
be careful to keep PAVZ units at arns lengthi because once a unit is involved in "close embrace," attempts to draw back to place supporting fites
on the enemy are frequently net by the enezy's following immediately as
*the friendly forces drawa back.
H.

headquartars, 3d iarire Division, dated 31 December 1965.
IncidentlObservation(s)

1. The Viet Cong employ sevtral types of markers for the
purposes of providing directions for Viet Cong units to foll.7w, or to mark
routes for an attack. Also employed are mar'-ers to aid firing in~to a predetermined area or installation. Pkyaligning a weapon with the preposition7
marker, it. is possiblc to fire fairly accurately in the dark. Whert such
markers have been removed, Viet Cong firing incidents have ceased or
decreased.
Lessor~. Learned
a. Naintain a lcose-leaf type manual wi~th photos and
sketches kept up to date on new Viet Cong techniques.
b. Uuits conduct frequent patrols around the outside
of perim~eters to remove and deetroy markers, recording the location, direction and estimated range to each possible tareet and indicating the
nature of each target.
2.Several instances have been reported when liarines, in
.close pursuit of Viet Coug have been distracted by the enemy dropping his
pack on the trail. host Marines, it has been leartied, will stop to inspect
the coittents of the pack before pursuing the Viet Cong further. In the
meartime, the Viet Cong has made his escape with the time Sained, while the
Marine is inspecting the discarded Vliet Con& pack.
1. The VC have'used the
-tlc of following a force of
Marines back to a landing zone. After Lhe i-jority of Narines have been
lifted out, the VC either attack the remaining M~arines or fire on the helicopters as they return for the :'-t lift.
4
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173d Airborne rzijade - iAL1",R I,
1.

Several new VC t.ctics

dated 24 February 1966.

were encountered during this

operation:
VC forces in
a.
missile on at least two occasionr.

the area used a amall ground to air

L.
Wher. forced to leave his positions, the VC attemptec to burn his irstallaLions, supplies and docur.ments which could not
be carried.
-he reluctance of the Viet Cong to hreak ecotact
c.
durng 'saylipht hours, even thotjzh lie sustained heavy
It appear thiat he knows
losses fron the brigade's sunerior firepower.

With bripado ftV•

that losses v;ould be devastatih.? if an attempt to Vfthdraw was rade curing
daylijht.
d.
Irtelligence information indicatee t0e VC liin
Force units operating in the AS vere forced to break up into numerous
small elemerts in an effort to avoid detection by brigade elements.
J.

Lnited States Prny Vietnan,
Inc1deert/Obserevatoi
t

dated 24 i overLer 1965.

s)

1.
The nost comonu type of mines and boot.y traps thus
a Mhi Com hand grenade.
These grenades
far encountered is that utiliziip
The followin,.;
have been u-e'; effectivcly ane ingeniously in every area.
are the rore common icans. of employment.,
a.
In VC cortrclled or well-infiltrated areas, these
grenades are Lurie2 in well-travelled areas at~c* detonated electrically.
local people can walk back and forth
Thus, thiey can be con,;olled so th.t
I-lien enemy troops are in proper position ard local
over the booby trap.
people safely disctat, VC cr VC syrpathizers detonate the booby trap.
Long lead wires allow the person detonating the device to be well clear
The
of the area at the tire of detonation. or Lmediately thereafter.
grenades are soretimes buried in groups, prorucirg the same effect as antipersonnel rines.
b.
1ýost often VC traps
fuze consisting uf a crookcd wire iribedded in
connected to monofilan.ent line or camrouflaged
The friction
which, are used for trip vires.
the phosphorus, detonating the grenade.

erploy a pull type friction
phosphorus.
The fuze is
nylon thread or even vines;
produced by the wire ignites

c.
Booby traps have most often been found at grave
yards, gates, in booby trar;ped par.ji pits around helicopter landing zones,
and on patlis leadinp to and from unsecured hamlets.
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In at'dition to explosIve devices, many non-exd.
plosive 'evices are erpleyed, the rmst effective being panji pits. The
.most common panji pit is about four feet square and aLout four feet dee.p.
Parji stakes (sharpened bav.,oo) about six to eighteen inches long are
placed upright in the pit. There are about six or eight stakes in the
average pit.
. There are irdicatio.s that the VC have a special way
"traps so that other VC, and sy-pathizer2, can stay
panji
the
marking
of
In the first
There are two ways that -iarines haive observed.
out of then.
the bonnet
like
much
ber.net,
bamboo
a
placing
by
marker
are
case the pits
of a rinefield rarker kit, over the pit. The bonnet is made of split barn,oo an4 tied in the proper shape.
Another rethod is to use a large palm leaf, split
the leaf, then place tl-e split leaf on the dec'. with tlhe end touching the
panJi pit. These merkings have only been observed or the small, footsize holes. The cethod for rarking larger holes is undeterrined.
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Fection IV (cortinved)
1.. After Action 7'.eport,
ELvision, dated S February lf'6.

2d Battalior, 27th Infentry, 25th

InciecntICtserv.ition ~s)
1. VC use larg,- tunnel syste-ne as a nose of travel,
hospitals an,:/or storage areas.
Unless this tunnel corplex is located and
destroyed as a init moves forward, t0e VC is capable of eirploying forces
at ary tite ir rultiple locations to tbe flanks and rear of friendly elvewer.ts with reletive ease.
Thorough search of these tur.neh" prior to de-struction is the only assurity ior locating and des:roying all exit/
entrances.
2. :.xperie-ce has proven t.'at valuable documents ard
other raiscellaneous papers are oftc, stored in the tunnels.
3.
VC dead and wounded are evacuateo quickly and mysteriously fror the battlefield via these turnel systevs.
Graves within tann-s
are commor.

4.

The tunnels are seldom booty trapped.

5.

'xperierce

indicates a strong possibility that tunnel

networks are beinZ used to move srall

vehicles froz place to place under

ground.
6.
Firing pits arc, bunkers close by turrel networks are
mutually supportinL. ard are ger-erally arrar.e6 in a trianrilar
system.
ard al:.ost ir.possible to detect.
Firing apertures are extremely stall
7.
Long t0'nnel ertrances/exits are normally in densely
wooded areas while sl-ort ones arc close Ly to haalets, roads =nd trails.
".

Graves in

tunnels cre usually cut into ti-e tunnel

wa~l and seal.,' with P.makeshift bamboo door and packed rud.
L.
Operation PA•fY BT'IDGCE (14-16 February 1966),
27th Infantry, dated IS February 16•6.

2d battalion,

Irc dent/Cbservationjs)
17'Me VC arpear to be using high airbursts to re?,ster their
mortars ard are capable of nlacing well--aimed indirect fire anywhere in
sector without apparent pre-regictratior.

7
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Ist Lrir•vie,

101st Airborne Division, dated' 28 harch

1966.

!rc'ident/Obsf rvation(r

")

The p.-Mnciphc of dtefense through offensive c;ratio".s
proved hirbly succtssful.

Lesson tloaned
in the course of a 3ripade operation, the frequent use
of company an4 battalion size actions, in ad~ition to saturation patrolling by platoon an~l squad size elements, effectively dominates large
ar.as and denies the eneny any opportunity to operate therein without
being detected aid destroed.
Changes in defensive positions, a diversity of off
operations and prompt, argressive reaction with "hawk
Flights" can vtp the enerW off balance to such an extent that no coordinated attacks are possible.
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rection IV (ircntil t;e.)

}iFHISOITI,

ii.
Ist Fr', %a.!e L, t Ai-torr.e r£iviron . O.eration
dated Il.A'pril 1i)v.

Lccal Vi,-t Coij units do not Lcve cOMpletely Cut of
the arert of o1f"ratic,:s, but ratl.er r.ove an-ad of and behind our units,
keel irn t,,r.
un,'er constant surveillarce.
As a result, Stey-behirc
pvt,'cls, artbushes ar.r,
the une;mectcd return to areas covercd one to two
%.ays earlier prcved quite effective in surprisirq tbe eneD.
Viet Conc, p'rticularly local platocrzs and cor:panies.
ieerrally re-,aln in areas where water is reccily available and u=e extstirn
trail
syste.,s.
They utitlize hiCh ground arC ccnse foliare only when
closely pursucec.
Incleent/Observ~tion(s)

tainous valleys.

natural caves,

VC forces, when found, will usuaIly defend the mounThey carefully select positions vwiich include the sloF:z,

overhangs,

etc. and rresent a form.idable defense.

Several

units bave sustained casualties while er.,aring, a VC force, so entrenched,
with cnery casualties usually unknown.
!he rocks anre caves limit the effect oa' supportin6 fires, air and artillery
and also organic fires.
This battalion had considerable success vhen it
traversed excecir.gly difficult terrain and moved from the end of the val-

ley, tovaru its mouth, keeping flank security on the slopes of the valley.
This direction of acvence caught the VC completely by surprise, cau,;t
several in the open ar.d confusec, and blocked their line of retreat.
As a
result, in one cn(-ocezent we Itilled 12 VC while they inflicted no friendly

casualties.

On another occasion we killeC 2 of 4 unsuspecting VC, again

with no frier.dly casualties.
Lesson Learned

safe.

VC forces tend to be careless in areas they consider
typroeching frren unexpected directi-n reaps dividends.

3.

Incident/Observation(s)
ý'ovement along stream beds Is not advisable at dus!:.

"his i3 the tire
when the enemy roves to these areas to prepare ratio..s and
to rt-plenish his water supply for the follo-ving day.
On the other hand,
this fact can be used to &dvanta#ýe for observation of the enemy by patrols
or for strikes by air and artillery.
Observaticns indicate that small armed enemy groups
enter the villates at dusk and iove out at dawn.
These are most probably
local awrbush parties and trail
watchers who stay in the villages during
IV-9
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the hot~ra of drarl ners.

Yricvle:1ece of this fact couldl be usee advantageously

to t~ttack suc!L: vilr,-cs

tt

nit-,lit while tie fmen

are assseblea.

0.
173c. Airborne Prik.a~e (1 October 1965-31 Decen-ber 1965),
canted 14~ 1jarch 11966.

*

A new VC tactic of eu~ployinr- rines thirty to forty
fete.- to the sides of road
ea~ ercoiuntercf: by th'.s bri',?aee.
It is felt
t~l.aIt this is e VC cclinter r.,easure against grolund troops who normall~y Lcvc
akonj the si'ýes of the road or to its flanks.
!/

Another new VC tactic observed Curin~g Operation. Zyra-,
(17-2' D-ece-mber 19Cý5).
After contact was made with a VC tattalicn in well-Irerarc. 1.ositicr~s, Ui forces ifcre pulled bach oalw
redy
i
n
artillery fire.z to be placed on, the forward VC positions.
VC forces, utilizing a "hf.En tactic,: left their positions and followed the US forces
to reduce effectiveness of friendly supporting fires.

S~/

the hous
of dalne.•s

Ynre,-

ftl

~t
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Section V.

Dasic Tactics - Friendly Forces.
A.

ber 1965,

Command

ieport fcr Quarterly Period Lnding 3X Septem-

Reports Control Symbol CSGFC-2C.

(Fl),

dated 16 October 1965.

Incidert/Observation(s)
1.
"This is a company commanders' and platoon leaders'
var.
Even brigade-sized operations ultir-ately break down to semi-independent cor-pany and platoon-sized actions.
Platoon leaders are required
to act far more indepencently than in a 'convertional' war."
2.
"APCs can be used to break trail
in dense jungle
areas.
Troops move in single file
'ei-ind trail-breaking APC. Infantry
on foot provide flank security between APCs.
APCs can also be used to
break a clearing quickly to permit med evac by helicopter."
t/

3.
Armored vests are useful for static defensive operations, riding in helicopters and vehicles, but are too hot and too
heavy to be worn on offensive foot mobile operatioTIs.
2.
Inclosure 1 to Letter, AVCGT-T,
1 October - 30 iovenber 1965.

Learned,

Subject:

Lessons

Lessons Learned
1. Luddy Teams.
i~any casualties have beea caused by
pungi stakes, snipers and booby trap3.
If men operate in. two-can "Luddy
Teams,: casualt±2s are reduced.
One man watches for pungi stakes and
booby traps uhile his buddy searches the treer and the area to the front
for snipers.
2.
Counter Sniper Actions.
One unit achieved considerable
success in combating snipers in treep by systematically spraying all
trees
to their front with automatic fire on a given signal at first
light.
The
process must be deliberate and controlled.
Squads and platoons must be
given a sector of the perizreter.
:Iandom fire must never be allowed.
3.
Stay Behind Forces.
On several occasions when a US
unit left an area, the VC returned to reoccupy the area or search for
Ziscarded Anierican eqviprent.
There have been occastons where well-

cawouflaged US stay behind units have been successful in ambushing recurning VC forces.
V.hen a stay behind force cannot be used, serial surveillance and ri and I fires have caused casualties to the VC when they
reentered the area.

4.
Standard Procedures.
Operations conducted to date
have denonstrated the importance of standard SOPS, SOIs and training with
standard procedures: any battalion can work under any brigaoe, and a company can work when attached

to any battalion.

This has proied to be

F
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particularly valuable in air assault opzratiors since every unit not engaged is,

in

effect,

a possible reserve for every otber unit.

C. AVCCG Counter l-mbush Techniques, Leadquarters ist Air
Cav Livisioa, dated 1 December 1965.
Extract from, the Orders of a Senior Commander.

1.

lotor Movemernts.
a.

Requirements for individual vehicles carrying

personnel include%
(1)
Floors of 1/4 tot vehicles will be sandbagged
or given equivalent protection'to reduce casualties from VC use of mines.
(2)
Vehicle comi.anders are responsible for designating passengers as sentinels to provide observation in all directions.
(3)
Canvas and bows will be removed from all
vehicles transporting troops.
(4) Troops will be seated or positioned and
equipment loaded so that all personnel can return fire immediately if
ambushed.
Indivicual weapons will have magazines inserted; a round
chambered and SAFETY 0'. !,6O machire guns employed hand held in the
cargo compartment of .3/4 ton and larger trucks will be loaded with SAFLTY
ON.
1.160 A'-lGs or. pedestal mounts will be loaded and set on "FIF.E."
Caliber
50 liGas oa pedestal or truck ring mounts will be full LOADED.

/

(5)
The following procedures are recommended for
2 i/2 ton and larger cargo vehicles transporting troops:
(a)
tioned iri-the cargo corlartrent.'

and if

The vehicle cormander should be posi-

(b)
The truck bed should be sandbagged,
the sides should be protected by modular armor plates.

rossible,

(c)
Expedient seats arranged to place
troops in the center of the vehicle facing out-ard I desirable. Wnen
this cannot .be -acomplished, troops seated along the side 3eats should
face ;*half left" or "half right" with weapons in a vertical pcsition
resting.on the seat.
(6)

Action of vehicles when subjected to ambush

fire:
(a) Vehicles in the immediate killing zone
should attempt to drive through with all personnel returning fire. If.

.

"
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road, and troops will fre fros. the cargo compartment until. other per-

sonnel have detrucked, and then thcse personnel will detruck and join
in the assault. If amb~ush fire is recelvec from one siWe of th-e road
ornly., troops on th-e side facing, the a-.bus,- will remain it. position' and
fire until person~nel on the opposite sice have cetrucked anid begun to
assault.
(b) Vehicles not in the killing zone will
halt by pullir!- to alternate W~hes of the road, ati,_ troor~s w~ill detruck
and attack tocwrd the ambush site. Ccmmandcrs located in portions of
the convoy not under attack will use radio cor-nunication. to obtain artillary or aerial fire support and report the a.m:bush to the appropriate
higher headquarters of the unit responsible for security of the sector in
which the ambush occ:irred.
2.

Airr.oLile Operations.

Commanders of ground avid aviaticn units w~ust remeieber th-at airr-obile assault forces are as vulInerable tc aribush as forces
moving by foot or motor convoys. La.bitual use of the same staeins ,;aq
flight routes, and landine zones establishes a pattern that enables the
VC to v~hoose the tine and.place of ambush. Aviation~ unit commanders
must learn to recognize potential ambush sites - e.g., the only open
field in a large area of otherwise den~se jungle, the approach into an
LZ that lies between close ridge lin~es. the L7 in close proximity to
a

force

that

is

eigagi:g

the

ceney.

These are

but

a

few examples

of

potential artu's" sites for airinobile forces. Applicottior. of the following proven air assault techniques will greatly reeuce the possibility
of major losses due tc VC arbLush of airmj)bile forces:
a. A.7gressive aerial surveillzince and use of grounc
security elernent3 durirg stagin~g operatiots.
b. Variation of fli~ht routes are altitudes and
provisioni of armed escort aircraft enroute.
c. Use of air cavalry a:;d pathfincers plus the use
or ready availability of th-e USAf Tac Air - ainrvobile artillery - armed
helicopter team in support of airmobile assaults.
Z.Coiianeer's Conbat .ote 1ilumber 9C, dated IL January 1966.
Incioent Observations
1. The helicopter as a troop lift vehicle enables a
relatively small number of Infantry units to cover an extensive area.
h-owever, once the soldier lands on the ground, he moves only as fast as
the ground and his physical conrdition allow hin to mave.

3
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Section IV (continued)
P.
ist Brigade, 101st Airborne Division, 15 February 1967,
After Action Report, Operation PICKETT.
Lessons Learned
The following are some of the more important lessons
learned by this unit during Operation PICKETT:
1. Experience gained during Operation PICKETT still
supports the previous conclusions that NVA forces do not employ mines or booby
traps.
However, this type of activity encountered during the operation
indicates that they are not only employed by VC guerrillas, but by VC Main
Force Units.

*

-

2.
Numerous campsites and base camps were discovered in
bamboo thickets along stream beds.
These were not discernable from the
air.
However, by comparing ground inspection with air observation of these
areas, air observers were able to realize where potential base camps may
exist.
Since bamboo may be bent to provide overhead concealment, and
streams provide a source of water, those areas where streams run through
bamboo thickets should be considered as potential targets for troop deployment or H&I fires.
3.
A ground check of several base camps located in the
area indicates thnt as few as three cooking fires may be sufficient to
provide cooking facilities for a battalion size camp.
In order to facilitate identifications of possible enemy locations, it is important that
rezords of past infrared missions be furnished the brigade in the early
planning stages ef an operation.

*

4.
In the PICKETT AO, it became evident that the enemy
fled to high ground once friendly troops were introduced into the area.
Base camps and campsites were left hastily.
5.
It has been noted that in the Kontun' area, the enemy
digs in on the military crest of a hill
with a high speed escape route close
by.
The escape route does not run to the rear of his position, but invariably to the flanks.
Q.
ACSFOR, Department of Army, 1 July 1966,
Lessons Learned 6-66, Lessons Learned Viet-Nam-1966.

o

1.

Operations Report

-

Lesson Learned

in

The VC take advantage of our kill-emphasis by employing
deception techniques such as deliberate exposure at far distances, prolonged

IV-11
(1 May 1967)
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sniper fire from a pcsition, or open smoke fire to bait patrols into
arrbushes, crossfires and booby trapped areas, or to steer them away from
established base camps or other guerrilla facilities.
2.

Lesson Learned

The Viet Cong often fire their mortars at friendly
positions when these units are firing their indlrect weapons.
This makes
counter-mortar radar detection difficult and causes confusion, sometimes
leading to a cease fire by friendly elements in order to investigate the
possibility of short rounds having been fired by friendly weapons.
This
practice should be carefully explained to all personnel so as to maintain
confidence in our indirect weapons.
3.

Lesson Learned

Red markings on Viet Cong grenades, mines, etc.
indicate that the ordnance is booby trapped.
Normally they use an instant
fuze that prevents one from getting far enough away before it explodes;
therefore, such ordnance should be destroyed in place.
4.

Lesson Learned

Immediate reaction to sniper fire must be characterized
by violence - a rapid return of a heavy volume of fire and fast movement.
Fire control seems to work best with about one-third of the fire directed
into trees and two-thirds on the ground.. The M-79 is excellent for use
against likely targets in trees.
In dense tree growths, grenadiers must
realize that rounds do not arm if they hit branches immediately after being
fired.
R.
199th Infantry Brigade, 17 February 1967,
Report - Lessons Learned I Nov 66 - 31 Jan 67.

Operational

Incident/Observation
Examination of the personal effects of VC KIA disclosed a
common oddity.
The presence of one-piaster notes appeared to bear significance.
(It
is to be noted that the one-piaster note is uncommon to the
Vietnamese economy.)
Upon querying local GVN officials, it was learned
that the VC use the one-piaster note as a symbol of identification among
themselves.
Therefore, interrogate thoroughly any suspect found to possess
a GVN one-piaster note.
It may be the only critical clue to his/her true
VC identity.
S.
1st Brigade, 101st Airborne Division, 3 January 1967,
Combat Operations After Action Report, Operation GERONIMO I.

IV-12
(I May 1967)
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Lesson Learned
The NVA soldier is unusually liberal in his response to
interrogation.
If knowledgeable, he is more liKely to provide good intelThey have
ligence than not.
This is true of both officers and enlisted.
no apparent feel for a "code of conduct" and will often provide good raw
intelligencL.

7

I
4i
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Section V (continued)
AA.
ist Brigade, 101st Airborne Division,
After Action Report, Operation PICKETT.

15 February 1967,

Lesson Learred
The coristruction and ute of dummy foxholes proved effective in dectiving the enemy as to the true location of a perimezer.
On one occasionl several grenades were thrown into the vicinity of dummy
foxhohCs.
ha. it been the actual emplacenient, casualties would undoubtedly have resulted.
BB.
Marine Corps Bulletin 3480, 4 January 1967, Professional
Knowledge Gained from Operational Experience in the Repiblic of Vietnam.
Incident/Ohse rvati on
Patrol reports from Vietnam Lave drawn attention to a
technique used by the Viet Cong to determine the size and composition of
patrols.
Local villagers are used to count the number of men in a patrol
both on departing and entering friendly positions; the direction of the
patrol's movement is also reported.
Wlicn the patrol size is reduced during
the course of a patrol, the VC deduce that an ambush party has been positioned somewhere along the route.
A technique hias been devised to make it more difficult for
the enemy to notice if patrol elements ,,ove been dropped off at sone intermediate position.
First, the ambush party is dispersed throughout the
larger patrol; the anbush element keeps its radio antenna detached and is
equipped and armed similar to other patr-l members.
The party detaches
itelf
covertly from the patrol wher in the d.esired ambush site.
Since
many ambushes are positioned after sundown, the darkness and surrounding
foliage hide their maneuver from exiemy observation.
The next day another
patrol can drop off a differeo.t element and pick up the other amJbush party.
Except for the first
time, the patrol size remains constant.
The old
ambush party may move to an OP, and the pickup patrol can force the enemy
into open ground or toward the OP site where they can be brought under fire.
CC.
ist Brigade, 101st Airborne Division,
for Ouarterly Period Ending 31 January 1967.

Operational Report

Incident/Observat ion
The enemy often finds it easy to ignore surrender appeals
made from aircraft because the aircraft is hidden from view, and the
thick foliage tends ;1 tinterfere with transmission.
However, when a
ground mounted loudspeaker is used, the jungle canopy appears to contain

V-26
(1 May 1967)
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sound and extend the

range.

At the same time,

a more personal

touch

can be added by a trained broadcaster right on the spot or by prisoners
who have been properly briefed and encouraged.
Less-rn Learned
A loudspeaker teami on the ground is more responsive to any
change in the psychological warfare picture and can reinforce the efforts
of the Infantry commander.
DD.

199th Infantry Brigade,

13 January 1967,

Combat Notes 1-67.

Incident/Observation

*

We are testing a remote contr, 1 . light for use on perimeters
and ambushes.
When it is properly placed, the light normally gives a quick
source of illumination for investigating movement.
This quick light is for
searching suspected areas of movement and highlighting any targets that
.might exist.
Illuminating 81 and 105 rounds and trip flares are all good
and available, but they give some warning which is enough time for an enemy
to take cover.
Remote control lights are hard to hit at night.
EE.
17th Military History Detachment,
13 January 1967.

1st Infantry Division,

"1. Incident/Observation
Effectiveness of mobile interrogation teams.
The use
of mobile interrogation teams during seal and search operations has caused
the indigenous population to volunteer significant information concerning
VC activity in the area.
Once the seal and search of the village is complete, mobile interrogation teams should re-enter the area in an effort to
gain voluxntary information from civilians.
During these interviews, IPW
teams should attempt to reward all persons entering the van on a voluntary
basis with an appropriate gift.
If significant information can be confirmed, the person is rewarded substantially.
lesson Learned
Mobile interrogation teams should be utilized to gain
information from sympathetic civilians.
They should be interviewed rather
than interrogated.
The teams should be combined Vietnamese and US, and
the number of teams should be tailored to the population figures.
n

2.

Incident/Observation

A tractor-drawn single tooth rooter has been found to
be very efficient in cutting and/or uncovering the detonating wires to
command mines.
A tractor-drawn rooter should be operated on each side of
V-27
(1 May 1967)
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the road to be cleared.
The tractor should be preceded by a buttoned-up
tank for security and for detonating any AP mines that may be in the path
The rooters are operated anywhere from five to fifty meters
of rooting.
In an efoff the road shoulders de',ending upon the t_7irain encountered.
fort to combat this technique, the VC have at tiir.ýs placed Claymores 20
Every effort st.ould he made to root at least
to 30 meters off the road.
20 rieters away from the road, and if the terrain permits, 30 to 40 meters
off the road.
The rooter xs able to cut 24 inches below the surface of
the ground, which is usually a sufficient depth to cu. or uncover all deThis method has %)een used quite frequently
tonating wires laid by the VC.
by the Ist Engineer Battalion and has proven very successful.
Lesson Learned
Tractor-drawn rooters should be used on all road
clearing operations if at all possible.
3.

Incident/Observation

From experience, an engineer battalion has come up
with a specific procedure to be used in the neutralization of command
mines.
The following procedure has proved very sucvessful:
a.
Locate command wires leading to the mine either
visually or by use of a rooter.
If a mine is-detected with a detector or
probes, immediately search for lead wires.
b.

Cut the c.--nand wires.

c.

Move all but one mar. at least 100 meters from the

mine area.
d.
One man attach firing wire to wires leading into
the road, being careful not to disturb the wire or pull it; move to a
Remember always that
safe position and try to fire the mine electrically.
booby traps may be present.
e.
If the mine does not detonate, sween along the
wire (one man onl-,) toward the road and blow any suspected mine or booby
trap locations.
If unable to locate the mine, set a tow of charges on
the road and blow them all.
f.
After the mine has been detoaated, carefully attach
a piece of wire or rope to the end of the wires leading away from the road.
out with all exposed personIf an APC is available, use it to pull 'hc r.irrn
If no APC is available, play out the wire
nel moved back to a safe area.
or rope you have attached to the firing wires and pull by hand at a safe
Do not pull directly on the wires or probe around the wires.
distance away.
This same procedure may be used for vrires leading into the road.
V-28
(1 May 1967)
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g.

If unable to pull the wire out completely,

get an

armored vehicle to run down the wire to its end.
FF.

27 January 1967,

USMACV,

Salient Lessens Learned.

Incident/Observation
VC sucDefense against mortar/recoilless rifi at.acks.
though limited in
cesses in launching mortar and recoilless rifle ai.tac'.:,
total effect, have been sufficient to encourage similar efforts in the
future.
The ability of friendly elements to counter enemy attacks effec-

tiveiy will be enhanced by the application of sound tactics based on lesAlthough it is recognized that a 100%
sons learned from previous attacks.
effective defense against mortar and recoilless rifle cannot be estab"lished, the following general guidelines based on the latest lessons
learned can be used to minimize the effects of enemy attacks:

*

1. Friendly elements must realize that the enemy is very
methodical and plans his attacks with precisioný Normally he employs
mortars and recoilless rifles at night from positions that enable him to
.fire for effect along the long axis of an airfield at pre-selected targets.

4

"2. To spoil an attack, an effective internal passive deSfense plan. and an external plan which includes aggressive patrol action
beyond the range limits of enemy weapons are essential.
3.
In one attack, an AN/MPQ-4A radar detected incoming
mortar rounds, and friendly artillery engaged the mortars within minutes.
Experience from other attacks has shown that the initiation of countermortar fire will silence the enemy mortar attack, even if the iprecise location of the enemy's mortar location is not known. When a friendly unit
receives enemy mortar rounds, it is imperative that the direction from
which the rounds are being fired be sent to the firing battery so that
countermortar fire can begin immediately.
4.
The response by ground reaction troops to a recent attack of a major air base was most effective because a reaction force moved
quickly to the area of VC infiltration and established blocking positions,
thus interdicting the route of escape.
In some instances, evidence indicates that applization
5.
The enemy was allowed to employ the
*of lessons learned was disregarded.
same route used in a previous attack, even though it was an obvious axis of
To approach the fence surrounding the
advance from a suspected VC area.
installation, the enemy moved through a mine field along trails made by
animals.
At another installation, the enemy used the hours of darkness before 2200 hours each night because they seldom attacked prior to that time.

V.-29
(1 May 1967)
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6.
Enemy mortar/recoilless rifle
attacks seldom last more
than 20 minutes.
Therefore, time is of the essence in theit detection.
Constant surveillance by aerial and ground means and the use of electronic
devices will enable defense elements to dete.t enemy fire immediately.
Once it is detected, immediate deployment of armed aircraft, artillery and
flareships will force the enemy to cease fire and withdrpw.
Immediate
airmobile reaction by a ground force to preselected ambush positions
along the likely route of withdrawal may punish the attackers severely.
GG.
25th Infantry Division,
for Quarter Ending 31 July 1966.

30 August 1966,

Operational Report

Incident/Observation
To adequately counter a mortar attack requires a plan that
will achieve wide coverage.
A small volume of fire on many locations is
preferable to a large volume of fire on a small number of locations.
This
can best be achieved by laying artillery by platoons on preplanned targets.
4.2-inch and 81mm mortars can be profitably integrated into early countermortar fires.
In the event an attack is mounted, all tubes fire fuze VT
at likely locations.
As the situation develops and hostile positions are
detected, the volume of fire in these areas is increased.
Counterfire
planning must take into consideration possible enemy withdrawal routes.
Lesson Learned

I

Countermortar plans should provide for instant broad
coverage in the initial
phase of a hostile mortar attack.
HH.
199ch Infantry Brigade, 27 February 1967, Conduct of
Ambushes During Operation FAIRFAX.
Incident/Observation
Technique of fire used in conduct of ambushes.

of fire in initial contact varies.

The method

Two effective primary methods are:

1. At a given signal, all weapons open fire at the same
time, all
firing full automatic fire.
The advantages of this method are
that it enables the patrol to gain early fire superiority, inflict
maximum
casualties upon the enemy and cause confusion and demoralization of the
enemy force.
Some disadvantages are that most troops tend to place one or
two initial
rounds in the target area and fire the rest high, over the
target, when using full automatic fire, and all of the M-16's run out of
ammunition at the same time, causing a lull
in firepower which gives the
enemy time to escape.
2.
At a given signal, the riflemen open fire along with
the automatic weapons, but keep their selector switch of the M-16 in the
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SYMI position, placing well aimed shots at selected targets.
The advantages
of this methud are that the Individual can hold his fire on the target and
reduce the tendency to fire high, and it reduces the possibility that all
weapons will expend their ammunition at the same time. The disadvantages
of this method are that the enemy may be able to gain fire superiority and
extract himself from the ambush because it is extremely difficult to see
and hit a nmoving target on a dark night, using singie shots.

II.
25th Infantry Division, 30OAugust 1966, Operational Report
for Quarterly Period Ending 31 July 1966.
I.

Incident/Observation
CE Seeding of Woods.

a.
The mission of the Division Chemical Section was to
seed an area along the road through a large woods with Riot Control Agent
CS.
b.

The mission was carried out in the following

manner:
(1) The CS was to be dispersed in package form
from four M113 APC's.
(2)
Two 8 pound bags of CS were tied together
with heavy twine forming a 16 pound package of CS.
A blasting cap with
1/4 pound of C-4 and a 45-second time fuze were used to explode the bags.

The blasting caps, time fuze and fuze lighters were carried in a separate
APC from the C-4. Upon arrival at the target area, the detonators were
assembled and placed between the CS bags; a piece of tape was used to
secure the charges.

4

(3)
The APC's were lined up four abreast at 50
meter intervals.
The platoon leader acted as controller for the drop.
One
package was to be dropped from each of the APC's every 50 meters, the command to drop being given by the platoon leader.
(4)
At the commard, drop, one man in each APC held
the package while a second man pulled thg fuze lighter pin. The first man
then dropped the armed package out the ramp door of the APC.
c.
This method of dispersing CS proved to be very effective.
By this method, large areas can be seeded in short periods of
time, and use of the APC affords personnel a great deal of protection.
2.

HE is dangerous.

S

Incident/Observation

Experience has proven that close adjustmeut with shell
Maneuver elements often mistake their true location on the
V-31
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ground, and maps in some areas have been fodnd to be inaccura-e.
Firing
with WP on initial rounds reduces the probability of friendly casualties
and allows air and ground observers to quickly spot their rounds.
If HE
is to be fired for effect, it is advisable to complete the adjustment with
HE since weight difference between projectiles (WP vs HE) will normally
cause HE to fire as much as 75 meters beyond WP.
Adjustment with WP is
also necessary when adjusting in dense vegetation.
The use of WP during
periods of unfavorable humidity and wind conditions should be controlled
to prevent limiting visibility.
Lesson Learned
SOP's,

The use of WP in adjustments should be included in
and FO's should be specifically trained on its use.
3.

Incident/Observation

"Digging in" becomes impractical in many areas during
the monsoon season.
Adequate protection requires that bunkers be constructed above the surface.. When loading for a move, consideration must
be given to space allocation for shoring and bunker construction materials.
4.

Incident/Observation

During search and destroy operations, two techniques
may be used: The first method bas the APC's on line with the Infantry
mounted.
A mounted sweep through the area is conducted followed by a
second sweep dismounted.
During the second sweep, the Infantry and the
scouts dismount and search individual huts, tunnels and other hiding
places.
Each suspect area is thoroughly cleared and/or destroyed before
moving to the next location.
In the second method, the tracks are again
placed on line, but they move forward at the pace of the Infantry in a
manner similar to that for operations in built--up areas. The Infantry and
scouts who are dismounted ferret out the enemy as the sweep moves forward.
Lesson Learned!
Of the two techniques, the former seems more satisfactory.
This method costs fewer lives because of the armoc protection
against mines and booby traps.
The initial
sweep provides a valuable reconnaissance of the area.
This permits a concentration of Infantry effort
during the dismounted search, the time-consuming phase of search and destroy operations.
5.

Incident/Observation

The use of attached personalel carriers on S&D operations
as well as pacification operations has greatly enhanced the ability of a
dismounted Infantry battalion to rapidly close with and destroy the enemy.
When an Infantry battalion has attached personnel carriers, itp movement is
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not as vulnerable to a few well-positioned, well-camouflaged enemy riflemen.
Valuable time is often lost determining the location of snipers.
When trackcd vehicles are.a part of the maneuver element of an Infantry
battalion, this time is greatly reduced because the tracked maneuver
element can clore rapidly with the enemy to reduce 6r eliminate the sniper
fire.
Jj.

USMACV,

Salient Lessons Learned.

27 January 1967,

Incident/Observation
River Operations.
Recently, the tempo of riverine operations has increased.
Some of the salient lessons learned from these
operations are summarized belowt
1.

River Patrolling:

a.
Boats should patrol in open column with an interval that will provide maximum radar coverage and at the same time afford
mutual support.
b.

Boats must conduct a truly random patrol by using

some of the following techniques:
.

.

..

-(-)

.

Drifting with the tide or current.

.(2)
Two boats proceeding down stream at low
speed w.th two boats some distance astern drifting with the current.
(3)

Patrolling to the left or right of the

center of the river.

.,

c.
Individuals in boats must be alert to the VC
tactic of employing harassing fire from one bank in order to drive a
patrol craft toward the opposite bank where an ambush has been set.
d.
When approaching a contact, close at an angle
that permits the maximum number of weapons to bear on the target.
At
night, approach ccntacts darkened at high speeds and illuminate at close
range.
Make sure the spotlight is aimed before it is turned on.
2.

Boarding and Search.

a.
Patrol boats should not come directly alongside a
contact but rather, when within optimum illumination range, call the boats
alongside.
This allows maximum attention to be paid to zovering the boats
and keeping their occupants in view at all times.
Patrol boats should re-

main in mid-stream as much as possible.

If it

tact, do it
searching.

tow and return to mid-stream before

0

quickly,

take the contact in

~V-33
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b.
Avoid mooring to the boat being searched.
hooks or engines Lo stay alongside to enable a fast getaway.

Use boat

c.
Check all lines leading into the water as they may
have contraband attached.
Although it is too tim2 consuming for all
searches, passing a line down both sides and under the keel is a good procedure for checking particularly suspicious craft.
d.
A check for a false or double bottom must be made
on all craft that are searched.
3.

Mines in River Warfare.

a.
The VC delay placement of mines until patrol craft
and minesweepers have passed a selected target area.
b.
The VC mark locations of mines by use cf a small
floating device such as a coconut or stick and utilize it as a ranging device to indicate when an intended target is within lethal range.
Beware
of stationary floating objects.
c.
For the purpose of diversion, the VC will initiate
an ambush against patrol craft and minesweepers at a location other than
the area to be mined.
4.

River Patrol Boat (PBR)

Operations During Delta Flood

Conditions.
If the VC remain in their stronghold for at least a
short period after the flood waters start
rising, PBR's should be moved
into the area before the water reaches flood stages to catch the VC as they
move out of their strongholds.
KK.

199th Infantry Brigade,

Report - Lessons Learned,

17 February 1967,

Operational

1 Nov 66-31 Jan 67.

Incident/Observation
Many expedient devices may be constructed to increase the

effectiveness of ambushes along rivers and canals.

A Claymore mine, placed

in a tree and directed downward on a slant, increases the lethality of an
ambush directed against personnel in sampans.
The Claymore may also be
placed on a floatation device, camouflaged as a piece of river residue and
held in the mainstream by wires.
A thorough knowledge of the effects of
tides is also necessary to insure that the ambush position is located
where rising water will not force the position to move and disclose its
location.
Recovery of enemy weapons and equipment is very difficult in
deep water, and some thought should be given to the use of nets or magnets
to assist in tecovery.
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LL.

1st Cavalry Division,

Operation IRVING,

13 January 1967.

Iucident/Observation

..

For the destruction of tunnels in high density soils with
excessive overburden (greater than 6 feet), it was found necessary to
establish the trace of the tunnel complex and destroy it by placing 40pound composition C-4 charges in 3 to 5 feet deep holes spaced 6 to 8
meters along the tunnel trace.
The 40-pound charges were deeply pyramided
to establish a shaped-charge effect and detonated simultaneously to achieve
total collapse of the tunnels and their entrances.
Lesson Learned
This method of external charges is more advantageous than
placing charges inside the tunnel because of the restricted working space.
Shaped charges or standard ammonium nitrate cratering charges should be
utilized.
Military dynamite, if available, would give better destructio,per pound of explosive due to the heaving effect brought on by a lower
detonating velocity.
MM,

10th Combat Aviation Battalion, 9 November 1966,

Opera-

tional Report for Quarterly Period Ending 31 October 1966.
Incident/Observation
On several occasions during extractions, stay behind
personnel were left in the PZ's as reconnaissance elements.
On one occasion a stay behind force was inserted as an extraction was taking
place.
Two men were placed on each one of 18 helicopters and taken to a
PZ where an Infantry company was being extracted.
As the aircraft laneed,
these 36 troops off loaded, and the Infantry company was extracted, thus
providing a measure of secrecy to the insertion of this stay behind force.
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Section VI
P.

(continued)

1st Irfantry Division,

-i

5 January 1967,

Monthly Evaluation.

Incident/Observation
Special Operation HORNBLOWER was a feasibility study of
Two 105mm howitzers were
the firing of a 105mm howitzer from an LCM6.
The craft was moved on the
emplaced in LCM6 landing craft for the test.
The major
Saigon River; it was beachect to fire varicus types of missions.
problem encountered was the need to relay the howitzers as the tide
changed.
This problem was overcome by beaching the landing craft at high
tide; however, the desired mobility was lost until the r.ext high tide.
This technique was found to be workable in general support/re-enforcing
or re-enforcing roles but not in a close, direct support role.
Q.
25th Infantry Division, 4 August 1966, Operational Report
on Lessons Learned for Quarterly Period Ending 31 July 1966.
Lesson Learned
The use of the tracked vehicle head and chest set with the
PRC-25 radio allows continuous communication to be maintained with patrols
without disclusing their locat:ion by speaker noise.
Number 5.

R.

US Army Vietnam,

8 February 1967,

Combat Lessons Bulletin

Incident,'Observation
The. use of bulldozers to cpen jungles as part of combat
During the shakedown period,
operations was a unique and challenging task.
it had been determined that 50 operating dozers could clear about one square
Since the Iron Triangle contained well
KM of light-moderate jungle per day.
over 100 square KM's of moderate-to-heavy jungle, including exteixsive big
rubber trees, a mass clearance type of operation was abandoned as impractical.
Therefore, to open up the jungle for this and future operations, it
was felt
that a combination of cutting swaths across the jungle together
with working dozer teams directly in support of the advancing Infantry would
provide the best results.
The concept of dozer-Infantry teams born from this operation
The dozer
may well prove a revolutionary development in jungle warfare.
The
teams consisted of two tank dozers (when available) and six dozers.
tank dozers preceded the dozers and cut through the jungle exposed to sniper
The following dozers cut swaths through the jungle
fire and booby traps.
Instant (20 minute) landing zones wEre
along the Infantry route of march.
Maintenance of the dozer teams in the
cut for resupply whenever needed.
jungles when cut off from all but aerial resupply was a major problem.
Maintenance personnel were flown into the AO cogether with welding equipment,
VI-13
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"dozer parts

and air compressors.
While the dozer teams with the Infantry
were not the most efficient in cutting acres of jungle per day, they did
a job which opened areas for future operations.
During this operation, the
jungle task forces cleared 2,233 acres of jungle.
Lesson Learned
Impenetrable VC strongholds can be opened by the use of
4ozer-Infantry teams in a manner that will cause them to remain open and
no longer be concealed sanctuaries for VC headquarters, base camps and
hospitals.
S.
25th Infantry Division, 30 August 1966,
for Quarterly Period Ending 31 July 1966.

Operational Report

Incident/Obser-ation
Mobility limitations in RVI dictate use of "light" maneuver
forces which are deployed into operational areas by helicopters.
A substantial number of successful airmobile operations employing four-gun 105mm
howitzer batteries were conducted during the period.
In addition to providing adequate fire support, a four-gun battery can be lifted in approximately one-half the time required to move a six-gun battery.
Howitzer
crews can be rotated within a battery as the situation dictates, and the
two remaining howitzers can be effectively employed to defend the base camp
or provide fire support for squad or platoon size patrol operations near
the base camp.

S
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Section VII (continued)
E.
1st Brigade, 101st Airborne Division,
After Action Report, Operation PICKETT.

15 February 1967,

Incident/Observation
The "punji stake" is a well known
The Bamboo Threat:
Recently thn
example of how bamboo can be utilized to maim and kill.
ubiquitous bamboo plant proved that it possesses a danger for the soldier
A brigade trooper,
even when it stands unmolested in its natural habitat.
ilLto a bamboo
while stringing commo wire in a tree, accidentally fell
The
thicket impaling himself upon an otherwise innocuous bamboo shoot.
stalk entered his upper right chest and exited his lower left back,
This potential dai.ger is especially
fatally injuring the young soldier.
of concern during helimobile comLat assaults wherein the troopers oftentimes exit the aircraft some distance above the ground over clearings
Under these
covered with a fairly dense growth of grass and underbrush.
circumstances, bamboo thickets should be approached with the same respect
one shows punji stakes, because they have more in common than one might
think.
196th Light Infantry Brigade (Separate),
F.
Operations Report - Lessons Learned, 1 Nov 66-31 Jan 67.

7 March 1967,

Incident/Observation.
On several occasions, units have sustained multiple
booby traps while searching a VC structure for caches.
from
casualties
one man inspecting the entrances
Proper techniques were used initially,
for booby traps while otlher personnel provided security fror. safe distances
After the structure was thought to be safe and
outside of the structure.
a cache was found, the rest of the personnel moved inside to help remove
A booby trap hidden in the cache was detonated causing multiple
the items.
casualties.
Lesson Learned
Units must stress the continuing danger from booby traps
search and clearing of
After the initial
while searching VC stru.:tures.
e.,trances, one man should be designated to continue the search and if a
cache is found, each item must be inspected for booby traps and then reTf a booby trap is detonated, the use of this
moved from the structure.
method will minimize casualties.
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Section X (continued)
E.
Headquarters,
Operation ABILENE.
I.

ist

Infantry Division,

12 August 1966,

IncidenL/Observation

When a unit becomes engaged, commanders and staffs must
be continually alert to assist the engaged commander in bringing to bear
all available combat power.
The engaged ground commander is preoccupied in
maneuvering his forces during the heat of battle; it is at this time that
higher commanders and staffs must insure that all available artillery, air
and other supporting arms are made available and are actuolly utilized.
2.

Incident/Observation

Units requiring external lift
of equipment should have
at their location and in their possession the necessary slings and nets.
Personnel in the lifted unit must be trained in safe rigging and hook-up
for external loads, thus avoiding complete dependence on pathfinders to
perform these tasks.
F.

2d Brigade,

1st Infantry Division,

12 August 1966,

Operation

ABILENE.

(•

Incident/Observation

phases.
The
second phase
found on the
allow a unit

Search and destroy operations should be considered in two
fic:st phase to engage or drive out major VC forces.
The
is a detailed search to locate and destroy VC facilities not.
initial
sweep.
Time phasing should be flexible enough to
sufficient time to completely destroy all VC facilities.

G.
1st Brigade, 101st Airborne Division,
Operations After Action Report, Operation GERONIMO I.

(

3 January 1967,

Combat

f

Lesson Learned
Battalion-size airmobile assaults can be conducted at night,
and this permits the battalion to clandestinely enter the battlefield.
Interrogation of prisoners.ta.ren relatively close to the LZ indicated that
the noise of the helicopter was easily heard by the enemy, but they were
not aware that a landing was made in their vicinity.
H.
17th Military History Detachment,
.13 January 1967.
Incident/Observation

r
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Battalion surgeons, when employed forward, are often anable
to treat casualties occurring in the forward area because the majority of
casualties are evacuated from the combat site via air ambulance, directly
to a medical clearing company, by-passing the battalion aid station.
Lesson Learned
Employment of battalion surgeons should remain flexible.
If lines of communication are shorz, surgeons may deploy forward with
their unii.
If lines of communications are lengthy, battalion surgeons
Air ambulances usually operate
may augment the medical clearing company.
from the medical clearing company; therefore, battalion surgeons may accompany ambulances to the pick-up site, administering resuscitative treatment on site and during the return flight to the clearing company.
I.

US Army Vietnam,

21 January 1967,

Combat Lessons Bulletin,

Patrolling.
1.

Incident/Observation

Saturation Patrolling.
(Source: HQ, Ist Infantry
Increasingly, battalions of this division will be assigned the
Division)
mission of saturation patrolling in extensive areas as large as 1.0 kiloProgressively, units will learn to operate independently
meters on a side.
down to platoon level.
The safety of a rifle
depends on two things:

platoon operating indepeudently

(1) Repeated movement, including movement after
dark so that VC forces cannot conduct a planned attack, but rather must
This is not the VC's most effective
conduct an open tactical maneuver.
method of operating, and during such engagements, they are extremely vulnerable to artillery an(' mortar fite.
(2)
While operating independently, platoon
leaders will control and maneuver their elements so that at least a squad
base of fire covers all advances across open terrain toward positions which
may or may not be occupied by the VC.
Saturation Patrolling as a Technique for Finding and
(Source:
HQ, 3d Brigade, 25th Infantry Division)
Fixing th, Enemy.
Saturation patrolling is the most expeditious and effective means of finding
and fixing the enemy and accomplishing a search and destroy mission in a
To implement this technique, an Iafantry battalion base of
specified AO.
operation, with supporting artillery and an appropriate security/reaction
Rifle companies may occupy different
force, is centrally located in an AO.
bases of operation, from which platoon and squad patrols are dispatched.
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The distances to which patrols may operate, still
retaining indirect fire
support, can be increased by positioning the 4.2 inch mortar platoon in a
company base of operation.
Platoons and squads may be airlifted into
landing zones several thousand meters from the company or battalion base
of operations to search assigned areas generally leading back to a base
area or a pre-determined ambush site.
A variation of this technique is
to land separate elements of a company in several landing zones and have
them converge on a comnmon, selected location while searching the area of
operation enroute.
When rifle
companies are issued two or three days'
rations, disclosure of friendly unit locations is eliminated through the
absence of resupply helicopters.
There are many variations of this technique, all involving rapid movement and helicopter support.
Centrally
locating the battalion base of operations enables an Infantry battalion
to search and clear an area of approximately 144 square miles without
moving its base and displacing the supporting artillery battery.
2.

Incident/Observation

The Hunter-Killer Concept.
(Source:
1st Cavalry Division)
The hunter-killer concept is based on the belief that we should
use the bulk of our Infantry whenever possible primarily to execute the
basic mission of the Infantry, e.g., "To close with the enemy in order to
destroy or capture him."
At the same time, we should use our cavalry,
some Infantry and measured firepower to uncover the enemy or cause him to
disclose his presence.
The hunter-killer force consists of two components
carefully tailored to the mission, situation, the weather and terrain;

hunter element,

(1) A swift, highly mobile,
which would seek out the enemy; and

lightly equipped

(2)
A much larger, heavily supported killer force,
which would remain :entrally poised and carefully positioned ready to destroy enemy located by the hunters.
The concept is analogous to the mobile defense with a reverse twist; for in
both concepts light, resilient forces set the enemy up for decisive action
by a responsive striking force.
While the hut.ters hunted, the killers with
belicopter lift
support would remain centrally located, ready to respond
immediately upon detection of a suitable target.
The initial
lift
would
be placed on an appropriate time alert.
As the hunt progressed, the killers
would carefully monitor its progress and tentatively plan commitments that
might materialize.
When the killers are committed, the principle of mass
(sudden application of overwhelming force), both in combat power and helicopter lift,
must be observed.
The size of the committed force would depend on the situation, and the principle of economy of force would also be
followed.
To provide rest for the constantly moving hunters, rifle
platoons
from the killer force could be rotated with those of the hunter force.
In

5
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this manner, the hunter phase could be maintained for considerable periods,
but there would always be fresh units in the killer force ready to close
with the enemy.
The hunter-killer concept offers many advantages.
Large areas can be searched with minimum co.st in manpower aad.helicopter
time; Infantrymen do not wea- themselves out searching; the "stay time" of
a battalion or brigade in the field with all supporting elements is increased; searches of remote areas are easier to suppJrt; and fresh units
are always ready to move against any force located.

21 May 1966,

J.
Ist Battalion, 21st Artillery, Ist Air Cavalry Division,
Combat After Action Report (Operation DAVY CROCKETT).
Incident/Observation

Under the hunter-killer concept of operation, the hunter
forces may operate in areas outside of artillery range.. If significant
contact is made, artillery will be immediately displaced to preselected
One battery is designated as repositions within range of the contact.
action baLLery, and two howitzer sections are march ordered, ready for
A command and fire direction element plus a
immediate displacement.
helicopters.
minimum manned howitzer section will ride inside the lift
The howitzer section cquipment and 30 rounds of ammunition are loaded beof the howitzers.
The advantages of this method of
tween the trails
loading are:
a.
Ammunition is
howitzer section upon landing.
there is

.

immediately available at the

stability were in
b.
The and
howitzer
less oscillation;
in testhaslift-greatrer
aircraft
ableflight;
to obtain

speeds up to 80 knots.
c.
The center of gravity of the howitzer load is
moved approximately one foot to the rear, thus allowing the howitzer to
This method reduces the danger of the howitzer
ride level in flight-.
ship.
striking the lift
Testing this method of loading has proven successful and
has received enthusiastic acceptance.

I
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2.
There is NO suLstitute for the personal grit and
deterination of the ran who is itsmediately face to face with the enery..
E.

1st Cavalry Division, 4ated 15 November 1965.
Incident.Ob servation(s

.

1. 'Careful placerert of Q-79 men should be emphasized
in order to give them the best possible fieles of fire. They must always
be or. tle lookout for enemy in trees.
It was found that tt.e ii-79s were
extrerely effective against enemy in trees as well as troops in the open.
L.-79s must be fired into trees ard the high grass ever when no enemy are
seen.
2.
"In n perimeter defense, it is necessary to check
the front i.r4th small recon parties at first light ane periodically through
the day for 100-20C meters to clear out infiltrators, police the battlefield and to insure that the enemy is not r-assing for an attack.';
F. DF, AVID-Q.&, -ACV, dated 17 February 1966, subject,
ployment of E-15C Chemical Hiunitions Report from 1st Infantry Division.**
Incident/Observation
1.
i1isson erploying L-153 Chemical tunitions was result
of request by AA!: to take an area under fi'rL Lcause of Suspý-ctea VC concentration in a rubber plantation.
Aircraft were unable to identify a
target, so E-15Cs caused enemy to move, creating a target for aircraft
and artillery. The IL-15C chemi.cal munitions were dropped from Uli-lL
helicopter from an altitude of 1500 feet, flying speed of CC knots.
Temperature gradient - strong lapse. Wind speed at tire of drop was
approximately 25 knots per hour from west to east.
Vegetation .in the
area was jungle and rubber trees.

V

results -f etploying E-1;.:

__2.

-•

a. Immediately after the munitions were on tarset,
movement was observed in the target area.

LO
(

enemy under fire.

b.

G.
all

The use of F-bic enabled aircraft to take the

1st U. S.

Infantry Division, dated ,ovember 1965.

Incident!Observatior(s)
A battalnot-sizcd task force occupied a battalion perimeter
T
just sotth of a village and was attackee by a series of 5 Viet ConS atStacks. The battalion utilized tactical wire to enhance the perimeter.
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Lessor.s Lcar-.c,
1.
lihen possible, a unit whic'" goes on an r, ernight
operation should tnikc tactical wire to ',e]r sc:1r(: t'o.e tr--poary
defersive perii,eter.
Tactical wire rroved valuable at BAU SANGC.
2.
"Rarely ever occupy the same perireter on successiv.e
nights.
Security is enha,-'ý-d by selecti:ng a new area and occupying it
just prior to darkness, allowing sufficient 6aylisht hours for adequate
preparation.
3.
:.e~istrativr and planning of crortar and artillery
concentrations must be corpleted early.
This action, accorplished or.
the eve of B/U BAIG, proved significant in the recuction of reactior
time requireco to bring fires on tie enemy.
4. When the convoy force attacks away from the road.
som:e f-rce must be left
to hold the roau.
I.

173rd Airborne BrigaLe, date:
1.

5-9 4ovember i•65.

Incicent/Observation (s)

It is an advantagc to set up a battalion base and
operate from that base rather than constantly, rove tf.# battrllon ac r

whole.g

Lessor
Learned
This battalion base procedure expedites logistical
lheavier weapons, such as 4.2 Inch
support and commrand and controi.
mortars, can elso be delivere,: into the base if needed.
This technique
has been found to be an excellent way to search an area.
2.

Incident/Observ tion (s

n dense jungle terrain most er.emy contacts are
made at distances of 15 to 30 meters.
O-'ce cor.tact is raoe with an
enemy with automatic weapons, the contact force is relatively glue' to
its
position, ant it becomes cifficult to pu.±l thez, Lack to allow heavy
fire support to be used close-in.
Lesson Learned

approxi

In the future, when coneuctirg approach narches,
-tely five fire teams ot five men each precede the main body by

IGO to 200 meters.

In this manner the minimu= of forces will be com-

nitted when contact is
of the main body.

tade, enabling the maximum freedom for maneuver

5
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I.
January

Operaticral Critique,

173d Airborrce brigade,

1.

3

1W6_.

"Lihey previously

Or

severil occasions

searc6.ec

the 1/rLA!. returnecd to an area which

are discovered that the e*neny hac: returned.

This procedure of returnirr to atrarea resulted in several enery KIA.
J.
January 1.;66.

Oreratioral CrItique,

173U Airborne rlriý;ade,

E -. 14

Lesson Learned
The use of the 20f sroke pot i;as found to function extremely well to asrhyxiate anyone in an erclosure.
A.
Letter, JRATA,
Agent," dated 3 February 1966.

subject,

"Tunnel Contamination,

Chemical

Incident!•bservation
T1he purpose of the above letter is to report a field expedient method of disseninating agent CS for tunnel denial contanination.

4

The CC, 173d Airborne rrigade, arc the CC, Australian Army
Forces, Vietnem, have developed two methods of tunnel denial contamination
which, although differing slightly it, methods, appear to be an effective
approach to the probler..
Lessons Learned
1.
"The 173d Airborne Erigade has prepared contaminating
charges by wrapping 3 pound plastic sacks of micro-pulverized bulk CS with
detonating cord.
Single or in parallel, these containers are detonated
within the tunnel and spread the agent throughout the immediate area.
Field
reports indicate t'at the tunnel walls are contarinated to a depth of six
to eight inches and that an effective denial corcertration of locg duration
is expected."

2.
The Australian Army forces prepare their contaminating
charges in a different mainner. They prepare cans cf micro-pulverized bulk
CS agent, each with a smoll detonating charge (1/6 pound T.T and electric
blasti.ng caps).
After opening a tunnel entrance, these containers are
placed in the tunnels approximately twenty to thirty :eters from the entrance.
A forty pound demolition charge is then placed at the entrance
and is wired in parallel with the contar'inating charge.
On .aetonation,
the cans of avent are ruptured by small attached detonating charge, and
the blast wave from the heavy charge is believed to carry the clovi of
agent c considerable distance down the tunnel.':

6
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3.
Plan As an i'itial

'CS has beer, incorporates Into Livision Base Defense
response

to an attempted penetration.

4.
CS authority has beer requested for all
eivision
operations (lst
Cav Div), (S from horoenaee dispenser has been used 5
times.
Lessons lenrnd from these operations are:"
a. 'I.ust use CS close enough to assaulting troops
tnat they can exploit the CS in about 20 minutes."
b.
`CS placed in very densely foilaged areas is
effective blocking agent for short periods.'"

an

c.
'V ust have close coordiration at point of release
to make last m-inute adjustments in location of strike due to "winds."
d.
'Attacking
larly keep them out of water)."

spider holes,

standby is

troops must take care of masks (particu-

e.
Type taraets attacked - enemy in trenches and
suspected automatic or crew served weapcvs locttions."

f.
Aerial Rocket Artillery or Air Force TAC Air on
an excellent method of exploitation."

K.
Letter, AVC-SO,.United States Army Vietnam,
ployment of F-150 CS Clusters,
dated 22 January 1966.

subject,

'Lm--

Incident/Observation
"The 173d Airborne Drigade (Sep) exployed riot control
munitions as a part of Operation LAIAUL2l..
ThE erop aircraft (L.-lL) was
accompanied by a light fire team and artillery
air observer.
Concept of
employment on suspected position was to seed an area with CS, flush the
enemy and engag.. any enemy with artillery
fire and arred choppers.:;
Lessors Learned
1. "When dropping the
CS clusters from a helicopter,
the best altitude of drop appeared to be 15CC feet for accuracy ground
cover and reasonable safety from ene-y groune fire. lhen a pilot was experienced in dropping other munitions, accuracy was excellent.
On the one
occasiott inJwhich the pilot was not experienced, one cluster was dropped
very near a friendly unit.
Experience indicates a need for pilot training
with munitions.:
2.
"The E-158 cluster shoulc be et.ployed in sufficient
quantities to thoroughly cover the target area quickly."
3.
'Friendly troops must be near enouL*h to the target area
to ezploit the use of CS munitions."
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"Greater use should be made of TAC aircraft since

4.

greater nurbers of munitions per sortie could be enployed.
delivery would reduce vulnerability to ground fire.'
L.

Headquarters,

U. S.

L"ore rapid

Army Vietnam, dated 30 August 1965.

Incident/Observation(s)
1.
'In order to 'fight' and defeat any enemy you must
first
'find' and 'fix' him.
To do this with the VC is one of the most
difficult problems facing the U. S. Army in Vietrnan..
Lessons Learn'.d
a.
When,

here,

Kow,

:.=ake and eemand corplete reports

-

Who, What,

Why and action taken.

6. Train, organize and employ small, long range
and stay-behind patrols.
c..

Use Vietnamese interpreters and check the inter-

preter by using an American who understands the Vietnamese language.

-

d.

Sanitize uniforms and wallets prior to operations.

e.

Use cameras in

the field for gathering intelli-

gemceiriformation.
f.
Do not conduct excessive reconnaiscance of
planned operational areas.
You may alert the enemy.
2.
cidents wherein the
would have provided
'campments, supplies,
visual aids for the

;Experience in Vietnam i
replete with repeatea
incapability to produce imnediate photographic evidence
vital
intelligence data with respect to Viet Cong enequipment, booby traps, etc., as well as invaluable
correction of naps and historical records."

4.v
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Section V (cor.tinued)
i:.
!iACV 7th Infantry Eivision (AFM")
dated 16 February l%6.

Advisory Detachment,

Incidert/Obsrva tlon(s)
On 7 FeLruary 1966, a Vietnamese Infantry battalion, while
conducting a rotor march to a trainina center in Cal Be District, Dinh
Tuong Province, was ambushied and decizated.
The Senior LS. Advisor to the Vietuarese 7th Livisior. at-tributei the Viet Cong's success primarily to the poor prior planning and
coordination accomplished in preparation for this move.
In view of this
he proposed to his Vietnamese counterpart the following checklist for
future convoy planning:
1.

Intelligence.
a.

What will weather conditiors be?

b.

Pave areas of special danger been determined?

c.
i'ave latest intelligence reports been screened
to determine any VC rovement or intentions to set an arabush in the
vicinity of route of march?
2.

Designation of Convoy Escort.
a.

liho will be the Convoy Commander?

b.

What troops will act as convoy escort?

c.

Will APC's be used as escort?

If

so.

(1)

ý.hat size unit?

(2)

Will unit's present mission interfere with

(3)

What is

their movement?
movemert time frov unit's location

to convoy pickup point?
d.

Will armor cars >e used as escort?
(1)

IEow many cars will be needed?

(2)

Fhat is

movemcr.t time from cars'

If

so:

location

to convoy pickup?
e.

Has aircraft cover been rrequested?
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(1)

What aircraft wili cover convoy?

(2)

What FAC tircraft will cover convoy?

(3)

fias VW observer been designated and

(4)

ha6 tirme for aircraft to be on station/

(U•

or VOAF)

briefed?

locaicon been designated?
f.

Has artillery support been provided for?
(1) Have platoon.

along designat-4 route

been placed on alert?
(2)
Have platoons been instructed on what
segments of tLe highway they are responsible to cover?
(3)
Have platoons beer, instructed on what the
direction of movement of the convoy is?
(4)
Do platocns have raeio communication capability with flvi•8g observer and with ,Ye convoy cor-mander?

3. Road Security and Ra.ction Forces.
a.

Ras road clearance/security beer provided for?
(1)

Has each sector ane subsector along route

of march been notified?

up TCP?

(fthere

(2) Has National Police been notified to set
and when they will be in operation)

(3)
Has provision been made to insure road
clearing operations have been completed prior to releasir.8 convoy?

(4)

Have all units along route of march been

notified of the time thAt convoy will be in their area?
(5) Has pro7sVion been made to have military
police awailable tn assist convoy across Vinh Long Ferry?
reaction force?

b.

IRave specific units been designated as a

(1)
Iave 3pecific are•s
been designated tor the reaction forces?

10
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(2)
Do reaction forces have ra1.o communlcation with the corvoy commander while it is in their areas?
(3)
Has each unit been notified as to what
time they are to be on full alert?
(4)

Does unit have necessary transportation

(')

Have the reaction units been informed of

F'ailable?
the latest intelligence In their areas of responsibility?
4.

Coordination.
a.

Eas necessary coordinntioi, with the convoy

j

beeu accorplishei?
(1) Fas point of pickup been desitnated?
(2)

(IP)

Has convoy corinarnder been briefed?

(3)
I1as a secure area been designated in
which to organize the convcy into serials and integrate the escort vehicles?
b.
Eas necessary coordination beer, accomnlished
with other Corps/Divisions/Sectors?
(1) What is originating point of convoy?

in

the convoy?

"

(2)

Whit is termination point of convoy?

(3)

What type cargo is tae convoy carrying?

(4)

Wiat are.the runber and type of vehicles

(5)

What type radio equipment is available

(6)

What type and how many weapons are there

in the convoy vehicles?
organic to the convoy?
5.

Support.

Have provisions for vehicle recovery

beer. made?
a.

Does convoy have organic capability to accomp-

b.

Rlas provision been made to have standby equip-

lish vehicle recovery?

ment available?

FR11
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c.
make emergency repairs?

Loes convoy have the organic capability to

d. Eas provision been made to have mechanics
and spare parts available on a standby basis?
IN. Lessons Learned (1 October-30 November 1965),
Cavalry rivision (Airmobile),

lit

dated 10 January 1966.

Incident/Observation Cs)
1. During operations in the Plei -e area last month, dif-;
ficulty was encountered in the determining of friendly troop actions.
Further, friendly personnel were not at all times aware of their own location. Reconrended solutions to tris problem are the use of artillery cnacentrations at grid intersections and the use of smoke.
However, if
operations continue during the hours of darkness, these methods are less
effective.
Lesson Learned
Two 30-inch searchlights can aid friendly personnel in
determining their location at night by providing two points of resection.
With two searchlights at known .locations, ..theinfantrymen can.
measure his azimuth to t.hese points with his compass and plot the s.ction
on his uap to determine his location. The searchlights would be elevated
to 1600 mils to provide a beam high enough to be observed in low jungle
terrain.
2.
rivers and streams with varying degrees of fordability
have frequently become obstacles to units on patrols and large scale
operations.
odi
-~Laesson

T

Leaziaed"

Unit?; should carry at least 200 feet of rope per rile
conpany ard eroueh ponchos to construct rafts for the transportation off
radios, w.eapons, anc non-swirmers across unfordable streamr.s. Iylon rarpellirg rope was found to be particularly suitable.
3. ruring recent combat operations, target location was
given to the aerial rocket artillery with reference to direction of flight.
Thhis method was found tc be unsatisfactory in that the pilot was reacting
to external commands and had no way to orie.t himself in relation to the
target. A core effective procedure developed to locate tae target was co
select a distinct terrain feature and give the pilot an azimuth and distance from the feature.
In the absence of a distinct terraJn feature, a
smoke grenade can be used.
4.
In rugged or heavily 'ooded terrain ground observers
frequently encounter difficulty in locating and adjusting the initial
12
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rounds.
The aerial obseiver caunot always see the target. If both observers are monitoring the satre radio frequency, desired results are most
efficiently obtained by coLbining the capabilities of both observers.
Tbe aerial observer "walks in" the initial fires until the ground observer
can assume control for the close-in adjustrient.
5.
recent operations conductee in the Pleiku area revealed the potential of artillery in dispersing or preventing possible
ambushes and assisting personnel to maintsa.n direction while moving
through dense terrain.
The use of aitillery fires to probe suspect enemy
positions allows our forces to gain definite intelligence with minimum
exposure of friendly personnel.
WP or Hi air bursts were particularly
useful to the companies in maintaining a fix on its location and direction.
0.

Peadquarters,

3d 11arine Division, dated 31 December 1965.

Incident/Observation(s)

1

1. Due to the very narure of counterinsurgency operations,
daily rear area patrols are mandatory, regardless of the proximity of the
patrolling to the front lines. Daily patrols determine fluctuations in
the sentiment of the local populace and develop intelligence useful to the
patrolling unit, such as signs, markings, directional arrows, etc.
Security of supporting units has been greatly enhanced by vigorous rear area
patrolling.

2.

A rapid "sweep

conducted by a large
unit in VC territory seldom achieves a satisfying result, even when blocking forces are
employed.
The VC either get prior information of the sveeo and evacuate,
or they blend indistinguishably with the people; or they :nanage to exfiltrate. Greater success will be realizcd if the marine units ':stay awhile"
after the initial "sweep' to condtict exhaustive search and patrolling of
the entire area. Durin? this period, caches can be found, intelligence information and material car be discovered, VC freedom of action and channels
of communications will be disrupted, the confidence of the people can be
gained and exploited, and VC could be caught filtering back in3. It has been the experience that large-scale operations
have generally resulted in far less enemy contact than norral squad patrols
and ambushes. Unless the VC feel that they have a superior force, it has
been demonstrated repeatedly that they will avoid contact. 1ost successful
contact with the VC has been as a result of squad patrols establishing the
initial contact with the deployment of a rapid reaction force when
necessary.
(This method, using an armored reaction force 'has been very
successful in a battalion TAOR.)
4.
Phen reconnaissance units established OP's deep inside VC territory, they would almost ali;ays have numerous VC sightings.
Seldom, however, could offensive capability be brought to bear against
the target because of the time lag involved.
Occasionally, effective

13
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results were obtained fr:o-, calling artillery fires on the larger targets.
An CP concept was adapted by infantry units to include an erphsis on offensive capability. CP's deep in VC territory have been established,
"zualIy in conjunction with nearby friendly operations. These OP's are
inserted by helicopter and include a dismounted 106rm. RR, a rortar squad,
sniper teams, artillery and mortar FO's, and sufficient infantry (usually
a platoon (-) (rein) for security.
The mission of the OP unit is to be
inserted by helicopter on a dominant hill, establish and secure an OP and
observe for '.1C
target3 of opportunity.
Any target in range is engaged by
at. appropriate weapon.. Large targets may be engaged by artillery. Small
fast moviug, elusive targets may be immediately ecgaeed by the •'ecoilless
rifle or m.ortar.
Individual VC within '0' meters nay be shot by the
sniper team. This technique is best e'ployed in en area where the VC have
had long-staundig freedom of action and are not tccustorei to having to
conceal t'emselves at all times.
It is also best employed in conjunction
with a nearby large scale cffensive ground operatien which tends to 'stir
up" the VC in the area.
5. The most co.:_mon tyre of contact wi':h the VC is a sniping
incident.
The sn:iping ranges from a sir.nle sniper, who shoots a quick
round or two than desappears, up to a squad of snipers firing heavily for
several minutes and tiking on more of the character of an ambush. Almost
always, these i.:cidents Lake place at long range. 300 ya-ds or more, and
the VC fire is rarely effective.
Also almost always, the snipers are so
well concealed the 1'aiines cannot see a ta'cget to engage. A common tendency is for men who cannot see a target to withhold their fire. Another
cor•on tendency is to reply on rifle fire alone, which has very limited
.iost efeffectiveness aoainst the well-covered and well-camouflaged VC.
fective of all is an irmietiate and heavy volume rZ iLLtype fires placed on
likely sniper positions in the general area from which the sniper fire is
comIng. Rockets, .- 72 LAW'q, iz-79 Grenades and rifle grenades will almost
invariably establish im'eciate fire superiority for the '.arines and cause
the VC to break off and run.
It is during the VC withdrawal that the best
opportunity to inflict casualties arises, again with emphasis on saturating
the VC positica with
fires.
Lesson Learned
have combat patrols carry 3.5'ý and "--72 rocket launchers,
;1-73 grenade launchers and rifle grcnadea.
Train troops to respond immediately %7ith these fires against snipers, whether or not a specific target is
identified.
P.

United States Army Vietnam, dated 24 i~ovember 1965.
Inciee__nt_

Observa,:t on_ s

1.
In ambushes of patrols on their routes of movement,
the VC use mines to attack possible motorized reinforcements.

14
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2.
In the ambush of notorized equipment, t:e VC emplace
mines in the roadway, wait for the vehicles, touch off the mines and withdraw.
To counteract mine detection teams, methods of attack were iv.proved
by using various iorms of camouflage, diversionary actions, counter-action
to mine detection and by activating lightly equipped cells (3-Len), or
squads, for attack with grenades and mines.
When objectives appropriate
to VC capabilities and equipment are located for destruction, mines and
bombs are used to destroy convoys.
Tc attack a small number of vehicles
(3 to 5), ambushes are conducted in coujunction with bobs, mines and
explosives for destruction of vehicles and seizure of veap•ns.

1-

A.-~
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Section V (contirued)
(..

After Action "report, 2d Battalion, 27th Infantry,

25th

.•ivision, dated 8 February 1966.
L

(s)

-Incieent/Olservatior

1. Mien a tunnel is being blown, caution should be taken
to avoid casualties caused by secondary explosion of caches in the tunnel.
Care must be ta..en that the detonation of one tunnel
2.
does not trap a friendly tunnel searcher working in a conaecting tunnel.
The best way to avoid this is to divide the area into tunnel search zones.

"*

rimn.nls c1.ose to the zone boundary require coordination

Those tm.l•.l

Complete search
between search ane destroy elcmrnts before one is blown.
of all tunnels tidll minimize the possibilities of trapping a friendly.

:1

R. Operation PADLY BPIDGE (14-16 February 1966),
27th Infantry, dated 18 February 1966.

2d Battalion,

Incident/Cbservation (s)

*

When reporting incoming fire over the radio, commanders
should disguise the accuracy of this fire (i.e., if it is short, then reThe VC appear
port it as long: if it is long, then report as short, etc.).
to be monitoring unit frequencies and adjustir-g their fire based on friendly
commanders' reports.
S.

vACV Lessons Learned 70 56,

dated 1

April 1966.

Incident/Observation(s)
The use of tunnels by the VC as hiding places, caches for
Tood and weapons, headquarters complexes and protection against air strikes
and artillery fire has been characteristic of the guerrilla nature of the
'war in Vietnam. The detection, exploitation, neutralization and/or destruction of these tunnel systems continue to be a major problemx.
Lessons Learned
1.

Tunnel techniques.

a. A trained tunnel exploitation and denial team is
essential to the expeditious and thorough exploitation and denial of Viet
Untrained personnel may miss hidden tunnel entrances and
Cong tunnels.
caches , take unnecessary casualties from concealed mines and booby traps
and may not adequately deny the tunnel to future Viet Cong use.
b. Tunnel tearns should be t:ained, equipped and maintained in a ready status to provide iimediate expert assistance when tunne).s
are discovered.
16
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c.
Carenil erki:cf
a ti.r.n 1 corple:x r.,y rcver-L1 other
jc.tvtrnel
cc,-qlexvs t--d
hidc en entrance:- a.,, well v.7 the loc'~tior, of
underground defekns ive ciyste; s.
C. ~relcaller pistols cr listols with siiercers are
sir,( 1,cLr, P calibor w_,epcns iuitfout
the vewcr,cs c-f chcice in tutnneijj
silen~cers tcfy CQ11Rp.FC rC~ticn3 of thý! turr~el wher fire'. Lrdlor darr.,.
e . Perscnr~el exllorinr, 1aruF tunrL-1 corplexes should
carry a ceclred s,-ok~e fjena(ýe to n,-arN the. loc-atil..n of addýitional en~tran~ces
as they arfe fou~nd.
In the derse Jungle it is often di~flic~lt to locate the
positiorn of these etctrances without si~oke.
f.
port.

The seccn-*

!rir,

Tvo irar. te
~oulj
:n
enter tunnrels for rutual supcan assist th2 first in cmerfcncies.

Cl -us g. Tur.nel tea:, remlbers shoulO be voltinteers.
trcpho'oia ar.7 panic coul(, -well cause th~e fnilurc of the tem-Js Missioýn or
the (.eat!. uf its ierbers.
h.
Constant corr~unication tetwee, the tunrnel and the
surface is essential to facilitate tunz.el r~apping anC exploitc-ticn.
2.Tunnels are frejucntly, outstorin~in scurces of intc-111gence arc1 should therefore be exploited. to the roaxi.urun extent practical'-?.
3.
flagred. .-ýenrc', a:._thoroui~ search of
and desr'Lriltioc. of
Iplens must ce i.-aede

Since tunrrsl ccrmpl~xes are carefully concealed and camouidestroy operations must provide bdequate tine for a
the a~rea to locate all1 tun~nels. Con..iete exploitation

tunnel comnlexes is very tire consu~in,ý, and operationalI
atccorccingly to ens-,:re success.

.. The iresence
of a tunnel con.-tlox uithin or near Lfl area
of *aperacions posýýs a contixmin.iE thrtat to all1 perso: nel in the area. !,.o
area :c~ntL.iiinj, turnesl complexes shoulI =ever . e corsidered completely clepired.

5. Current cher.,ical denial rethods are ronly ternrcrai-ily efTest results ýo "ate indicate 61at, C3-1
tun~nel cc-jp'exe:-.
fectve
,eAst
effe.cts should last about seven cpys. TYternsive research trd dlevcloprnez~t
effo~rts Lave been requester in the entire fieli± of tunnrel location and
denial to prrviie iticrecsed effectiveness in operations 4,ainst tunnel
ccnplexes.
6.A representative equiprent list for a tunnel teami is
showrn below:
a.

Protective

ohs-ciae per in,.ividu-il.

b.

TA-l telephone

-.

two each.

17
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c.

One half nile field wire on de.uchnut Vlll.

d.

Co,.Qas,

e.

Sealed tea:. 12 velt flashlights

f.

Snall caliber pistols

S.

Probirg rods-

h.

raz.Onets - two each.

i.

T;ity J-ite Portable Blower

J.

.-'72 CS o:renades - twelve each.

- two evch.

"k.Powcieree'

-

two each.

each.

-two

twclve inches and thirty-sIx inches.

one each.

-

CS-I - as required.

1.

Colore,& sr-oke grenades-- four each.

r.

Insect repellert and s:.ay

n.

Intrenchin& tools - two each.

o.

Cargo pacirs on pac,- board. - three each.

-*

four cans.

!st Infantry Division, Operation
cuarters.
Ee .arch
T. '31
1'966. 'd Bri7ade,
"iASTl'F,date.
ITcic'ent /Observstion(s_)
caches hasIn.coutinually
lsrg~e VCtilerice
of r~akin.<
The uncoverin6
-many cases
discover"y.
to the unit
1,resentp-,' s ra,'or1. problems
In
be destroyed.
it is not icssible to exreract the rice, an6 thus it r.ust
tezheffective
another
water,
to
rice
the
idition to the rvrth.cd of e~rczirn
utilized.
beer,
has
nique of rice destruction
Lesson Learned
An effectiv, veans of destroyino rice by burning has
Casoline, diesel oil and unused artilleryf powder iacremaents
been fcund.
are mixe( in with tie rice to insure a hot fire.
2. The following are two techniques that have been effecýdirected eaginst VC base carps or fortified areas.
tively useýd on operatio:
a. "As the VC invariab2v evacuate their base camps towhen
they are u;er attack, a wide enveloping maneuver is the best appro-ých
and rear
this type of attack. Ambushes should be established to the flanks
to man all
defenders
VC
enough
n&t
are
there
of the VC position. Frequently,
spread
be
should
contact
reason,
tnis
For
czs-p.
the
in
positions
defensive
to several points."
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b.
The VC cut fire lax-es close to the grou;m..
Frequently these cannot be seen 1y a standin., i',n.
.en must be irstructed to
squat down anc look. fcr tn,-r., pa-rticularly w-,en apyrcaca~i:,g a VC fortified
position.
U.
7 1.rrch 19'6.

26 Lri~vde, lst Ir.nfPtr

Division, Operation LALLLT,

dtated

Incident/dhservnticr (s)
During Oicration 7ALLLT,
quite successful:

the fcllowire two techniques proved

a. Oue was usea when a battalion wAS Lovinr through
jungle in a tactical -,arch colh-.n.
"ornnal security was enployed to the
front, flanks and rear! however, it was known that the VC were follouinC
the iunit at a distance to maintain contact and keep inforne( of its location
and activities.
The technique usec was to halt the bettalion for a break,
an anbuzh of approxinately plaxtoon size then beinv, established in the center
of the battalion position vhere its establiL;r ent could not le observed. by
the VC trail party.
The battalion then resui.•cd its march, marchin6 rig-ht
through the arbush position. The arnbusn; re:.uine- in place waitin4g for the
VC trail party to com-e up
This technique was used on two cccasions an(d proGuceu Kills both tines. The az:bush rei.ainec in position until the battalion
had r-oved off approxii.ately 1,5CO to L,C00 reters, ax-a then it picked up and
trailed the battalion, lnoai.i. to jet additional kills froo VC who believed
the US forces to have pass3eu.
b.
The second technique involved placing the reconnaissauce platoons of all the infantry battalions under brira6e c6..tro2 for the
operation.
This lrovided the brigade witi: three highly mobile and flexible
units wich a great deal of fire I-ower available to deal with the variety of
situations which arises during- en operation.
These rlatoons were usec. to:
(1) InvestiPate intelligence reports of VC activity
in the area.
(2)

Screen flank's an, rear of brif'ade elements.

(3. Provi~e route and aurea reconnai.ssance.
(L) Screen areas to be occupied by the brigade.
(5)
Provide arr-ed escorts for supply convoys.
War/Civil Affairs Te.zus ax.n i'edcaI: patrols.

Psy

(6)

Provide security for bri!,ade i-.stallaticns at

(7)

Conduct village searches and establish highway

(C)

Shcw of fcrce

night.
check points.
nissions.
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•etjor. V (continued)
IU.ERISON,

101st Airborne Division, Operation
1ris•C.
V. 1st
date'12 April 19656.
1.

Incider.t/!Oservntion(s)

:.ontagnard scouts or other indigetous personnel, that
is Pei•inal forces, Popular forces and District Personnel, should accorppanv
each cobnbnrey-si7C urnit during co..'bat operation. to facilitate movement in
unfr,
-..iliar arers as vell as for tii.ely recognitior., interrogation ard
rrcc.ýssin6 of suspects.

"

incident/Otservation(s)

This unit hw±d previously learned thnt the optimum si.e
a ýeccndo patrol was a TOL scuad (+) (approximately ten men). Ovea2 a
period of tire r-ld in spite of strenuous efforts to move personnel forwarf,
the strentth of rifle squads decreased, in some cases to as low as five or
six ::en. On a couple of occasions sqnad--izea (5 men) Recondo patrols
were practically put out of acticn wihen they suffered a serious casualty
cnce the renai.r(er of the r.en had to assist in extractintg the casualty.
Lesson Learned
The Becondo patrol of 10 men or more troduces better
results: the indivi-uals have greater confidence in their own ability to
ený:7.je and cestroy the enery. The patrol has greater staying, power, the
ability to extract and/or care for its wounded and greater tactical

3.

Izicident/Observatior (s)
When operating in dense mountainous terrain where LZs
are few anr, far between, introduction of reserve force in time to influence
an action is -next to inpossible. Additionally, the dense terrain usually
limits an enC~aget.ent to a few people at a time, normally the point or lea&
elc!mIent.
Lesson Learned
irnen operating in such terrain, the axis of advance nust
be carefully analyze(, and the forces to be cozitted must be properly
weithted for a particular axis. By utilizing all available forces and not
wit!,I.. kding a reservee, per se, an area Of operation was saturated. During
this o,eration, the bzattalion coc•iittea forces on six axes simultaneously.
A Co, two axes, T Co one axis, C Co two axes and a Provisional Con.pany one
axis. Axes were selected so that forces could be rnutuall.V supporting.c
Unan terrain precludes introduction of .reserve force in time to influence
the action, an equivalent result can be obtained by saturating the area of
oiperations with forces on multiple axes.

*

C
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ELrpoy:.,cnt cf thr LREP durinr Oeration FAPI1ISON
oerrno~strited cor-piacency

of the cnfaiiy in

are-s he considers safe.

Un-

detectedý infiltration of t,.e LUPP teans allowed for the exploitation of
this corplacency.

Fire riscipline is •specially irportant for LRRP tears
because the VC erploy dcoys to draw fire wnen a srall party is suspected
in the area.
Therefore, patrol leaders must te able to deternine when
their fire is beir,• solicited and when. it is actually needed for protectica,.

5.

Incident/Observation(s)

The optiniui. drcp altitude for thc '17A3 grenade is 1,0.This hns resulted in a new technique of celivery in which Arty
p re
the tarCet anC screens it with a WP preparation to afford conceal,-cnt for the delivcry shin.
The best method of exploitin- this type of hCA
attack acainst. VC units ancr personnel is to exploit the effects of hCA wit,
Art, as 50n tn the delivery ship has cleared the target area.
3C0 feet.

bi.

Ist Iifantry Division, Lessons Learned, dated 15 i!arch I'..
Incident/Observation(s)

Crossin.,- water obstacles. Due to map inaccuracies, henwy
run off in the wrt season and limitations on aerial reconnaissance imiose"
by heavy jungle canopy, units often find therselves confronted unexpectedly
with serious water obstacles where none were anticipated.
Units should plan for this contin-ency and should carry at
least one 120 foot clir.bing rope and five snajlinks pe- platoon.
One air
mattress per squad is desirable to ferry radios, machine guns and 8 1rm:
mortar annýunitiun.
X.

173d Airborne Brigade (Operation PHONIIX),
1.

dated 06 :ay 1&,6.

Incident/Observation(s)

.ov.,-.ent of conpany-size units in secondary jungle is
li;:ited to 300 neters per hour or less, thereby increasinC the tire requireC
to reinforce friendly eletnents or maneuver to cut off withdrawing ene:7.
Consideration must be &iven these factors when assignin' search and desitro
r.issions so that response of suoorcinate units in tl.e contingency of a
eet~. g enga-ei•.•ent will be timely.
2.

Incident/Observation(s)

Due to limited visibility in seconr'ar jungle and the
fact that the VC emplaces i.achine guns in well aug in and concealed posi
tioz.s, and due to hir habitual enploynient of the 1igyinG Tactic, it is
V-21
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ne~vif~al.-l

to i!.1itilly fire P~rtillry at a .-reater ranr~e a!:--' systeratirally

t'a1'ý it to, ar,'2
t e fri.E: ry

postir'-3

ti
t'Le
r ei;-7',raos contact, -..airntair. cortir~uous
.'rtlflkry fire or. tits suspectec tcut-2s of 7-'it!I rm-al a-le asserl.ly areaýs.
1_;.cr-Y cir~co t. isII!illl thr, or.ly effective possibl-e r-ears of pursuit.
Jrci;-ettcsrrsi/.

4.

TIC !ir use of Ur:i is effective a-pairnst erner~ troo::s
i.- Lr!C opeC., %~o'c*cr, it 'irs little effect aý:air~st a dtrr-ir. e:.e~. art. er.plo;'el t is r.ot acs-urpte cnu'- tc -uararatee safety to fri_ýtzz.6y trrojs xw.-ec
VSeý it, Close s-Lii'ýCrt.
Y.

173L iit1 ornc .rae(C~-rrticr.

IV

CITY1)

ae

,.ac.) vnit rust prtrol ar~ressively aroun:. its ni9-'-t
position.
'?n lf arch t.ie 2/5ý'.32k Irf,-r-try7 tz5 s;:rjrisec&Ly a VC I e gir.ern t .
Cryt':-i 51krerior firepoticr avC a.,ýressivc fis--itir.- spirit of t'.-e troc~jý.
preventea the %wit from Leir? 11;urt reverely.
2. Tci~ent/tJserva-t4or
.o~r tT.o unit, are vovixer to link up vi'
each ot..er,
to a certai,. prr-e~esi *cmiteepoint, stop acd await t'.e
nrr*Va: of t*,e ot',er unit. `.".-us only o~-., "rit is i-ovino ru t~'cre is less
sprclleT:. of lt::
it~tout f..rir- ý't friem..y forces.
or.-- unit zsx.ovlcretv?

(It~

u:j.~.it T
a:-.2s).
tf',.
cor.tirnucLs ly.

.en. a Lattalion. -'s 'ovii'- frct ore noir.t t,, anot:.r iris--zr- to 7-eve c-., racre t'.ar. onne a-ris (-.utually supportiir.E
situation,
3 t'.e two coluz:.ns usuelly bur-p into each other

^5t1:. Itfartry

I

ivisior (united

ý:ts)
ated 1 JarnuZory

OTcefollov'in;ý ere sone Lo-;soi~s Learr~e; eurir.Z this'perio,_
by toof t~e erreuver battzlicirs1.
Lw-cuation of iou-r;.e.C*_rirsv t'..attcck 7rust be ýek.'*.;.-et
T,.ere is l-ittle r'ore that car. ;.c -.one for tl.esa casualties -at t~le platoon. or
COT, PFLYCO izr.anC post t,.at cannot be Cone ir. tiieir firir&positions.
I ver;
availin1-e P-.an rust Le 1.erpt ot. t:>e periizeter sý.ootirf;. T-his incluc'es iYvict.Pla .;h
M10re li-h tly wouvrtec'.
In additiori, evacuatimE tl.e "OU7.oce- te'W 5>
to. coruruse ret. alonZ; t".e lir.e v*.0i feel t1,.,y r:isse)' -ettirr the !Jote alcu-

t~
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2. 1. ri-1t (:fcu-e su * rlcerntal p.7cI.a.,c brru,,'i~t In ¶.en
the urnit stors to ýcfet'x erc -:z' er cut in ti-a early nornir- I'S a r~ust.
_c.rvevr, tl-i decisiorn rust :e rA'de P.aFrly crou;-!. -,o t;:zt t~is pac1.a:_e car
be trouý'rt in before edar'.ress.
Ths attalicr, *izs establisiiee ar. SOP
Fac'.n'e concistinc cf t..e follovii~. itc:,.s.
Z0,i'7'

rcunC~s

.5r

ý k~ rounms 7

for 1l1C rifles
fcr . 1412 rifles
LU for 7 C Lac..ir.e:..urs

12,,` ý rcut:..s 7.r•2
rour.-.ks per r~ac'imit, un)
1 .56 celii~cr !Pac.ir.e,-un ailo'

5.ýAAC

(2,0CC;

rcu-..s of

f'C *,a-'c grermaees
1,0:C I4'r. rcunes fcr

7' i~reiiace launchers
- rou:--s of 'Ant. U por rortar
25 Clayr orc rires
30 trito flares
2 fla_-?t'ro-..ers

t-P LirtrOS

Lxtra rec~ics
3. :efer.sive ftres rust .. e v'ell pkr.rz.eZ for all in~irect
fire wetupors.
Cne tech.nique is to plar. priority fires for ti'.e artillery
to t'.e frcr~t of one platoon, 4.2-1;:.6; rortar to rmoti-cr ar.r. Ur mortcr for
t:,e rer~ainir.- platoor. This stiould. insure accurate ame- rcs,-orsive fire it
all sectors.
T:-e flertililiry (ifmassir-' or s!ifti~ir a:.y coricir~atior, of
these fires to suzport an~y ore platoon is still
a reality.
4. Th~e botta~lion EGI? for shiftin;2 ar. azr.ush positior
after an~y cc! tact v4 tbht e 'Vict (.o- - vas prover vali~t. The az.11xt~a patrol
in t:.e north i-zs jnhftetC Lest amic iatcr caujl.t tbne Vict
by surprise.
111e Vict Ccn., appearec- to, avoiQd t.lIe patrol's ori;ýi~al loca.tion, where con-tact '--c 'Lees .a
earlier.
5. T!7e occupptiou of c,'istirc: fortificat>,!.s and trei.c'
r.eti-orI,.- -Cue, Ly t' e 1,.(t Coni,'.invites trouble. They are 7.ila
rlt!h tiizw
axncL1r~cv t-e -,ca-. spots %yoll. "Tt~ li-iteL tirne requires thart 'Viet Cor.,v
fortificatioiis L~euset as :.asty s';eltcrs, hasty firirZ pits should be cut
in~to the trench to iescer. thc'vulrneratility frcr. fire do~im t,,e trench linec.
Clavrore rines s!-oulk Le set up It,ti~e trinches to cover areas whic:i crni:ct
be p~ytically occupiee. bzxits carr~ot t uni-er coot.m' ane stop ei~cgin~z aftzr
e~arl,, but -.
ust take the calculate(: rist, o& thie noise involved zand continue
their oefernsive prcparations, covered by outposts.
6. 7.e 2nriloyr~eyst of a rifle corpany vlituout reinforcements ir.an isolat-e. ecfersive periireter invites Viet Conf attachs. Its
validity is suspect. itcter~lly tnis r'ay ha've potential as a Cood way to
"LL'it' a sizable V7iet Conr forcc, Let ren'ctiot., forct!: ;.ust be predesi:-i-tee
by i i::A.cr *,earýuarters Cl(- 1irve cccr(.i!-te6 1 z to re--pord irrtediptely.
Tereaction fv-rce nuct Le ca,;vble of !.L'effectivC.1y;' ep]oyec1 and fir!'tiri,
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in the tiours of artv.ess, elurirncý t:e first '.ov. after enr.ýa~ement. It cartnot i:ait ustil fir,;t lig'it 'because t1~e Vir~t ýong- Lase their attack or. ti e
asst-7ptioi. that suc!h a force %,illw.ait.
7. Fersoircel Carrieris attacilee to au isolkte,ý cotmpany
Cefersive perir-ecer -rent2.y en'a.ace t~he u-.it's ability to react. Thne (!L,
viac~lrnegurs Pu-mcie~t tiie cer-pany's firzpower. Further, a vehicle is a;ail-able to-rvove Cas.ualties., equipraent or atr.iuuition, as nay he required.
protectedE.
Erenades.
dar.(

scl-rncgun positions n-ust be esyeciaily vell preparei
Th'-ey becortue the prire targets of Viet Lor- small arT.a z~rfr

Laraiarks such as l uildin'-s should Le avoided: as cc,-.--.
t~anc: post locnticns. They arsa usually vell 1-cor~n ly t:.n every a.c.C ea-sy tc
ieentify e'star-ets for atcurate fire.
10~. 7latoo ser-'eants ane squad leade~rs rtzt Lie ftaiiliar
wit.- t~e frequen~cies for thec cor.pan-y and 1>attalicn- co-zr.an nets ard t"he
artillery fire Lirection n~et.
In a ratter of rinutes, ore of t*hesele er
,,.ay Le th~e platooL len-ccur.
'rnerq exists a defiriite need for the radio coni-u~nications fron. platoon to squad in t!-e deferse. Lven the unreliable iPC§
is Letter thian no cc:nupricatior~s.
-ýXtra PiT/?.C-lD radios could be Lurou-ht
in for use by t, e su
dsCurinE the nig:-t.
1All patrol leadars shoulu. be given the bzttalior. cor-r'nn*
net frequency in. care tae cormpany corr.an-1 rnet ceases to 2unction. 7attalior
car. advise t~te patrol of the situation and6 provide indirect fire support, as
r~ay be require,.j
11. ý cor-pa-y cart evrloy all thL-e
-"*:aymore rifles it cat- -:t
in tue defense. l£hey cai be erploye-d' ir- `epth -,Ata the. tiajority beinr
placac rigtt next to thle defensive fcxboles.
As rerntiot-.ed above, they e~jo
woulL be useful to ?lace in Viet Cone trenches leadir., Ir~to the position
%7hich. cannot be covered adequately or occupied~.
12.
ruadleadrsmust be brutal in their irsistance t' Ct
OA--iiot
ae

-- el

pepred-Tk_

ir-iroverrents

are continually

situatioz, 6ermarncs

Mre

1e

~

suL2, i-n-proverlents n~ay te continued after darl. cover-,' by
patrols ar.t' outposts. L. calculatad risk mL-st Le taher. betueen the noi3e
lac!' of security ivzvolveed and the need of ýL adequate idefensive Position.

'Ind

13. it is unlil-.ely that patrols will te able to iuithdra~7,
bac' to friendly lines %Yher t!.e Viet Cong are corciuctirng a major attacl..
Adequatt ari-.unttiot. must be cr, h~r~d to Sustain the patrols in. such situatiorc. These patrols become a ready reserve for the ccr'pany cocnaneer and
can be used' as r~aneuver elements to ar~busý: tithd,.raving Viet Conr units if
alc,:tee by the ccrpai~y cotman;. rost. Th-ey also car be unaeuvered- into i~ositions which ou
place the Viet Pon- in a Cdevastatir,- cross fire.

j
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14. ýýrrly prolii.g inctioi- ýay L_. a prelucee to a rno attac'
ai.e cannot ',e tr'-er I >~ yparticularly if Viet Co., are er.courtered at
a'cut t'.e sare tir.e in scver-xI areas ic t), v~c'-nity of t':le defensive
peri. eter.
15.
de fer.in,, un its.

t-4C'ý 'Uuro a'j earr to ýI ca .ood `stauiC-to" tiL,.o for

16. Tirct pem. ttij.<
cor par ies s' ov'± preppre b-asty sup.pleiw~ertixry positic:r.s. !: a-.. event, -,:!, coT-paiy cefferse crder sx-oule. Ir.cli.&,e the locnticr, of Eecom'ary posicici~s t:.tt platoors vili vitLiicram Lc
irtt:e Qvcit witht:urot.Ua >ecores recessary.
17.
11e ý_ayonct fcr tl~e Xl( rifle shiould 1e is:ated as soor.
;ýo-zoe att:c*. 'Ly ý,iet lor- ~nc'.
Qt'e to a shortage of anýUri'aycor
et 'eul( hiave e,ýco. e- I.or~paniy A's Dri' Pry t'aapoL.

"OSZ-oSSfrle.
tior.- C

1S3. iIar.s to -ttacl- tre %I t:-(rav'in cne'y rwst be a!ýgres-sively e::ecutec.. tI re~zsive follo" up Uy -;jor Lrits of a Iýri~.ac~e tas:
force to fi: ý" nC' fi:: t.e enex-y is a recesoity. A.fter a r~ajor action, t.:n
facai %ii", iL.Viet ',onC force can Ie assuriec to te lo", or, aw .ur.itior, at:-nxerse problz:: s cf reorcarnization. evptcuatirý Gee- ar.C:
i ounrLeG ai.e~hdn
tio- a frcsL, pursuir., ferce. A.1l oth:er pla-.s shou!ý be a1tured: to ta-.c
ac'var~ta~e of t:-is urique op'xortun~ity. T-his a;pezrs to iýe al. ez-cellent
ti~e to er-< Icy -rror arnn,ec*Iizniec irfantry in corjuy.ction '.itA vuieely
scattcre.ea1
fli~lits of reinforced pleatoov size with, rency airr-o,;ile
rsact.' or trrces c-. stanrcuy.
'!..is reaction force :.:LSt be cz;,aLlre of attpcl.Ir:' arnr. firjjtjjn in the, ý!sr ress t:.Er. t>-ý Viet
iixariably uses to
cover h~s %it::crawzl. 'lar.1s cne. pcrsc' rel carriers cidt', starlight crivir,
ýevices, or even ý'it'a li,<-ts or., sloulý Ile consideree.
iP. I- conJil'ction rit;: thl., ^.Iove, aý'eouate tire nust te
alloi'ed for a r~etailec LattlefieI4.C searci~ in ther 2encral vicinity nf t-siý
a.rticnr.. Valualt le uiocur'ents , , uapoi.., ar.c. equif vent can be oi'tained
".-,is
is not t`'ro
ti-e for ~'aste.
Sr'all przssure -ines plr'cedý on t'-e ground aiproxirnatcoly
25 vteers from friETIc.1y position. xtill asnist in the ni -:-t
4Ecfense.
cpa.-,
!be rncovercd !.ntha mornir~.uýit:ou-t ýarý,er if r.o attzc!- occr.!rs.

,.
.el'
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Section VI.

1Knowleege of Current Use of Weapons and iquipnent.
4.

bet 1365,

Conwand iupert for Quarterly Period Zndinp 30 Septera-

?eports Control Syrmbol £SGPO-23 (P.L),
1.

dated 16 3ctober 1365.

Inhcidert/IO1servation

"The weapons platoon is iftet employea as a fourth
raneuver platoon because of terrain limitations on their organic ieavy
weapors."
Lesson Learned
least 1

ý'The veapons platoon should be augmented with at
4-60 machite gun and 13 1-14s to add firepower to the platoon.:
2.

Incident/OLservation

a.
Zoth O1m1 mortars and 60rm ,zortars should be
available.
The unit voul6 ue able to select the appropriate indiirect
fire weapon depending on terrain and ,issio".'

-

b.
"Fewer selector switches s:.ould be put on iv-1 4 s.
!.any times single, well-ai-meco shots are :ore effective than a burst from
an !-14 or. automatic.
Individuals waste ammunition firing i-14s on autouatic, and the fire is often not effective because the weanor. has a
tendency to clir:u nher. fired o'isautomrtic..
Lesson Learned
"T1e Lý-14 '2 is an effective autornctic weapon."

Vietnam.

f

Serial-

Axtiaircraft Capability, Viet Cons Forces, R.epublic of
L.
CIC.,'C, dated 24 December 1965.
1.

2.

Confirmed AA Veapons:
a.

Soviet sg43/SGI

b.

CH•ICOM DShK M9'3ý/46 (Tad'l 54) 12..7un.• hhG.

c.

US 50 Caliber N2 ?G.

6.

German. MG 34 7.92mm WG.

e.

QICOI

7.C2 0MIG.

Copy i-.xim IZ 7.32 OG.

AtA INbeapons i:OT Confirmed But iu Possible Use;

a. 60mm liortar tue.rmodified and mounted for AAx
Fire. Projectilf has local manufacture fuse with possible time delay
varying fror. (.50 tc 13'0 feet.
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b.

bS 20mn cancr remove,d fro- downed aircraft.

c.

Viet Cor.nfixed directional mine.

!iffective

range 15C-25C neters.
(;.

Vietnam,

eated

U'2 Technical Feport
24 lece-dber 1'l•5.
1.

o.

I by US Arry Leadquarters,

Incidert/O1hservatiio- s
Suggested rethods of dealing with Viet Cong tunnels:

a. "lo clear enemy troops out of the tunnels, tle
gas from the .. 7A3 gas grenades sto.ild be blouT, into one of the tunnel
entrances using the iiity Mite' blower. One or two grenades should be
adequate for most systers.
The i-ity iite can then be used to blow some
of the CS gas out of the trannei so that it can be searched.
'O ýOT use
KC Smoke unless oxygen m.asks are availaL~e."
b.
Searchers should work in te-ms of two or tmore
Inen.
Searchers st-ould be equippecd with the TA-I or other somnd-povered
telephone.
This speeds up the worh aria aods to the safety of the tean.

tunnel, it
wiiich still

c.
If a tra; do:" or cirlock.is riscovered ir. the
ca- be renoved, and t-e Lity Yite be used to blow t.*e CS gas
lingers farther ii•to the tunnel corpler.

d.
1Ther: a main tunnel of s complex is discovered,
a derDlition c.arge set off in it may unseat any adcitional trap doors
or Pir locks.
This will enable further flushing and searching.
e.
tfter
tunneJs have been searched, they shc,;Il
be
destroyeC' tith
-emoli•ions ard/or contasinated witi CS-I powd-er.
One
gooc way of doine tHis is to place a six-pound bag of CS-1 powder on a
strarn of detonating corc between craterin'j c-rZres irside the tunnel.

hyher: tiue is

f.
into the tunn el by iity
week.
2.

limited,

ilite will conta.-iiate

CS arenaces - :'7A3 - blown
t-he tunnel for about one

Incicent/Observaticrs
The CS -as grenade 17A3 has been t-sed in Viet oan,

in

the following ways
a.

11-rovn by hat.d into tur.nel mouths.

b.

!,,iith the .. icy

ite Blower.

c.
!;ropped fror homeriade launchers nourteA In helicopters.
It is reported that up to 4CD grenades have been dropped at one
tine, thus estpLlishing a very high corcertretior of CS fas in a local area.
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1st Cavalry L;ivision,

dateC 15 iLoversber 1565.

Inci cri _Ot,/3e rvat ion (s)
ý'It took time to reload 1-1-16 magazires, one round at
*atime.
In the heavy action we encountered, this took excessive time
at critical periods.
It was particulatly critical during the er.ei-y
night attack. Also it was difficulc to keep track of empty magazines
in a heavy fire Light."

Lessor, Learned
A neecl exists for an
-,:.asabletic-c
n .zine
6
which is resupplied to the rifleman fully loaded in a bandoleer similar
to the old ..- ! clip of eight rounds.
C.

ist U. S.

Livision, dated Ilovember 1965.

Incident/Observation(s)
Extra i.-14s are needed on convoys for men normally
armed w':h 45 caliber pistols.
.
F.' Letter, AVit-Clý, 1st Infantry Division, dated 8 February
1966, subject, "Employmer.t of Experimental Riot Control Agent 1iunitions
in Combat Operations (U)."
Incidenc/Observation
Riot Control Agent i~unitions (L-158 Clusters and E-8CS
Rocket Launcher) were employed in support of corbat operatiors. All the
targets on which the CS was used were on-call, type targets which were
presented during search ane. destroy operations.
Lessons. Learned
1. Because of the inherent search characteristics of
riot control agents, particularly when employed under natural or inversion
tenperature gradient, the E-15C Cluster can be profitably used for reconnaissance.
The technique recon:mended is to d.2liver L-158 Clusters on suspected ene=y concentrations; if movement is observed, air strikes and/or
artillery can be placed on the target to destroy the enemy.
2.
In all cases of employment of riot control agents,
icmediat, exploitation of its effects must be accomplished by ground
forces, air strikes, and/or artillery.

1
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Section VI (cortinued)
G. Observations of USAIS Instructor ir,Vietnan., dated
28 February 1966.
Incident/Obaer~lation(s)
Recently a member of the !.achine Gun Team of the USAIS
Ueapons Department completerd a fact-finding trip to Vietnm. He visited
all the American units in .V0., and listed below arz some of the questions
that were asked and the answers that were rcceived:
1.

Question: "Which type of stoppage or malfunction
occurred rust frequently?"

"Asted of all units in Vietnam, most malfunctions and scoppages were caused by exNo major stoppages due
cess 6irc and mud.
to malfuncLions of parts or design of
weapon."

Arsuer.

2.

Question: "Ar- the 1:60's habP-ually carried on offensive i::issions, Reinforced Rifle Squad,
rifle Platoon Company and Battalion
Operations?'
From the personnel
"Fro.' all units, yes.
queatioued by me (Platoon level), the best
weapons in Vietnam were the 11-16, [-60, 11-79."

Answer:

3.

Question: 'WI-er. firing fror the assault fire positions,
is the bandoleer attacheý: to the gun, cr is
the extendeO belt used?"
"Although the extended belt wrapped around
the gunner proved unsatisfactory, the bandoleer was unsatisfactory cre to hanging on
brush and pushing the weapon off balance.
The cardboard box gets wet, and rounds hang
in bardoleer. Some gunners place approximately 20 rds in feed way when moving; if
enemy is engaged, the assistant gunner removes i bandoleer from ammunition can and
clips another one hundred rounds on belt in
fee,"way.
Other gunners were using the bandoleers, but carried them in metal cans to keep
..dry.
Also com.plained about pulling gun off
balance."

Answer:

.4
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4.

Question: ;Are rarge cards prepared for the .'607s when
in defensive situations? Vere:they
effective?"
Answer a: "The answer I received for tht.iquesti on was
yes. however, the ones that 1 pers6tally
checked were incorrect."
Answer b:

5.
r -of

Question: "Vlhat is the greatest performance deficiency
the machinepun in Vietnam?".
Answer:

6.

Ore unit stated that they used iL Once ir
the field, and it was very effectJve.
I
didn't see this range card or the readirg,
but checked a sample card for this unit and
and found it completely wrong.

"From my own personal observations, 1 would
say a basic lack of information concerning
the weapon. This situation could be eliminated on the spot if Officers and Senior
.'CO's were siore knowledgeable of the weapon
and were willing to train their men. y:ost
units that I encountered h-a junior iCCO's
that were very willirg to learn but just
didn't have the information available to
them. froeSerior '!CC's and Officers."

Question: ::Are Rifle Platoon Leaders in Vietnam sufficiertly knowledgeable on the capabilities
and erploymert of machinegurs?"
Answer;
io, for same reasons stated previously.
If
leaders are knowledgeable,
training their gunners.-

they are not

Y.. Lessons Learned (1 October-30 i.ove',cr 1965),
Cavalry Division (Ai.niobile), dated 10 January l106.

1st

Incident/Observation (s)
1. Although the SS-11 missile was designed .as an antitank
'weapon, it has been found to be a particularly effective weapon against a
number of hard targets.
In one recent operation, the VC took shelter in a
masonry building. Attacks initially with 2.75 in rockets produced little
results.
A single SS-11 nis,.ile delivered from a helicopter quickly dostroyed the house.
In another action west of Pleiku, the SS-ll was used
several timas to blow barricades around a village where Dinpoint accuracy
was needed to avoid destruction of neighboring houses.
The SS-11 has denionstrated its capabilities for destroying fortifications 'that can be obaerved
from the air.

5
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2.
Aidmen %ave found pole litters to be difficult to
handle in dense vegetation such as occurred. neat the Chu Pong 'fountain area.
Consequently, litters were left behir,4 and improvised poncho litters were
the o,,ly ones available.
In some areas, litters could not be made due to
the absence of small trees or limbs of suitable size, as in some of the
elephant grass areas near Plel i e.
In these areas, patients occasionally
were evacuated to helicopter sites by hand-carry methods.
Iesson Learned
Tactical and medical units operating in areas described
abcve should order and use the non-rigic poleless nylon litter, FSN4 65307M3-7510, weight 3.5 pounds.
3.
cent

operations with

Several general malfunctions have occurred .durixa.Ywcthe 1:-16 rfflg.

11tece ualfun-rono with r•cm•,eawrd

corrective action are:

a.
.ounds are difficult to extract after being in the
chamber during the cooling-off period.
Hot weapons should not be allowed
to cool with a round in the chamber if the tactical situation will permit.
b.
1•agazines fail to seat properly because the magazine retaining clips become bent. Do not slam magazines into the weapon,
which bends the rctaining clips, but push firmly until the clips secure
the magazine in place.
c.
Selector switch freezes in one position.
sawtches should be kept well oiled.
I.

Headquarters,

Selector

3d iiarine Division, dated 31 December 1965.

Incident/Observatl on(s)
1.

The 1.1-79 grenade launcher has proved to be an extremely

effective stdall anti-sniper and anti-embush weapon under conditions of reduced visibility. During experiments conducted by one rifle company, it
was detem.-ned that the N-79 could also be hastily used as an indirect fire
weapon.
The procedure is to have grenaciers loosen the sling to a predeter-

mined length and then place the Lutt of the vearon on t'e ground, elevating
ti'e muzzle and positior.ing thIý foot &n the sling at the correct position, so
that the desired elevation can be obtained and held. Through trial and error, an M-79 romid can be "registered' in the desired spot, and the sling
is then marked so that the grenadier need only replace his foot on the
marked position on the sling, judge the correct deflection and fire.
2. There are many "karines who fail to use body armor in
offensive operati.,ms.
The claim being that it slowr troops down and tires
them out. This has been proven erroneous.
Luring normal operations, conditioned Marines who have been required to wear the body armor (upper torso

6
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only), become accustomed to it and can readily keep up with troops not
wearing it.
iioreover, it has been fcind that troops wearing body armor
move out with greater cor.fidence and aggressivenes.
Normal operations in
Vietnam consist of search and clear missions and patrols, neither of which
require extensive running or extreme physical activity.
It is recognized,
that in mountainous areas during hot weather, it may be necessary to aispense with the body armor due to the extreme physical exertion vt.1.ze.
Nur..eroue Mlarine lives have been saved by the "flak" jacket in this Livision. There have b.en instances of the jacket deflecting direct hits
with carbine bullets as well as close range grenade fragmentat.on.
Aft.r
noting these exawples, Marines are easily convinced of the advantages of
weariug body armor.
Lesson Learned
Publish the advnntpes of Lody armor.
misconception that troops caunnt operate efr..ttv'iv i'
wearing it.
In appropriate cases, raquire it to be worn.

Dispel the
- h',L,e

3. Experience has showy that a great many VC mines are
cortrolled detonatior electric type. host ofter, lead wires to mines are
communications wire.
Further, for expedience, most land lines are laid
along the existing routes of coumunication.
This situation makes it ex-

tremely difficult to distinguish VC lead wire front friendly coemunicetions
lines. When communicatious wire is moved away fron. roads and other lines
of -comunication, lead lines to mines and other foreign matter are more
easily detected.

Lesson Learned
That in all forward tactical areas, all US laid communicatio.s wire be at least twenty meters away from utilized roadways.
This produces an expeditious method for visual detection of mines electrically detonated from points off the roadway.
A. R.apid trail shifts
accurate relay of the 105mm
howitzer can be accomplished by placir.S aand
GI can cover beneath the left
howitzer wheel. The CI can cover permits the locket left wheel to spin
easily through 6400-mils while keeping the axis of the panoramic telescope
constant.
One circular trail pit will accommodate bmth trails. The right
trail rests against the rear wall of the pit, while tie left one is
blocked to fill the void between the spade and the rear wall of the trail
pit.
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(Stction VI continued,
J.

U. S.

ArL" Viett.azr,

dalcc, ý. March 1966.

Incident/Obs rvat or( s()
1. Use of the hih excllcsive and illumination round
fired freo t-e l5n•rm howitzer, 123Ai, on periL.eter defense has proved
to he reliable and hii;!.y effective.
Data below was derived from direct
and iilunination firings conducte b)y an Artillery. tattalionAn E•N.
PFOJ

CHAR4GL

ELEV

1
1!0

140

1

100

2.0

42511

1

i00
100
85

1.9
1.5
1.5
1.3

05

1.0

4.CM
3501
275M
250M
225M

}iL
KE1

1
1
1

HE
HE

FUZZ SETTING

2.7
2.5

PUPST RAMGE

5501,

~500`1

*All bu.rsts indicated were air; mean height of burst 20-25 meters.
PROJ

CFARGEL

ILL

1

lOO

5.0

12001';

ILL

1

1050

5.0

i000>

ILL

1

11o0

4..5

800-

ILL

1

115C

2.0

250,!

ILL

1

800

2.5

1450M

LEV

FUZ

SEThi[G

RP

FLARE JýMPNTTG TICE
Burned
contact
Burned
contact
Burned
contact
1/3 of
on the
1/3 of
on the

out on ground
out on 6round
out on ground
flare burned
ground
flare burned
ground

*7xtremr care must be exercised to insure that flare is not wir.d blown
into the battery area.
2. Use of the higii expcosivu and f.llumination round
fired from the 1O_.mr hoaitzer for additional perimeter defense support.
a. The use of charge 1 lowers the muzzle velocity
of the 105 hogitzer to a point where simple corputations can be made
rapidly foi shooting high explosive projectiles with time fuze. The
mechanical time fuze, having, a bore-safe feature, has a minimum arming
time of ('.7 seconds.
Thus a time setting of less than 0.7 seconds wi.l
render the fuze, 'point detonating only,'; and must strike the ground or
an object to detonate the round. Air burst can be achieved by the use

8
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of a standard elevatton of 80 mils above the terrain at thu perimeter
and a fuze setting achieved by dividing the range (in hundreds) to the
target by 3; for example, a range of 300 meters, a time setting would be
1.0 seconds. This approximation holds true for ranges out to approximately 800 meters.
b. Perimeter illumination using high angle fire.
Illumination of the perimeter using howitzers in position can be achieved
with a simple system using charge 1. The use of cherges greater than
charge 1 mne create malfunctior of the parachute and produce a streamer.
The use of maximum elevation or approximately 1150 mils will insure a
traje.'tory that at 7.0 seconds fuze setting will give a burst at approximately 1000 meters 1(03 and 4O0-500 reters in front of the piece.
In order
to lower the HOB 100 meters, a betting of 5.5 seconds would be required.
The average round will burn out just prior to impact with a time setting
of 6.0 seconds or F HOB of 800 meters. In crder to increase the range
from t),e gun by 100 meters, the elevation is lowered 50 mils and the time
increased 0;5 seconds for ranges over 600 meters.
This is an approximation to a range of 1000 meters.
Current artillery TOE authorization for wire, WDD-l/
3.
TT is inadequate to support "double" requirements imposed in Vietnam,
i.e., maintenance of base camp areas and simultaneous requirements for
landline communication during combat operations away from base camp area.
A significant amount of wire is normally permanently installed in the
base camp area, thereby reducing the quantity of TOE wire available for
use in support of comubat operations.

--

2

4. Due to the lack of survey control, three and four
point graphical resection his been used to detert'ine the batt 2ry center
or battalion*SOP.
One of the resected rays is used as an orienting line.
When survey control has been brought in, the direction and location have
been found to be about three to five mils and 20 to 4O meters in error.
The azimuth g~'yoscope has been found to be erratic when used in the
of helicopters and is only added weight for airmobile operations.

* •vicinity

Graphical resection, botL for location and direction,
has been an acceptable solution to lack of survey control.
K.

1st Brigade,

101st Airborne Division, dated 28 March 1966.

Incident/Observation(s)
'l.
When on: flare ship relieves another, a period of adjustment is required. The initial flares dropped by a flare ship are not
"always positioned effectively. During the initial adjustment period, the
enemy takes advantage of darkness to probe defensive positions.
Lesson Learned
The ground commander must employ ertillery and mortar
illumination rounds uintil the flare ship has established its pattern. The

1
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groulwl conmander rust relay the maxiuum ordinate or qrtillery and mortar
fire to the flare ship so that it may operate safely.
2.
The 3.5 inch rocket launcher, although useful in
village3 and along the edges of clearings, has proven cumbersome and
ineffective in heavily vegetated areas.
Lesson Learned
When available, the N1-72 LA.
in tne jungle than the 3.5 inch rocket la.uncher.

10
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is far more effective
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Section VI (continued)
HARIISO11,

L. lst Bri~ade, 101st Airborne Division, Operation
dated 3.2 April 1066.
Incident/Observation(s)

Frec Crop of supplies due to the non-availability of
laneinG zones.
A lack of landing zones in the recent area of operations
dictated that all sulplies had to be free dropped. Initial free drop
supply deliverics were acco4plished by droppin& unriiged unsecured supplies from a ruovin, helicopter. This was found unsatisfactory as the
disrersion pattern of the unsecured supplies was approximately 300 to 400
meters.
To likrit this unsatisfactory dispersion pattern, we utilized the
A-221 (door bundle) container which will Oontain a load of 500 pounds.
It
was determnined that two A-21 bundles could be dropped simultaneously,
tilcreby delivering 1000 pounds of supplies to the unit on the ground.
Lesson Learned
A-21 containers can be used to effect a satisfactory
delivery of supplies to units located in areas where LZs are not availab2o.
To lessen th-e impact of the A-.21 contsiners and reduce breakage,
the poncho parachute can be used when standLrd parachutes arc not available.
H.

Ilesdquarters, Field Forces Vietnam.,

Lessons Learned,

dated 21 Nerch 1966.
Inc ident/Observlti on( s)
Abrasion of helicopter rotor blades.
The operation of
U1i-l series of helicopters in the sandy environzsent along the coast.al
regions of Vietnam creates an abrasion problem with main and tail rotor
blade leading edges often requiring premature rerlacement. ".ain rotor
blades have required replacement upon the accumulation of 264 flying hours
as opposed to normal replacement time of 2500 hours.
Application of vinyl
tape as outlined in Th 55-1520-210-20 to the leading edge of main rotor
blades has not been effective in the reduction of abrasion.

*

To reduce abrasion, take-off's and landings should not
be accon,,:lished from a hover when operating in sandy areas.
P.

173d Airborne Brigade (1 October 1965-31 December 1965),

dated 14 March 1966.
Incident/Observaton(s )
The weapons systems
only partially dependable.
The Y-16
are very effective. The simplicity,
weapons especially suited for jungle

used by this brigade have proven to be
Rifle and the M-79 Grenade Launcher
light weight and fire power malts these
warfare.
The M-72 LAW has not proven

VI-II
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as successful.
In tests pcrforired by this brigade, this weapon has failec
to function as much as 50" of t'.e tii~e. Fxposure to moisture is suspected
to be the primary reason for the malfurctior.2.
A special carr~iný, case has been developed, and work is
continuing to irprove the-case in an effort to hold out moisture and Lake
the 1.-72 L.ore dependable.

0.

173d Airborne Lrigadle (Operation SIL'J.

CITY),

dated

15 April 1966.
1.

Incikent/Observation(s)

The time durability of the basic load of anauniti on
fcz the i6 rifle is very short unless definite cor.trol measures are est"' lished to IL-it firing on full automatic.
2.

Incident/Observation(s)

11hen two or more battalions work to6ether, a cei tralized control center for all artillery and mortar fire nust be established.

VI-12
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Section VI:.

Iuisitivtncca anu Alzrtz,e3S.

mndivivLL!
A.

Operational Critique, 173d Airborne 2ri~adl,l

-

8

January 19(Q.
Incidert/Observation(s)
'1Keporting of the enemy situation by units was improved.
It was reco.nized, however, that there was A reluctance to estimate the
size of the enemy force in contact, after contact was made. This initial
estivate is tnportant.
Just reportirg heavy contact is not sufficient.
Commanders must go ahead and make an estimate with acceptance that it is
subject to chanr~e.
This permits the next higher commander to more properly
plan ahead."

-

B.

Ueadquarters, U. S. Lrimy Vietnam, dated 30 August 1965.
Incicert/Observations(,)

All soldiers should beware of the following;
It

may be old camouflage over

a.

Lead foliage.

b.

Tied aown brush.

c.

All civilians until they are properly identified.

d.

Villages when no children are visible.

a trap.
It

may be a firing lae

for

an ambush site.

It may

be an ambush.
stakes,

e.
i:oats around villages.
rnineA cnd booby traps.

They ray co tain

punji

f.

Booby traps in areas which you reoccupy.

..

Likely arubush sites.

h.

iAvicus by=passes at blown or dabaged bridges.

Stay elert.

They may be mined.
i.
A decrease in troop alertness during long oper1eath comes swiftly in the jungle.
ations or periods of inactivity.
J.

Unpurified water,

it

likely contains germs4

Taxi drivers
Ik. InciFenous modes of transportation.
have been known to transport GI's to their place of executioni

1.

Traveling alone outside. your base coound.

the "buddy! system.
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Sectior VII (continued)
C.
oerptiori PA_7Y BITY
27th Infavtry, dated 1E February 1965.

(.14-i6 February

Mi66),

2d battalion.,

Inciient/Observation (s)
1. rattlefield
police is tremendously irportant.
The
VC will police up everything, ii.cluling spent zasings, to use against us.
Particular note snoule b(e taken when casualties are be.ng evacuated that
the casualty's weapon, equipment are ammunition are also evacuated.
2.
The American soldier has a tendency of irnediately
going to the aid of a wourned soldier.
VC snipers have capitalized on this
and purposely wouvd a man to !,ill
two cr three gonr.g to his aid.
The irmediate response should be that cf layirg down a heavy base of fire both
grazing and tree spray in the direction of the sniper end the wounded man
rescued by fire and maneuver.
3.
vehicle tracks or in
used.

Troops should take advantage of wallring in APC or
others' footsteps in locatiocs where mines are being

4.
The importance of good leadership at tie squad level
is immense.
Priority of work in the defense must be digging in and cutting
fields of fire.
rorce and prcfessionalism of 7CC's becooes the vital factor when troops are tire( and weary.
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Section VII (continueu)
HARRICON,

1st Briade, 101st Airborne Division, Operation
i.
:ated 12 April 1.966.
Incident/!bserye.lion( s

It is difficult for a small unit leader to maintain a
proper balunce Letvieen a~tressiveness and patience.
If a Recondo patrol
is unable to exploit an cner7 sighting, it must observe the enemy's ci-rection of =ovement and often allow the ene[v to pass unopposed. This
Eives the ener- & false sense of security in an area we hbeve infilirated
and on occasion provides another Recondo patrol an opportunity to ambush
a relaxed ei.erý force.
Lesson Learned
The actions of Pecondo ýatrols, wh-.ch ".aust aggressively
exploit enemy tar&ets of opportunity, must be carefully monitored to
achieve a proper balance between exploitation and disclosure of friendly
presence.

I
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Section VIII.

ter 1365,

Communications.

A.
Counano :eport for Ouarterly Period Endin- 30 SeptemFeports Control Sy-rbol CSGPO-2. (1,L), cated 16 October 1965.
1.

Incid2rt/CLservntion(s)

a.
Accuracy is
and cable installation than speed.

far m.ore important in

field wire

b.
Tne base car.p concept of operations requires
semi-fixed installations rather than mobile, anC for these installations
the unit should plan to have an air corditione. semi-permareut building
in which to operate tie following equipment:
(1)

Radio sets of 100 watt output or more.

(2)

TilC 24 and carrier.

(3)

Telephove switchboards.

(4)

Cryptoe'raphic equipment.

(5)

Teletype equipmet.t.

Lesson Learned
"Air corditioning successfully increases tne operating
life
of electronic equipment by reducing tenperature, hustidity and dust.
A
secondary consideration is the confort of personnel who operate the equipernt
in the closed shelters."
1.

Irncident/Observation(s

a.
"T"e base cairp concept requires about lCG% increase in the number of field telephones in the TOE.
This also makes a
larger switchboard necessary.'
b.
`ack pack radios Pre more importatAt to this
type of operation than vehicle-mounted ones.
The hack pack radio should
be voice or CW and should have at least a 30km rangc on voice.'
c.
"A helicopter transportable radio is required
when the battalion er brigade goes on an Air Lobile Operation.
This
radio should be capable of transmitting voice, CW and ?ATT at a range of

at least 100km."
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Section VIII (continued)
P.

Eeadquarters,

3d ?Iarine rivision,

.atcd 31 December 1965.

"Incident/Observation(s)
1. In a static defese situation, wire has become the
.rimary rmeans of communications within the battalion. Lines to platoons,
to outposts and OP's, as well as lines within battalion, create a need for
many telephones ane cause confusion at the compar.y CP because of the large
number of phones wt-..ch terninate there.
Lesson Learned
Utilize the SE-22 at company level. When there are
not enou-h switchboards, use a TA-125, jumping the terminals so that one
phone is on the battalion lines and another on the company local lines.
This limits the number of phones within the company C? to two and allows
for an incoming call from battalion to be dispatched to any platoon outpost or fort;ard observer.
Utilizaticn of orne ZE-S and one TA-312/PT aids
in determining which phone 13 ringing at the company OP, thus elivinating
the troublesome chore of answering the wrong phone on an incoming call.
2. There is often a need for the RC-Z92 antenna on
operations. however, the weight and bulk of tne coriplete unit taake it impractical to handle in fast-moving offensive operations.
Lesson Learned
On offensive operations, carry only the antenna
.base, antenna sections, coaxial cable,-one mast section and the antenna
bag. This abbreviated antenna can be tied in a tree or to a pole without
loss of effectiveness.
A taving of 30 pounds.is realized.

!)
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Section VIII (cortiruued)

talion,

C.
Operatio:, PAL.Y !T,!JGE (14-16 February
27th Infantry, date( 13 February IS66.

196.),

2d Eat-

Ir cident/IClservat to (s

T71is operation involveo a limited Objective, Seizing
and Securing with two companies ir tite attach and the third company folconpanies both in
V.ire was used with all
lowrirn ir, a destruction role.
the attack ane extraction phases with tremendous success.
This ieduced
radio traffic to a niinimum and denied the enemy, who demonstrated a moritoring an" janninF cppability, of obtainir.g information or interfering
with the execution instructiors of the plar.
The enemry ccmpletely janmed
the Battalion Cor'nand frequency prior to the on-call preparation being.

lifted, in an effort to delay the obvious order to execute the attack.
Wire was used to issue these instructions and to switch to the alternate
frequency.
D.

Army Vietnam,

U. S.

dated 28 March

1966.

1.
Since all RATT operations in Vietnam must be secure,
radio teletype sets to be able to accept the TSEC/
the need exists for all
KW-7. Several units arrived in-country with iuru!odified AN/GRC-h6B radio
Modifications kits are not presently available in the
teletype sets.

theater.
Lesson Learned
Units deploying to this theater saoiLU
insure that
modification of A£U/GRC-46B is accomplished prior to departure from home
station.
2.

Conmmunications security is

greatly Jeopardized

when units arrive in-country without sufficient quantities of low level
operations codes and authentication/numeral codes.
supply of NSA produced codes is 90.-120 days.

The lead time for

Lesson Learned
All units deploying to this theater should depart
home station with a sufficient supply of codes to sustain their requirements until automatic distribution can be established.
3.
Frequently during combat operations, units have
no ground station in forward areas capable of automatic retransmission.
The Retransmission Cable !it,
HK-456/GRC may be employed with two All/
PRC-25 radios to provide a lightweight, portable ground station capable
of automatic retransmission.

3
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4.

In

cases of rack-mounted equipment where there

are 3 or 4 chassis, insufficient ventilation causes extrere heat to
build up, resulting in overheating of the equipment.
Each chassis can be withdrawn from the rack,'as
cabling allows, staggerinr tht•e chassis so that cooler air is allowed
to circulate through then.
(The vans should be air-conditioned if at
all possible.)

5.

it

is necessary to park vehicular mounted elec-

tronic equipment at comtunications sites for extended periods of time..
Due to the inter-connection of power and signal cables, it is impossible
to exercise the vehicles.
Under the circumstances, brakes tend to rust
and become frozen.
Furthermore, drive trains become rusty and stiffen
due to the lack of lubrication.
Vehicles should be blocked uniderneath the axles
so as to allow free turning of the wheels and periodic exercise of the
drive train.

6. In most of the operating sites in the Vietnamese
II Corps area, a considerable amount of sand and dust blows into equipment shelters and equi;ment racks.
This clogs ventilating ducts, causes
abnormal wear on rotating parts (bearings, motor brushes, etc.) and results in erratic malfunctions of switch and relay contacts.
Air-conditioning vans so that they can be kept
closed vill
reduce this problem.
Small, hand-portable vacuum cleaners
are needed to remove as much dust and dirt as possible before it accumulates to excessive levels.

*
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Section VIII (ccntinued)
EARRISON,

F.
1st Pri'ide. lOlst Airborne Division, Oneraticn
dated 12 April 106'..
Incident/Ohserqat ion( s)
1.

Cormunicatiors with small patrols utilizinS the
AN/PFC--25 radio. In any type cf terrain voice carries Ereat distances,
especially at night. Patrols utilizing a radio sustain great risks to
security when requirec' tc transrait situation reports, locations a-u other
infornation to t'ieir controlling unit during the nitt.
Lessor, Learned
A system of signals made by depressing the push-to-talk button on the handset, which in turn breaks the squelch on the receiver
of controlling unit, is practical. The best policy is that the controllir:..
unit query to patrol with questions that can be answered with a yes or no.
Breaking squelch once indicated an affirmative answer, twice a negative
answer, end three tires indicating 'I do not understand, say again." This
system can also be utilized at any tire when cortmunications is such that
one party cannot rake voice transmissions. tbough it can receive loud and
clear.
2.

Incident/Observation(s)

Establishnent of adequate con.unications fror air
and heliccpters utilizing the A•/PPC-25 radio. When a unit is unable to
obtain a Cosmand and Control ship for its use, it must utilize a hdlicoptcr
which has no inter-,al radios for Cominand and Co.,trol or relry purposes.
Therefore, the AN:/PRC-25 must be used with a short antenna. This does nct
provide adequate cmmunications.
Lesscn Learned
When a Cn=and and Control ship is not available
for use and other helicopters must be useo 1'cr Con-arnO Control or airborne
relay purposes, it' iv aviEable to specifically request a ship equipped with
the externally mounted antenna, adaptable to the Ai/PRC-25 radio. A helicopter so equipped is actually better in rar•y respects than a Con~mand and
Control ship in that observation capabilities of passengers is increased
greetly and secondly, the ship is .iore •aneuverable due to the absence of
the weight of the console.
3.

Incident/Observation•s)

Maintr.ining conmunications in areas of dense, moun-tainous Jungle utilizing the AIJ/PRC-25 radio. The problem was foreseen, and
u21its deployeu with field expedient directioral antennas.
:owever, it was
quickly observed that this antenna ";as very eifficult to erect and even if
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crecteC 1 ropcrly. we's not coapýble of E,iving, the desired res~ults. Conseque~ntly. attenpts to utilize tne PC.-L192 antennas were initiated. The
&intcnna was 1crn'erer6 ti~rout.,h the juij~re cr-nopy to a unit via helicopter.
-171hen r~roperly locateC7 , this sienna Cave satisfrctory result6. The bulk
Niei~ht of this ente~rna,, bovt'vei-, necessitates thrit the coniponents be
brcŽ1ýfir down. ania distribtited to va~rious personnel for easy -transport
thirough tLe zrýountair~ous terrain.

L.

Lesson Learned
The antei,na RC-2c,2 must be carried and utilized at
all tin-es by a rifle conr~any, rege-rdless of difficult terrain.
F. !:eadquax'ters, Field Forces Vietnam, Lessons Learnea,
datec..21 i,,arch 19,C".
Incident/Observ-stion( s)
Lýployriert of Retransm~ission Cable Kit, fix4i56/RC.
Frequently ceurin,:ý coubat operations,. units have rno Crounc: station in forvax'C areas cc.ptable of'auto*.atic retransmiission. The Retransnission Cible
Kiýt, i...-1456/GHC n~ay be eirployed with two AiJ/PRC-25 radios to provide a
lightu-i~ht, portable ground statioh,, capable of automatic retransmission.
G.

"ti- Infantry ,ivisior. (rinted

States),2

te

1 January

The followi 'ng are sorie Lassor~s Tearrecý aurinZ this perisc
by- two of t:.2a -.cr.Lxver lzbattalions:
* 1. Th~ere erists z cLcfinite x.eed for the racia cot=,:.-catiorns Zro,. platoon to squar. in thie kafense.
-ver' the unrarel~le ~~r
is bet!cr than ro ccor~.ncatior~s. ..:ra
£J~C1.ra%-ic-s coullk be brouo-'-.t
ir.: for use by t.-e squar4s exurira. the z.i - t.
.P11
t
petrol leaders a:-oule be Fiver: thle battalion. ct-n~arxc ne- freoquency in case t~ie cotpary cc-_ran~r crt ceases to fun~ction..
Lton.'01
can ar~vise tte patrol of the situatio-a enC providee in~direct Zire st:.,
port as rin.y
hie required.
3. A cu~ivary cel e.:7'roy all t.a J_'1yT~ore i..1res it car.
Let ii-. t'-e Lefer.se.
They cm~. La ci.loyed ir- cýepth. with the -...-jority Lein,
placeC' ri,->t r.cxt to the eefensive foxholes.
!-s tLeL.tionec above, '.hey also
roulJ.- 't useful. tc place in Viet ConL trenc.hes leeac.!.z
into tL~e poSitiot:
*Wh',t, vannt ~'e coevred a~equately or occupiev.
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Section IX.
1965,

Organization.

A. (oLI.and R'eport for Quarterly Period n-fir.g 30 Se-tember
epeorts Contrcl Symrbol CSGPO-2,. (7L), dated 16 October 1965.
1.

Incir.ent/Cbservatior,

'The Infantry Brigade staff sections as organized
under TOL 7-471: are not adequately tanned to meet tl.e requirements of
operations in Vietnam.
The 2d hri';ade has been conducting continuous 24ftour operations since its arrival in Vietnam and will continue to do so
inoefinitely. Operztiors in S2, 3, 4 and comi•unications fields run
arounC the clock, sever. days a week.
In addition. the Brigade conducts
frequent operations away fror its base carp area. These operations require the Brigade Leadquarers to split into forward and rear eler-ents
and cause a further load on staff section, personnel.
Lven though the
Brigade will soon be operatirg under a division headquarters, there will
be no periods when the P-ipade is in reserve or without attachwents.
Lesson Learned
The Infantry Erigade staff sections rhould be orgarized along the lines of the Separate Infantrj Brigade TO1E 7-1M2E.
2.

Incideet/Cbs ervaticn

;;Each rifle cornp.my should have one or two fourman demolition teams.;;
Lesson Learned
Pecommend the IG6PR section of the weapons platoon
be cross-trained for de-olitions work.
L.

Operational Critique,

173d Aiborne Brigade,

1 - 8

January 196(.
Incid*ert/Cbservation (s)
"Unit requepts for support battalion denolition teaus must
be made through the S-3 channels, rather thar. through the logistics chain.
The job to be accomplishe& by the tears weust be stated so that the team can
be appropriately taillred and equipped."
C.

1:ea.squarters,

U. S. Arry Vietrar., dated 3C August 1965.

Incicent/Observatior (s)
':Experience has shown that one staff officer shoule be
pivon th.e additional duty as Counterinsurgency Officer.
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Affairs
this officer fall withir both the area of the S-2 anr1 Legal/Civil
maintaining
include
would
duties
Officer. 1The Cou-.tariisurgency c:fficer's
Popular Force units
listings of the villages an6 harlets and size of the
The CI Officer acts es coordinpator with village and
in each village.
local populace,
diatrict chiefs in such areas as intelligence from the
and superkorces
Popular
with
security
and
operations
of
coordinator
have a
should
he
Therefore
program.
visor of the people to people
Affairs
Legal/Civil
The
language.
Vietnanese
the
of
knowledge
working
has proven
system
This
Officer.
CI
the
to
Officer serves as an assistant
control.
of
area
the
in
very effective
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(Section IX continued)
D.

U. S. Art-' Vietnam, dated 25 I'carch 1966.
Incident/Observatior(s)

1. Each tactical headquarters iequires immediately responsive aerial surveillance/reconnai:sance support. The division has an
organic ASTA platoon which ca;. be responsive to th:ý Division G2.
Separate
brigades and field force headquarters do not currently have this direct
and ir-ediately responsive support.
General support (Air Force and Army
Aviatior. under control of higher headquarters) is not'sufficiently. responsive to inaediate req.Lirements because of insufficient reources and
inndlepiAt.- comlninications links.
Lesson Learned
All tactical commands from separate brigade up should
be allocated immediately responsive aerial surveillance/reconnaissance,
either in direct support ar as an attached unit.
2.
Counterinsurgency operations are as much political
and economic as they are military. When large numbers of troops must be
committed in a counterinsurgcncy situiation, the econorlic and.politidal
situation has nornally deteriorated to the extent that civilian agencies
cannot cope with the problems.
"!any of these problems then, in part at
least, become the responsibility of the militaiy. Units have arrived in
Vietnam without, or with understrength civil affairs staffs.
Lesson Leamred
It is essential that G5 or S5 staffs become a part
of all military units from Field Airy to battalions at the beginning of
operations and that personnel with broad training, in political science
or counterinsurgency fill
the positions at the division or higher level.
At regiment, brigade anr battalion levels more limited training or experience in civic action will suffice.
3.
'When employed using 'he airmobile concept, personnel
and equipment are reduced to the rinimum essential to accomplish the
mission.
A comrand and control elenent accompanies the firing batteries
and consists of three l/4-ton vehicles and the Battalion Comnander's
vehicle.
Personnel ar- limited to approximately twenty-five and include
the S-3, an assistant S-3, two operations ITCO's, four RTO's, one survey
NCO with two EM, one comno hCO with one to three L24, an S-4 representatire, two medics, a fire direction officer, chief ccmputer and five to
seven fire direction personnel.

3
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Section IX (continued)-

HARRISON,

E.
ist
Brigade, !Olst Airborne Division, Operation
dateC lL A'ril 1966.
Incic'ent/Observation(s)

Lxperience raiied during'HARPISOL! demonstrated that the
system of sendin6 IPW teams to battalion locations as needed worked very
well.
We founC that better use was rade of the team's capabilit*--s of
interroCation and doctnient exploitation, the battalions were supported
better and the work loud was more evenly spread.

.
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Section, X.

CQ1
LY

O-erationx.

A.
Letter, YAC 3343, IPCV, subject,
The Battle of :.y Phu (U),'" dated 27 Jaruary 1966.

Lessons Learned No 54ý

Incideet! /0servatiot'
The above source deals wit'. Lessons Learned resultinc from
a highly successful counter-anbush action during operation "Larvest .oon,conducted by 3d .. arire Division.
Lssentially, this action can be terwed a movement to
contact culminated by a VC ambush desigred to destroy the entire ',arine
;arch column."
Si arine battalion approached Ky Phu in a tactical column
with an advance guard corrpany, a rain Lody corsisti;.g of a rifle
company
and ./S Co, and a rear -uare corpary.
Security elerents were operating
along the flanks of the ýcvance guard sorce 500'-7(,0 reters frrn the route
of march, about 100-150 meters to the flarks of the rmain body, and some
200 meters to the flanks of the rear guard.
iurinp this action, three scparate etgagerents occurred.
The initial
attack on the advance -uard
the atte.rpt to encircle and destroy
I1S Co, and the attack on the rear guard.
All three attacks were effectively foiled by aggressive leadership, rapid and effective response to
orders, fire power, arnd use of supportinQ arms, resulting in severe losses
being inflicted, on the attackirng VC forces.
Lessons Learned
".Th'i:; !YnL't!,: t:ýs ,-vr, Ty a2-gr,.i.•[w:awplic.•-ion

of

.tc,.-'

niques and principles coimnonly taught in service schools and contained in
Several are cited here only to con-firr that a lesstandard field ranuals.
son to Le learned is that these techniques and principles are b-asically
sound and will result in the defeat of any enemy force if properly applieU."

"..
"Rapid and aggressive attainment of fire superiority
by maneuver, coupled wit,.h e..ployment of all o-garic and all available supportin, arms (e.g., armed helicopters and 155wrn artillery), wsill provide
the margin of victory."
2. "~ere
effective cc:traliz•d control of supportiriE
weapons cannot be rcaltzed, supporting weapons (e.g., El.m mortar3 attachied
to the adv'anced guard) should be attached to the unit most likely to experience contact.
3.
' .adio discipline is essential.
In this action,
due to personnel casualties ana destruction of radio equiprment by initial
enemy fire, only the battalion tactical command net was operating effectively.
Outstanding net discipline was maintained, however, allowing
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effective control of the battalion by its commander,
fire,

adjustment of artille-y

and control of atved and 11ALVAC helicopters."

4.
"tAggressive leadcrship was exhibited by all conmapders, to include the imrr.e'iate assunption of cormend of V!Co by the
artillery forard observer whern the covmpany CoWMatder was killed."

a.i

2
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(Section X continued)
B.

U. S. Army Vietnam, dated 28 March

1966.

Incident/Observatior(s)
1. During the conduct of operations, it was learned
that the Viet Cong quickly became aware of the outer extremities of the
Area of Operation (AO) assigned a U$/FWIIAF unit; thereafter, the VC
would withdraw outside the AO until the operation had terminated.
Lesson Learned
To offset this weakness, the requested AO's are ncw
considerably greater than the intended area of operations.
2.
Short duration cnerations (3-5 days) gentrally met
with limited success.
It was learned that Viet Cong units would avoid
contact and flee into safe have,.s, to return upon com.pletion of the operation by US/FUIAF and ARVNI units.
Lesson Learned
By extending the duration of search and destroy and
securing operation: *o 2-3 weeks, the Viet Cong who had initially evaded
the friendly forces found it necessary to return to their area of previous domination for resupply and morale purposes. Their return in many
instances resulted either in a substantial willingness to fight, or in
ralliers.
3. Each incoming unit should have a sponsor unit.
If
the sponsor unit serves no other purpose than to write to the unit while
it is still
in CONUS, obtain information on the arrival of the advance
party and any unit impedirenta that is scheduled to arrive before the advance party and to prepare for the unit's arrival and safe transit to
their ultimate location, they have made a valuable contribution.
A sponsor unit should be appointed for each unit
deploying into an overseas area.
C.

ist Brigade,

101st Airborne Division, dated 28 Ilarch 1966.

Incident/Observation(s)
1. Combined operations with CIDG and ARVN units have
been very successful.
It is advisable, however, to seud a liaison
officer with a radio with these units during an operation in order to
maintain close communication and to verify reports.
Lesson Learned
Some form of communication and liaison must be provided when operating with ARVN units.

3
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2. When a unit conducts a search of a village, the
presence of i, ational Police or loctl officials results in greater cooperation by the villagers with the search parties. National Police
and local officials are often able to point out suspects, question the
villagers and act generally as a go-between for the searching unit.
Lesson Learned
The use of National Police or local officials should
be considered when planning a search operation.
3,
VC rice caches, particularly the larger ones of 20
to 100 tons or more, are oi'ten located in inaccessible areas and are
extremely difficult to extract.
One solution which is soretimes possible is to arrange with the District Chief or Province Chief before an operation
begins to have 200 to 300 porters available and ready to enter any area
where rice caches may be found, under the protection uf US forces.
Evacuation by helicopters has sometimes been accomplishel, but the
suitability of employing them to remove large quantities of rice is
questionable.
4. As an alternate to extraction of large rice caches,
de'struction may sometimes be indicated or required. This is a difficult problem anP. one which has not. yet been completely resolved. Attempts to burn rice with gasoline, white phosphorous and other incendia-_'ie3 have been only partially successful. Rice spoilage kits (not yet
available) appepi, to be suitable only for relatively small quantities.
2he method which seems most effective is to dump rice into a stream,
into a rice paddy filled with water, or in rainy weather, simply to
scatter it on the ground.
Lesson Learned
best nLethod of destroying rice is to subject it
to the deteriorating effects of water.
rFlie
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Section M (ccntinued)
D.

ist Ir,,fvrtry Division Lessons Lear-cd, dated 15 '.arcl 196-6.
InciCent/Observrtior(s)

On,
Corngromise of tactical plans is a constant proble..
possible soiurce of ccmpror:ise sten-s fror.t the iequirencnt to subziit in
advance a request to ARV.. for oFeraticn. ii an a.ea outsiae the assi;
This request is then processed by
tocJical area of responsibility.
through Frovince ano, District Chiefs prior to alprovel.
To overcom.:e the possibility of cor::prcL:ise, requests are
raae iur -.uch larfer ara.s than are required for ax, operation.
Dece• tion
plazns effectively supplcrent actual plans by camoufla4r.i.
the prir.a•'y
intentio.
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Section •I.
ber 1965,

Adm inistration and Logistics.

A. Comrand C.eport for Quarterly Perioe Ending 3C Septer.Reports Control Synbol CSGPC-2Z (IL), dated 16 Cctober iS65.

IncireT:t/O•bservation
a.
"The Brirade Supply Section is composed of an
1,-man forward supply section and a 5-man augmentation- to assist in
office functions ,which the section would not be reoponslble for if the
brigaoe were not ope:ating alone.'
b.
"Tithout acditlonal equipment (not TO." to the
section), e.g., forklifts, reefer units, fuel system supply point, 5300gellon fuel tarker, etc., it would not have been able to effectively
support the brigade."
c.
`The problem areas of mainterance have been in
Signal and tng8neer iten.s. The high rate of failure in Signal iter.s can
be directly traced to the moisture problem..'
to avoid infection.
in CMLXS.
2.

d.
:Uinor cuts and abrasions must be treated promptly
The healing period in rhis clL-ate is nuch longer than
Incident/Observation

The Jun-le fatigue is quick
and
rrying
provides
good ventilation, whereas the regular fatigues are more restrictive r.nd
take much longer to dry. Continuous movement an,! climatic conditions
"are hard on the regular boot, and they last on the average about Z months.
The preseut jungle boot is eycellent.
jLesson Learned
;'Jungle fatigues and Jungle boots should be issued
to all personnel.*
3.

Ircidert/Observatio:t

a. 'Each individual cotirg to Vietnam should be
issued seme type of gyr. shorts anC sandals to be worn within Lase camp
areas.
This woule grcntly red~uce t-e nuuber of cases of imn:ersicrn foot
and body rashc~s.'
b.
"Levelop a new type air mattress for issue. The
present one is unsatisfactory.
It is easily punctured by bran,ches and
twiCs.
The oir valve ofter. splits or cones out of the air mattress.,:
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c.
"Develop and issue a lightweight poncho and
The present poncho is too Leavy and cumbersome and does
drop cloth.
A lightucigbt drop cloth would provide
not keep the individual dry.
the individual protection agairst the roisture of the ground when he
is sleeping at night.:
d.
Issue ore (1) lensatic compass per fire team.
This is an absolutely necessary piece of equipment in Vietnam."
B.

1st Cavalry Livision,

15 November 1965.

Incident/Cbservatiotds)
1. 'Casualties are a critical problem. When fire
is pix.ning down indiviCuals, one casualty will cost ore or two more
men attempting to get to him."
Lesson Learned
Leaders at all levels in contact under fire must
act cautiously in getting casualties out.
Troops must not get so concerned with casualcies that they forget the enery and their mission.
2.
"Evacuation ox casualties froa the areas of contact
in this action was a problem. TO&E litter bearers would have been a big
help.
As it turr.ed out, fighting strength had to be used to carry out a
wounded man (3-4 required) or to assist many walking wounded.
(One man
at least required in 7any cases.)3.

T:'hen

a man is

killed or wounded, his w~apon and

some of his equipment get separated from him in many cases.
Some of our
equipment was evacuatee all the way te Qui Nhcn.
iary enemy weapons
which we capturr.. and sent out with friendly KIA and WIA were never seen
again. ;

Lesson Learned
An S-4 representative, officer or •iCO with Pssistants,
must be present at least in the battalion forward aid station and at the
collecting company at Forward Support.
hain'ain.a weapons pool, vicinity
of the ii" CP, of weapons taken off friendly '.IA and !IIA for immediate reissue for weapons damaged in the battle area.
a heavy action,

4.
'Rations are no problem.
Few men eat much when in
however, water is extremely critical.'

2
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C.

Operational Critique, 173d Airborne Brigade, 1

-8

January 1966.
Incident/Observation(s)
1. Policing the battlefield of friendly and enemy
equipment is time consuming and can hinder the pursuit of the enemy.
LESSON UVAD..

.

In some instances it may be appropriate to accept
the loss of some equipn.ent as a corbat expedient.
2.
hrnenever a 155 howitzer battery is attached to the
Brigade, additional a.=unition handlers must be provided the LOC to
handle the additional and larger size rounds.

"D. Operational

Critique, 173d Airborne B•rigade,

8 - 14

January 1966.
Incident/Observation(s)
A train headquarters established in the operational area
from elements of the support batti..lion is of great advantage.
This small
headquarters will coordinate all locistichl support activities.

C1
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'ection

XI (continued)

Lessons Learrt•d (G Cctober-3r i'ovember 1965),
L.
Cavalry Divisioz, (Airx-obile), cated 10 January 1966.

1st

Incir er t/Gbscrvaticn(s)
The reactioio
tire for medical evacuation missiors was
stages of alrmobile assaults due to
sornetires increase- juria,, the initial
by metrical evacuation pilots with PZ's and LZ's being
lack of fariliarity
Frequeotly -ied Evac ships have had to search unused by specific units.
for
the
exact LZ's. thus losing valuable time.
famriliar terrain
Lesson Learned
-Pdical evacuation helicopters shouldi follow sadjor troop
assailts to determine the LZ's being
fornations during the initial
lift
Furtner, the presence of !Led 'vac
used and to become terrain oriented.
.,ault echelon ;reltly speeds evacuation at that
ships in the initial
critica2 tire.

Ii
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Section XI (contiruEc)
F. Operation PADDY BPIDGE (14-16 February 1I4E), 2d Lattalion,
27th Infantry , dater 18 February 1566.
Incidcnt/Obscrvation(s)
1. Preparations in the form. of evacuation baes and a
Vehicle should be on hard in the vicinity of the Forward Medical Evacuation
Center to evacuate KIA's as quickly -s possible without utilizing Forward
Logistic Areas.
2.

Planning provisions snould be made to make immediate

replaceirer.t for aidmren who becove casualties.
G.

U. S. Army Vietnam, dated 28 DBarch 1966.
Incident/Observation(s)

_f"'

1. From significant battle and non--battle pe-sonnel
losses during the initial commitrent of the 1st Air Cav Liv, i-.was
learned that plans for the replacement of these losses must be prepared
"well .n advance. If provisions are not made to compensate for these
losses before they occur, units will continually engage in operations at
less than 100% present for duty.
Thcref')re, it is necessary that requisitions be based on 110, of authorized strength in or'er *o attain and maintain present for duty strength of 1009.

..

2. Experience in some units has shown that irear-out
pericd for boots and fatigues ic only three weeks under the most adverse
conditions. Fatigues tear and rip frequently, and boots rot from constant
dampness.
Lesson Learnee
Requisitioning objective should be increased to
assure adequate stockage.
3. Refrigeration facilities for mess halls are essential.
Sanitation and temperature conditions in Vietnam promote rapid spoiiage o!
perishable foods.
Tn the absence of standard refrigeration units, CO.M
containers cai bc. p ovided with sand bag insulation to provide iced cold
.torage fa,-ilV ies.

*

.

H. 1st Air Cavalry Division (Airmobile),
Artillery, dated 28 March 1966.

F5
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3d Battalion, 18th
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Incident/Observation(s)
Unit personnel attendant at unloading of equipment.
a.
When t],e equipMent for this unit was being unloaded at Qui Nhor., battal.ion representatives ms.intained a 24-hour-a-day
watch over all
equipment being unloaded.
As a result, all
of cur equipment was prcrptly and properly recognized and secured.
Other units who
did not have representatives on the beach had equipment missing.
b.
All units having equipment being unloaded from
a vessel should maintain representatives at the unloading site until
such time as they have received all
of their equipment.

F
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Section XI (continued)
I.
173d Airborne Bri&arde (1 October 1965-31 December 1965),
dated 14 March 1966.
1.

Incident/Observation(s)

Vietnamese interpreters. The majority of Vietnamese
interpreters thus far used by this brigade were not fally qualified or were
not dependable.
Better qualified personnel =ust be provided in order
to quickly and efficiently exploit the advantage offered by VC suspects,
prisoners and documents.
2.

Incident/Observation(s)

The technique of establishing a Forward Medical
Clrzring Station at tLe Brigade Forward Support Base during combnt opera-tions proved very successful. Lany lives were saved by the immediate
re.iical (.,re e vzilable at the station. In *.ddition, personnel with minor
wounds, illnesses or even dental probSma could be treated and returned to
duty i- ediately.
J.

1st Infantry Division Lessons Learned, dated 15 !iarch 1966.
1.

Incident/Observations(s)

The shijpnent of finance personnel and records by surface transportation during deploymtent of the division to Vietnam resulted
in numerous personnel receiving late pay. This probleL: could have been
solved if fina-nce personnel and records had been air lifted. This procedure
'drill per•,t the finance office to retain control over itz personnel and
records for .E !cný,er peril&of .tine., allowidg finance services to be maintained until departure of tro~ps and.immediately reinitiated upon their
arr 1 ;al

at destination.

Lesson Learned
Airlift of finance personnel and records for units
deployrig to Vietnam will result in uninterrupted finance services.
2.

Incident/Observation(s)

The quantity of medical expendable supplies for units
deploying to Vietnam should be increased.
Medical expendable supplies for deploying units was
limited to 15 days. This amount was found to be inadequate due to resupply
delays initially experienced upon arrival in-country.
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1.edicý!l ex~pendable supriies accomrpanying units deployinF to Vietnar2 :-hould be increased to 30 d:ays to overcome ir-ftial
delay ii,resupply efforts.

Intracaths have been used in Vietnan itith a high' degree of success. In cciubat situatici.s ' necossity for firzt aif, and resuscitative care requires the rap!,. adfilnistration of bloo and I.V.
flui~is without havinc- to resort to tin~e- consw--*ný *L:F.thods of venous outdo-'n.
Use cof plastic intracatiis or Yrnocaths offers the physic7ian and/or
*aia'Žan
P_ q~uic,
action netloci of acrninistrvation of fluids.
Inrcctl's ard venocaths should becomie standard itens
available for rass issue to i-ec~ical facilities throuo.hout existir(. arai
prco;rr_,r.ed r:vCical ct:artnels ii-.
Vietnam.
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Secion XII.

Civil Affairs.

A. Covmand. Report for Quarterly Period Ending 30 September 1965, Reports Contro&. Symbol CSGPO-26 (Pl),,dated 16 October 1965.

:nciide-,t/O servatior
Oper.ainS separ4tely, trigades should have a Civil
.. ffairs Sectios.
Lessons Learned
1. "Operating as a separate brigade, the unit Civil
Affairs Section should consist of three members as follows: Major
(branch immaterial), Team Chief; SFC E7, VCOIC; Sp 5, Clerk Typist."
.

2.
"All personnel should be school trained in Civil
Affairs or have experience in rhis or related fields (Psychological
Warfare, 'iilitary Government).
3.
1Two interpreters, fluent in English as well as
the language of the target people, are an absolute necessity.`
B.

After Action Report,

1st Cavalry Division, dated

December 1965.
1.

Incident/Observations

a. "One of the essential ingredients of success
in reducing the equipment and manpower required to achieve the aim of
an operation is the integration of e preplanned Psywar program specifically tailored to the target area."
b. The area scheduled or pacification should be
assigned to units far enough in advance to permit the planning and
organization of the psywar program EEFORE the beginning of the operation.

c. "Contingency funds should be made available
at battalion level for the local purchase of candy and supplies peculiar
to the area of operations. This would have a secondary effect of stimulating the local economy."
d.
It is recu, ....
d
that military offensive
operations be carefully evaluated to preclude unnecessary property
damage and personal injury to the civilian population.
e. It is considered vital that operations be of
sufficient duration so as to have a stabilizing and lasting effect in
the area of operations.
2.

Incident/Observation

IL
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Natioi.al Police faniliar with the area of operations
They are vital both in the
must acccmpany military units on operations.
reestablishmert of local civil order where VC influence has resulted in
complete domination of the villare leadership and in sorting out the VC
from the local population.
3.

Incident/Observations

A problem that caused a loss of momentu= in search
and destroy operations was the evacuation of rice and Viet Ccng or Viet
A satisfactory system was worked out using two helicoptera
Cong suspects.
and one squad equipped with sandbags and shovels. The force was maintained
When a VC rice cache was located, the
on standby at the battalion CP.
reaction squad was sent to sack and evacuate the rice. The same squad was
also used to guard and evacuate captured VC or VC suspects, thus ground
units were released quickly to continue their operaftins.
C.
January

Operational Critique,

173d Airborne Brigade,

1 - 8

1966.

Ircident/Cbservation(s)
1.
"It was proposed that a team consisting of a corps
represertative: experts or advisors on handling, housing. feeding and
evacuation of refugees; National Police representatives; and any other
Vietnamese personnel deemed necessary be formed and attached or assigned
The corps representative would in fact be a CVN political
to the Brigade.
USAID or their US Agency representative
advisor to the Brigade Commander.
may also be suitable."
Lesson Learned
There is always a problem of being cautious not to
alert too many individuals on forthcoming operations for securit) reasons;
therefore, this type of planning usually is done at the last minute and on
short notice.
2.
"As a combat expedient, with no policy annc:unced on
is to get control of all civilians in the opthe
best
procedure
refugees,
erat.3nal area and detain them for a limited period of time until a decision
is made as to their disposition. They should he tcld that they are being
in the
surervised for their own safety while the rnmb~t oerati^- cc.tin-.
area."
L.

Operational Critique,

173d Airborne Brigade, 8 - 14

January 1966.
Incident/Observation (s)
"In future operations it is recou. ended that if rounding
up of livestock, or the destruction of VC houses and rounding up of civilians are required, that ARIVI forces be brought in to perform these tasks."
"

2
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Section XII (continued)
L.

ieadquarterso 3d Larine Division, dated 31 December 1965.
Ircicent/Observation s)

1. Civic action projects should be undertaken through
the local and national govertlent channels to strengthen the individual
support of the governircut.
In daily contact with the people, every opportunity to emphasize the -overnlent of the country should be pursued.
i1o matter how backward an area may seem, a definite route of communication
to the people exists through the village and hamlet officials.
Further,
eac- tire the local chain of communications is used, the cooperation between the local people and U. S. military is enhanced.
Lessor, Learned
All civic actions be accomplished through established
local officials.
In an area where local leadership is weak or non-existent,
efforts must first be directed toward the establishment of a viable
government.
2. Emphasize participation by the local nationals in
all local ixrprovement projects.
This should include not only the execution
of work but also t!h initiation of ileas. The people are usually more
willing to accept changes when they think they instituted them. Local improvement projects should be of the self-help or joint-work type. !.hnen
projects are done for them, the people have a tendency toward complacency
and expect other projects to be accomplished for them, while not really
accepting or appreciating the results of the activity.
Lesson Learned
Units iaust insist that the local people do their
share of all civic action projects on all levels.
Whenever possible, the
initiative for the conception of ideas and projects should be passed to
the local officials.
3.
The goal of Civil Affairs/Civic Action in ENV is to
support the local government to the end that direct USIC involvement is
minivized ard the people become accustomed to seeking assistance from their
own officials.
Direct gifts of CAr2, USOV or other materials (other than
on appropriate gift-giving occasions, such as children's TET, Christmas,
etc.) by harines to che peupie L.nu Lu te•caL
the uaol.
.L...l.uuu.
"gifts during a large public gathering is not desirable, as the position of
the local officials is seen as obvioLsly a go-between.

I3
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"Section :'TI (ccrti.-ued)
datec

F.
headquarters
•l :,arch 1j6.

FielJ Forces Vietnaý"I Lessons Learned,

Ircid,_nt!Observnti•-,•

s)

Overcor.din
lack of t:oop awareness of current psy ops
activities.
Aerial louaspeakers are beink used to exploit psycholo:•ical
opportunities that ray be developed durinr tactical operations, such as
izolate Cgroups of refwees or cotential ralliers.
For maxcim=u effectivenes3, friendly troop units must be aware of t'e
purpose of the broadcast
an6 of any part they may be expected to play.
Dissemination of such inforaticn
throt4,h comand channels is difficult and time consuming.
.A
solution is to broadcast a translation of the appeal in the language of
the friendly troops, 'English or Korean, explaining at the saeie
i.at
•,hiiae
is exyected of ground units.
A broadcast of this tyre is particu-arly
useful when the arpeal consists of directions on how to rally or surrender
in that if specieal considerations are involved, it insures that the ground
troopa uncerstanc' tnese as well.
This practice also has the added benefit
of providinL an on-the-ground check of loue'speaker effectiveness and a
chance to ueternine if any offset in fliC.t
path is required.
When testical
nique should be used.

and security conditions permit,
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"This battle was won by aggressive application of techniq"ues and

principles co~"wonly taught iin .errica schools and zontained in

(

standard fielc in-nua!q.
Several are citeC here only to confi-Mi
th.at a lesson to be learned is that these tecbninues and princi.ples
are basically scund and will result in the 4Ifeat of any enemy
force if prnperly applied."
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Section I.

ber 19C5,

LEA"17 7 - V7TMAi

Suo'estee&Areas for Additicnal Training Erphasis.
A.
Comnar.d Leport frr Quarterly Period Lncring 30 Seotem..eports Control Symbol CSCPO-2F (P.), dated 16 October 1965.
Ircicent/Observotion (s)

Adc~itioral emphasis on training for units deploying to
Vietnar, should include:
1.

Land navigation.

2.

tand a:, arm sigrals.

3.

Lonp road marches in hot weather through dense woods.

4.
Live fire squad and platoon problems integrating all
weapons within the platoon.
5.
Indeperdent squad.
a rinimum 3-5 day euration.

platoon an d company operations of

6.
Increased live fire exercises emphasizing coimand,
control ane fire discipline.
7.
Ar.bushes and patrolling ir dense brush or jungle
terrain.

.

t.

Looby traps, nir.es and command detonated weapons.

9.

Vight vision and tarcet detection at night.

1K.

Field sanitation and personal hygiene.

11.

Construction (practical worV) of bunkers and the

laying of protective wire.
12.
Indoctrination of the individual soldier stressing
the capabilities and vulnerabilities of the enevy.
L.

Combat Operations After Action Report (iLACV/a, CS/J3/J2),

dated 30 Decevber 1965.
Incident/Gbservation (s)
&n AIVM Special Tactical Zone operation was conducted
vith tie -risrion to attack along a road from a built-up area to a

FOR. OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Spaclal Forces Cp.mp to relieve t!,e pressure on the Special Forces Camp,
which was under attack by the VC, and destroy all VC in zone.
This
operation was accomplished by cotabined forces to include Armor Cay,
infai~ry, Liechanlzed forces, -. arit•es, fLangers, Lrtillery, Lngineers,
Airfoices Pnd US ýrmy aviation.
US and Vik
Lessons Learned
"i.
ore effort and training must be placed on counterambush techniques - in a&icition Lc prestriking known ambush sites and
utilizing long-range patrols to seek oat the ambush, correct tactical
formations, irndividual counterambush training and fire discipline when
operating agjainst the VC are necessary to prevent a successful ambush."
C.

ist Cavalry Aivision, dated 15 n!ovember. 1965.
.-ncient/G Lservat ion(.

1. The, L:, was effectivt. aLai.•at thea a thL""s behind
which the PAVW were hieing.::
2.
:Creater emphasis should be placed on the ability
of personnel down to and including fire team leaders to adjust artillery
and mortar fire.*
3.
wust take time and every opportunity to train
me
our men, especially our replacements, to perfection in small unit fire
and movemert and fire and mane,,ver.
If ve do not ao this, men will be
killed who would not otherwise be killed.:
4. 'The individual soldier must become at least as goo'
as the PAV11 in camouflage techiniquas and use of terrain and foliage to
cover and conceal his movements.
This must be evphasized."z

(

D.Headquarters, U.
S. Army Vietnam, dated 30 August 1965.
Incident /Cbhe rvat ion (s.
1. ;:Emphasis has been placed nn offeusive tactics to
the point that we may have overlooked the basic facts that at some time
the defanse must be assumed.
The small unit comtander, notably the
platoon commander, often fails to appreciate the use of defensive terrain
o• the proper employt'erit of &upporting weaponr3 in the defense.;
Lesson Learned
Do not emphasize offensive tactics in training to
the dpriment of the defense.

_

2
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2.

:Ueering engagements of small units on patrol have

been the most frequent contact throughout all TAOCs (Tactical Area ol
Responsibility).
Initially, reoction by the point was not rapid e.nough
to deliver fire at the elusive VC along trails. With practice, in!7ressed
kills are beirg realized.
Jungle lane type ranges with numerous surprise
targets, have been a successful traininC device in reflex conditioning
and increasing tSaap•ire' rarksranship."
3.
The enlisted personnel presently in Vietrai. have
not been taught counterirsurgency.
They are well versed in counterguerrilla operations but have a lack of understanding when it comes to
civic action visits to villages.
The platoon comvanders have a working
knowledge of counterinsurgency.
The enlisted personnel down to squad
leader must be taught the overall picture of what the government is
trying to accomplish in Vietnam.
In this connection everyone should
receive basic instruction on religious customs and ruperstitions of the
people of the area in which they are working.ý'
Lesson Learned
That all NCO schools begin to teach counterinsurgency
operations.
That a more dynamic program of area study be corducted prior
to arrival into Asian countries.

I
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Section I (continued)

E.
Units in RV-,

Staff Visit of USCOI:A,.C Training Team to US Army Tactical
dated 22 iiarch 1966.
Incident/Observation Cs)

1. Luring the period of 1-16 Larch 1i66, a team of 4
officers visited US Army tactical units in RVN.
was;

The purpose of the trip

a. To determine the compatibility o" the Republic of
Vietnam oriented training conducted in the basic training and advanced
infantry training progrars with the actual needs of the infantry replacements assigned to United States Army units in Republic of Vietnam.
b.
To insure that the COuOUS training programs reflect
all of the techniqies required of the Republic of Vietnam replacement and
to apply from informatioti gained prompt realignment of our present individual training program where required,
2.
This team visited 3 division headqiarters, 10 brigades,
20 Infantry and/or Airborne battalions, 2 Artillery battalions and 1 Air
Cavalry squadron.

S.3.

Conclusions of the team were:
a.

Commanders at all levels have high praise for the

individual replacement soldier and consider him hiphly trained aud well
motivated.
b. The advanced infantry program, particularly at Fort
Gordon and Fort Polk, should be reviewed in light of the specific areas
stressed by all commanders as follows:
(1)'

Personal hygiene.

(2)

Firing of the individual weapon during

(3)

The techniques of a perimeter defense.

(4)

Land grenades.

(5)

Use of arm and hand signals.

(6)

Padio/telephone procedures.

(7)

Physical tz.atning and extreme physical en-

darkness.

£"

durance exercises.

J-
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('•)

Squat and platoon formations with stress

against "bunching-up.
(3) Patrolling, squad size.
(10)

Fire discipline.

(11)

Veapons safety.

(12)

Quick reaction type training.

(13)

Letection of punji stakes, mines and booby

(14)

Water discipline and the necessity for using

(15)

iarget cetection (Cract.-Thrp 1iethod).

traps.

malaria tablets.
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Section I (ccntinued)
F.

U. S. Army Vlctnsr. df.ted 28 March 1966.
Incidenti'Obs ervat ihn (3•)

1. US infantryren, with limited addiltonal training
and using erganic unit res•ources, .h.:-v successfully conducted long range
reconnaissance patrol operatiozn.
Tc nature of tIhe enemy and terrain .
in Vietnan necessitat-s 2o-ý rngrc:.ir a! -.-Ince activities as
rr:-cr.d
a means of findir4, tl'e e:--!,ir
or cr'm-Nfling their n, ntexAstence.
2.
For most tr-,,
as.-iving in P7T7, it is the first
time that they have expnerienced fl-Id living conditions in an area of ver-y
low sinitary jtariirds.
As a result of poor individual sanitary habits
a 6 low resistance, a high iw:'denca of gastro-intestivl diseases occurs.
The incidcnce of these diseases can be reduced by:
a.
Est:z1_ishnent of field expedient handwashing
facilities
at urfra1is, lati'.nez end ncse hnlls.
Provide NCO aupervIsion
to inrure that troops wich t.heir hi-nen befcrý iectrring the mess line.

(

b.
urin&Ls and mes3 areas.

iiss..c-;, .3-ey.c.ai wa:-.h latrines,

Screen,

P:o
rCcCO supervision to insuie thorough steric.
lizing of mess gear before entering the mess line and insure thorough
cleaning of mess gear afler ep.ting.
d.
?robiVit vehiclc.from driving in or near the
mess and billeting areas to !..,inimi-ze tb dust stirred up.
Oil and/or

wet down the areas aro-r.d to
e.
formation briefings.
proinent places.
r.

'ess

hb-ll.

Eph-z a sat,'.La'hion requirem•nts in commpnd inPost rcminders on bulletin boexr.It and in other

1st

:U1LbrnY

iv.,n, a.tcd
I-et.j,,r, 26 •'srcb 1266.

Irciaent /db,,ec• ¢.ticn(s )
1.
"
,ery
" operation has been (.hsaracterized by tha
use of hellmobile displao
of artillery; ieria_. r-:-.--pply, use of
airborne Comand and Control hips and aerial medical evacuation.
The•e
techniques are used extensively,.: and parachute operations infreqluently
(none to date by US Airbor.i ntitf)..

Lcsscn L--ývrned
A neerl exi3sts ,Vo nLtnge the present traintng emphasis
for airborne Unit3 from p-rachute "operationr to helimobile operations.
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2.
Prior to urrival of the M. unit3 in Vietnam, the
Verr few
Viet Cong had almost corplete freedom of movement at night.
This brigade initiated
night operations were conducted by ARVN forces.
several night infiltration operations shortly after arrival which threw
the VC into a state of ccrffusion and caus.ed them to be unsettled for many
Tihe
days thereafter.
Aight :rerations are now the norm for this unit.
results are: (1) Rpducing casualties by fighting or moving under cover
Destroying freeGaining surprise over the VC; and (3)
of darkne-ss; (2)
Maximi- use should be
don of movement prcviously enjcy,.,: Vy the enerj.
made of ,night obscrvstion 6ev.ces L, fully exploit our technological
ad•v~ntq,:r.
Le.son Learned
Emphasis should be placed on training for and conduct
of night cxubat operations in Vietnam.

"3. Obtaining Information of VC movements and locations
is often the most difficult and frustrating part of any operation in
Vietnam.
Because of their penchant for withdrawing fror and avoiding contact with US forces, our short range recoanaissance patrols are frequently
This situation presents riany lucrative opportunities for
unproductive.
the cmi'loynert of Long Range Reccnninsrance Patrols operating 25 to 50
The VC, thinking themselves safe from imkilaeters
from friendly units.
mediate contact vith US forces, tend to use less care amd caution than normal and cin be observed as they- assemble or move; subsequent operations
Such operations normally enjoy the
can then be plarmed to destroy them.
Our own LURP has been used extensively and has
advantage of surprise.
been very successful In detecting and reporting VC activity and movement.
4.
Safety programs in CONUS are directed primarily
to preThese programs do little
toward traffic safety and range safety.
After arrival in
pare the soldier for living in an armed environment.
Vietnam, several serious accid-nts occurred due to the careless or
thoughtless discharge oi firearms.
CONIJS :.afety progr-ais should be expanded to include
a thorough indoctrination on the safe handling of loaded weapons over
extended periods of tire.

(i,*r 4
r4e%& czwe 4tJexati..a2l ýA
CV• aircraft are "s•d•, alt..,uZ-t these
during tralnin,6 in rOfi-Vb.

veCl'
t2J.1rot:"..J.(-s

W&~7ts

g;o-ut4Cred

In -ie- of the extensive use made of these aizcraft in
Vietnam, units should train in the looding and use of the C-123 and rTV2B
prior to deployment to Vietnam.
6.

Because of the extensive use made of patrol tactics

and the large number of semi-independent platoon and company missions
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performed by our units in Vietnam, the knowledge and skills cf the small
wi it leader arm more iiaportant than ever before. All squad/team leaders
and other Liin.•sitions
of res..onsibillty, such a42
t1e4h&67...1a
operators, must be thoroihly feaiitariwith the adjustmnVt_. arille.
J1

and rirti

fieý~

~utbcpl~efaln

n

dutingA

.ACiArJ)

Leaders ofsnmall units
t
e nijnly trained in cross-country nsvigation,
map reading, use of field expedicnz antennas, ambush and counter ambush
techniques eni day and nicLht patrollirhg, to mention Just a fev.
The
success of an orcraticn frequentlj depends entirely on how well the squads

and platoons perform their awsirned tasks. Leaders must: ba trained to a
very high state and then ivern comibat missions and responsibilities com-r-insurate with

.,

.

Uni cc:irmanders who t-y to retain direct
Unlt

centralized
tr
of their units ia the Jungled and moutainous terrain
of Vietn.m will not succeed as well as thcse who gi-re mission type orders
and who allow their leaders to take action within the scope of that assigned mission.
Constaat and continued emph.%Ls should be placed on
training and preparing the small unit leader for combat in Vietnam,
with earpbasis on thuse skills designed to allow him to operate with selfconfidence and assurance, even in the absence of orders.
H ist Air Cavc.Jxy Division (Airmobile), 3d Battalion, 18th
Artillery, dated 28 March 1966.
Incident/Observation(G)
Specialized unit and/or individual training.
a.

Artillery units being deployed to the Republic

of Vietnam are faced with the necessity of conztructirr.

ticns upon arrival in-country.

field fortifice-

Such units are required to construct gun

pits and bunkers.
Officers of heavy artillery units, or units with
heavy equipment, are frequently f•ced with the necessity of classifying
bridges over which their equipment will pass.
bb. All individuals or units progr=Tmed for deployment to the Republic of Vietnam should receive specialized training in
the construction of field fortifications.
Officers being deployed with,
or programmed for assignment to, units which have heavy equipment should
receive some training on how to classify bridges.
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Cect'on I (continued)
IiARRISON-,

I.
1st •riIa~e, 13lst Airborne Divisinn, Ojeration
dated 12 April 1966.
Incident/Ohservatioin(s)

The-e is a need for trained rapellit- tear~s within the
supported units. The dense jimunle growth which covers a major portion of
cur operational area prohibits the landing of helicopters in _ritical
areas for .'
rissions as er~placer:r't of forces, resupply and medical
evacuation.
RapellinC teas are nrmcrally equipped with pioneer enginecrine eq'Iip!ýcnt such as power saws and axes used to ulear areas and Liprove ti.em sufficiently for uze as helicopter 'onding sites. Ranelling
also pcrr~its the ei..placernent of small forces such as long range reconnaiL:sance patrols in areac where they could not otherwise be landed.
J.

"-

1st Infantry Division, Lessons Learned, dated 15 Larch 10"S6.
1.

inci dent /Cbs eivatL 0n (s

Physical ccnditioning. Combat cperations, extreme
heat and difficult terrain place heavy physical deriands on the soldier in
Vietnam•.
There is n- substitute for intensive physical conditioning.
Troops in top physical condition upon leaving CONUS
will become more easily acclimated to conditions in Vietnam.

S2.

InciCent/O'cservation(s)
:.alntaining contact. Once contact has been made, it
nust be maintained to keep the eneri- off balance. The VC are well versed
in the use of delaying tactics.
The combat leader must be able to deter-uine rapilJr the size force he has engaged. The tire lost in developing
the situation may allow the main force to prepare an ambush, occupy defensive positions 4o escape.
_
tA -mo.i
, 4 t
4L All training situations raust stress the importance of
gaining and maintaining contact with the eneny. Rapid reporting of intelligence inforz..ation will permait faster friendly reaction.
K. headquarters, Field Forces Vietnam, Lessons Learned,
dated 21 March 1966.
Incident/Observation( s)
Althouwh cross cultural communicatiou has been emphasized
in counterinsurgency and Uiiitary assistance advisor training, the resultq
have been disappointing. The number of US personnel with adequate and
useful knowledge of Vietnamese language and culture ranges from limited to
virtually non-existent, particularly in tactical units. This lirits
the
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ability of: US unit co.randers to cortmunicate effectively with Vietnamese counterparts: advisors to influence counterparts; and of intelligence personi.el to exploit the m;ost profitab"le sources of intelligence
information (i.e., captives, local populace and captured docunents).
!lore US personnel nust be trained as experts in Vietnawese language and culture. 'rhe use of ARgTI interpreters snould be
considered as being only a stop-gap m~easure. It should be recogr.ized
that the use of the interpreters and translators presently availible
will result in sone degree of misunderstanding when contact is n:ade between US and EVN representatives.
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Section II.
ber 1965,

Training in Theater.
A. Conramar: 1;eport for Quarterly Period Ending 3C SeptemReports Control Syebol CSGPD--2L (iL),
.ated 16 October 1965,
Incident/Cbservation (s)

I.
:;In couttry training has stressedprimarily small
unit tactics with emphasis on patrolling for units of company size and
smaller. This training has ir~cluded heliborne assault operations,
counterar.bush and inmmediate action drills, demolitions, driver training,
land navigation and long range patrolling.;'
2.
`About four weeks of accliLatization and training&
are required for troops to ltecome fully effective in country."
:Prior to departure from CCI TUS, thre-unit conducted
spced marches ane PT twice a day to swn.ewv.at accliratize the troops to
the conditions they would encounter. This training was effective in
that the unit has suffered few losses due to heat eýhiustion."
3.

4+,

B.

173rd Airborne Brigade, date:

5-9 iovember 1965.

Incident/ObservationC()
Preparation of landing zones in jungle terrain continues
to be a problem.
i uring this operation, it was discovered that personnel
with lumberjack experience produce five times the results of inexperienced
personnel.
Lesson Learned
A requirement exists for a special team to be organized
and trained for LZ preparations.
This team should have the necessary
equipment aad would be on call during operations to rappel from. helicopters into the proposed LZ.
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i.ction III.

Joilt Cpe-ntious are. Proccc.ures for Airrobila Cparations.

A. Comand F.eport for Quarterly Period Bndirg 30 September 1965, Reports Control Symbol CSGPO-23 (FL), 4ated 16 October 1965.
1. Incid.ent/Observation
"Helicopter transport has many disadvantages that
were not previously apparent.

Lelicopter units are prohibited by local

regulations fron landing on an insecure LZ unless the landing is preceeded by artillery, armed helicopters and/or TAC air preparation. This,
combined with t.,e fact that two or more lifts are usually required,
makes a surprise attack very difficult."
Lessons Learned
a.

These disadvantages can be overcome to soxe

extent by prestriking several LZs, feinting landing on one and then
moving quickly to the primary LZ. Armed helicopters should strike tree
lines around the LZ just prior to the landing. Troops must move off the
LZ into pre-selected assent ly areas so that the second lift can still be
preceded by a prestri-e on the remainder of the LZ perimeter. Use roads
as LZs to zhanf-e the pattern of using likely LZs in the vicinity of the
target area.
b.

`Avoid use of white smoke whenever possible

since this color is SOP country-wide for marking air strikes on ene=y
locations.
Likewise violet sroke is widely used for marking air med
evac landing sites.ý*

2.

Incidert/Cbservation(s)

a. 'Six observation helicopters are completely
inadequate for a brigade. As a minimum, it needs a platoon of 5 slick
W-1-1 and 3 armed UH-l helicopters.':
b.

"Flying tir.e per aircraft per month is 55 hours."

c.

'MC-13S

helicopters are inadequate as a command

and control aircraft where there is no front line."*
d. 'Oh-13S helicopters should all have dual control, no gun kits and be used for artillery observation, Air Force FAC,
high reconnaissance and administrativr. missions.'
e. ýEach battalion area should have sufficient
space to park 6 UYE-l helicopters."

F
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B.

Combot Cperations After Accion Yeport (,ACV/RCStJ3/J2)

dated 30 December 1965.
Incident/Cbservatioro
"With the advert of !rcreased firL ','pport by US
aircraft, it becoties imperative that a fire support c.4rdination element
be located at the senior field headquarters controlliag any operation.
The element must contain both. US ard DVI; personnel with the necessary
communications to accorplish the mission.
C.

1st Cavalry Division,
Incider

dated 15 1;ovecber 1965.

lObservat ion (s)

1. "Artiller7, TAC air and Army Rocket artillery can
be used at the same time witho-,t the loss of aircraft or effecti.,eresa.
The ARA and TAC air flew perpendicular to the artillery gun-target line
in these cases where ti-ey simultaneously struck the same target areas.
Other striking aircraft flew parallel to the gun-target line and beyond
it."
Lesson Learned
Extremely close coordination is required between the
FAC and the artillery liaison officer to accomplish the above.
2.
"The pathfinder team was tremendous.
Until they
could get in around 1630 hours, 14 November 1965, all incoming aircraft
h~d to be guided in and out by the battalion co~marnder on the battalion
command net."
Lesson Le~arned
A pathfinder team should £0. into evw.ry battalion-

sized assault.
3.
"The technique of holding a company (-) as an
offensive striking force while recon elements of one platoon check specific
areas out 50-10G meters from the l..nding zone worked out very well in this

case. Also and most important, the assembled corpany (-) enables the
battalion co~iander to hit any enemy attack quickly with a controlled unit."
4.

'When a unit gets into an objective area, as soon

as poessble after landing, artillery fires should be brought in.
This
will possibly kill some PAVN nearby and certainly will cut down time on
target when a fire mission on known enemy is called for."

-r
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Tte sevarcod guaid of at Infanttry Nattallon prezaturtly
'trir,gered a Viet Con

ach.bus?ý thtV

was estatLthe.

slong, a toa

bordered

on both sides ly r vi-l',-..

,

: .

Le.ssons "Leanne,

1.
Vten attacled alorp a road and air support is
In
used, it may well force t.e VC to close on tie rcst. for safety.
this case, we killed a lot tecause we kept co'trrisnc of the road."
2.
Air power can give vwry close support at night
;Iellif they have sorething to guihe on, suc,' as a road in this case.
copters shot 2 to 3 yards off the roaa an4 the rarzalm was about 5C meters.

j

D"

173rd Airborne Brigade,

eate:

5-9 r•oveber 1965.

IncidentlObservation(s)
I.
The concept of attachiin a FAC tear to each Infantry
battalion to assist the airborre FAC in the coTitrol and direction of
strike aircraft and to agdvise the ground cot=.ander in the plazminir and
execution of TAC air support is mandatory and has proven exceptIonally

2.
On occasion it ray -Pe necessary to stop everythingt
to carefully aejust artillery and .•.C air to place it exactly where it
is needed.
The fire often muet be "-walked", to the desired location.
3.
Ait Force P-43 helicopters c0n be used effecti,,!7,.
but slowly, to evacuate per-o.nel fron, jungle areas where no 12 is asailable.
A cable hoist .for the U--l helicopter is urgently needed.
A.
:,uring any extraction, it is •rperative to know how
4m1ny t.oos
remain in the objective area are where they are located.
Luring the co•;duct of an extraction at night, this becomes ever. more 12portart to preclude leavixL, personnel in the pick-up area and to insure
that supporting artillery and air can be broj;ht in close to the perimeter.,*

5.
T1he difficult proble-v for the battalion coruaneer
after cor.nact is to eetertAine where all his forces are located before committirýg any more forcas to moverent or using his heavy fire support.
,T.e
element in Contact mSt 81o be given time to develop the situation befo*re
the 'dacicion'z msece to maneuver other elements or use the hea-v7 fire

support.
Lesson Learned

The~ever .the situation cannot be developed without excessive personnel losses, the most effective .approach is *to break contact,
strike the enemy with air and artillery, with mm imediate follow-,.p by
friendly maneuvering.

.-UE
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7.

'vr -.t ioeý.1

1.

tit

Ljý

117 3, tirIteru.

4r"~

c'rr'sit'raila~
I

(1
efAvarce
-rattles et t'e
Iast two
b-ittery ILtc, t'iv firitt ,attaliux'x lilt er:orlerlt ar~ival of 4sIx~e.unz aIrhi'te. eltqcrnts to, their crsit-

",rttallorr. au.. tle art illhr
&A.~ed t,.

nate4; postitlor.s.'
2. ~
-4

hc~icpter

-ere e~ployc4 to lift 4.2 tecrtar,

and -,,cchanical i-,jle prir e trve'rs It to the objectivv dr'a&. The trrain in~
t'oe 01 Jective area va- ir-pesiLile to traverse vi t. t1.%& Iorcs, t~terr f'rc,
tlhe mortars rt.7-'irec;
! a~iIfr-v ret'rnr of where t.tcy were InnteJ for tV.e
et tire ojeratirrn.

A~erial reconnaissar'ce

Lcsscr

i.
- rot gevval this terrain

Leitnecý

The introeuct ion of I eavy equfp~ent Into tlhe T-Z
s?.e'u1. -be ý,eld in abeystrice utir.I. ar. or- t'.-spct reco1-,ilv~sai ce hr.* L-i
3.
T.he arti llc ry w.as lif tet by G*.-47 b,7 slit.F
Bien L.otto Lao Tral on r,-a.y.

f*rc-

Lessen Learned
!"he a~.var~ta,-es of alliv lc:!c rather than interral
carry Are ti~at theC gun cre" and a--i
unitic'n can be carried ir.terr-aly in tsa.re aircraft. And unloa'1r4 is faster In the objective area thus siubjectins~q the aircraft to L.ini:.%ln exposure.'
~
A
4. For the Xtraictior, of a force ty air. L.l. hclicop te 1.!
shov.lc! be used to rapidly lift ti, ferce fror: t~e hostile area to a secure
crea. Chinook 1helicopters ri~y be used to r~ove ti.e forces from~ ti-c secure
*area for tne lorrrcr 'cazal to the base cam~..
Lesson .**.-rre('
The COircc'k Lelicorters aDpear to siuiject an mnap*propriately large rnuutier of nersonrnel to "io.tile fieI~l
ntec~se
area.

(j

"I. was proposed; that we i.tterpt to roeify our tactical air or~rance delivery procedures in order to halve the time of 12
preparation ar-d doutle t,,e amount of oren~ance. The tim'e allocated :.o TAC
air preparation is rorm~ally thirty miniutes. Each fli~-ht of Ci~rce aircraft
.takes ap-proximately seven are one half nir.utes to experd. SWhen ':G iralutes
of zartillery prepirvticn and 5 rinutes of arreed helicopter are a-ldeý, it
-cunts to a 45 r.invte watirian to t;.e ener~y. Ile may either cove forces irzo
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lýt

"t I( IAz?'.-

0,. L

the pro$, ý.r o-It of 0C arca trie~r to~ t,# lprdit
of t'ý* filst trrc-Vk lift.,
1x'trt:-,oV,ts Will. I)* wa~dv in f'itut vrai
to ey",tr4 ordrance fromi
&.Ircratt flyiný, t'n or throe ar-tva~t cartyfrtý "a. tyt.* rf ot'moe t.*'P4
of the rixv~' lo*.'i tow Caried.
t.

kop~cotch T-ctics*

a. "A new tactic
--Of th~e Oriet'tal Piver, which i~~to -.
tactic to to seArcii out the evcrv r-opernditure of forcen AM~ elow~natlt,, the

Waq prret iced witli 1/51
t, W*'t
Thev purpose of VAKS
tt ll7sjic
a large ar-ra votu;, a t~rii.vo V%-_
air'
area in # si ott tipw. ,rt'ol.-h

-throe *nsault
b. t"Tav procedure wais as follm-41q
eicrwtts were orr r.izec, out of two. rifle cx'-zaritis. oire fcrce conlsisted of
VIith z~n~assourt, of planniog
file the ot'.er tuo Ihad 7: eact).
144' Me,
a~mort. cf prrarrnrped supportin~g actior. each force
tiv'e a..c t'he .aiur.
was able to ma..e n.1saults by lielicopter in separate areas. As each force
ianvd, the hel~tcopters pickee' ur the next force and were able to eit'.er
reinforce the previously ewployee. eletwisit or m.a~e an. assault in, another
preselected ares.`
*,Me
c. "The cequence of everlts va4 so follo"ws
first elertert becaze la,-borne and fle-,i to a rer.-ezvc'us point approxl~ateiy
five tdinutes Alyirng tine frcorwt~ U selected LZ. '1.en over this point, t~-e
This startee the five minute co~nt~oun..
fii~ht lercler arroutced! Siryhoek-.
The artillery T7C ronitoring the fl1l'nt leatuer aclrowleci.,'rd the receipt of
'Skyhook,' which uas the signal for the artillery to begirt the 12 preparsrinute. A.t the erd of t%.he t:iree tinute counteaw.~,
ti(ýn in volleys for one -.
corpletiori of the artillery firir.F was indicated by the firin,.. of ree smolre
in the last volley. JtrreC helicopters precei~ed t*-e troop lift by ecne
mirute firirr, on the flanI~s of the U2. At the end of 5 rinutes the fortes%
were. on the grourd Pnc troop helicopters departed the *Tea to pick up the
next elemert. :y the tive the rext elem#ent was airborne, the airborne comnand post was able to determine from the corritted force vh,-.*er the eriet-y
situation de~ntnded that the next lift be employe! z9s a reS.'ccir'g unit or
couls; be cotitted in a nei location. It was deride.- that the rext lift
could be cr-plo,,ed irn a n~ew location hence the entize secuerce of tirming was
started anew. &,llthree lifts were er-,ployed in separate ar, a. Contact
vas tade in one aroa, but it soon ceased a,'u teinforceiwert was not required..
d.
Thie forces remained employec. for a perice of
three tours and were then extracte",.'
e.

'Tactic&!

air was naintained overhead throuji.-out

the entire operation."
L'P*aon Learned
"These tactics er~ablfid a force of less than 300
#s.

~r'e, t;# sporch ard eominiite, in aprroximately four hours. a suspected enem~y
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it -ear to hlyft wich "t.it t~io-tt tegwjlt w'kri s ficir~l
I1rl- br¶%'. , they truly ev'llct t~w wp',tility o!t!,
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1 rirorvA ar I :ve
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14

P;!s',

1. tst o i~
flt
m, pt ti-at tl~e lamt(oS inioach of
t e V ree attsliovi artat were crrcItvd
vrr-e rapidly C,.
durtreg Ie'n''r
vt)rait ivn.e.
rach) lift of 5 elev~'rits. conwiqtI~nc of 13v h~t,,tr
e*t,ý
tvuc',eJ e&4,-n i-,
~err.rted vit)-in a total of no rcre than tl.rovu~it~.

711i8 was M*ade POSMNihe '.iti:# firct C, at the elere' t%
land in a stair~ered trail wl.ich p-rwmitn q ,10.or 49#0ivr
a:,e eui::k exit.-%;
of the troops.
2.

V~ I holicecrt&T-

n~eni... be tjsec. to #extracat forLen
secureA area In orceer to act ieve
a quic; turrn-arour~d. Cl,- 47 h'eltcorters ca- tt--en pick un Cne forces fr~e
the svecturk- area fer the long' haul.
from

xn Lrsecured

arcs to th~e r.~rest

"."It is suT$:Cstet' tIbat %e~er.a g.',und follow-up to
F-52 strike 1: m'ade.* the time cf orIr~a-)ce cuelivery be ýtestly~ cospre'A5C
The premiert tire spa-.i of delivery ard tfte 1r%.vz O - t,:L- - - flights
em~blem the ene-ry to royve oxvt of tie area or :ýet lot., dc-ip '1.
o
afttr' t:,p
£:~itirl erop. Vher a prouae- force follrw4s a 7;-52 striveo, the mass ~v~
of C"U's withi cr Lrredlate followa-up irtv-ýechile assault in tfhe "roxi?.ity Uf
the strike would appear to ac~iieve the optirnum surprise am;. Mrh-est prcbability of success."
Ii keatquarter~n, V. S.

rrin) VJietnam.* dated 3Y ..u- ;t 1W6.

Teccrnnalpsarnce imr-cdiately prier to ar. airmcbile oi-ration s',ould bo fitte6; into the pereral rattero. kAjre'ssie tise shoulc: le
vrace cf Vangers , Special Forces, rocmnraissa~.-.e cc; par~es. pat! flo.-.esr
team~s, etc., equippee wltth superior ccx'-uncatlins. ThN'se units rust be
used rzerldly to prolb'ý pc'tertipl, erer-y poritioni are, to join definite intellilecrcc with uuin!r".ra cxpommre of o-jr cw resov~rvese:.
Zetter ard zontirnuous use of aerial pI.oto~ru'vhs so.:be
mee.-
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Section III (continued)
I. Lessons Learned (1 October-30 1'4ovember 1965). 1st
Cavalry Division (Airmobile), dated 10* Jan~uary 19606.
Incident/Observation(s)
Lxperience indicates that troop landings for search and
--destroy operations should begin, When feasible, on high ground and extend
toward blocking forces located at the base of hills. The down movement
conserves the strength of personnel and at the sax-e time allows for complete coverage of the terrain. 'Ziorecver, this procedure attacks prepared
enemay defensive positions in thei.- rear when they are. primarily sited to
defend against. attacks coraing up the hill.

4-
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(Section III continued)
J.

U. S.

Armyj Vietnan,

11ated 2a ':K'rch 196C.

Incident/Observatioun
The best solution fo: .ontrol of aircraft and artillery
is for all units in the landing: zore an,' all aircraft entering or
leavin6 the zone to orerate on a -c'i•cln air-ground frequency, controlled
by a pathfinder team. i utual clearance of artillery and aircraft is
obtained, ared resupply aircraft are Cirected to their proper holding
area. In s4dition, pilots are gaining confidence in beinq able to fly
unrer and a.Jacen,. lo the artillery projectile. During one operation,
C Battery fired ccrt.,nuously for al..oszt three hours and niaintained continuous fir, for one 'me. one-h"&C hours.
In qddition, the other battery
in the aree 2ired during )his perio.. hU-l and OH-13 heliconters were
aolb2 to en.e*Z- end leave the landing zone by careful air ccntrol procedures.
Lesson Learned
Utilizing pathfindcrs with units co;ncerned i:onitoringthe air-ground frequency, optirium artillery fire car be effected without
etldangering aif-craft.
K.
•4.<"

2st Trigade

O11t Airborne Division, dated 2& March 19Cv.

-ncident!Observt ion (.)
The use of rauutiple dunmq landing zones to the flanks elid
rear of enemy. positions, with helicoptters approaching or even touching
down on several, but discharein6 troops only on one land.-ng zone, is frequently effective in deceivint, tbe VC as to the intent end actual location of our assaulting forces.
The VC will soretimes abandon prepared
positions when faced with this tactic, and then become v 9 lnerable to
preplanned artillery and air strikes directed a' them, and on their .scape routes.
The ise cf this spine tactic is also usefulý in the infiltration of long range patrols and helps insure clandestine entry into the
patrol areas.
Deceptive tactics with helicopters enhance the security

of airmobile operations,
surprise.
L.

increase chances of saccess and help gain

HACV, dated 15 ",arch 1905.
Incident/Observatior (s)

Operational experience over the past tbree years in the RMI
indicates that the best general concept of employ-ent of armed helicopters
in support of airuobile operations calls for two fire teems to provide

S....
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suppressive fire in nxd a4jecent to the LZ.

Lach fire team should consist

of at least two ar( no more than three arred helicopters.
The best ratio
of armed helicopters to lift
helicopters varies with tte mission and the

size of the lift formation, but the num:ber of fire teams on ststion at a
given tine remains relatively constant at 2 per LZ regardless of the size

of the lift formation. Best control of tLe r•ix depends upon the location
of the units, the type and size of airnobile operation being conducted and
whether US or ARVI forces are beirE supported.
In addition to the above:
a.

Airmobile operations shoulC eiiploy a uinimun of

two light fire teams on station (LZ) with one additional armed helicopter
used as a comnand and control helicopter and to provide additional fire
support for either of the fire teams. To provicde this support there must
be five mission-ready helicopters available at all times.
b. The 5 P-rmed helicopters can adtequately support up
to 20 lift helicopters which are operating in a close formation into 1 LZ.
This provides a mix of ar.ed and lift helicopters of 1:4 which experience
has shown to be the best rix for large afrmobile operations. The mix of
l:4 considers only the f.!re support required in and around the LZ during
troop lift operations.

*(

c. The mix of armed and lift helicopters should be
provided at company level for the separate battalion throuqh assignment or
attachment of one arrzed platoon of sufficient size to provide five Aissio,.ready armed helicopters/crews to the lift
company.
One additional armed
platoon should be assigned to the battalion and be under direct control of
the battalion commander.

*

d.
The mix of armed and lift
helicopters should be
controlled at battalion level for divisional battalions where the companies
are closely located in the same general area.
This battalion should have
an armed company of sufficient size to provide the mix of 1:4 for troop
lift
"while retaining one platoon as a reserve force for cormitnent as specific tactical situations may dictate.

4
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III (con.tinued)

SCtior
,.
ist Prba~e
,i.,4,I3OP, rcatecd 12 Al.ril i&&.
1.

101st Airborne Divisicn, Operrtion

Tnc i&'ent/0O s •rrv.,t ion ( 3)

Unilts unable to extract serious battle and nor-t--ttle
casualties due to tne hcn avtilability of 18s.
Lesson Learned
1?inch extraction of battle or non-battle casualties,
as well Ls prisoners from otherwise inRccessible terrain is feasible. A
corollary a"vanta e is the :,crale effect for the trocts to know that such
an extraction rears is available.
1-hen orerating in areas where LZs are not aveliable,
an ?-43 rescue helicopter should be attached or available in direct supjort.
2.

Incident,'Cobservaticri(_)

Air and artillerf j.reparation of helicopter LZs
indicated to the eneLY our intention of utilizirn a particular LZ.
%he
rreparation affords him tfine to evacuate the area or conversely to estab-.
lish an armbush on the jeriphery of the prepped area.
Lesson Learned
Battalicn nifht helicopter assaults into a secured
LZ are feasible and uesirable. ý ithout the conventional preparation to
alert VC forces in the area, the VC canmot react quickly enou~h to impede
the helicopter assault.
Y.

173d Airborne Brigade (Operation SILVER CITY),

dated

15 April 1960'.
Inc ident/Cbservaticn(s)
The extraction from an area of operations should be done
with the least .amount of chan~e to the establish:edI daily routine as possi-ble to p-event the VC from. beco.ing aware of the operation ane using it to
his advanta, e.
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enemy Tactics.

A. Inclosure 1 to Letter, AVCGT-T,
Learnec,, I Cctober
3Z ovember l1"65.
P-

subject.

Lessons

Lessons Learned
1.
villages and roads.
to fresh water.

The Viet Cong tends to operate primarily near
Larboring sites in rerote areas are normally close

2.
rortar firing is generally used only ii front
mPAV:
of their route of attack and frequently in a creeping pattern. This
tends to pinpoint their route of attack.
.

Comibat Operations After Action 2eport (1!.,VCV/RCS/J3/J2),

dated 30 ieceuber E-65.
Incident/Observatiorn
An analysis of actions around -ario's Special Forr.ea
Carmps indicates that ti'e VC usez the tactic of harassing a camp with
rlnirurm forces in order to mount an attack againnt any friendly relief

Lessons Learned

Vq714A %z

S•That other Special Forces Carps in Vietrar. be tnoroughly
evaluated concerring the possibility of VC attack for the specific purpose
of ambushing a relief cclhun. Those in position where access routes are
limited and only a ground force could render adequate relief
should
be noved.:
--

C.

Com.a.. er's Combat i

&r.uer
wote

90, dated 1C January 1966.

Incideht/•tservation

""he Viet Cong are reluctant to break contact with US
Forces during daylight even though they have sustained heavy losses.
They tend to keep as close as possible to the US troops, knowing that
they :.ill receive less fire from mortars, artillery and the air.
L.

1st Cavalry Aivision, cated 15 'iovember 1l65.
Incident/Cbservation(s)

1.
favorite tactic of the PAWt. enemy we faced seemed
to be anqjyessive st.ia 3l-unit encircling maneuver.
Another was a rapid
assault by 6-10 PAVe, o 2 or 3 friendly."
2.
;•en wounded, he continued fightin- with his small
arms and grenades.
.e ;appeared fanatical when wounded and had to be approached with extreme care. l.any friendly were shot by wounded PAVU.
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3.
Iehn attacking, the PV.!T .unit3 confrontirng us useL
mass assault tactics prececed in some cases by liRht mortar and antitank rocket fire. The latter, I believe, is often mistaken for mortar
fire. They also used encircling rmaneuvers with 50-75 mvn groups.
Le
was expert at probing our defensive perineter at night and went to great
efforts to try to force friendly units irto firing."
4.
We mu,'t make imaginative and constant use of our
tremendous fire support advantage to kill the PIARN enemy before he gets
so close that we rust fight him on his terms. This includes heavy use
of the " -7, and even hand _renae_ s to hold him out so that artillery,
TAC Air and Arr* Rocket Artillery can work on him.
E.

Letter, 1iACJ343, !'ACV,

subject, :Lessons Learned, Ila. 54:

The Battle of Ky Phu (U)," dated 27 January 1,6.
IncidentiObservation
Essentially this action was a movement to contact culminated by a VC ambush designed to destroy the entire Iiarine march column.
"luring this action, three separate engagements occurred:
The initial attach on the advance guard. the attempt to encircle and destro)
h/S Co: and the attack on the rear guard. All these attacks were effectively foiled by aggressive leadership, rapid and effective response to
orders, fire power, and use of supporting arms, resulting in severe losses
being inflicted on the attacking VC forces.
Lessons Learned
"Of particular note as a result of this action are two
techniques employed by the VC to increase the effectiveness of their ambush.
1. "VC units attacked the center of the column from
positicns previously traversed by the flank security elements of the advance guard, moving into these positions during the time and space interval
between the flankers of the advance and rear guards (estimated as 30-45
minutes).
Flank security for main body elements was limited to areas in
close proximity to the route of march.
2. "Initial enemy fire was directed against commanders
and radio operators, resulting in the loss of one company commander and
nine radio operators (three killed and six wounded), and destruction of
three radios."
F.

Yeadquarters,

U. S. Army Vietnam, dated 30 August 1965.

Incident/Observation(s)
1. "The VC urit couducting the night attack will often
break off the attack and stop firing. If the friendly units stop firing

FOC
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at that time also, the VC uses t' a 1,tiI i-

t'.e

c-tle ;to his advantage

to slip out to the friendly lines to recover dead, wounded and weapons.
Therefore, continued small aras, automatic weapons and supporting harassing fires should saturate the battlefield and along likely routes of
withdrawal to obtain the maximum anount of enemy casualties as he attempts to police the battlefield.'
Lesson Learned
That units must continue the pursuit by fire after
the eneriy has broken off the attack at night.
2.
ý'On the few occasions that AT type mines have been
discovered, we have yet to encounter a mixed field.
Phen AT mines are
employed, they are placed exclusively on roads arc trails
capable of
carrling vehicular type traffic.
A.l type mines are employed, however,
on the defensible terrain nearby, so that infantrymer. taking to the high
ground to protect a disabled vehicle are then subjected to the AP mines
and booby trap devices.`
Lesson Learned
Stress the requirement for constant vigilar.ze against
AP mines and booby traps on nearby trails
and defensible terrain whenever
AT mines are encountered.
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Section IV (continued)
G. Lessons Learned (1 October-3 0 November 1965),
Cavalry Division (Airmobile), dated 1C January 19(6.

lst

Incident/Observation.s)
A marke%.: difference between PAVN and VC fighting was observed during recent operations in the Chu Pong and Ia Drang areas. The
PAVN units are better equipped and trained and fought tenaciously in the
face of ovenrhelming US firepower.
In contrast with local VC units, the
PAW pressed the attack, becoming decisively engaged and disengaged only
after taking severe losses. PAVII units attempt to employ "close Pmbrace"
tacti',
tu provOut r"ir uca
aPP-lo.
wwo.
J atta-king unit must
be careful to keep PAW. units at arms length because once a unit is involved in "close embrace," attempts to draw back to place supportIng fiLeS
on the enemy are frequently met by the enety's following immediately as
"the friendly forces draw back.
"f

r"

H.

headquarters,

3d r:arine Division, dated 31 December 1965.

Incident/Observation(s)

(

1.
The Viet Cong employ several types of markers for the
purposes of providing directions for Viet Cong units to follow, or to mark
routes for an attack. Also employed are markers to aid firing into a predetermined area or installation. By aligning a weapon with the preposition
marker, it is possible to fire fairly accurately in the dark. When such
markers have been removed, Viet Cong firing incidents have ceased or
Lesson Learneak.

f

a. 11aintain a loose-leaf type manual with photos and
kthskept
daeon new Viet Cong techniques.
Ssketches
ketu up to
odateorneVitCetchqus
b. Units conduct frequent patrols around the outside
of perimeters to remove and destroy markers, recording the location, direction and estimated range to each possible target and indicating the
nature of each target.
2.
Several inmtances have been reported when Harines in
close pursuit of Viet Cong have been distracted by the enemy dropping his
pack on the trail. host Marines, it has been learned, will stop to inspect
the contents of the pack before pursuing the Viet Cong further. In the
meantime, the Viet Cong has made his escape with the time gained, while the
Marine is inspecting the discarded Viet Con& pack.
3.
The VC have used the tactic of following a force of
karines back to a landing zone. After the majority of Marines have been
lifted out, the VC either attack the remaining Marines or fire on the helicopters as they return for the last lift.

'-A-..2b
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I.

173d Airborne Brigade

1.

-

i.WAAER I,

dated 24 February 1966.

Several new VC tactics were encountered during this

operation:
a. VC forces in the 'area used a small ground to air
missile on at least two occasions.
b. When forced to leave his positions, the VC a.tempted to burn his installations, supplies and documents which could not
be carried.
The reluctance of the Viet Cong to break contact
d.11ight houro, even though he sustainedý heavy
losses from the brigade's superior firepower. It appear. that he knows
c.

wiLIh bripndoeoxc:a

durtgn,

that losses would be devastatir.g if an attempt to withdr&w was made during
dayli:ht.
d. Intelligence information indicated the VC Hain
Force units operating in the AO were forced to break up into numerous
small elements in an effort to avoid detection by brigade elements.
J.

United States Army Vietnam,

dated 24 iPoveml-er 1965.

Incide.t/Ob servatioii(s)

1. The most common type of mines and booby traps thus
far encountered is that utilizing a Chi Com hand grenade. These grenades
have been used effectively and ingeniously in every area. The following
are the more common reans-. f emploympnt-..

a. In Y7C controlled or well-infiltrated areas, these
grenades are buried in well-travelled areas and detonated electrically.
Thus, they can ,be controlled so that local people can walk back and forth
over the booby trap. Wvhen enemy troops are in proper position and local
people safely distant, VC or VC sympathizers detonate the booby trap.
!,%ng lead wires allow the person detonating the device to be well clear
of the area at the time of detonation or imediately thereafter. The
grenades are nometimes buried in groups, producing the same effect as antipersonnel mines.
b.

iiost often VC traps employ a pull type friction

fuze consisting of a crooked wire imbedded in phosphorus. The fuze is
connected to monofilament line or camouflaged nylon thread or even vines,
which are used for trip wires. The friction produced by the wire ignites
the phosphorus, detonating the grenade.
c. Booby traps have most often been found at grave
yards, gates, in booby trapped panji pits around helicopter landing zones,
and on paths leading to and from unsecured hamlets.
F'

:'
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d.
In acdition to exblosive devices, many non-explosive eevices ara erployed, the rmost effective being panji pits.
The
most common panji pit is about four feet sqr..art, and about four feet deep.
Panji stakes (sharpened bamboo) about six to eiibheen inches long are
placed upright in the pit.
There are about six or eight stakes in the
average pit.
.
.
l,
2.
There are indicatiop's that the VC have a special way
of marking the panji traps so that other VC, and sy-mpathizers, can stay
out of them.
There are two ways that i,•arines have observed.
In the first
case the pits are marked by placing a bwatboo bonnet, much like the bonnet
of a minefield marker kit, over the pit.
The bonnet is made of split
bamboo and tied in the proper shape.
Another methiod is to use a large palm leaf, split
the leaf, then place the split
leaf on the deck with the end touching the
panji pit. These markings have only been observed on the smtall, footsize holes.
The method for markin& larger holes is undetermined.

(6
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.ectior, IV (certinuet)

After Action

.ewcrt, 2d Sattalion, 27th Infortry, 25th
' February 1C,6.

1..
Division, dated

Incieent/Ct sera ti4n(s)
1.
VC use arge. tur.el syste's as a rtoee of travel,
hospitals an3/c:" storage areas. Unless this tunnel corplex is located and
. destroyed as a unit moves forwar& tCe VC is capable of erploylng forces
at ary tiie In rtltiple locations to t1~e flanks and rear of frieudly eletuerts with relatl , ease. "Torough search of these turnels prior to destruction in the only assurity for locating ane destroying all exit/
entrancev.
2. Ixperience has proven that valuable docuients and
other iiiscollaneous papers are often stored in the- tunnel.
3. 'C dead and wounded are evacuate6 quickly arnd wysteriously fror, the battlefield via these tur.bel systews.
Groves within tunrels
are common.
4.

The tunnels are seldom booty trapped.

5. Lxperience indicates a stror.g possibility that tunnel
networks are leirC used to move srall vehicles from place to place under - -rou--.
6. Firing pits ar.cd bunt-ers close Ly tunnel retworks are
mutually supportfir,, are. are c&ererally
7arrýý--_-ed
in a triangular system.
Firine apertures ere extremely stall and alz.ost irpossible to detect.

I

7. Long tunnel ertrances/exits are nornally in densely
wooded areas Vnile short ones are close. by to hat-lets, roads and trails.

(

•2. Grave:

in tunnels ere usually cut into the tunnel

wall and sealee with a makeshift baneoo door and packed vud.
L. Cperatiou FAZ:IY B?.IDI"E (14-16 February 1966),
27th Infantry, dated 1, February 1966.

2d battalion,

Incieent/Observetion(s)
The VC appear to be using high alrbursts to register their
mortars ard are capable of placing well-aimed indirect fire anywhere in
sector without apparent pre-registration.
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rvc-'im..

I~ce principle of~ drfefnse tiromie
prov'ed hiphly successful.

offomsive cij,ýrations

Lesso~n ;A~arne.I
in thc cou~rse of a .iri4.ade o;ýeiationi, the frequent use
of ccopany ane bAttalion rize actions, ir.al-X"tlon to saturation i~atrgllint; by pI)ato,-r. ar.I sqi-'ad si ze elieL.ents, effectivellyj dociGnates large
area~s anti O-enies thv ene-,IY ar~y orr'Lrtunity to operate therein wiithout
beiunz, detected tL( destroy<ed.
Chw-int-s in Cefe'nz~ve ;c.ýitionb, a diversity of offcn3ive opr~ition2 Rnd Vrro't, aigressive reaction vith 'Etnvk
Fliights c" !,err the en,,rvw off baltuncc tc, such an eytent that no coordinated attacks arepos1.
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rez-tion IV (ccntk, ued)
Ist Fr!, a

, 1'.1st
Ko
Airtorne rivisicr., ,-peration

,H1{IFESON, dated Il April 1','.

1. Trc dernt/lOh•',rvaj._Iorisi
Local Vi-t Cone units do not L,:Ve cOMz-Ietely Cut of
the area of ope'rationsr,
but ratler r.ov*e aheae4 of and bc'ind cur units,
"kereing thcr unmer constant surveill.;..e. As a result, stV.-behilnrd
patrcls, arbusbhs t-.,• the unexpectrd return to areas covered one to two
days earlier proved quite effective in surprisingj th ene.
Vict Con., psrtictlarly local platoons and cor.:panier,
ktrierally reain
in erees where water is readily available an- use existing
trK l sytS:,:z.
They ut!lize biCh ground and dense folPrac only when
Cloýsely pursued.
2.

tainous valleys.

IncidentLObsenriation(sI

VC forces, when found, will usually defend the nour7ac. carefully select positions whAch include the slopes,

natural caves, over.,,angs, etc. and present a formidable delense.

Several

units have sustained casualties while erngaging a VC force, so entrenched,
with ene•:y casualties usually unknown.
Te rocks ar.n caves limit the effect of cupportirn, fires, air and artillery and also organic fires.
This battalion had consitierable success when it
traversed exceedirgly difficult terrain and moved from the end of the val-

ley, toward its mouth, keeping flank security on the slopes of the valley.
This direction of aevance caught the VC ccompletely by surprise, cauceht
several in the open ancd confused and blocked thpir line of retreat. As a
result, in one cr4n;&cr,ent we 1-illed 12 VC while they inflicted no frienuly
casualties. On another occasion we killec 2 of 4 unsuspecting VC, again
with no friendl4 casualties.
Lesson Learned
VC forces tend to be careless in areas they consider
safe.

Ap;roaching fror an unexpected directi-,a reaps dividends.
3.

Incident/Observrtu•c(s)

Kovement alone streem beds is not advisable Lt dusk.
This Is the tire
when the eneLT:- moves to these areas to prepare rations and
to replenish his water suprp.
for the following day.
On the other hard,
this fact can be used to advnntas;e for observation of the .,nermy by patrols
or for strikes by air and artil3ery.
Observaticns indicate that small armed enemy groups
enter the villages at dusk and t0;ove out at dawn.
These are most probably

local ambush parties and trail watchers who stay in the villages during
IV-9
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Section V.

ber 1965,

Basic Tactics
S(

-

Friendly Forces.

A. Command Report for Quarterly Period Lnding 30 SeptemReports Control Symbol CSGFO-23 (RL), dated 16 October 1965.
Incident/Observation(s)

1. "VTis is a company commanders' and platoon leaders'
war. Even brigade-sized operations ultimately break down to semi-independent company and platoon-sized actions.
Platoon leaders are required
to act far more indepenCently than in a 'conventional' war." ..
2.
;'APCs can be used to break trail in dense jungle
areas. Troops move in single file behind trail-breaking APC. Infantry
on foot provide flank security between APCs. A•Cs can also be used to
break a clearing quickly to permit med evac by helicopter."

(

3. Armored vests are useful for static defense
;P
ations, riding in helicopters and vehicles, but are too hot anw Loo
heavy to be worn on offensive foot mobile operations.
B. Inclosure 1 to Letter,.AVCGT-T,
Learned, 1 October - 30 November 1965.

Subject:

Lessons

Lessons Learned
1._.. BLuddy Teams. iiany casualties have been caused by
If men operate in two-man ".uddy
pungi stakes, snipers and booby traps.
Teams,:ý casualties are reduced. One man watches for pungi stakes and
booby traps while his buddy cearches the trees and the area to the front
for snipers.
2.
Counter Sniper Actions. One unit achieved considerable
success in combating snipers in trees by systematically spraying a'l trees
"to their front with autoratic fire on a given signal at first light. The
process must be deliberate and controlled.
Squads and platoons must be
:',audom fire rust never be allowyedtkC
given a sector of the peritreter.
3.J. Vtay BeL.nd Forces.

On several occasions when a US

unit left an area, the VC-returned to reoccupy the area or search for
4iscarded Ainerican equipment.
There have been occasions where, wellcamouflaged US stay behind units have been successful in ambusl4ing returning VC forces. 'When a stay behind force cannot be used, aerial surveillance and r and T fixes have caused casunlties to the VC when thjey
reentered the area-.*
4.. Stance.ard Procedures. qptratiops conducted to date
have deronstrated t'te importance of standard SOPS, SOIs and training with
standard procedures- any battalion can wor'V under auy brigade, and a comrpary can work whcn attached to any battalion. This has proved to be
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particularly valuable in air assault oparatiors since every unit not eigaged is, in effect, a possible reserve for every otber unit.
C. AVCCG Counter L/mbush Techniques,
Cay Livision, dated 1 .ecember 1965.

Leadquarters 1st Air

Extract fror. the Orders of a Senior Commander.

1.

V~otor !,.over.-e,,ts.
a.

Requirenerto for individual vehicles carryin;

personnel. include.
(1) Floors of 1/4 tonr vehicles will be sandbagged
or given equivalent protection to reduce casualties from VC use of mines.

(2)
Vehicle coam,.anders are responsible for designating passengers as sentinels to proviCe observation in all directious.
(3)
Canvas and bows will be reoved from all
vehicles transporting troops.
(4)
Troops will be seated or positioned and
equipment loaded so that all personnel car return fire immediately if
ambushed.
Indivic-ual weapons will have magazines inserted; a round

(

chambered and SAFLTY O01. 1,60 machine gurs employed hand held in the
cargo compartment of 3// ton and larger t-,'czs will be loaded Tith SAFLTY
Ui.
1.-60 1iGs on pedestal mounts will be loaded ani. set on "FIRE.'`
Caliber
50 liGs on pedestal or truck ring mounts will be full LOADED.
(5)
The following procedures are recommended for
2 1/2 ton and larger cargo vehicles transporting troops:
(a)

The -'ihicle coameader should be posi-

tioned in the cargo compartrent.
and if

possible,

(b)
The truck bed should be sa..ndbagged,
Uhe sides should be protected by modular armor plates.

(c)
Expedient seats arrangee to place
troops in the center of the vehicle facing outward is desirable. When
this cannot be accomplished, troops seated along the side seats should
face ;'half left" or "half right" with weapons in a vertical position
resting on the seat.

(6)

Action of vehicles when subjected to ambush

fire:
(a)

Vehicles in the immediate killing zone

should attempt to drive through with all

personnel returning fire.

C2
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the road is blocked, vehicles will pull off to alternate sides of the
road, and troops will fire from the carao compartment until other personnel have detrucked, and then these personnel:will detruck and Join
in the assault.
If ambush fire is received frdM one sice of the road
only, troops on the side facing the ambush will remain it, position and
fire until personnel on the opposite side have detrucked and begun to
assault.
(b) Vehicles not in the killing zone will
halt by pulling to alternate sides of the road, aved troops will detruck
and attack toward the ambush site. Commanders located in portions of
the convoy not under attack will use radio conmunication to obtain artilIcry or aerial fire support and report the ambush to the appropriate
higher headquarters of'the unit responsible for security of the sector in
which the ambush occurred.
2.

(

Airrnohile Operations.

Cormanders of ground and aviation units raust remember that airrnobile assault forces are as vulnerabie to ambush as forces
movinn by foot or rotor convoys. Labitual use of the same staegi6 aroaq.
flight routes, and landing zones establishes a pattern that enables the
VC to choose the time and place of ambush. Aviation unit commanders
must learn to recognize potential ambush sites - e.g.., the only open
field in a large area of otherwise dense jutngle; the approach into an
LZ that lies between close ridga lines; the LZ in close proximity to
a force that is engagirg the enemy.
These are but a few examples of
potential ambus1 sites ior airmobile forces. Application of the followring proven air assault techniques will greatly reduce the possibility

of major losses due tc VC ar'bush of airmobile forces:
Aggressive aerial surveillance and use of groun6
,
security elements duri½;g staging operations.
.

b. Variation of flight routes and altitudes and
provision of armed escort aircraft enroute.
c. Use of air cavalry and pathfinaers plus the use
or ready availability of the USAF Tac Air - airmobile artillery - armed
helicopter team in support of airmobile assaults.
Z.

Comman6.er's C

iAbbte Uumber 9C,

ated 16 January 1S66.

Incioent/Observatinns
1. The helicoptk - as a troop lift vehicle enables a
relatively small number of Infantry units to cover an extensive area.
however, once the soldier lands n-'the ground, he moves only as fast as
the ground and his phyical condition allow hti to move.

3
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2.
There is NO substitute for the personal grit and
deternination of the man who is ivriediately face to face with the ener.y.
E.

1st Cavalry Divisionr: dated 15 £;ovember 1965.
Incident/Cbservation(s)

1. "'Careful placerert of ,:.-79 ren should be emphasized
in order to give them the best possible fielhs of fire. They must always
be on tle loo1out for enemy in trees.
It was found that the 1;-79s were
extremely eff,ctive against enemy in trees as well as troops in the open.
'.-79s must be fired into trees and the high grass ever when no enemy are
seen.
2. -"In a perimeter defense, it is necessary to check
the front with small recon parties at first light ane periodically throuoh
the day for 100-20C meters to clear out infiltrators, police the bavtltfielu and to insure that the enemy is not massing for an Ptrack.'
F. DF, AVID-Q,, TACV, dated 17 February 1966, subject;,ployment of E-15- Chemical jiunitions Report from Ist Tnfantry Division."
Incident/Observation
1. ilission exrploying L-151) Chemical 11unitions was result
of request by AP,&I to take an area *nder fir= L-cause of sus.ýpectea VC concentration in a rubber plantation. Aircraft were unable to identify a
target, so E-15Cs caused enemy to move, creating a target for aircraft
and artillery.
The AL-1l5C chemical munitions ware dropped from Ai-IL
helicopter from an altitude of 1500 feet, flying speed of CC knots.
Temperature gradient - strong lapEe. Tind speed at tire of drop was
approximately 25 knots per hour fror. west to east. Vegetation in the
area was jurglc and rubber trees.
2.

Results of er'ploying E-15E:

a. Immediately after the mur.itions were on target,
movement was observed in the target area.
b.

The use of F-15. enabled aircraft to take the

enemy under fire.
G.

1st U. S. Infantry Division, dated iiovember 1965.
Incident/Observation(s)

A battalior-sized task force occupied a battalion perimeter
just south of a village and was attackee by a series of 5 Viet Cong attacks. The battalion utilized tactical wire to enhance the perimeter.
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Lessons Learn.ec
1. "Vhen possible, a unit which goes on an overnight
operation should take tectical wire to !,elr, secure the tempotary
defersive periFeter.
Tactical wire proved valuable at BAU W=.2.
'Rarely ever occupy the same perimeter on successive
nights.
Security is enhanced by selezting a new area and occupying it
just prior to darkness, allowing sufficient daylight hours for adequate
preparation.'jl~,

3.
!'.eEistration and planning of mortar and artillery
concentrations must be completed early. This action, accomplished or.
the eve of BIU BAý•G, proved significant in the reduction of reaction
time required to bring fires on the enemy.
4.

Mhen the convoy force attacks away from the road,

"some force must be left to otold the road.
i-.

173rd Airborne Brigade, date:
1.

("

5-9 Alovember 1M65.

Incident/Gbservation(s)

It is an advartage to set up a battalion base and
operate from that base rather than conrtantly move the battalior. as a
whole.
Lesson Learned
This battalion base procedure expedites logistical
support and command and control. 1ieavier weapons, such as 4.2 inch
mortars, can also be delivered into the base if needed. This technique
has been foun- to be an excellent way to search an area.
2.

Incident/Observation(s)

In dense jungle terrain most enemy contacts are
made at distances of 15 to 30-veters. Once contact is made with an
enemy with automatic weapons, the contact force is relatively glued to
its position, and it becomes difficult to pull them back to allow heavy
fire support to be used close-in.
Lesson Learned
In the future, when conducting approach marches,
approximately five fire teams of five ruen each precede the main body by
IO0 to 200 meters.
In this manner the minimum of forces will be committed when contact is made, enabling the maximum freedom for maneuver
of the main body.

J5
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I.
January 1966.

Operational Critique, 173d Airbcrne brigade, 1

In ident/Observation

-

91

Or, severnl occasions the 1/PAP, returnedi to an area which
they previously searchee and discovered that the enemy ha_' returned.
This procedure of returning to an area resulted in several eneiry KIA.
J.
January 1966.

Operational Critique, 173d Airborne Brigade, 8 -. 14

Lesson Learned
The use of the 20# smoke pot was found to function extremely well to asphyxiate anyone in an enclosure.
K.. Letter, JRATA, subject,
Agent,': dated 3 February 1966.

"Tuniiel Contamination, Chemical

Incident/Observation
The purpose of the above letter is to report a field expedient method of disseuinating agent CS for: tunnel denial contamination.

"The CC, 173d Airborne Bricade, ane the CC, Australian Army
Forces, Vietnam, have developed two methods of tunnel denial contamination
which, although differing slightly in methods, appear to be an effective
approach to the probleri.
Lessons Learned
1. "The 173d Airborne Brigade has prepared contaminating
charges by wrapping 3 pound plastic sacks of micro-pulverized bulk CS with
detonating cord.
Single or in parallel,, these. containers are detonated
within the tunnel and spread the agent throughout the immediate area. Ficld
reports indicate that the tunnel walls a'ze conterainated to a depth of si::
to eight inches and that an effective denial concentration of long duration
is expected."
2.
'The Australian Army fo'rces prepare their contaminating
They prepare cans of micro-pulverized bulk
charges in a different =sxnner.
CS agent, each with a small detonating charge (1(4 pound TIT and electric
After opening a tunnel entrance, these contairers are
blasting caps).
placed in the tunnels approximately twenty to thirty meters from the entrance. A forty pound demolition charge is then placed at the entrance
and is wired in parallel with the contaminating charge. On .detonation,
the cans of agent are ruptured by snall attached detonating charge, and
the blast wave from the heavy charge is believed to carry the cloud of
agent a considerable distauce down the tunnel.'

rou nIrrTrTAT,

11t5
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3.
"CS has been incorporated into rivision Base Defense
Plan as an initial response to an attempted penetration.
4. '.S authority has been reqLested for all division
operations (1st Cav Uiv), CS from homemiade dispenser has been used 5
times. Lessons learned from these operations are:"
a. 'uast
use CS close enough to assaulting troops
that they can exploit the CS in about 20 minutes."
b.
"CS placed in very densely foilaged areas is
effective blocking agent cr short periods.".-

an

c.
"Vust have close crnordinatioD at point of release
to make last minute adjustmeats in location of strike due to winds."
-

d.
'Attackin$ troops must take care of masks (particalarly keep them out of water)."
spider holes.

e.
"Type targets attacked - enemy in trenches and
suspected automatic or crew served weapons locatiou..'

f.
Aerial Rocket Artillery or Air For..e TAC Air on
standby is an excellent method of exploitation."
K. Letter, AVC-SO,
ployment of 1!-15" CS Clusters,:

United States Army Vietnam, subject, ýTmdated 22 January 1966,

Incident/Observationu
"The 173d Airborne Brigade (Sep) employed riot control
mu-itions as a part of Operation LAPAULZ.
The drop aircraft (t•-IL) was
accompanied by a light fire team and artillery air observer.
Concept of
employment on suspected position was to seed an area with CS, flush the
enemy and engage any enemy with artillery fire and armed choppers.::
Lessons Learned
1. ;1W'hen dropping the B-15C CS clusters from a helicopter,
the best altitude of drop appeared to be 15CC .eet for accuracy ground
cover and reasonr
enemy ground fire. When a pilot was ex-

perienced In dropping other munitions, accuracy was excellent. On the one
occasion in which the pilot was not experienced, one cluster was dropped
very near a friendly unit. Experience indicates a need for pilot training
with munitions. :
2. ?'The E-158 cluster shoulc be en..ployed in sufficient
quantities to thoroughly cover the target area quickly.."
3. 'Friendly troops must be near enouoh to the target area
to exploit the use of CS runitions."
C

,.

,'...
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4.
"Creater use should be made of TAC aircraft since
greater nurbers of munitions per sortie cotuld be erployei.
i.ore rapid
delivery woulC reduce vrulneraoility to ground fire.'
L.

Headquarters,

U. S. Army Vietnam, dated 30 August 1965.

Incident/Observation(s)
1. "In order to 'fight' and defeat any enemy you must
first 'find' and 'fix' him. To do tLis with the VC is one of the most
difficult problems facir.g the U. S. Army in Vietran."
Lessons Learned
a. ',.ake and demand cowplete reports -When, 1.here, V'ow, Why and action taken.

Who, What,

b. Train, organize and employ small, long range
and stay-behind patrols.
c.

Use Vietnamese interpreters ard check the inter-

preter by using an Amrerican who understands the Vietnamese language.

"gence irforLation.

d.

Sanitize uniforms and wallets prior to operations.

e.

Use cameras in the field for gathering intelli-

f.
Do not conduct excessive reconnaissance of
planned operational areas.
You may alert the enemy.
2.
cidents wherein the
would have prcvided
campments, supplies,
visual aids fur the

Experience in Vietnam is replete with repeate. incapability to produce immediate photographic evidence
vital intelligence data with respect to Viet Cong enequipmernt, booby traps, etc., as well as invaluable
curreztion of maps and historical records."

1

~/

C
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Section V (continued)
1i.

I¶ACV; 7th Infantry Livision (AFVI) Advisory Detachment,

dated 16 February l°66.
Incident /Observati on (s)
On 7, February 1966, a Vietnamese Infantry battalion, while
conducting a&motor march to a training center in Cal Be District, Dinh
Tuong Province, was ambushed and decimated.
The Senior US Advisor to the Vietnamese 7th Livision attributed the Viet Cong's success priwarily to the poor prior planning end
coordination accomplished in preparation for this move.
In view of this
he proposed to his Vietnamese counterpart the following checklist for
future convoy planning:
1.

Intelligence.
a.

What will weather conditions be?

•
b.

...

Have areas of. special danger_been detervined?

c. '.-ave latest intelligence reports been screened
to determine any VC movement or intentions to set an ambush in the
vi__
cinity of route of march?
2.

/

/

.

Designation of Convoy Escort.
a.

lWho will be the Convoy Commander?

b.

What troops will act as convoy escort?

c.

Will APC's be used as escort?

If so:

(1)

What size unit?

(2)

Will unit's present mission interfere with

(3)

What is movement time from unit's location

their movement?

to convoy pickup point?
d.

Will armor cars be used as escort?
(1)

lUow many cars will be needed?

(2)

•hat is movement time from cars'

to convoy pickup?

C

e.

If. so:

Has aircraft cover been reauested?
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(1)

MTat aircraft will cover convoy?

(2)

What FAC aircraft will cover convoy?

(3)

Fos V0! observer been deiignated and

(4)

has tine for aircraft to be on station/

(US

or VNAF)

brie' ed?

location been designated?
f..

i/-"

Has artillery support been provided for?
(1)

Have platoons along designated route

been placed on alert?
(2)
have platoons teen instructed on ,+at
segments of the highway they are responsible to cover?
(3)
Have platoons been instructed on what the
direction of movement of the convoy is?
(4)
bility

2o platoons have radio cormunication

capa-

with flying observer and with the convoy cormander?
3.

Load Security rnd Reaction Forces.
a.

Las road clearance/security beer. provided for?
(1)

has eacl. sector ,n'e subsector along route

(2)

Las 1ýational P.ti,.-- beea notified to set

of march been notified?

up TCP?

(1lere and when they will be in operaci")
(3)

Eas provision Lees rade to insure road

clearing operations have been completed prior to ieieasirc convoy?
(4)
Have all units i!o.g route of march been
notified of the time that convoy will be in their ,,rea?

(5)

3as provision L.--n maue to have military

police available to assist convoy rcross Vinh L-a-g Ferrj?
b.

Lave specific units been designated as a

reaction force?
(1) Kave specific areas of responsibility
been designated for the reaction forces?

FR O

.,

C
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(2)
Do reaction forces have ra•io communication with the corvcy commarder while it is in their areas?
(3)
Has each unit been notified as to what
time they are to be on full alert?
(4)

Does unit have necessary transportaticn

(5)

Eave the reaction units beer, informed of

available?
..

.

..

the latest intelligence in their areas of responsibility?
4.

Coordination.
a.

Fas necessary coordination with the convoy

been accoirplisheci?

"(1) Has point of pickup been designated?
(2)

(IF)

Has convoy comanaier been briefed?

(3)
1'as a secure area beer. designated in
which to organize the convcy into serials and integrate the escort vehicles?

("

b.

Hzs necessary coordination been accomplished

with other Corps/Divisions/Sectors?
(1) What is originating point of convoy?

"{

(2)

What is termination point of convoy?

(3)

What type cargo is the convoy carrying?

(4)

1hat are.the rumber and type of vehicles

(5)

What type radio equiprment is

(6)

What type and how many weapons are there

in the convoy?
available

in the convoy vehicles?

organic to the convoy?
5.

Support.

Have provisions for vehicle recove--7

beer. made?
a.

Does convoy have organic capability to accomp-

b.

Las provision been made to have standby equip-

lish vehicle recovery?
ment available?

,-

ICI
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c.

Loes convoy have the organic capability to

make ewergency repairs?
d. Eas provision been m-de to have twchanics
And spare parts available or. a standlby basis?
1:.
Lessons Learned (1 Cctober-3C0 November 1965),
Cavalry tivisicn (Arinaobile).. eated 10 January !^66.
Incil-ent/Cbservation (s)

lt

,

.

1. Zurin? opcrations in the Plei Ee area last month, difficulty was encountered in the determining of friendly troop actions.
Further, friendly personnel %,ere not at all tiMe3 aware of their own location. kecormended solutior.s to tl,is probler are the use of artillery concentrations at griC Intersections Lnd tie use of smokc. However, if
c,ýiratior.s cortirue during the hours of darkness, these methods are less
effective.
Lesson Learned
Two 30-inch searchlights can aid frie-rdly personnel in
deterrining their location at night by providing two points of resection.
With two searchl!•hts at known locations, the infantrymen cau
measure his azimuth to t'ese points with his compass and plot the section
on his Liap to determine his location.
The searchlights would be elevatec
to 1600 wils to provide a bear. high enough to be observed in low jungle
terrain.
2. Rivers and streatas with varying degrees of fordability
have frequently become obstacles to uuits on patrols and large scale
operations.
Lesson Learn.ed
Units should carry at least 200 feet of rope per rifle
company ard erouh ponchos to construct r- 'ts for the transportation of
radios, weapons, anc. non-swirrers across urfordable strearns. l ylon rappelling rope was found to be particularly suitable.
3.
r-uring recent combat operations, target location was
given to the aerial rocket artillery wtth reference tv direction of flight.
This method was s`ound te be unsatisfactory in that the pilot was reacting
to external co-annds and had no way to orient hilself in relation to the
target. A core effective procedure developed to locate the target was to
select a distinct terrain feature and give the pilot an azimuth and distance from the feature.
In the absence of a distinct terrain feature, a
smoke grenade can be used.

(

4.
In rugged or heavily wooded terrain grvund observers
frequently encounter difficulty in locating and adjusting the initial

S

1L2

.,
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rounds.
The aerial observer cannot always see the target. If both observers are monitoring vt-e s*ae radio frequency. desired results are most
efficiertly obt'dnee. by LCt'bining the .capabilities of both observt.s.
The aerial observer '%ialka in" the initial fires until the ?tound oba'rver
can assume control for the close-in-adjustrent.
5. reeent operations. con4<c.;' in the Pleiku aree revealed the potential of artillery in d1.spersinr or preventing possible
ambushes md assisting personnel to maintain direction Ahile movinR
through dense terrain. T.. Use of artillery fires to probe suspect emery
positions allows l"r forces to gain definite intelligernce with miniuum
exposure of ftiendly personnel. WP or L-. air bursts were particularly
useful to the companies in maintaining a fix on its location and direction.
0.

leadquarters,

3d IVarine Division, dated 31 December 1965.

Incident/Observation Us)
1.
Due to the very nature of counterinsurgency operations,
daily rear area patrols are mandatory. refardless of the proximity of the
patrolling to the front lirnes. Laily patrols determine fluctuations in
the sencirent of the local populace and develop intelligence useful to the
patrolling unit, such as sipms, markings, directio.al arrows, etc. Security of supporting units has beer, greatly enhanced by vigorous rear area
. patrolling.
2. A rapid :sweepý conducted by a large unit in VC territory seldoc achieves a satisfying result, even when blocking forces are
employed.
The VC either get prior irformation of the sweep and evacuate,
or they blend irdistinguiskably with the people, or they rianage to exfiltrate. Greater success will be realized if the 1:arine units 'stay awhile"
after the initial "sweep" to conduct exhaustive search and patrolling of
the entire area. During this period, caches can be found, intelligence ir.forration and raterial car be discovered, VC freeiom of action and channels
of cormunications will be disrupted, the confidence of the people can be
gained and exploited, and VC could be caught filtering back in.
3.
It has been the experience that large-scale operations
have generally r-tsulted in far less enemy contact than norm-al squad patrols
and ambushes.
Unless the VC feel that they have a superior force, it has
de.onstrated repeatedly that they will avoid contact. host successful
contact with the VC has been as a result of squad patrols establishing the
initial contact with the deployment of a rapid reaction force when
necessary.
(This method, using an armored reaction force has been very

successful in a battalion TMOR.)
4.

VWhea reconnaissance units established UP's deep in-

side VC territory, they would almost always have numerous VC aightings.
Seldom, however, could offensive capability be brought to bear against
th2 target because of the time lag involved. Occasionally, effective

13
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results were obtained fr(." calllnv

artillery fires ora the larrer -str-te.

Au1 LP concept was a
bo
by fi.f.,rtry urits to Incilude an erphs/s u.n iffensive cpapbility.
(P's deer in• VC territory have been 'ýstabllahe&Z,
Lually in conjunction with nearby frier ily operations.
These (1,'s ate
inserted by helicopter and inciu'e a disr-ounted lf'fw. 'R,, a zort.-r Ceat'a,
sniper teai.-, artillery and rýrtar rots, and sufficient infantry (unuslly
a platoon (-) (rein) for security.
"Pic Lissica of tre LP unit is to be
inserte' by helicopter on a doeinar.t hill,
establish aur.d secure an OP anc
observe for "C tar!gcts of opportut.lty.
Any target in ranre is enra;aec by
at. arpropriote weppot.
Large targets may Le ergaged b- artillery.
S!all
fast r-ovig, elusive targets r.y be ir.ae6iately er.ganed by the recoilleas
rifle
or rortar.
li?.iviclual VC within CC-. ý,-,ters Lay be shot by t,,!
sniper ter.
Th1is technique is best erployed in en area where the VC have
L.ad lony:-nta .qy•
frepdnm of action arý are nct accustore'•, to baving to
It is also best e-'ployed in rotiJunctinn
corceal t::t.selves at all tines.
with a nearhy lar',e scale offenalve acmir,A mpez•alinn which tenrs to stir
up` tne VC in the c;rea.
5.
The most c07-on ty-e of ccr.tact with the VC is a sr.i;ing
irciert.
lie s-.ipirr.P ranges from a sii.-le sniper. wV:o shoots a quick
re'ar.6 cr two tLer C-sappears, up to a sqvad of snipers firing heavily for
sever•.l iitutes
ono ta! Ing on rore of t';e character of ar. =-Ibush.
Al.ost
always, these 1r.ci.'euts take place at lotg range. 300 yards or rore, ard
the VC fire is rarely effective.
Alsc almost always, the sninern are so
well concealed t'e
iarirrs
cannot see a tarret to enga,;e.
A coam.an tendercv 1 for ren who cannot see a t.rcet
to withhold t,eir
fi-e.
Another
cor-ron tendency is to reply on rifle
fire aloce, which has very limited
effectil.enes3 aoainst the well-covered and well-camouflaged VC.
.. ost effective cf all is an irTieCiate and heavy voluhe of IL' ty-e fires placeC on
likely 'niper poaitions in the general .rea from which t,.t sniper fire is
cor.ing.
Rockets, .- 72 i.-"'s, r:-79 Grena~ies and rifle -,rerades will almost
invariably establish inreciate five superiority for the :-arines arnd cause
the VW to break off and run.
It is 'Airing t:Ce Vý withcrawal that the best
opportunity to inflict
c-sualties arises, again 4ith erphasis on saturating
the VC position with .J fires.
Lesson Learned
have combat patrcrs carry 3.'
and Z-72 rocket laur.cers,
!;-73 grenade launichers ard rifle
grkgnad-a.
Trait troops to respond imediaely
.itn these fires against snipers, Ohetiher or not a specific t- Cget is
identified.
P.

United States Army Vietnam,

dated 24 Fove-.ber 1965.

Incicent/.bservatloL~s.
1. In awbushes of patrols on their routes of rovement,
the VC use mines to attack possible motorized reinforcements.

-,
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2.
In the ambush of motorized equipment; the VC emplace
mines in the roadwny, wait for the vehicles, touch off tl'e mines and withdraw. To counteract mine detection teams, methoes of attack were improved
by using various forms of camouflage, diversionary action~s, counter-action
to mine detection and by activating lightly equipped cells (3 =en), or
.hen objectives appropriate
squads, for attack with grerades and mines.
to VC caprbilities and equipm*.nt are located for destruction, mines and
bombs are used to destroy convoys. To attack a small number of vehicles
(3 to 5), arbushes are conducL•.d in conjunction with- bombs, mines and
explosives for destruction of vehicles and saizure of weapors.
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Section V (conti'ued)

c.

A'ter AcI.ion %'eport, 2ý Lattalion, 27th lafantry, 25th

Division, dated 3 February 1966.
InciCent/O1 servatior. (s)
1. 'hen

a tunnel is

being blown, caution should be taken

":oavoid casualtieo caused by secondary explosion of caches in the tunnel.
2.
Care must be ta'ern that th-.e
detonation of one tunnel
does not trap a fr4endly tunnel searcner wor1:ing in a connecting tunnel.
The best way to avoid this is to divide the area into tu-.nel search zones.
Those tunnels running close to the zone boundary requira coordination
Complete search
between search ane destrny elements before one is blown.
of all tunnels will minirmize the possibilities of trapping a friendly.
,

;JR, Operation PAL7Y EPIDGi

(14-16 February l1566),

2d Battalion,

27th Infautry, cated IF February 1566.
Incident/Cbservation(s)
When reporting incooing fire over the radio, conmanders
should disguise tne accuracy of this fire (i.e., if it is short, then report it as long' if it is long, then report as short, etc.).
The VC appear
to be monitoring unit frequencies and adjustirg their fire based on friendly
commanders' reports.
5e C--,1
S.

r/ACV Lessons Learned :'o 56,

dated 16 April l•.

"

Inci•d•ent/jbservation( s)
The use of turnels by the VC as hiding places., caches for
food and weapons, headq.arteis coi;,plexes and protection agairst air strike3
and artillery fire has been characteristic of the guerrilla nature of the
war in Vietn.L'.
The r;etectiorn, exploitation, neutralization and/or destruetion of these tLnnel systems con'rinue to be a major problem.
Lessons Learned
1.

Tunnac

techniques.

a. A trained tunnel exploitation and denial team is
essential to the expeditious and thorough exploitati.ou and denial of Viet
Con6 tunnels. Untrained personnel may miss hidden tunnel entrances and
caches , take unnecessary casualties from concealed mines and bocby traps
and may not adequately deny the tunnel to future Viet Cong u.e.

(.

b. Tunnel teems should be trained, equipped and mairtained in a rea'iy status to provide immediate expert assistance when tunnels
are discovered.
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c. Careful vapping of a tunnel complex may reveal other
hidden entrances as well as the location of a&ijacent tUnnel complexe-4 and
underground defensive systents.
d. Snall caliber pistols or pistols wi+h silencers are
the weapons of choice in tunnels, since lar,'e caliber weapons without
silencers may collapse sections of the tunnel when fired and/or damabe
eardrums.
e. Personnel exploring large tunnel complexes should
carry a colored smoke grenade to mark the location of additicnal entrances
as they. are found. In the dense Jungle it is often difficult to locete the
position cf these entrances without smoke.
port.

f. Two man teams should enter turnels for mutual supThe second man can assist zhe first in emergencies.
g.

Tunnel tear. members should be volunteers.

Claus°-

trophobia and panic could well cause the failure of the team's mis3ion or
the death of its members.

surface is

h.
Constant communication betweer the tunnel and the
essential to facilitate tunnel mapping and exploitation.

2.

Tunnels are frequently outstanding sources of intelli-

gence and. should therefore be exploited to the maxinum extent practicable.
3.
flaged, search and
thoroutb search of
and destruction of
plans must be made

Since tunnel complexes are carefully concealed and camoudestroy operations must provide adequate time for a
the area to locate all tunnels.
Complete exploitation
tunnel complexes is very time consuming, and operational
accordingly to ensure success.

4 The presence of a tunnel complex within or near un area
of operations posls a continuing threat to all persoi:nel-in the area.
No
area coateining t
el complexes should ever be considered completely cleared.
Current cheriical denial methods are only temporurily cffective agaiiist unnel complexes.
Test results to date indicate that CS-I
effects should 1.st about seven cEys. Extensive research and development
efforts have been requeste? in the entire field of tunnel location and
denial to provide increased effectiveness in operations against tunnel
complexes.

6.

A representative equipment list

for a tunnel team is

shown below:

a.

Protective Masks

b.

TA-l telephone -. two each.

-

one per individual.
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•ASTIFF,

c.

One-half nile field vire on douiftnut roll.

d.

Cc,',pass - two each.

e.

Sealed beai. 12 volt flashlights

f.

Small caliber pistols - two each.

•g.

Probing rods -- twelve inches and thirty-six inches.

h.

Eayonets - two each.

i.

1:ity 1.,ite Portable Blcver

J.

i7k72 (,S

k.

Powdered CS-I - as required.

1.

Colored. sroke grenades - four each.

..

Insect repellent and stray - four ca-ns.

n.

Intrenching tools - two each.

o.

Cargo packs on pack board - three each.

-

-

two each.

one each.

grenades - twelve each.

T.
Headquarters 2d lritade, 2st Infantry Division, Operation
datec. 31 "arch 1966.
Inc id.e't/01bservP.tion ( s)

1. The uncovering of large VC rice caches has continually
presented a rajor Probleya to t~ie unit maok-ing the discovery. In many cases
it in not possible to extract the rice, an6 thus it r.ust be destroyed.
In
addition to the method of exposing the rice to water, another effective technique of rice destruction has been utilized.
Lesson Learned
An effective mgeans of destroying rice by burning has
been found. Gasoline, diesel oil and unused artillery powder increments
are mixed in with the rice to insure a hot fire.
2.
The following are two techniques that have been effectively used on operations directed against VC base camps or fortified areas:
a.
"As the VC invariably evacuate their base camps when
they are under attack, a wide enveloping maneuver is the best approach to
this type of Eattack. Ambushes should be established to the flanks and rear
of the VC position. Frequently, there are not enough VC defenders to man all
defensive positions in the cenp. For this reason, contact should be spread
"to sever~l points."
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b. The VC cut fire lanes close to the groud. Fre-quently these cannot be seen by a sta-ndfin Ti'an.
-.en must be-instructe;- to

(

squat down and look fcr them, particularly when approaching a VC fortified
position.
(%f';
)E.
-Fý
U.

2d Brigade. 1st Infantry Division, Operation MALLLMte,
aeF,

7 March 1966.
Incident/Observation(s )
During Operation
quite successful:

,ALLET, the fcllowine two techniques proved

a. One was used when a battalion was moving through
Jungle in a tactical march column. Normal security was employed to the
front, flanks and rear; however, it was known that the VC were following
the unit at a distance to maintain contact and keep informed of its location
and activities. The technique used was to halt the battalion for a break,
an ambush of approximately platoon size then being established in the center
of the battalion position where its establishament could not be observed by
the VC trail party. The battalion then resumed its march, rsarching right
through the ambush position. The arbush re.ained in place waiting for the
VC trail party to come up. This technique was used on two occasions and pro-duced kills both times.
The anbush reL:ained ir position until the battalion
had moved off approximately 1,500 to 2,000 meters, and then it picked up and
trailed the battalion, hopin6 to get additional kills from VC who believed
the US forces to have passed.
[
n. iO
- -

(..

([

&~

b.
The second technique involi-d placing the reconnaissance platoons of all the infantry battalions under brigade control for the
operation. This provided the brigade with three highly mobile and flexible
units with a great deal of fire power available to deal with the variety of
situations which arises during an operation. These platoons were used to:

(

,

(1)

Investigate intelligence reports of VC activity

(2)

Screen flanks end rear of brigade elements.

(3)

Provide route and area reconnaissance.

(4)

Screen areas to be occupied by the brigade.

in the area.

(5)
Provid, armed escorts for supply convoys, Psy.
patrols.
and
Medcap
Teai.s
War/Civil Affairs
(6)

Provide security for brigade installations at

(7)

Conduct village searches and establish highway

S(8)

Show of force missions.

night.
check points.
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Section V (co.:tinued)
V. 1st Dric;aCe, 101st Airborne Division, Operation
IiWhISOQT, dated 12 April 1966.
1.

Incident/Cbservation(s)

Lontagnard scouts or other indigenous personnel, that
is Regional forces, Popular forces and District Personnel, should accorpany
each comrtnriy-size unit during combat operat4.ons to facilitate movement in
unfw.•.iliar aress as well as for timely recognition, interrogation and
prccessing of suspects.
2.

inci dent/Observation(s)

This unit had previously learned that the optimum siLe
a ReconClo patrol was a TOE" squad (+) (approximately ten men).
Over a
period of tire and in spite of strenuous efforts to move personnel forwar•J
the strength of rifle squads decreased, in some cases to as low as five or
six n:en.
On a couple of occasions squad-sizea (5 men) Recondo patrols
were practically put out of action Ashen they suffered a serious casualty
since the remainacer of the nen had to assist in extracting the casualty.
Lesson Learned
The Becondo patrol of 10 men or more produces better
resalts- the individuals have greater confidence in their (ianability to
engage and destroy the enemy.
The patrol has greater staying power, the
ability to extract and/or care for its wounded and greater tactical
flexibility.
3.

Incident/Observaticr (s)

When operating in dense mountainous terrain where LZs
are few aM'far between, introduction of reserte force in tire to influence
an action is next to impossible.
Additionally, t~e dense terrain usually
liz~iits an engageuent to a few people at a time, normally the point or lead
element.
Lesson Learned
When operating in such terrain, the axis of advance Lust
be carefully analyze4 and the forces to be cormitted must be properly
weighted for a particular axis.
By utilizing all available forces and not
withh,-)ding a reserve, per se, an arza of operation was saturated. During
this operation, the battalion comxittea forces on six axes simultaneously.
A Co, two axes, Z Co one axis, C Co two axes and a Provisional Company one
axis. Axes were selected so that forces could be mutually supporting.
When terrain precludes introduction of a reserve force in time to influence
the action, an equivalent result can be obtained by saturating the area of
operrtions with forces on multip- axes.o

V-F0
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4.

incicent/Observatior(b)

Employment of the LRHP during Operation HARRISON
demonstrated cor~placency of the eneii in areas he considers safe.
Undetected infiltration of the LRPP teams allowed for the exploitation of
this complacency.
Fire discipline is especially .r:portant for LRRFP tears
because the VC er'ploy decoys to draw fire when a small party is suspect'.d
in the area. Therefore, patrol lead,..rs must be able to determine when
their fire is bcin, solicited and when it is actually needed for protection.
5.

(

l.cident/Observation_(s)

The optinium Crop aititude for the H7-A3 grenade is 100300 feet. This has resulted in a new technique of delivery in which Arty
prcl-Pres the target and. screens it with a VIP preparation to afford conceal_er~t for the delivery ship. The best method of exploiting th•i. type of RCA
attack against VC units and personnel is to exploit the effects of RCA with
Art,- as soon as the delivery ship has cleared the target area.
1st Infantry Division, Lessons Learned, dated 15 March 1,6E.
I.
Incident /Observation( s)

(

Crossing water obstacles.
Due to map inaccuracies, heavy
run off in the wet season and limitations on aerial reconnaissance imposed
by heavy jungle canopy, units often find themselves confronted unexpectedly
with serious water obstacles where none were anticipatd.
Units should plan for this contingency and should carry at
least one 120 foot climbing rope and five snap links per platoon. One air
mattress per squad is desirable to ferry radios, machine guns and 81=,
mortar amarunition.
X.

173d Airborne Brigade (Operation PHOENIX),
1.

dated 6 May 1966.

Incident/Observation(s)

MrPovement of company-size units in secondary jungle is
J.imited to 300 meters per hour or less, thereby increasing the time required.
to reinforce friendly elentsA-6r maneuver to cut off withdrawing enemy.
Consideration must be given these factors when assigning search and destroy
missions so that response of subordinate units in the contingency of a
meeting engagement will be timely.
2.

Incident/Observation(s)

Due to limited visibility in secondary jungle and the
fact that the VC emplaces machine guns in well dug in and concealed positions, and due to his habitual employment of the Hugging Tactic, it is
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ncvisable to in~itially fire artillery at a zgreater rar.Fe an,. syster~atically
v alk it tcv;arc: t, e frie:r%`y position~s.

.. er .!ter
extey .r a.,s contact, nxinrtair. con~iuu
artillery fire or. his suspectec routes of wit'16raval aci' assethly area-s.
In. Ln c.ýScn thisA ';ilI l~e the only effective possible rears of pursuit.

TIC tir use of C.,' is effective a-rairst er~eL~y troops
ir.the orer.: %ovever, it !irs little effect ngairnst a d,-ner.E:_.y, anc enplc.-eint is tiot accurate ctiou-_ tc guarantee safety to frier-(ily troops t er.
rcc l- close cuci~,rt.
Y.

173d tin ornc .!ri-a.-e (Op/Žraticr. SILVT.7 CITO,~ '"atee

1.

lthcide:.t/Observation~sl

,.aCal unit rust petrol arcressively around1 its ni7ý'ht
position.
)n 1~ arch th-.e 2/5,316 Infart-r
C1eiet0is3rrs~L
.Cily taie superior f-irepovc~r are agrpssive fi~ht ir.g spirit of thLe troops
prevented the upit-fr~' ýeir_! 1-urt severely.

(2.

lrci~ent P'Iservatior(s)

on~e unit shov.olcý

o

.ent-;o units are r~vu to link. up wt~i~
each ot'.er,
to a certaiai pre-eesici-naec' point, stop al I await t' e

arrival of th.e oth-er unit.
)roL~lem.

of lir,!hi-:t-

thie Ju-.rle, it
*arýes).
T*1!t

711us only ons urit is r-ovin,,rzr ýnt1'ere is lessI

twith.out ficiv:w at frien.Ay forces.

Th'Ler. a Lattalion is tiov_11,- frcr- ore poin~t to anot..er ir.
is -Lare. to rove cn, more thar. one a.rm (Lutually supportit-g
situation, the t-o coluzvns usuelly brrp into each other

I5t
Ifartry Mivisior, (urited Strates), it~1Jrur
l'-31^ Apniiý'. 11,
1S
'Ihe f ollovin:ý ere sone LessorS Tearne` durinZ- tlhIs periocý
by txlo of the r~aneuver batralions:
1. ;.vncuation of irounr.ee urirctle -attack must be c~eic.YeU.
There is little r-ore that car. be 'one fo tese casualties at the platoon or
cor'parny coT manae po~st th.at cannot be done in tlieir firics positaons.
1,ver'
available ran r~ust 'h-e Lent ov. t~he perlI:eter s'!ootirng. T3his incluees ir.(*ivic:Lpls whio are li!-htly wounred&. In Add~ition, evacuating~ th~e !-ounc~ec tere's
to conifuse r'en al.onz t*!e li-..e xwho feel tbe~y r-issO ,7ettir.ý t~he wor6 about
a
itr'al.
V-22
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2. t? riJ;'-t
cefci~se su~rlererntal p cl:.a- brou?'tLt in Wi.en
tie urnit sfrofls to cefctWr.ý
ta! en~ out in tlra early 'rorniv;- is a muist.
tovever, tl'.c decision r.ust lue r-nce early erou,-,.. ro tihat this pacl~ae car,
be Lrouc'rht in b-efore ear'.ress.
ThAl battalion %a~s establishee ar. SOP

~ac 11a e cor.cistinS of tthe
20.X

~'vC

f0110l71.."~ iteCs.S

rcur~s

S

for I'

rifles

rour.Ls 7. 2r.-r f cr 1l412 rif les

12JZrcur, s 7.62 i.LZ for ?L.Cc~ro,:,uns (2,00'
roundks per r~acJit.e-,:un)
1 .5G caliLer !rac'Ai~e-un a-1.4. 5,,tA roun, s of

~ hangrý.nac'es
40"C 4Ci'r; rcurncs fer .7!' reuac~e launchers
Lv` rou-.C.s of !71r, Li. pc~r r'ortar
25 Clayr~or- Vi2r.CS
-X

kl

3ý.i trip f lares

2

lrtrcer

tiP 1-ines

xtra. reCics

(

3. :ee-sv
fires r~ust be well picr~reL for all indirect
fire weapons. Cria technique is tzo plan. priority fires f or tr-e artillery
to the frcrt of one platoon, 4.2-irci. 7'.orter to anot,ýer anc; Zlnz: rkortar frr
t:,e remainir-S 'latoor.
Thiis st-Ould. insure accurate arid res'notsive
ii.'
all sectcrs. The flexibility of zassir7 or shtiftinE a:ýy cor'ti:fatiorifireý
of
these fires to suppor't' any one platoon is still
a reality.
4. .. Th:7e battalion CC for shifting an ar.bush pcsitior
after an~y ccontect w_,ýtr' t.. F Viet "or-: vas prover. vali(!. The aralush patroli
in th.e north vas 5hI~tet' u.est ai.c, late.r cau§2'.t the Viet Coni~by surprise.
The Viet Ccnt- appearec to avoid~ the patrol's oritirial location vhere con-,
ta"ý,'.t aC been taeearlier.
netor~
--uS

y C-e

ietConr.. invites. trouble.

They are familiar wzith th~ur

anc
,.r~v t
e Yahl- spots well. rflhen lirnitec. time requires that Viet Cocr_
fortificatious b.e use,- as Lasty shelters2 hasty firirg pits shiould Le cut
into the trench to iesser, thc vulrneratility frotn fire dotm, tlie trench lir.ez-.
Clayrore rines s1-.ou'e be set up ir the trenche-.i to cover areas whic.i cennoct
be p:.Ysically occurliee..
Units cannot 'A-unker 6ovr'"
and. stop eiggin- aftzrCar'., Lu -rust ta1ke- the calculatee risk of thle noise ý;.nvolved arnd contirue
their 6efensive preparations, covered by outposts.
6. Mhe erirloyr~eTt of a rifle cor-pary wit'iout reinforce-enats it an isolatce. ccfer'sive rperi!reter invites *Viet Corr,.attacks.
validity is suspect.. A~ctuzlly tlis may have potential as .a CZood way to
`Lt'-a sizable Viet ConE force, but reactiou forcesq rust be predesi,ýrateed
by ihc
heae~uerters anCli haVL coorcirated: plp-ns to respond irz:.ediate-lv.
The reaction force ruct Le capable of 1.ei-;.. effectIvelyr eeployed. and fi-btin.F
.Its
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in the iourt- :)f 4>rrt.j.css, eurin'ý L P f ir~ct.our
after er.ea.:-Mert.
It can-.
not %rait u',til first ligt
'ýec;,uSC 61C Vi( t or. t ase their attack ol, t1.
assu-;ptior. ti~at sucL- a forcý_± %,11 vait.
N0
7. Fersowmel carriers' atiac'-eC to au~ isokitec Cork~reny
Ccfet~sive perir-eter -rcrt.y. en';ar.co to,;e
u:lt's ability to react.
To e "L
nacicine 'urs L".etitle
Ccr-,!ny'3 firepower. Further, a vc~licle in avzUable to t.ove casualties, equiprocnt or air~iuirniion, as may be requireC.
at

protecteec.

~.acfineur.u positions rust be esfecially veil prerarce.
½,*cy l-ecor,.e the pri-e tar-gets of Viet Cozz.2, scail art,.s rnz.

Larcr-inrks SUun as 1uilin-s sheuld Le avoideC' as cc.-Ta'!G( cor't locaticns.
Toey are up'tially i-eli i~o.mn 'Ly tea erery ant' eacy to
idetif ts tar-e~s for accurate fire.
10. 7rktoon ser-'eznts are scaia lezders tuot be fejil~ar
wit. t-,e frequencies for thec corpa-.y and L.attalicn co-:Tandi nets ard tie
artillery fire Lirection n~et. Irn a r.atter of -.
inutes. ore of t:,-esele.r
I~zy L~e te.c jilatool. lec~
There exists a dcfitnite need for t'-e- radio conkiumnicition., froii platoon to squad in t!:e deferse. Ilyon the unreliable A.PC
is hetter tOan no cci-.-unica'tiolts. L,:tra P142-.C-lb ratdios could 1)e Lroufrht
in for use 1,y UC e scquaes durinE. t~pe nig' t.
1I4.
net frequency ir, cast

p.-trol lez-6er3 shoulL be F-iven the battalion con,=-tn-e coriprary corrzn-ý net ceases to ."LLction.

car ac~vise the patro'. of the

Situat:ýOT

-attalior

anC provide indirect fire support, as

ray be require,.
11
can e:-rloy all tihe CUaymore =ines it cat. -Ct
in tILi defense.
Thecy cai. be er-plove& in- cepth -o±th
L~
ao~t
e
placei. ricl-t rne-xt to thne defensive foxhtoles.
A-, mnerioned abuove, thley aZ.100
v~oulL. be useful to -,lzce in Viet ConC tren~c'-es leadirn ir.to tb~e positior
vhich canrnot be covered adequately or occupieo.
.cotnpa7y

12. .ua ledes rust be brutal ir their insistance tz~t
ppistiors are -el p1re~pare~d ýT'( irproverents -ire continuall~ n-ae.
rheth
situatior. Ceza:,rs suc,,. in.-roverlents riC-- be cortirnuet
after dar! covrreL: byV
patrols an.1 outposts.
t. calculated risk mtust Ile taf en 1:et%7een t*-e noise anid
lac', of security irvolvee and the need of ar, adequate defensive position.
13.
It is unlil:ely that patrols vill .e able to iuithdrza.?
bacl, to friendly lines vhen the Viet Cong *are corducti;-P a major attaci:.
Ad.equate. ar-runitior. iz..st be or, han~d to sustain the patrols in. suco sirup.-tions. Th--ess patrols become a ready reserve for t!he company covirar.6er and
can be used as ratleuver elenerts to arr.busl:, rit'ldtravirig Viet Conr unics if
alcrte6 by the cornpany corrnatc~post. Th'ey also car be vaneuvered int') Posi
fions which x-ould. place the Viet Corrg in a eevastatir- cross fire.

71KCd.

l-So
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14.
aryprobin~g actiat. i~yL. a preludle to a !vajor attac!.
aned. caxnnot 'Le tah:en li-,:t.1y: particularly if Viet Corng are erncoun~tered at
a:bout t!-e sax e tire in scveral areas ir. tl'e vicinity of the defensive
perizieter.
15.
defencin-. units.

U4Cn Lour3 a,)ýIeare to be a Food 'statte-to"

time for

16.
Tir..e perrzittiuc', corpr.'ies sl~otld prepare hLasty supplet-ertary positions.
in aty event, t~he coitpan-y defen~se order s'ioule inciuee the locetion, of secownrarv posi~ioiis thiatplatoor.3 vill vitherawy tc
in t!be event witheraval Lecores zecessary.
17. !"-e 'Layonot fcs.- tie ',iE rifle should '.e issue6 as soon
as possibcle.
Cr.e. r'ore attac'. oy V'iet '%'or.-- and,~ due to a shorta"e of e.muni-.
tion. t*-r-- becvoret '!cnuj. "i~nve ýecore Core-ary A's oritary weapon..
1,. lians to attack the wit'.!erawin- ene'-y rust be a~z ressP.-;,ly e-;ecute%:.
typ~freC31Ve folio- up Ly major urits of a lvri,,,3e tas:
force to fitIC ane. fix t:Ve ene;7y is a necessity. After a t2Ojor action, t-.-e

Viet 'LonC. force can le asstm'ed to te low on am~urnition an': faced

vit%

iu.-

rner,ze prablevs of reorpanizatiotj, evacuatirg dea.` are. woundeed are hidinZg
fron a fresli pu.rsuir4- force. All other plans shoule be altered to ta!ke
acvarntal-e of th-is unique op:ýortunity. This appears to be ar. excellent
ti:e to er.ý
Icy a~rmor and i-eche-nized. irfantry in co."iutction withi widely
scattered X.a-le flights o! reinforced platoon size with reacy airro'cile
reaction forces on stam;iuy. 'Ais reaction force -_ust be capaLle of attaclking ar.ý- fi-htinc in th-.e darirxess eazt thle Viet Con- irvariably uses to
cover his rt!kýravml. Tanks me, pcrsctmel czrriers uwitl, starlight edrivink
d~evices, or even %with lig:hts on, should *-e considecee.
1l'.
In conjunction rwitlo tins a1ove, atequate time must be
alloyed for a detailec1 Lattlefield search in th.e Seneral vicinity of L.acticn. Valuatle docuc'ents, ueapois ane equiptient can be obtained. '::-is
Is not t'-- tire
for 1--aste.

(

AP -A~jVN5 d2C. Suall pressure =ines placed on the ground approxinately
25 ueters from friendly positicns will assist in the ti'%It 6efense. T,.ey
can be recovered in the mornine writhiout dar'ger if n-o attack- occurs.
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Section VI.

knowlee:g2 of Current Use of Weapons and ý_quiprient.
C.c•a

ber 1365,

d repcrt for Quarterly Period ".ddinr.

:.eports Control Symbol CSGPO-2,!, (21.),
1.

30 Septem-

iated 16 October 1^65.

Incidert/fOiservation

"The weapons platcon is oftc,, employee as a fourth
raneuver platoon because of terrain limitations on their organic Leavy
weapors.

Lesson Learneri
"the weapons platoon should be augmented with at
least 1 1'-60 nachine gun and 13 1-14s to add firepower to the platoon.'
2.

Ir.ci'er.t/(Lservation

a.
available.

.oth Zlmn wortars and 60=m L-ortars qhould be

The unit ;.ould be able to select the appropriate

inuirect

fire weapon depending on terrain ai.d tissio-,.."
b.
"Fewer selector switches s,.ould be put on 'i-14s.
iany times single, well-aimev shots are more effective than a burst from
an N;-14 on automatic.
Individ'uals waste ammunition firin?- V-14s on autor;atic, and the fire is .o-t.eLct effIctive hbeause the weapon ias
(".F.edencjy
to clir-'L uher fired on automatic."
-

M., WU.&

Lesson Learned

"The i-14 12 is an effective autcratic weapon."
i.

Vietnam.

Artieircraft Capability,

11.

Confir-e'

2.

"

Republic of

A. 1eapons"

a.

Soviet sg43/SG,1

b.

CLICOII ! Sh:.

c.

US 50 Caliber i.2 i,G.

ed.

German
ai.G 34 7.92rx
(*COI
CIe.

Fire.

Viet Cong Forces,

, dated 24 December 1965.

Serial

.AWeapons

7.C2 i•..

.i931/4A

(Nial 54)

12.7u-, %-N2G.

L.G.

Copy i.axim 0& 7.52 LZ.

0CT Confirmed But iL Possible Use;

a.
60imn i ortar tuLe modlified and mournted for AA.
Projectile has local manufacture fuse with possible time delay

varying froc C50 tc 13C0 feet.
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dowred aircraft.

b.

US 2Cmr. cannon reroved fro'c

c.

Viet Cong fixed 4irectional mine.

Iffective

range 150-25C neters.
Vietnam.

C. C'12 Technical Feport ;;o. I by US Arny '%eadquarters,
deted 24 1;ece.ber l•5.
1., Incidert/0Tservatiors
Suggested rethods of dealir.6 with Viet Cong tunnels,

a. TI'o clear enemy troops out of the tunnels, the
gas from the .7A3 gas grenades should te blown into one c' vhe tunnel
Iiity Mite; blower. One or two grenades should be
entrances using the
The Lity lite can then be used to blow some
adequate for most systers.
DO iOT uie
of the CS gas out of the tunnel so rhat it cart be searched.
SEC are availatle."
Smoke unless oxygen masks
b.
Searchers should work it. tear-s of two or more
Searchiers should be equipped with the TA-I or other souiad-powered
merl.
telephone.
This speeds up the worh an6 aeds to the safety of the team.

(1

tunnel, it
wuich still

c. If a tra; Cooz r air-o.ck.Is--disco~ersd" in the
cai be removed, and the Lity :fite be used to blow the CS Zas
-lingers- farther -into -the tunnel corple.

d.

-

Vhen a main tunnel of a cot'plex is discoveredc

a demolition c.arge set off in it may unseat any adcitional trap doors
or air locks. This will. enable further flushing and searching.
e. After tunnels have been searche4 they should be
destroyed iith 'emolitions and/or contarrinated i0th CS-I pow:er. One
good -jay of doirg this is to place a six-pound bag of CS-I powder on a
strand nf detonating cord between craterir- charges inside the tunnel.
f.

When timve is

limited,

CS grenades

-

T7A3 - blown

into the tunnel by i'ity 1lite will contamir;ate the tunnel for about one
week.
2.

IncikentjObservaticr.s

The CS gas grenade E'7A3 has been used in Viet i-am
in the following .waysL

Ctime,

a.

Thrown by hand intc

tunnel mouths.

b.

With the .Jxy Lite Blower.

. c. Dropped from homemade launchers tnounted in helicopters. It is reported that up to 400 grenades have been dropped at one
thus- establishing a very high concertration oi CS gas in a local area.

"FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Z.

ist (clr)

rLivislon,

Inc i : Xt/• SCr,, r•

4ate.

1.5over,-r IS65.
1$

-. l

"It took timc to reicad Y-lf rarazirps, one round a;:
a tir.e.
In the heavy action we ercountLfred, this tock excessive tize
at crItical p,.rrc.Ad.
It wes partict'iarly critical during ti•e er.e-.y
night attack. Also It was difficult to keep track of empty magizines
in a heavy fire fight."
Le3scr Learrned

A ~
i.~for
ar,
Z4.1" ý:agttivý`
n
which is resupplied to tile riflenan fully loaded in a bandoleer simila,
to the old ,.-l clit of eiEht rounds.
E.

ist U. S.

rivision, dated Iovenber 1965.

Incident/OGservation (s)
Extra i%-14s are needed on convoys for ren no:mally
arred with 45 caliber pistols.
F.
Letter, AVIZ-CL:, 1st Infantry Livision, dated 8 February
1966, subject, "Etployment of Lxperimental T.iot Control Agent l-uniticns
in Cotmbat Operations (U).'
Incident/Chservation
Riot Control Agent ),unitions (E-158 Clusters and E-6CS
Rocket i.aurcher) were erplcyed in suprort of coriKat operations.
All the
targets on which the CS wan useC were on-call type targets which were
presented during search and destroy operations.
Lessons Learned
1.
Because of the inherent search characteristics of
riot control atents, particularly when erployed jnder natural or inversion
temperature gradient, the E-15. Cluster can te profitably used fcr reconnaissance.
The technia-te recor,•eneed is to d.!liver L-M59 Clusters on suspected ene-y concentrations. if movement is observen, air strikes and/or
artillery can be placed or. the target to destroy the enemy.
2. In all ceses of erployvent. of riot control alnts,
irmediate exploitation of its effects must be acconplished by ground
forces, air strikes, and/to artillery.
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Section VI (continued)
G. Cbservations of USAIS Instructor in Viecnam, dated
28 February 1966.
Incident/Observation ()Y
Recently a merler of the 1-achine Gun Team of the USAIS
He visited
Weapons Jepartm-nt completa a fact-finding trip to Vietnam.
all the American unitý in 11VW,ar. listed below are some of the questions
that were asked and the answers that were received:
1. "Question; "Which type of stoppage or malfunction
occurred vost frequently?"
Answer:

"AsIed of all units in Vietnam, most malfunctions and stoppages were caused by excess dirt and mud. No major stoppages due
to malfunctions of parts or design of

weapon."
2.

Question: "Are the 1:60's habitually carried on offensive missions, Reinforced Rifle Squad,
rifle Platoon Company and Battalion
Operations?'
Answer,

"Fror. all units, yes. From the personnel
questioucd by me (Platoon level), the besb"
weapons in Vietnam were the 11-16, h-60, 11-79."

3.

Question: "When firing fron the assault fire positions,
is the bandoleer attached to the gun, or is
the extended belt used?"

(

Answer:

"Although the extended belt wrapped around
the gunner proved unsatisfactory, the baadoleer was unsatisfactory due to hanging on
brush and pushing the weapon off balance.
The cardboard box gets wet, and rounds hang
in bardoleer. Sore gunners place approximately 20 rds in feed way when moving; if
enemy is engaged, the assistant gunner removes a bandoleer frov ammunition can and
clips another one hundred rounds on belt in
feedway.
Other gunners were using the bandoleers, but carried them in metal cans to keep
dry. Also complained about pulling gun off

balance."
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4.

Question:

Are rarge cards prepared for the 1160's when
in defensive situations? WLre they
effective?"

7

T
Answer a: "'
e answer I received for this question was
yes, however, the ones that I personally
checked were incorrect."

5.

Answer b:

One unit stated that they used it once in
the field, and it was very effective.
I
didn't see this range card or the reading,
but checked a sample card for this unit and
and fourn it ccmpletely wrong.

Question:

"Vhat is the greatest performance 6eficiency
of the machinegun in Vietnam?"

Answer:

"From my own personal observations, I would
say a basic lack of information concerning
the weapon.
This situation could be eliminated on the spot if Officers and Senior
ICO's were more knowledgeable of the weapon
and were willing to train their men.
iost

units that I encountered had junior i!CO's
that were very willirg to learn but just
didn't have the information available to
them fror Senior 0!CC'b and Officers."
6.

Question:

;Are Rifle Platoon Leaders in Vietnam sufficiently knowledgeable on the capabilitivs
and employment of machineguns?"

Answer:

No, for same reasons stated previously.
leaders are knowledgeable, they are not
training their gunners.

1.
Lessons Learned (1 October -30 iNovember 1965),
Cavalry Division (Airmobile), dar,'Žd 10 January 10%6.

If

1st

Incident/Observation(s)

Although the SS-11 missile was designed as an antitanK

1.
weapon,

it

has been found to be a particularly effective weapon against a

number of hard targets.
In one recent operation, the WC took shelter in a
masonry building.
Attacks initially with 2.75 in rockets produced little
results.
A single SS-11 missile delivered from a helicopter quickly destroyed the house.
In another action west of Pleiku, the SS-.ll wes used
several times to blow barricades around a village where pinpoint accuracy
was needed to avoid destruction of neighboring houses.
The SS-I1 has demon-

strated its capabilities for destroying fortifications that can be observed
from the air.
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2. Aidmen have found pole litters to be difficult to
handle in dense vegetation such as octurrid. near the Chu Pon.3 Mountain'area.
Consequently, litters were left behin4 and improvised poncho litters were
the only ones available. In some areas, litters could not be made due to
the absence of small trees or limbs of suitable size, as in some or the
elephant grass areas near Plei ie. In these areas, patients occasionally
were evacuated to helicopter sites by hand-carry methods.
Lesson Learned
Tactical and redical units operating in areas described
above should order and use the non-rigid poleless nylon litter, FSN 65307•3-751C, weight 3.5 poinds.
3. Several general malfunctions have occurred .d4pir.geccent operations with tho K:-16 rifle.
ithco ukalft•-te•ioo with ree-70mnded
corrective action are:
a. Rounds are difficult to extract after being in the
chamber during the cooling-off period. Hot weapons should not be allowed
to cool with a round in the chamber if the tactical situation will permit.
b. Magazines fail to seat properly because the magazine retaining clips become bent. Do not slam magazines into the weapon,
which bends the retaining clips, but push firmly until the clips secure
the magazine in place.
c.

Selector switch freezes in one position.

Selector

switches should be kept well oiled.
I.

Headquarters, 3d iiarine Division, cated 31 December 1965.::
Incideiit/Observation (s)

1. The W-79 grenade launcher has proved to be an extreme y
effective small anti-sniper ar,d anti-ambush weapon under conditiors of reduced visibility. During experiments conducted by one rifle company, it
was determined that the 11-79 could also be hastily used as an indirect fire
weapon. The procedure is to have grenadiers loosen the sling to a predetermined length and then place the tutt of the wearon on tVe ground, elavzting
0tPe muzzle and positioning th. 'foot in the sling at the correct position, so
that the desired elevatior. can be obtained and held. Through trial and error, an M-79 round can be "registered' in the desired spot, and the sling
is then marked so that the grenadier need only replace his foot on the
marked position on the sling, judge the correct deflec:ion and fire.
2. There are many Marines who fail to use body armor in.
offensive operations. The claim being that it slows troops down and tires
them out. This has been proven erroneous. ruring normal operations, conditioned Marines who have been required to wear the body armor (upper tor o
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only), become accustomed to it and can readily keep up with troops not
i~oreover, it has been found that troops wearing body armor
wearing it.
Normal operations in
move out with greater confidence and aggressivenes.
Vietnam consist of search and clear missions and patrols, neither of which
It is recognized,
require extensive running or extreme physical activity.
that in mountainous areas during hot weather, it may be necessary to aispense with the body armor due to the extreme physical exertion required.
Numerous I'arine lives have been saved by the "flak" jacket in this DiviThere have been instances of the jacket deflecting direct hits
sion.
Axter
with carbine bullets as well as close range grenade fragmentation.
noting these examples, Harines are easily convinced of the advantages of
wearing body armor.
Lesson Learned
Dispel tho
Publilsh the advantAges of Lody armor.
-- ' ,
'#
j,,
eCt...tv1iv
operate
cannot
troops
that
misconception
In appropriate cases, require it to be worn.
wearing it.
Experience has shown that a great many VC mines are
3.
Most ofter, lead wires to mines are
cortrolled detonatior electric type.
Further, for expe!ience, most land lines are laid
co=,unications wire.
This situation makes it e.2:of comunication.
routes
along the existing
tremely difficult to distinguish VC lead wire from friendly communications
W•hen communicatious wire is moved away from. roads and other lines
lines.
of comrunication, lead lines to mines and other foreign matter are more
easily detected.
Lessor Learned

That in all forward tactical areas, all US laid communications wire be at least twenty meters away from utilized roadways.
This produces an expeditious method for visual detection of mines electrically detonated from points off the roadway.
shifts and accurate relay of the 105imm
llapid trail
4.
howitzer can be accomplished by placilr. a GI can cover beneath the left
wheel to spin
The GI can cover permits the locket left
howitzer wheel.
easily through 6400-mils while keeping the axis of the panoramic telescope
The right
pit will accoamodate both trails.
One circular trail
constant.
is
one
left
C-ie
while
pit,
the
of
wall
rear
the
against
rests
trail
the void between the spade and the rear wall of the trail
blocked to fill
pit.

OO

A

U7
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(Section VI continued)
J.

U.

S. Arir

Vietnam, dated 28 March 1966.

Incident/Observation(s)
1.
Use of the high explosive and illumination round
fired from the 155rm howitzer, MI23Al, on perimneter defense has proved
to be reliable and highly effective.
Data below was derived from direct
and illumination firings conducted by an Artillery. battal~on~in RVN.

?ROJ

-..

CHARGE

ELEV

FUZE SETTING

BURST RANGE

HE

1

140

2.7

550M4

HE

1
1E
1.
1

120
100
100

2.5

50014

2.0
1.9

425M

1

100

1.5

350M

HE

1

80

1.5

275M

HE
HE

1
1

85
85

1.3
1.0

2501M
225M

HE

*,HE

40CM

*All bursts indicated were air; mean height of burst 20-25 meters.

PROJ

CHARGE

ELEV

FUZE SETTING

RNI

FLARE BURNING TI•E

ILL

1

1000

5.0

1200M

ILL

1

1050

5.0

1000M

Burned out on ground
contact

ILL

1

1100

4.5

800114

Burned out on ground

ILL

1

1150

2.0

2504M

ILL

1

800

2.5

450M

Burned out on ground

contact

contact

1/3 of flare burned
on the ground

S*Extreme

1/3 of flare burned
on ;he ground

care must be exercised to insure that flzro is

not wind blown

into the battery area.
2.
Use of th2 high explosive and illumination round
fired from the 105mm howitzer for additional perimeter defense support.
a.
The use of charge 1 lovers the muzzle velocity
of the 105 howitzer to a point where simple computations can be made
rapidly for shooting high explosive projectiles ,ith time fuze.
The
mechanical time fuze, having -. bore-safe feature, has a minimmim arming
time of 0.7 seconds.
Thus a time setting of less than 0.7 seconds will
render the fuze, "point detonating only," and must strike the ground or
an object to detonate the round. Air burst can be achieved by the use
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of a standard elevation of 80 miis above the terrain at the perimeter
sand a fuze setting achieved by divid.ing the ranre (in hundreds) to the
target by 3; for example, a range of 300 meters, a time setting would be
1.0 seconds.
This approximation holds true for tanges out to approximately 800 meters.
b.
Perimeter illumination u. 4 g high angle f1re.
Illumination of the perimeter using howitr-rs i: .osition can be achieved
with a simple syster using charge 1. 7he use of charges greater than
charge 1 mV create malfunction of the pr. 'rhute and produce a streamer.

The use of maximum elevwtion or approximately 1150 mils will insure a
trajectory that at 7.0 seconds fuze setting will give a burst at approxi-

.2

mately 1000 n:eters !(03 ancd 400-500 meters in front of the piece.
In order
to lower the HOB 100 meters, a setting of 5.5 seconds would be required.
The average round will bux'n out just prior to Lpact with a time setting
of 6.0 seconds or a HOB of 800 meters. In order to increase the range
from the gun by 100 meters, the elevation is lowered 50 mils and the time
increased 0.5 seconds for rannges over 600 meters. This is an approxinmation to a range of' 1000 meters.
3.

Current artillery TOE authorization for wire,

WD-l/

TT is inadequate to support "double" requirements imposed in Vietnam,
i.e. , maintenance of base camp areas and simultaneous requirements for
landline communication durirng conmbat operations away from base camp area.
A significant amount of wire is normally' permanently installed in the
base camp area, thereby reducing the quantity of TOE wire available for
use in support of coubat operations.
4.
Due to the lack of survey control, three and four
point graphical resection has been used to determine the battery centeor battalion SOP.
One of the resected rayvs is -used as an orienting line.
•hen survey control has been brought in, the direction and location have
been found to be about three to five mils and 20 to 40 meters in error.
The azimuth gyroscope has been found to be erratic wher. used in the
vicinity of helicopters and is only added weight for airmobile operations.
Graphical resection, both for location and direction,
has been an acceptah2e solution to lack of survey control.
K.

1st Brigade,

101st Airborne Division,

dated 28 March 1966.

Incident/Observation(s)
1.
When one flare ship relieves another, a period of adjustment is required.
The initial
flares dropped by a flare ship are not
always positioned effectively.
During the initial
adjustment period, the
enemy takes advantage of darkness to probe defensive positions.
Lesson Learned

(

The ground commander must employ artillery and mortar
illumination rounds until the flare ship has established its pattern.
The

9
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ground commander must relay the maximux
n ordinate of artillery and mortar
fire to the flare ship so that it may operate safely.
2.

The 3.5 inch rocket launcher, although useful in

villages and along the edges of clea'ings, has proven cumbersome and
ineffective in heavily vegetated areAs.
Les=on Learned
When available, the M-72 LAW is
in 'the jungle than the 3.5 inch rocket launcher.

R O

i•
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far more effective
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Sention VI (continued)
HAR•ISOU,

L.
Ist Br!aae, 101st Airborne Division, Operation
dated 12 April 1

Inc identLOI-sýerat icn(
Free crop of supplies due to the non-availability of
laneing zones.
A lack of landing zones in the recent area of operations
dictcted that all su-plies had to be free dropped. Initial free 6rop
supply aeliverics were accoiplished by croppin6 unri.geC
4 unsecured supplies frou a r.ovin, helicopter. This we-s found unsatisfactory as the
dispersion pattern of the unsecured supplies was approyinately 300 to 400
neteas.
To lir.it this unsatisfactory dispersion pattern, we utilized the
A-21 (door bundle) container which will contain a load of 500 pounds.
it
was determnined that two A-21 bundles could be dropped simultaneously,
thereby delivering 1000 pounds of supplies to the unit on the ground.

('.

Lesson Learned
A-21 containers can be used to effect a satisfactory
delivery of suprlies to units located ir areas where LZs a±e not availPble. To lessen the impact of the A 21 containers and reduce brealkage,
the poncho parachute can be used when standLr.l parachutes are not evailable.
H. 'Headquarters, Field Forces Vietnam, Lessons Learned,
dated 21 Harch 1966.
Incident/Obs rvation(s)

(

Abrasion of helicopter rotor blaLes. The operation of
UTi--1 series of helicopters in the sandy environm.ent along the coastal
regions of Vietnam creates an abrasion problem with main and tail rotor
blade leading edges often requiring premature replacement. *"ain rotor
blades have required replacwnent upon the accumulation of 2C4 flying hours
as opposed to normal replacenent time of 2500 hours. Application of vinyl
tape as outlined in 7-) 55-1520-210-20 to the leading edge of main rotor
blades has not been effective in the reduction of abrasion.
To reduce abrasion, take-off's and landings should not
be accomplished from a hover when operating in sandy areas.
N.

173d Airborne Drigade (1 October 1965-31 December 1965),

dated 14 March 1966.
Incident/Observation(s)
The weapons systems
only partially dependable.
The !,-16
are very effective.
The simplicity,
weapons especially suited for Jungle

('

used by this brigade have proven to be
Rifle and the M-79 Grenade Launcber
light weight and fire power make these
warfare. The M-72 LAW has not proven

VI-11
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as successfuul. In tests pcrforr.ed by this brigade, this weapon haz failed.
to function as much as 50o of the tL.e. _Wxposure to rvoisture is suspected
to be the prifrary reason for the malfunctions.

A special carryin& case has been develope4 and work is
continuing to ir.prove thecase in an effort to hold out moisture and meake
the M:-72 Lore dependable.

0.

173d Airboriie lri6ade (Operation SILVER, CITY), dated

15 April 1966.
1.

Incident/Observation(s)
The time curalility of the basic load of a~m'unition

ftr the :'*.-16 rifle is very short unless definite control measures are estab. lizh~d to linit firing on full automatic.

2.

Tncident/obse-vation(s)

\

When two or more battalions work together, a centralized control center for all artillery and mortar fire rust be established.

4

"VI-12
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lndivitLl l.
A.

aui

itl2Z

Aizit:.3s.

Operational Critiqite, 173d Airbcrne 2rigade,

1

-

January 19(&.
Incider t/GhserviO¢nt o(s)

":,cporting of tY' enpt.my situation by units was irproved.
It ý:as recognize1 hiowever, thot there was a reluctan~ce to estimate the
size of the eneny force in conta.ct, after contact was rade. This initial
estirate is ±.:portant. Just reportirg heavy contact is not suffizient.
Cormmanders must so ahead ane make an estin..te with acceptance that it is
subject to chanco. This permits the next higher cornirander to more properly
:lan ahead."
B.

'Feadquarters, U. S. ArrTy Vietnam, dated 3K August 1365.
Incl(ert/Observatior, (s)
,A1

soldiers should beware of the following.
a.

Lead foliagc.

b.

Tied uoiyn Lrush.

c.

All civilians until they are properly identified.

d.

Viila-es wher no children are visible.

It may be old carouflage over

a trap.
It

may be a firing la,:e for

an ambush site.

It may

be an arbush.
stakes,

oats around villages.
nines and boiby traps.

They rmay contairn punji

f.

Booby traps in areas which you reoccupy.

•.

Likely arl-ush sites.

h.

.tvic-s by_-passes at blcwn or daiaged bridges.

Stay alert.

They may be mined.
i.
A decrease in troop alertness during loug operations or periods of inactivity.
ýeath cores swiftly in the jungle.
J.

Unpurified water, it

likely cortafns germs,

I.
Invitenous rodes of transportation. Taxi drivers
have been known to transport GI's to their place of execution.

"tt
_the 'butdy

1.

Traveling alone outside your base comapouud.

system.
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Section VII (continueO)
C.

C-erp-tior, PADfN E717G,

().4-1i

February 1%6)

2d Battallio,

27tb Infar try, dated Ut February 1965.
IncLiert/Observatlos)s.
The
1att!'efield nolice is trenendously ir'portant.
i.
u~ e against
ss.
i•clu<!itg spent casings...o
VC will rolice up ev.ryt'inrn
Particular note should

te

the casualty's weapon,

equipment and an•munition are also evacuate
e

taLen wher, casualties are be-Ing evacuoted that

2.
The Pmerican soldier has a tendency of irediately
going to the aid of a wnunded scidier. VC snipers have capitalized on thip
and purposely wound a man tc 1ill two or three goinr. to his aid. The is'rediate response sLould be that of layirg down a heavy base of fire both
grazing and tree apray in the direction of the sniper and the wounded can
rescued by fire and wmneuver.
3.
Troops should take advantage of wal::ing in 'PC or
vehicle tracks or in others' .footsteps in locations where mines are being
used.
4.
is

ir•iense.

The impertance of good leadership at the squad leveJ

Pricrity of work in the defense nust be diggir~g in

and cutting

fields of fire. rorce arn professionalisv of r1,'s beco-es the vital factor when trcops are tire,_Ž ard-weary.

22
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Stcti-7-, VII (continueL)
HARPIC0,,

1. Ist "ri,,ade, 101st Airborne Division, Operation
:ated 12 April 1966.

knc i dentlp•: serypti•on (s_)
It is difficult for a small unit lea4er to maintain a
proper baLr.ce U-tveen a4Lressiveness and patience. If a Pecondo patrol
is unable to c,:Iloit an cncry si~ht1rn,
it must observe the enery'3 Li-rection of novertent ar2 often rllow the ene.,y to pass unopposed. This
Eives the ener-" F. false sense of security in an area we hive infiltratec
and on cccasion proCiLes another Recondo patrol an opportunity to ambush
a relaxed e..er, force.
Lesson Learned
The actioms of Peconcdo ratrols, which i..ust aggressively
exloit enery targets of oppurtuzity, Yzust be carefully monitored to
achieve a proper balance bctween exploitation aLd disclosure of friendly
presence.

(VI1-3
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Section VIII.

Ler 1965,

Cc'nupicatlons.

A. CooT, aiie neport fhr Quarterly Period EndinZ 30 Septerieports Control Symbol CSGPO-26 (1),0 cdated 16 October 1.SS.
.1.

Incid er•t/(' ser'¢,",t on(s)

Accuracy is far miore itrportant in field wire
a.
and cable installation than speed.Tne base cap concept of operations requires
b.
seni-fired irstallatiors rather than mobile, arC for these installations
the unit should plar, to h.ave an air corditioree seai-perpanent building
in which to operate t!ie following equiprent:
(1) Radio sets of 10-3 watt output or more.
(2)

T'C 24 and carrier.

(3)

Telephone switchboards.

(4)

Cryptographic equtprert.

(5)

Teletype equipmen;t."

Lesson• Learned
"Air cot.ditioniog successfully increasei trooperating-life of electronic equipment b-, reducing tenperature, humidity and dust. A
secondary cnnside:ation is the comfort of personcel who operate tae equipn-ert
in the closed, shelters."
1.

Incieient/Observatic-n(sl

a.
"rhe base carp corcept requires about ICOZ inThis also Maakes a
crease in the nu.xber of field telephones in the TOZ.
larger switchboard necessary."
b. "Back pack radios -re-more importaut to this
back pack radio 'should
type of operation than vehicle-mounted ones.
be voice or Cid and should have at least a 30kr range on voice."
*The

c. "A helicopter transportable radio i3 required
when the battalior. or brigade Soes on an Air ,obile Operation. This
radio chc.d be capatle of transwitting voice, LIN and WMT at * range of
at least I001km."
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Section VIII
.

Ieatiquarters,
Inc1ic'-,cit/_•k-1

(certi:.ued)

36 ;arine rivisior,

eate'

31 fccerber 1365.

rvat I r (4)

1.
In a sta-tic (eferje situatlon, wire ,
becone the
prir-,rj reans of co;.i-n ic ttons wlt'.in' tle battalion.
Lines to ;latonr.s,
to outpost-1 ar.d CP's, rs well as lines witlin battalion, create a need for
rany telcpt-ores ant! cý-use conf,.sior: at the con:patv Cr because oL the larg,e
rut'ber of phones wvcich ter-i.nate there.
Lesson Learned
When there are
'tilize the st-22 at co-ipany level.
not enoudh switchboards, use a TA-15, ju;ping the tertnials so t. at ere
p;:on,2 is tn the 'Lattalion lines an( another on the cc.pany local lires.
Th.,
lim-its the nurter of rhcr.es wtt,•in the corpary Cc- to two and ellows
for ar. i;.corirg call fror" battalion to be dispatched to any platoon outpust or for.ard otserver.
Utilization of ore
o-n onwe TA-312,'P? aids
and
ir ecterrining which phone is rlnc'lnk at t,-e c0rpa3.y Or, thus eliL inatfrnL
the trout lesc~•e chore of ai-suering the wrong phone or. ar incr=Aing call.
2.
There is oftmr, a need for the Tr-2ý?2 autenna or.
operations however, the veig&t and bulk of the corplete jr.xt L.ake it ivpractical to handle in fast-movir.g offensive operatiorns.
Lesson Learned
On offersive operatior.s, carry only the antenna
antenna sections, coaxial cable, ove mast section ard tl.c antenna
bdr. This abbreviated artenna can be tiee in a tree or to a pole without
loss of effhctiveress.
A saving of 3U pcunJs.is realized.
base,
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Section VIII (continued)
C. Operation PADDY BIAIDGE (14-16 February 196C),
talion, 27th Infantry, dated 18 February 1966.

2d Bat-

It.cident/01 servat ion (s)
SThis operation involved a limited Objective,

Seizing

"and Securing with two companies in the attack and the third ccmpany fol-

(.

lowing in a destruction role. Fire was used with all companies both in
the attack and extraction phases with tremerxdous success.
This reduced
radio traffic to a minimum and denied the euemy, who demonstrated a moritoring an(. jamning c pability, of obtaini-.c information or interfering
with the execution instructions of the plan. The enemy completely jammed
the Battalion Cormirand frequency prior to the on-call preparation being
lifted, in an eftort to delay the obvious order to execute the attack.
'Wire was used to issue these instructions and to switch to the alternate
frequency.
D.

U. S. Army Vietnam,

dated 2, March 1966.

1. Since all RATT operations in Vietnam. must be secure,
the need exists for all radio teletype sets to be able to accept the TSEC/
KW-7.
Several uni ts arrived in-country with unnodified AII/GPC-l(B radio
teletype sets. Modifications kits are not presently available in the
theater.
Lesson Learned
Units deploying to this thecater s"ould insure that
modification of A!/GRC-46B is accomplished prior to departure from home
st tion.
|h"L

2. Communications security is

greatly Jeopardized

when units arrive in-country without sufficient quantities of low level
opelrations codes and authentication/numeral codes. The lead time for
suiply of NSA produced codes is

90.-120 days.

Lesson Learned
All units deploying to this theater should depart
home station with a sufficient supply of codes to sustain their regquiremerits until automatizc distribution nan be established.
3. Frequently during combat operations, units have
no ground station in forward areas capable of automatic retransmission.
Thý Retransmission Cable Kit, HK-456/GRC may be employed with two Pdi/
PRq-25 radios to provide a lightweight, portable ground station capable
of auitomatic retransmission.

'C
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h. In cases of rack-mounted equipment where there
are 3 or 4 chassis, insufficient ventilaticn causes extreme heat to
budld up, resulting in overhesting of the equipment.
Each chassis can be withdrawn from the rack, as
cabling allows, staggering the chassis so thqt cooler air is allowed
to circulate through then.
(The vans should be air-conditioned if at
all possible. )
5. it is necessary to faik vehicular mounted electronic equipment at conm-unications sites for extended periods of tire.
Due to the inter-connection of power and signal cables, it is irpossible
to exercise the vehicles.
Under the circmiistances, brakes tend to rust
and become frozen,.
Furthermore, d-ive trains become rusty and stiffen
due to the lack of lubrication.
Vehicles should be blocked underneath the axles
so as to allow free turning of the wheels and periodic exercise of the
drive train,.&
.
6.
In iaost of the operatLng sites in the Vietnamese
II Corps area, a considerable amount of sand and dust blows into equipment shelters and equi~ment racks.
This clogs ventilating ducts, causes
abnoirnal wear on rotating pairts (bearings, rotor brushes, etc.) and results i:n erratic malftunctions of switch and relay contacts.
Air-conditioning vans so that they can be kept
closed -ill
reauce this problem. Small h'and-portable vacuum cleaners
are needed to remove as much dust and -dirt as ýossible before it accumulates to excessive levels.

/o
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Section VIII (ccntinued)

F. 1st Brifade, 101st Airborne Division, Operation
EARPISON, dated 12 April 1S6u.
1. IncicIent/Observation(s)
Communications with small patrols utilizing the
AN/PRC--25 radio. In any type of terrain voice carries Freat distances,
especially at night. Patrols utilizing a radio sustain great risks to
security when required to transmit situation reports, locations ancd Other
infornation to their controlling unit during the niL).t.
Lesson Learned
A system of signals made by depressing the push-totalk button on the handset, which in turn breaks the squelch on the receiver
of controlling unit, is practical. The best policy is that the controlling
unit query to patrol with questions that can be answered with a yes or no.
Breaking squelch once indicated an affirmative answer, twice a negative
answer, and three times indicating 'ýI do not understand, say again.": This
system can also be utilized at any time when communications is such that
one party cannot make voice transmissions, though it can receive loud and
clear.
£.

incident/Observation(s1

Establishment of adequate cc=.-unications from air
and helicopters utilizing the k.;/PRC-25 radio. 'When a unit is unable to
obtain a Command and Control ship foYits use, it must utilize a helicopter
which has no internal radios for Cou and and Control or relay purposes.
Therefore, the ADI/PRC-25 must be used with a short antenna. This does not
provide adequate comnunications.
Lesson Learned

(i

•When a Command and Control ship is not available
for use and other helicopters must be used for ComiLanr. Control or airborne
relay purposes, it ia advisable to spec!ifically request a ship equipped with
the externally mounted antenna. adaptable to the AN/PRC-25 radio. A helicopter so equipped is actualyv better in many respects than a Command and
Control ship in that observation capabilities of passengers is increased
greatly and secondly, the ship is iaore maneuverable due to the absence of
the weight of the console.
3.

Incident/Obs ervation{(s

Maintaining communications in areas of dense, mountainous jungle utilizing the AIT/PRC-25 radio. 'The problem was foreseen, and
units deployed with field expedient directional antennas.
Eowever, it was
quickly observed that this entenna was very difficult to erect and even if

*i
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erected properly, w%,s not capuble of E£iving the desired results.
Conse.quently, atteripts to utilize tne PC--:2;2 antennas were initiated. The
antenna was lo',.terec throu;h the jurnrle canopy to a unit via helicopter.
When properly located, this antenna Gave satisfsctory results.
The bulk
weight of this enterna, however, necessitates+that the components be
broken down and distributed to various personnel for easy transport
through the mountainous terrain.
Lesson Learned
The antenna RC-2V2 must be carried and utilized at
all tines by a rifle comp.any, regardless of difficult terrain.
F.
1:eadquarters,
dated 21 iL.arch l9Co.

Field Forces 'detnam,

Lessons Learnea,

Incident/Observation(s)
ý.•ploynient of Retransrnission Cable Kit, 1z(-h56/GRC.
Frequently during. coubat operations- units have no groune. station in forwaru creaz capable of auteLatic retransmnission. The Retransuission Cable
'it., n-h5o/GRC nay be employed with two Ad/PRC-25 radios to provide a
lightweight, portable grouzid station, capable of automatic retransmission.
G.

by two of t.

25th Infantry

*ivision

(1ritcd Stateas),

'The following are some Lasso.s Learne,
n..aereuver battalions*

dated 1 Jarzuary

aurin:_

th.is period.

1. 'There erists a definite need for the racio cos-tur ications froi, platoon to squac. in the defense.
ver' the unraliatle ./?7-2
is better than no cc•r1:uricatioi.s.
.ttra
iT/PhC-iC rai.ios coul-d he brought
in for use by the squats curir:! the ni--t.
t. 1ll patrol leaders s1,ould be given: tIe battalion cornmend net frequency in case the copany cor--n-rd ne.t ceases to function. 'Z.ttalion can advise the patrol of the situation and provide indirect fire sup
port as tony he required.
3.
A cov.par.y car, erploy all t/.e Ulayrore tir.es it car.
get in the defer.se.
They ca. Le e-ployed ir. iept± T;ith the ::ajority Leing
placed ri,-: t next to the eefensive foxholes. !s tzei.tioned above, they also
rould he useful tn place in Viet Cong trenches leacir.g into the positiol,
which cannot be covered adequately or occupied.

SC
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Section IX.
1965,

Organization.

A. Cortland Report for Quarterly Period L.rding' 30 September
Reports Control Symbol CSGPO-2Z (MJI), dated 16 October 1965.
InciLýent/Cbservation

1.

'The Infantry Brigade staff sections as organized
under TOE 7-471 are not adequately manned to meet t,.e requirements of

operations in Vietnam. 7he 2d brigade has been conducting continuous 24hour operations since its arrival in Vietnam and will continue to do so
indefinitely. Operations in S2, 3, 4 and cormunications fields run
around the clock, sever. days a week. In addition, the Brigade conducts
frequent operations away froir its base car-p area. These operations require the Brigade headquarters to split into forward and rear elevents
and cause a further load on staff section personnel. Even though the
Brigade wiil soon be operating under a division headquarters, there will
be no periods when the Brigade is in reserve or without attachments.'
Lesaon Learned
The Infantry Brigade staff sections ehould be organized along the lines of the Separate Infar-try Brigade TOE 7-102B.
2.

Incideiit/Observation

man demolition teams."

IEach rifle company should have one or two fourLesson Learned

Rtecommend the lO6P.. section of the weapons platoon
be cross-trained for demolitions work.

4

u

January 1966.

.

Operational Critique, 173d Airborne Brigade, 1 - 8
Incident/Observation

(s)

"Unit requests for support battalion devolition teams must
be made through the S-3 channels, rather than through the logistics chain.
The job to be accomplished by the tears must be stated so that the team can
be appropriately tailored and equipped."
C.

Eeadquarters, U. S. Arry Vietnam, dated 30 August 1965.
Incident/Observatio (s)

"Experience has shown that one staff officer should be
given the additional duty as Counterinsurgency Officer. The functions of

It
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within both the area of the S-2 and Legal/Civil Affairs
this officer fall
Officer's duties would include maintaining
Cour.tariinsurgency
The
Officer.
and size of the Popular Force units
hamlets
and
villages
of
the
listings
The CI Officer acts es coordtn•:tor with village and
in each village.
chiefs in suchi areas as intelligence from the local populace,
district
coordinator of operations and security with Popular Forces and superTherefore he should have a
visor cf the people to people program.
The Legal/Civil Affairs
working knowledge of the Vietrar'.ese larnuage.
This system hat ;roven
Officer serves as an assistant to the CI Officer.
control.
of
area
in
the
very effective

I
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(Section IX continued).
D.

U. S. Arry Vietnam, dated 28 I-arch 1966.
incident /ibservation(s)

1. Each tactical headquarters requires immediately, responsive aerial surveillrmce/reconnaisance support. The division has an
organic ASTA plutoon which can be responsive to the Division G2.
Separate
brigades and field force headquarters do not currently have this direct

and immediately responsive support. General support (Air Force and Army
Aviation .nder control of higher headqua-rters) is not sufffeientlY_ r•e
sponsn

-2.verTo,-ediate reqiu-1em-nbecaus e of insufficient resources and

~\A

ina~ii-uaT~e co-iriunzýic-,tilon~s links.

"Lesson Learned

C

At

,

-

All tactical commands from separate brigade up should
be allocated immediately responsive aerial surveillance/reconnaissance,
either in direct suipport or as an attached unit. 0 I-,.
,

(

2.
Counterinsurgency operations are as much political
and economic as they are military. When large numbers of troops must be
committed in a counterinsurgency sit-uation,* the econonic and.pblitidal
situation has nornally deteriorated to the extent that civilian-agenrcie.
cannot cope with *he problems.
Many of these problems then, in part at
least, become the responsibility of the Lnilitary.
Units hcve arrived in
Vietn.am without, or with understrength civil affairs stafft.
Lesson Learned

(At

It is essential that G5 or S5 staffs become a part
of all military units from Field Ar-ry to battalions at the beginning of
operations and that personnel with broad traiLin& in political science
or counterinsurgency fill
the positions at the division or~higher level.
regiment, brigade ana battalion levels more limited training or experience in civic action will suffice.
3. When employed using the airmoLile conpept,.personnel
and equipment are reduced to the minimum ebsential to accomplish the
mission.
A command and control element accompanies the firing batteries
and consists of three 1/4-ton vehicles and the Battalion Cormander's
vehicle.
Personnel are limited to approximately twenty-five and include
the S-3, an assistant S-3, two operations NCO's, four RTO's, lone survey
NCO with two EM, one commo NCO with one to three EM, an S-h representative, two medics, a fire direction officer, chief computer and five to
seven fire direction personnel.
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Section IX (continued)
E.
,tARRISON,

1st Brigade,

301st Airborne Division, OGperation

dated 1Ž Ajril 1)46.
Incident/Observation(s)

Lxperience raiied during iAfRISOlr dersonstratte that the
systen of sending IP'4 tenns to battalion locations as needed worked very"
well. We founc6 that better use was rade of tue team's ca-abilities of
interrogation and docuent exploitation, the battalions were supported
better and the work loud was more evenly spread.

/
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Section Y.

-,erat?,-._

A. Letter, MAC J343, 1-:ACV, subject,
The r-attle of '.y Phu (%),': dated 27 Jaruary 1966.

*LessonsLearned'6 54ý

Incident/Observation

"Tbe above source deals with Lessons Learned resulr?..:• from
a hghly successful counter-ambush action during operation "harv,
ioon,:
coneucted by 3d •arire Division.
:Essentially, this action can be ter-ed a movenent to
concact culminated by a VC ambush designed to destroy the entire Eiarine
march coluTmn."
t.I arne battalion approached Ky Phu in a tactical colurn
with an advance guard com.pany, a rain,body consistivg of a rifle company
and K/S Co, and a rear guard company.
Security elements were operating
along the fIanhs of the advance guard some 500-700 reters f-rn the route
of march, about 100-150 meters to the flanks oi the main body, and some
200 n.ete-s to the flanks of the rear guard.
During this action, three separate engagerents occurred:
The initial attack on the advance rnard. the attempt to encircle and destroy
:1/S Co; and the attack on the rear guard. All three attacks were effectively foiled by aggressive leadership, rapid and effective respcnse to
oreers, fire power, and use of supporting arms, resulting in severe losses
being inflicted on the attacking VC forces.
Lessons Learned.

"!'Thius binttl':! ,s liern Ly a/Tgrruive apliUtin
of tcCh-.'"
niques and principles ccomonly taught in service schools and contained in
standard field mzrnuals.
Several are cited here only to confirm that a lesson to Le learned is t..at these techniques and principles are basically
sound and will result in the defeat of any enemy force if properly applied."
"1. "rapid and aggressive attainment of fire superiority
by maneuver, coupled with employment of all ongC.nic and all available supportin! arms (e.g., armed helicopters and 155mm. artillery), will provide
the margin of victory."
"2. "Viere effective centralized control of supporting
weapons cannot be realized, supporting weapons (e.g., Slnum mortars attached
to the advanced guard) should be attached to the unit most likely to experience contact."

c(•

3. "Radio discipline is essential. In this action,
due to personnel casualties and destruction of radio equipment by initial
enemy fire, only the battalion tactical command net was operating effectively. Outstanding net discipline was maintained, however, allowing
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effective control of tl.e battalion by Its cmmander,

ac!juscmrent of artillery

fire, and control of armed and DiiZVAC heliccpters."

mailders,
artiller

4.
"t.gressive leadership was exhibited by all comto it.clude the imerliate assur.ption of comiand of F Co by the
foruard observer when. the ccm-parn cormander was killed."

\2
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(Liection X eontinued)
B.

U. S. Army Vietnam, dated 28 March

1966.

Incident/Observation(s)
1. During the conduct of operations, it was learned
that the Viet Cong quickly became aware of the outer extremities of the
Area of Operation (AO) assigned a US/FrPAF unit; thereafter, the VC
woula withdraw outside the AO until the operation had terminated.
Lesson Learned

To offset this weakness, the requested AQ's are now
considerably greater than the intended area of operations.
2. Short duration operations (3-5 days) generally met
with limited success. It was learned that Viet Cong units would avoid
contact and flee into safe havens, to return upon completion of the operation by US/FWr,-A

and AiVN units.
Lesson Learned
By extending the duration of search and destroy and

(

securing operations to 2-3 weeks, the Viet Cong who had initially evaded
the friendly forces found it necessary zo return to their area of previous domination for resupply and morale purposes. Their return in many
instances resulted either in a substantial, willingness to fight,, or in .

ralliers.
3. Each incoming unit should have a sponsor unit. If
the sponsor unit serves no other purpose than to write to the unit while
it is still in COIUS, obtain information on the arrival of the advance
party and any unit impedimenta that is scheduled to arrive before the advance patty mid to prepare for the unit's arrival and safe transit to
their ultimate location, they have made a valuable contribution.

A sponsor unit shculd be appointed for each unit
deploying into an overseas area.
C.

1st Brigade, 101st Airborne Division, dated 28 1,;arch 1966.
Incident/Observation(s)

1. Combined operations with CIDG and A•RVN units have
been very successful. It is advisable, however, to send a liaison
officer with a radio with these units during an operation in order to
maintain close communication and to verify reports.

"Lesson Learned
Ir

".Some form of cusmunicaticn and liaison must be provided when operating with ARVN units.
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2.
a unit conducts a search of a villase, the
anihc
presence of $ational Police or loct.i officials results in greater cooperation by th., villagers with the search parties.
INational Police
and local officials are often at."e to point out suspects, question the

villagers an•d act generally as a co-tetween for the searching unit.
Lesson Learned
The u7e of rational Police or local officials anould
be considered when planning Ft search operation.
3. VC rice ceches, pnrticularly the larger ones of 20
to 100 tons or more, are often located in inaccessible areas and are
extremely difficult to extract.
One solution which is sonctimes possible is to .rrange vith the District Chief or Province Chief before azi operation
begins to have 200 to 300 porters available and ready to enter any area
where rice caches may be found, under the protection of US forces.
Evacuation by helicopters has sometimes been accotplished, but the
suitability of emplcying them to remove large quantities of rice is
questionable.
4. Aa an alternate to extraction of large rice caches,
destruction riay sor..!tirnes be indicated or required. This is a difficult problem and one which has not yet been coopletely resolved. Attempts to burn rice with gasolinz, white phosphorous and other incendiaries have been only partially successful.
Rice spoilage kits (not yet
available) appear to be suitable only for relatively small quantities.
The method which seems most effective is to d,.=p rice into a stream,
into a rice paddy filled with water, or in rainy weather, simply to
scatter it on the ground.
Lesson Learned
The best method of destroying rice is to subject it
to the deteriorating effects of water.
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Z(continued-)

1D.
st InfartX7 Division Lessons Leprmed, dated
15 L.arch 19C6.
In c i fc rIoýS efrvnt I or. d
Cornprcmise 0of tactical rians is a constant
possible sot.
of ccrmrorise ster•s fro= the rcquircrxcnt to problet. Ore
snbzit in
advarce a
f.-eAt to AEV- for oleraticns in an area outzice
the azsi4,neO
tactical area of responsibility. This request
is thenr processed by PiV.Z
throuJh Province or.u District Chiefs prior
to alprovel.
To overcoLe thC possibility
LVade for n.uch larrer areýs than are required of corpraxiis•, requests are
for an operation. Deception
plrn= effectively supplmrent actual plans
by c nouflaPinr the pri:nary
intention...

-
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Section ;T.

A1 17it)(Gtration

Put' Lorist~c5.

A. Cocm.a-nd ½vport frr e.U-,rterly Perlcw izrcd'ne, 30 Eepterber IF'O5, Peports Cc'i.trol Sy-L'ol CSGFri.-2: (TL), c~atec: IL Cctolcr IL&5.
1.

Inc i r ýnt]C0oshertUtI nn

a. ' -Me t1rioadc Supl Section ia conprse-t of an
l3-rdar' fori.-'rd su-pply secti.r. an(* a 5-:ia aujnenta1tio1- to assist in
S%±Ctlzlr would nat be renponsible for if the
off ice furictlens vtich r.
brigare wore not oT~erLtiflo aIlcne.'
b . 'tJlthout aceitional cquipwert (not TO' to the
section), e.g. , for lifts, reefer units, fuel ryster. supply poirt, 5zCGViilon fuel tar.per, etc., it would not have hcer~ at-le to effectively
support t~t~ brigacc.'
T-he proLler'. areas of rzinternance inave been in
c.
S~ignal and Inzinver Iten'r. The highi rate of failure in Si~nal itens can
Le eirectly trnced to tne :r'astjrc problec..

to avoid infection.
in COCU.S.
2.

`>inor cuts anid a*Lrasions nui.:t be treateO proIrptly
d.
period in tl-is clL-ate is jiuch longer than
healing
1he
Inciderer/Observ.tior.

'The Jun.-le frtique is quick cdrying and provides
&ood ventilation, whereas the regular fatigues zre more restrictive rnd
take much lcugo'r to dry. Continuous movemnet anji clim-atic con~citiors
are har1 on the regulai boot, and they last on the avnrzsýe about '. onth.bn
T~he present jungle boot is excellent.'
Lesson Learned
'Jungle fatigues one Jungle toots should be issued
to all periornel.:

a. 'Lach individualci eaing to Vietnar' should be
issued some type of Fy= shorts anC sardal-s to be wern wit'hin tase carp
areas. This woule ervatly re:'uce t!he nuinher of cases of in-=ersicr. foot
and body raslh,ýs.`
b. '".evelop a new type air mrattress for issue. The
present on: is unif~ztisfactory. It is easily punctured by brsr~ches and
twigs. The air valve ofte~n splits or conies out of the air mattress."
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c. "Develop and Issue a lightweight poncho and
drop cloth.' The present poncho is too heavy and cumbersome and does
not keep the individual dry. A lightweight drop cloth would provide
the individual protection against the noisture of the ground when he
is sleeping at night.-

This is

di. 'Issue one (1) lensatic compass per fire team.
an absolutely necessary piece of equipmentir Vietnam."
B.

1st Cavairy Divi.Aon, 15 November 1965.
Incident/Observation(s)

1. "Casualties are • critical problem. When fire
is piining down individuals, one casualty will cost one or two more
men attempting to get to him.'*
Lesson Learned
Leaders at all levels in contact under fire must
act cautiously in getting casualties out. Troops must not get so concerned with casualties that they forget the enemy and their mission.

(

2.
"Evacuation of casualties from the areas of c)ntact
4n this action was a problem. TO&E litter bearers would have been a big
help. As it turned out, fighting strength had to be used to carry out a
wounded man (3-4 required) or to assist many walking wounded.
(One man
at least required in many cases.)`
3.
"14hen a man is
some of his equipment get separated
equipment was evacuated all the ray
which we captured and sent out with
again.":

s

killed or wounded, his weapon and
from him in many cases.
Some of our
to Qui Nhcn.
Hany enemy weapons
friendly KIA and WIA were never seen

Lesson Learned
An S-4 representative, officer or !CC wi h Pssistants,
must be present at least in the battalion fornard aid station and at the
collecting company at Forward Surnort. hiainrain .a weapons pool, vicinity
of the ?17 'CP, of weapons taken off friendly '.IA and U.IA for i=mediate reS"e foa weapons damaged in the battle area.
4.
"Rations are no problem. Few men eat much when in
a heavy action; however, water is extremely critical."

SFOR,.I.iTA?_U=L2-
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C.

Operational Critique, 173d Airborne Brigade,

1

-

8

Januarj 1966.
Incidpnt/Observation(s)
equiperit is

1. Policing the battlefield of friendly and enemy
time corsuning and can hinder the pursuit of the enemy.
LESSOM

LiUA1.N!ID

In soma instances it may be appropriate to accept
the loss of sane equipnzent as a corbat expedient.
2.
Whenever a 155 howitzer battery is attached to the
Brigade, additional r=:.unition handlers must be provided the LOC to
handle the additional and larger size rounds.
1D. Operational Critique, 173d Airborne Brigade, 8

-

14.

January 1966.
Incident/Observation Cs)
A train headquarters established in the operational area
from elements of the support battalion is of great advantage.
This small
headquarters w'll coordinate all logistical support activities.

II

Oection XI (continued)
B. Lessons Learned (1 October-3C November 1965),
Cavalry Division (Airmobile), dated 10 January 1966.

1st

Incident/Observation(s)
The reaction tire for medical evacuation nwissions was
sometimes increased during the initial stages of airmobile assaults due to
lack of fariliarity by medical evacuation pi.lc' with PZ'b and LZ's being
used by specific units. Frequently lied Evac ships have had to search ur.familiar terrain for the exact LZ's, thus losing valuable time.
Lesson Learned

"f

Eedical evacuation helicopters should follow major troop
lift
forwations during the initial assaults to determine the LZ's being
used and to become terrain oriented. Further, the presence of Iied Lvac
ships in the initial assault echelon greatly speeds evacuation at that
critical tire.

(4

*

Section "I

(continued)

F.
Operation PADDY BFIDGE (14-16 February
27th Infantry , dated 18 February 1966.

1966), 2d LBattalion,

Incidcrnt/O/bservaticn( s)
1. Preparations In the form of evacuation bags and a
vehicle should be on hand in the vicinity of the Forward Medical Evacuation
Center to evacuate KIA's as quickly as possible without utilizing Forward
Logistic Areas.
2.

Planning provisions should be made to make immediate

replacer.ent for aidmen who becorze casualties.
G.

U. S. Arrxy Vietnam, dated 28 March

1966.

Incident/Observation(s)

,(

1. From significant battle and non-battle personnel
losses during the initial commitL~ent of the Ist Air Cay Div, it was
learned that plans for the replacement of these losses must be prepared
well in advance.
If provisions are not made to compensate for these
losses before they occur, units will continually engage in operations at
less than 100% present for duty. Therefore, it is necessary that requisitions be based on 110% of authorized strength in order to attain and maintain present for duty strength of 100".
2. Experience in some units has shown that wear-out
period for boots and fatigues is only three weeks under the most adverse
conditions. Fatigues tear and rip frequently, and boots rot from constant
uampness.

*A%

-A%,

VA..
•

"A•

••

(oa'

Lesson Lea-nee
Requisitioning objective should be increased tc
assure adequate stockage.
3. Refrigeration facilities for mess halls are essential.
Sanitation and temperatuxe conditions in Vietnam promote rapid spoilage of
perishable foods.
In the absence of standard refrigeration units, CONTC
containers can be provided with sand bag insulation to provide iced cold
storage facilities.
H. 1st Air Cavalry Division (Airmobile),
Artillery, dated 28 March 1966.
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3d Battalion, 18th
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Incident/Observation(s)
Unit personnel attendant at unloading of equipment.
a. When the equipment for this unit was being mnrepresentatives maintainel a 24-hour-a-day
battalion
loaded at Qui Nhon,
As a result, all of our equipwatch over all equipment being unloaded.
Other units who
ment was promptly and properly recognized and secured.
did not have representatives on the beach had equipment missing.
All units having equipment being unloaded from
b.
representatives at the unloading site until
maintain
a vessel should
such time as they have received all of their equipment.
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Section XI (continued)
I.
173d Airborne Brigade (i October 1965-31 December JSA5),
dated 14 March 1966.
1.

Incident/Observation(s')

Vietnamese interpreters. The majority of Vietnrmesi
interrreters thus far used by this brigade were not fully qualified or were
not dependable.
Better qualified personnel. ist be provided in order
to quickly eand efficiently exploit the advantage offered by VC suspects,
prisoners and documents.
2.

Incident/Observation(s)

The technique o? establishing a Forward Medical
Clearing Station at the Brigade Forward Support Base during combot opera-tions proved very successful.
_any lives were saved by the inmediate
medical caze available at the station. In adLiticn, personnel with Diinor
wounds, illnesses o- even dental problins could be treated and returned to
duty immediately.
J.

1st Infantry Division Lessons Learned, dated 15 flarch 1966.
1.

Incident iObservation (s)

The shin,.ent of finance personnel and records by surface transportation during deploynent of the division to Vietnam resulted
in numerous personnel receiving late pay. This probleta could have been
solved if finance personnel and records had been air lifted. This procedure
-'ill per.-Lit the finance office to retain control over its perscnnel and]
recozds for.a lonser perio.• of-ti:.e., allowiig finance services to be Llaintained until departure of tro6ps and. iriediately reinitiated upon their
arrival at destination.
'Lesson Learned
Airlift of finance personnel and records for units
deploying to Vietnam will result in uninterrupted finance services.
2.

Incident/Observation(s)

The quantity of medical expendable supplies for units
deploying to Vietnam should be increased.
Medical expendable supplies for deploying units was
limited to 15 days. This amount was found to be inadequate due to resupply
delays initially experienced upon arr.ival in-country.

XII-T
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L.dical expendable supplies accorpanying units deploying to Vietnam should be increased to 30 days to overcome initial
delay in resupply efforts.

3.

Incident/Observation(s)

Intracaths have been used in Vietnam with a high' degree of succesb.
In ccombat situations, necessity for first aid and resuscitative care requires the rapid aainistration of blood and I.V.
fluids without having to resort to time-cons=Ing-g :ethods of venous outdown. Use of plastic intracathis or venocaths offers the physician and/or
eidran a quick action method of aeministration of fluids.

L

Intracaths and venocaths should become standard itens
available for wass issue to Ledic,2 facilities throughout existine. ar•.d
progrcrr.ed r.edical channels in Vietnam.
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Section XII.

ber 1965,

-

Civil Affairs.

A.
Coimmand
Report for Quarterly Period Ending 30 SeptemReports Control Syr.bol CSGPO-28 (MI), datrd 16 October 1965.
incci.e:,t

_-srva-'or

Operatiiing sar,;ely,

"
triga'des should have a Civil

Affairs Sc:Ci3Z.
Lessons Learned

1. "Operating as a separate brigade, the unit Civil
Affairs Section should consist of three members as follows: hajor
Team Chief; SFC E7, NCOIC; Sp 5, Clerk Typist."
(branch inaterial),
2.
"All personnel should be school trained in Civil
Affairs or have experience in this or related fields (Psychological
Warfare,

.iilitary Goverr.uent).

;Two interpreters, fluent in English as well as
3.
the language of the target people, are an absolute necessity.`
B.

After Action Report,

1st Cavalry Division,

dated

December 1965.
1.

'V

Incident/Observations

"One of the essential ingredients of success
a.
in reducing the equipment and manpower required to achieve the aim of
an operation is the inte-ration of a preplanned Psywar program specifically tailored to the target area."
The area scheduled for pacification should be
b.
assigned to units far enough in advance to petmit the planning and
organization of the psywar program BEFORE the beginning of the operation.
`Contingency funds should be made available
c.
at battalion level for •he local purchase of candy and supplies peculiar
This would have a secondary effect of stinuto the area of operaticos.
lating the locel econo:y."

d.
It is recommended that military offensive
operations be carefully evaluated to preclude unnecessary property
damage and personal injury to the civilian population.
e.
It is considered vital that operations be of
sufficient duration so as to have a stabilizing and lasting effect in
the area of operations.
2.

IL
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Incident/Observatiun
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,iational Police familiar with tae area of operations
must accompany military units )n operations.
They are vital both in the
reestablishmert of local civil order where VC influence has resulted in
Lomplete domination of the village leaderrhiý and in sorting out the VC
from the local populati-mn.
3.

Incident/observotions

A problem that caused a loss of momentum in search
and destroy operations was the evacuation of rice and Viet Cong or Viet
Cong suspects. A satisfactory system was worked out using two helicopters
and one squad equipped with sandbags and shovels. The force was maintained
on standby at the battalion CP. Wlhen a VC rice cache was located, the
reaction squad was sent to sack and evacuate the rice. The same squad was
also used to guard and evacuate captured VC or VC suspects, thuR ground
units were released quickly to continue their operations.
C. "Operational Critique, 173d Airborne Brigade,

4.

1

8

-

January 1966.
Incident/Observation(s)
1. "It was proposed that a team consisting of a corps
representative: experts or advisors on handling, housing, feeding and
evacuation of refugees; National Police representatives; and any other
Vietnrazese personnel deemed necessary be formaed and attached or assigned
to the Brigade.
The corps representative would in fact be a GVI pnlitical
__advisor to the Brigade Commander.
USAID or their US Agency representative
may also be suitable."
Lesson Learned
There is always a problem of being cautious not to
alert too many individuals on forthcoming operations for security reasons;
therefore, this type of planning usually is done at the last minute and on
short notice.
2. "As a combat expedient, with no policy anncunced on
refugees, the best procedure is to get control of all civilians in the operational area and detain them for a limited period of tire until a decision
is made as to their disposition. They should be tcld that they are being
supervieed for their own safety while the combat operations continue in the
area."
D.

Operational Critique, 173d Airborne Brigade, 8-

14

January 1966.
Incident/Observation (s)

(

S

"In future operations it is recormended that if rKunding
up of livestock, or tha destruction of VC houses and rounding up of civilians are required, that AKIV, forces be brought.in to perform these tasks."
Xil
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Section XII (continued)
L.

ieadquarters,

3d Larine Division, dated 31 December 1965.

Irci 'entlbservation (s)
I. Civic action projects should be undertaken through
the local and national Foverrment channels to strengthen the individual
support of the governrent.
In daily contact with the people, every opportunity to emphasize the -overrm.ent of the country should be pursued.
L1o natter how backward an area may seer, a definite route of corimunication
to the people exists through the village and hamlet officials.
Further,
each tire the local chain of coimunicaticns is used, the cooperation between the local people and U. S. mailltary is enhanced.
Lesson Learned
All civic actions be accorplished through established
local officials.
In an area where local leadership is weak nr non-existent,
efforts must first be directed toward the establishment of a viable
government.

f

2.
Emphasize participation by the local nationals in
all local in.provement projects.
This should include not only the exec'ition
of work but also the initiation of ideas.
The people are usually more
willing to accept changes when they think thcy instituted them. Local improver-ent projects should Le of the self-help or joint-work type. L.her.
projects are done for ther, the people have a tendency toward complacency
and expect other projects to be accomplished for them, while not really
accepting )r appreciating the results cf t*-e activity.
Lesson Learned
Units uust insist that the local people do their
shaie of all civic action projects on all levels. Menever p
~
he,
initiative for the conception of idea-s AT-id arzjects should- be passed. to

3. The goal of Civil Affairs/Civic Action in '.V! is to
support the local government to the end that direct USMC involvement is
.ininized ard the people becore accustomed to seeking assistance from their
own officials. Direct gifts of CAP., USOK or other materials (other than
on appropriate gift-giving occasions, such as children's TET, Christmas,
etc.) by harines to the people tend to defeat the goal. Distribution of
gifts during a large public gathering is not desirable, as the position of
the local officials is seen as obviously a go-between.
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Section XII (continued)

F. headquarters,
dated il ',iarch i9C6.

Field Forces Vietnam Lessons Learned,

Incident/Obs ervationr(s)
Overcomrirg lack of troop awareness of current psy ops
activities. Aerial loudspeakers are being used to exploit psychological
opportunitics that ray be developed durin£ tactical operations, such as
isolated groups of refuiees or potential ralliers. For maximu= effectivethe broadcast
ness, friendly troop units must be oware of tile purpose of
and of any part they may be expected to play. Dissemination of such information throwuh corand channels is difficult and time consumin-. A
sclution is to broadcast a translation of the appeal in the langua•ee of
the friendly troops, English or Korean, explainin& at the sase ti,•e what
is expected of ground units. A broadcast of this type is particularly

useful when the arpeal consists of directions on how to raily or surrender
in that if special considerations are involved, it insures that the ground
troo~ps understane these as well. This practice also has the added benefit
of I.roviding an on-the-ground check of loudspeaker effectiveness and a
chance to determine if any offset in flight path is r-equired.
Vhen tactical and security conditions permit, this technique should be used.
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